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In the early period of the Soviet regime the linguistic theories of N. Ya, Marr were much 
criticieed, but of late p a r s  his teachings haw been elevated to the position of scholarly 
dqma sanctified by an avuwed Mamian content. Heresy in tMs respect was not easily tol- 
erafed among Soviet philologists. 

Huwever, during a recent Moscow scientific session devoted to M a r ' s  memory (January 
24-27, 1950), it became evident that some philologists had been nibbling away at ap @offic- 
ial' linguistic apple of discord. And prod that the dogma of Marrism had at last been found 
wanting sooar became evident when Pravda opened its pages to an extensive discussion, be- 
g h h g  with an article by P m f e s ~ o ~ C h i k o b a v a  in the issue of May 9th. A series d 
articles by leading philologists folluwed, climaxed by n slashing attack on Marrand his iol- 
lowers from the pen of J. V. Stalin (June 20th). The debate was closed in the July 4th issue 
od Pravda by another article of SWin and final statements from various participants in the 
dis- 

Subsequent articles and news items have appared in the Soviet press which indicate how 
far-reaching has been the applicaticm af the conclusions drawn from the controversy in the 
whole realm of SMet Ungulstics and tekhhg. The prekidiuni of the U.S.S.R. Academy of 
Sciences d the Ministry of Higher Edncatim have-ordered the replacement of scientific 
heads tainted with Marrism in these -tions; new curricula of courses in linguistics 
and the history of literature in accordance with the new 'linem are to be worked at; the 
staffs of hQbr schools and the dissertations af graduate students are to be examined, in 
order that all scientific work in m s e  fields may be reotganized in conformity with Stalin's 
directives in linguistics; new courses of lectures in universities and pedagogical institutes 
m the'msults of the discussion are to be &red; Mmcuw State University has announced 
new cqurses fo retrain teachers of linguistic disciplines in higher educational institutions; 
m~ fexbwks, ba.ching aids, gILd monogrsphs an the most important problems of linguistics 
wil l  be issued; and the Linguistics Institute of the U.S.S.R. plans to publish soon two works 
od a themtical nature: %asic Problems od Wsguistics in the Light af J. V. Stalings Works* 
and #A Criticism of t h e 6 L ~ t i c  Theory* of Marr.' 

Ftdbr, official action on some of the major participants in the controversy has been 
snift, The Presidium d the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences has passed a decree to release 
Academician L L Meshchaninov from the post of director of the Institute of Laaguage and 
Thought of the UJ3.S.R. Academy of Sciences, Professor G. P. Serdyu~~henko from the poet 
of deputy director of this institute and Professor F. P, Filin from the duties of Academic 
Secretary af the Presidium of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences. The Institute of Languw 
and Thought aad the Institute of the Russian Language of the Us.S.R. Academy of Sciences 
are being amalgamated in an inbegrated Illstituta of Linguistics of the U.S.S.R. Academy of 
Sciences. And Academician V. V. Vinogradov has been confirmed as di~ector a# the Institute 
of Linguistics. Finally, the Presidium has revoked as being erroneous its decrees of July 
21; 1949 and April la, 1950. 

Because of the importance that this cunlroversy has assumed in the U.S.S.R., it was 
ttxmght that a service would be rendered to American linguistic specialists and to American 
students of the Soviet Union in general by maldng available to them, in collected form, com- 
plete translatiom of the articles on this subject which bave appeared in Pravda. Through 
tbe offices of Mr. Leo Grulior, Editor of The Current Digest of t h e w ~ r e s s ,  per- 
mission was obtained to reprint the tra~lations of these-articles in the Duest (Vol. a, Nos. 
18-32, 24-28), Bich-had been edited for the Digest by Robert M,Ha~kin. An article in 
Vo~rosy fi6sofii. likewise translated in the Digest, has also been included. Attention is 

. drawn to two further articles on linguistics, preceding the Pravda discussion, and not in- 
cluded here but also appearing in the Digest (Vol. I, Nos. 46-51). In the course of editing 
the Digest translations for the purpose of the collection, some slight corrections have 
been made in clarifying certain passages and in the footnotes. 

The Department is deeply indebted to Miss Eli~abeth Eresky, of the staff of the Digest, 
for her skillful work in editing and assembling the manuscript, and acknowledgement is 
gratefully paid to the Rockefeller Foundation for its financial support in the preparation 
of this book. 

Ernest J. Simmons 
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Scientific Session Devoted to Marr Anniversary* 
By A. G. SPIRKIN 

The Soviet public observed extensively the 85th anniver- 
sary of the birth and 15th anniversary of the death of N. Ya 
Marr, inspired Soviet 'scientist and founder of tBe new, ma- 
terialist teachings on language who brought f m e  to our 
fatherlarad's science through his outstamling scientific workg. 

~ ~ i i h ' i c - h - & r ~ s  teachsag on ertkbd on the 
firm base of dialectical arad historical materialism, consti- 
ttltes a genaine, revolutionary upheaval in Ilnguistics. The 
new teaching on language formulated by N. Ya. Marr, ar- 
&~patriotand~sonal[hIwrtyobLeninaadStal in,  ia 
the prduct of the great October social&& revolution. Niko- 
lai Yalumlevich Marr himself frequently emphasized that the 
new teaching on b g m g e  could have dsve101,@ omlf under 
cmdttbms of the Swiet aocial system with its new, revoh- 
tbmq world viewpoint and its solution of the national ques- 
tion on the basis of new principles. Academician Marr 
workad tirelessly f o r  .the socislint syetem, participating 
directly in aatfonal-cultural ccmstmction, carrying out the 
great of MWx, EngeEs, Lenin and Stalin on the fra- 
ternal cooperatfun at peoples. 

Since e ' s  deaf4,- the materialist teaching on language 
which he formulated bas been creatively developed by hik. 
pupils and follmers. 

The Soriet people profoundly rerere the memory of their 
glorious son. ScbWfk semions dmoM to the memory of 
the inspired scientist and ardent+Bobhevist patriot N, Ya. 
lldnrr hate been organbeid in all UnguMIcs institute8 of the 
Soviet Union, in all academies of sciences of the union re- 
publics @ higher educational institutions of our couutry 
during [the o b w ~ c e  d] the 85th anniversary of N. YI. 
Marrss birth and the 15th anniversary of his death. Sden- 
tWc sessions of nationwide importance and devoted to fhis 
noteworthy date were held in Leningrad and Moscow. 

The task of the scientific sessions in both Moscow and 
bmhgmd was to sum up the work of Swiet linguistics, to 
subject the shortcomings which exist in this work to s u p  
Party criticism, and to indicate paths of future creative de- 
velopment af Marrr's heritage in connection with profami 
tasks in studgine-the language and writkg systems of the 
peoples of the U.S.S.R., the f ield of 1- development. 
In Moscow, the-scientific session d w  to N. Pa. 

Marr's memory lasted from Jan. 24 to Jan. 27. 
The following persons gave reports at the special dessm 

called by the N. Ya. Marr Institute of Language and ~haugu 
in Moscow on a joint resolution of the Presidium of the 
U. S,S,R. Academy of Sciences and representatives of 
institutes of the union repubiics working on problems of lin- 
guistics in the national republics: Academician I. I. Mesh- 
chaninw, Profs. G. P. Serdyuchenko, N. S. Chemodanw 
and I. M. Oshanin, Corresponding Member of the Armenian 
W l i c  Academy of Sciences Prof. A. S. Garibyan, Corre- 
spaidhg Member of the herbaiddm Academy of Sciences 
M. A. Shiraliyev, Member of the Eaeakh Academy of Sci- 
ences S. K. Kenesbayev, Comrade V. M. Alatyrev, D. I. 
MiWalcbi and others. Staff members af the Institute of Lan- 
m e  and Thought, Institute of Philosophy of the U. S. S. R. 
Academy of Sciences, Moscow State University and the acad- 
emies of sciences of the union republics took part in the de- 
:bates. AIl participants stat& that creative development of 
Ung&tic problems is possible only on the basis of the ma- 

* V o w o s ~  filpaofii, No. 3, 1949 [published in ApriS 
195o'], pp. 396-327. 

terialist teaching on language formulated by N. Yam Marr 
which bas played such a tremendous role in the development 
of the national languages of the peoples of the U. S. S. Re All 
participants unanimously demanded that a most resolute 
struggle be waged against attempts to resurrect reactionary, 
bourgeois theories of linguistics, the formal- comparative 
method in linguistics. 

Participants in the sessions stressed in their remarks 
that N. Yam Marr's works, based on the firm foundation of 
dialectical and historical materialism, are a most sharp 
ideological weapon against bourgeois, idealistic linguistics 
which propagandizes reactionary, racist theories. 
The session was op'ened by A. V. Topchiyev, Chief Learned 

Secretary of the U. S. S. R. Academy of Sciences who 
called for dwelopment of Bolshevist criticism and self-crit- 
kism as makingit possible to remedy existing shortcomings 
in linguistic work and to raise the Soviet materialist science 
of language to a new, higher level. 

In hi8 report #N. Ya. Marr as a Scholar and Teacher,. 
N. Ya. Marr's closest pupil and follower Academician I. I. 
Meshchaninov brilliantly characterized the creative path fol- 
lowed by the inspired Soviet linguist. Academtcian Mesh- 
cbinov demonstrated on the basis of extensive specific 
factual material that even prior to the great October social- 
ist revolution N. Ya. Marr adopted a very hostile attitude 
toward reactionary, bourgeois science. The conditions un- 
der which N. Ya. Marr worked in the pre-revolutionary uni- 
versity did not permit him to develop his tremendous crea- 
tive talent. This talent blossomed with unusual force after 
the great October [revolution] when N. Ya. Marr became 
an active participant in cultural construction in ouf country. 

Reforms in university teaching and reorganization of the; 
work of an entire series of scientific institutions after the 
great October socialist revolution advanced N. Ya.. Marr to 
first place in the university world and made him a most ac- 
tive participant in the development of a new, Swiet science. 
He raised archeology to the lwel of a genuinely scientific 
discipline, becoming head of the archeological commission 
which he r e o r w e d  into the Academy of the History of Ma- 
terial Culture. 

Academician N. Ya. Marr created a linguistics institute 
in the network of academic institutions. On the basis of the 
Japhetic theory, N. Ya. Marr brought archeology and lin- 
guistics closel; together. Archeology lost its old, treasure- 
hunting tendencies and became permeated with genuine hie- 
toricity, while linguistics ceased to be regarded as an iso- 
lated, self-sufficient discipline. N. Ya. Marr injected a live 
current into the university program. Archeology and ethnog- 
raphy were included among the disciplines taught at the Uni- 
versity and took on an entirely new, materialist character. 
Painstaking analysis of language by the method of materialist 
dialectics in language resulted in disclosure of a rich fund 
of facts of which the social historian can make extensive use. 

In his lectures N. Ya. Marr spoke as a creative scientist 
mwing ever forward toward the solution of basic questions 
of linguistics: what is language, how did it originate and how 
does it develop, on what is the connection between language8 
of different systems based, how are they conditioned and on ' what do fhe differences among them r e d  and how should one 
interpret the complexity of the genetical process begbmhg 
with the period when human speech was being established? 
These were new questions, the solution of which required 

1 



enurely different methodological principles than those dn 
which bourgeois l ~ t i c s  is based. 

Bourgeois science furnished no answer to all these ques- 
tions which faced N. Ya. Marr. N. Ya. Marr found the 
answers to these question8 in the works Of Marx, Engels, 
Lenin and 8talin. Language serves as a means of communi- 
cation. Consequently, it was not created by an individual, 
but by a social environment, in the labor activity of a human 
collective. Changes in language do not arise dthemselves; 
they are not fortuitous. They are socially determined. All 
elements of human speech are bearers of a definite social 
content. N. Ya. Marr demanded that the form of language 
be studied in connection with the debraination of its social 
significance. He declared an implacable struggle against 
formalism. 

N. Ya. Marr approached the solution of theoretical ques- 
tions of linguistics from the tenets of Mandsm-Leninism. 
He acknowledged language to be a phenomenon of a social 
character, but he did not stop at this, because even the Neo- 
Grammarian school does not dispute this premise. From an 
idealist standpoint the Neo-Grammarians asrjierted that lan- 
guage in its establishment and wolution could develop ac- 
cording to its own laws which have from time immemorial 
been inherent in it. They examined language in its evolution 
from the state of a primordial, proto-hngwage. Bourgeois 
linguistics sketches the developmental scheme of language 
a s  an inverted pyramid with a single starting point from 
which, according to the scheme, came branches, causing a 
development from singleness [ of language] to multipliciQ. 
According to the Neo-Grammarians, language families and 
their proto-languages are dweloped in this way. How the 
proto-languages were formed and from what they originated 
is not disclosed, while eyen the formulation of such a ques- 
tion is considered unscientific. This concept is permeated 
with the spirit of racism and serves a s  justification of the 
imperialists' colonial policy. 

In opposition to these pseudo-~cientific, idealistic theories, 
N. Ya. Marr advanced the new, genuinely materialist theory 
of the origin of language. According to this theory, the dis- 
persed clans and tribes of the primitive community could 
not have had a single language. Language was not created of 
itself but was created by the social environment which at that 
time did not require the development of a common speech. 
It developed and was perfected not of itself, not immanently, 
but in close connection with the development of thought. The 
causes determining the development of language lie outside 
of language, in the development of society, in social prac- 
tice. Man's social-labor activity develops consciousness 
and language. 

Concretizing Marx's references to the laws of language de- 
velopment, N. Ya. Marr works out the teaching on a single 
glottogonic process. 

In his analysis of the history of language N. Ya. Marr 
establishes the primacy of kinetic speech d the secondary 
nature of vocal speech. Marr establishes the theory of 
functional semantics which makes possible profound pene- 
tration into history. He comes to the conclusion that ges- 
ture, kinetic language,played a leading role in that long per- 
iod when the undeveloped throat of the primate bad not yet 
been converted into the articulating voice apparatus of man. 

Labor created man and also determined the origin of 
speech. Our voice apparatus in its present form did not de- 
velop of itself. Prolonged speech practice developed it. 
The original voice apparatus was different, meaning that the 
sound of human speech was also Meren t  originally. In 
complete accord with Engels, N. Ya. Marr establishes that 
originally man's throat issued only diffused, inarticulate 
sounds. 

Creative labor distinguishes man from the animal. The 
realhation that man lives in society determines both the 131- 
bor act and the developing means of intercourse. Conse- 
quently, language is as ancient as consciousness. From 

this, N. Ya. Marr comes to the conclusion that language and 
thought are dialectically united and admits language to be a 
superstructure which is acted upon by the base through his- 
torically developing consciousness. 

In studying the history of language N. Ya. Marr stands 
firmly on the tenets of Marxism-Leninism. On the basis of 
the Leninist-StalMst definition of the nature of language a s  
a major means of communication (Lenin), a s  an implement 
of development and struggle (Stalin), N. Ya. Marr discloses 
the social, class nature of language, paying particular atten- 
tion to its semantics. 

In adhering to the basic premises of Marxism-Leninism, 
N. Ya. Marr demonstrates the unity of language and thought 
on the basis of extensive material on the hfstory of languages, 
stressing that the development of language does not repre- 
sent an er;criutonary process only, but is also a process of 
leaps, the revolutionary supplanting of one stage in the de- 
velopment of language and thought by another, qualitatively 
Werent  stage. 

N. Ya. Marr8s theory of stage development of &e 
hors aided in the solution of complicated questions of glotto- 
8oJ'Y. 

Investigating the pmblem of the origin and &elopment of 
language on the basis of the tenets of dialectical and histori- 
cal magrialism, N. Ya. Marr comes to the conclusion that 
the problem of the origin of language cannot be solved with- 
out stdyi~@, the course of man's emergence and without 
 closing the. reasons determining the need for using the 
speech apparatus. Tn investigating the sasequent develop- 
ment of language it is essential to establish t e s e  social 
grounds which cause corresponding changes in language 
structure. 

N. Ya. Marr's teaching on the origin and development of 
language in dependence on the development of society, on the 
direct connection between thought and speech, on a single 
g l ~ n l c :  process of lanpage development and its stage 
nature has played an exceptional role in the solution of the- 
oratical problems of linguistics on the basis of the tenets of 
dialectiual materialism. 

N. Ya. b(lSLFr skWfully combined theoretical work with the 
completion of actual assignments imposed by the practice of 
socfaust construction. He took acme part in the complex 
prublem of forming alphabets and orthognphies, grammars 
and dictionaries for the languages of the peoples of the 
U.8.8. R. , as well as the devising of writing systems for 
peopl\e~ who had not had them before. N. Ya. Marr derived 
extensbe! material for his theoretical work from the practice 
of hmgmge development in the U. S. 8. R. Soviet reality gave 
him an opportunity to observe changes in language structure 
which, caused by new conditions of labor reality, disclose 
the social significance of lan%uage and its dependence on eco- 
nomic and cultural development. Peoples of the U. 8.8. R. 
who formerly had no writing systems are obtaining their own 
systems of writing thanks to the new conditions created in 
our country by the national policy of Lenin and Stalin. Lan- 
guages are developing on their own national soil, becoming , 

enriched in vocabulary, while written literary language is 
becoming qualitatively different from oral, colloquial speech, 
and is making its demands on the present-day grammatical 
structure. Studying these changes in language structure, we 
become cominced that they are not a t  all fortuitous. Neither 
enrichment of the vocabdaq nor development of grammatical 
structure happens by itself. It is becoming perfectly clear 
that the language of any given people in a given period of its 
historical life cannot be studied solely by itself, apart from 
the social life of the people. The practical work done by N. 
Ya. Marr in cairnection with introducing writing systems 
among peoples recently baclrward in their development and 
in connection with perfecting teaching methods, etc., has 
served as a motive force in the scientists8 own growth. His 
theoretical work has practical application, and for this rea- 
son the new teaching on language becomes enriched. 



Academician I. I. Me&cha.ninov @we special attention to 
N. Ya. lbtfarr's research methobs and to his exceptional 
teaching skill. 

The Soviet linguist, says Academician Meshc-w, sees 
from his axperience et themy cannot be divorced f?m 
practice, from life, -that it is enriched by p r ac t i cq~d ,  in 
e q p m c t i c e  makes VeW g e n e d  use of the theoretical at- 
tainments of scientists who devote their energies to the so- 
cialist development of the peoples of the U.S.S.R. develop- 
ing their economy and culture on the path toward communism. 
~ i k e  d hvie t  scientists, the ~vietlin%uistdoesnotlockhimim 
self UP in his science lahorabrg; *er, he faces UP @thew- 
gent demands of socialist construction. N. Ha. Marr was a 
model~~*ssiveSovietscientbb al lOfhbworkhav@w 
placed in the service of socialist comtructian and devoted b 
c o m b a w  hostile, idealist theories in -tics. In his 
work he campnmed for the general P w  line in the science 
of language. The inspired Soviet scientist trained many 
young people; In those young people-ined on the firm 
principles of xnaterialist doctrine and ~cmsumed by the in- 
spir- tlame of ~ - L e n i n ~  science and the desire 
s e n e  their great Motherland in every way, Marr saw the 
heirs of his cause. He directed the following memorable 
w o r e  to them: ''Neither fnint-hemtd retreat nor concu- 
iatoW a~peasment. Forward, Young comrades, our replace- 
ments 1 * 

Academician I. I. Mesbchminov concluded his report with 
this im~amioned appeal by Academic- Marr to young Soviet 
scientists. 

\ ~ltho- he provided a comprehe-e description.of N- Ya 
Marr's personalitg a s  a scientist and teacher, Academician 
I. L ~eshchaninov did not indicate further prospects for * 
reloping the science of language and, in essence, he by- 
passed the u n s a w c m  S ~ ~ E L U O ~  on the linguistics fr* 
fm to disclose the reasons for this m a t i s f a c t o ~  sib- 
ation. 

-co.rrespondingbAember of the Russian R e F l i c  A c a d e ~  
of ~eWogieP1 sciences Prof. G. P. Ser-che* deliv- 
ered a report entitied #The Creative Path of N. Ya. Marr.' 
In his report Serdyuchenko paid particular attention to the 
formation. of the dialectical materjialist teaching of N. Yam 
Marr and to some methodological questions of Mar 's  lin- 
guistics.   he professor correcuy emphasbed that U r ' s  
complete break with the 01% bourkTeois, b b - E u r o m  lin- 
guistics and his creation of a new 'materialist science of 
language could be realized only after'vicbry of the great Oc- 
w e r  socialist revolutirn, oh the basis of Mtr*t-Lenb&St 
phil-ph~, Leninist-Stalinist national policy and the works 
of genius of J. V. Stalin. A huge role was also played by 
the direct personal participation of the remarkable Soviet 
scholar in the socialist construction* m r ' s  -teruistic 
linguistics was durm me great Mahkkt 
epoch. Solving the problem of the origin and development of 
national languages, Marr based himself entirely on Stalin's 
definitive works on the nationality question. 
On the basis of the decisions of tho Party conferen~es on 

the nationali~ question, adopted in codormity with C~mrade 
Stalin's reports and personal directives, the .work of im- 
proving and developing national cultures and languages of 
the peoples of the Ums*s*R in Our cotmtrm un- 
peedented in its s4@fieance and sco@* It stimulated the 
development of many branches of Soviet science including 
linguistics. 

the goviet era a thorough S* the lan- 
w e s  of the people of the U 8 8 R* bas been c u r  ied out. 
T h i s ' r e s ~ c h  hns been closely associated with the fulfill- 
merit of the -signmen& of the Bolshevist in regard to 
the improvement and development of linguistic culture and it 
has caused the emichment of Soviet l-tic theory and a 
further flourishing of the languages themselves. 

the successes of linguistics have been due to the 
lePdership of the great and to its'1eader of 

genius J. V. Stalin. 
L'enin's and Stalin's works on dialectical materialism a s  

well a s  on the question of natiohalities are of the greatest 
world-wide historic importance and prove an unshakable 
foundation for the works of Soviet linguists. They offer to 
our scholars a sure orientation from which to carty out a 
correct national policy in the work of developing spoken and 
written languages of the Soviet peofles a d  for a thorough 
methodological re-organization of the whole theoretical work 
of -tics. 

It is only on the basis of dialectical materialism that devel- 
opment of a truly progressive and leading science can take 
place at  present. It W precisely dialectical materialist 
methodologic-al bases that have determined the brilliant de- 
velopment of Michurfn's biology, Pavlovys materialist 
physiolcgy, the materialist pliysics of atomic nucleus and 
Marr's new linguistics. The new linguistics was formed on 
the basis of Marxist-Leninist materialist philosophy, of 
Leninist-Stalinist national poiicy, and the works of genius 
of Stalin and of the direct personal participation of N. Ya. 
Marr in the socialist reorganization of the country under the 
direction and leadership of the Bolshevist party, N. Ya. 
Marr wrote about this himself in his work 'Language and 
the Present Day,' and,in his report devoted to the fifteenth 
anniversary of the great October socialist revolutioil, he 
stressed the unqualified dependence of the successes of his 
n m  l-stics on Leninist-Saust  national policy a d  on 
the building of socialism in the U. 8. S. R. 

N. Ya. Marr broke away completely from Indo-European 
linguistics and consciously reorganiaed the science of lan- 
gupge on the bmis of Mar-m-Lenwm. He a i d  so him- 
self in his speech at  Ule Sixteenth Par@ Congresq in the re- 
ports 'Language and the Present Day,A 'Marx act Problems 
of Language,' etc. That is why all sorts of opinions that 
w r  was a #spontaneous' or #concealed M a r a t "  must be 
rejected because of their obvious fallacy and their endeavor 
to minimize the importance of the influence of the Marxist- 
Leninist philosophy and the guidance of the Party of Lenin 
and stalin upon the outstanding scholar. 

Nikolai Y+&ovlwich Marr is among those great Soviet sci- 
entists to whom Stalin's words about people of advanced sci- 
ence may be wholly applied. 

N. Ya. Marr tried by all his theoretical and practical sci- 
entitic activities to meet the high demands which the social- 
ist reorganization of the country was making upon Soviet sci- 
entists. Being an untiring fighter for the social-reforming 
role of Soviet science, Marr by his intense activity v a n -  
teed the domination of a fighting Soviet .patriutic spirit. Be- 
ing a fighting materialist, N. Ya. Marc subjected t~ sharp 
annihilating criticism all the basic propositions of the old, 
reactionary, ide-alistic linguistics, exposing their dependence 
on the racist ideology and colonial policy of the imperialist 
states. 

N. Ya. Marr decisively exposed, from the Marxist-Lenin- 
ist standpoint, the racist basis of reactionary, bourgeOis 
I ~ ~ ~ - E ~ ~ ~ ~  l w t i c s  and led the struggle 
against ~ d s  of forrnUlatio11~ dien to Soriet science. 

Bolshevist intransigence to everything which is opposed to 
the spirit of Bolshevist Party ideology is a basic feature of 
the scientific and sciefiwic-organizational activity of Acade- 
mician M a r .  He spurned the peaceful co-existbnce d the 
two opposing tendencies and was impatient with all those who 
attempted to combine these opposite trends. In a series of 
Marr9s propositions and statements, Prof. Serdy~henko 
shows the hemenQus influence the shdy of Lenin's and 
stplinPs worb b d  upon m r  wb his later 
partic-ly often t o w  Lenin's teaching on unity of u- 

ad t m .  He alms follows StalinJs directives 
on the nationality question, on national languages in the 
epoch of capitalism and socialism, on the single language of 
the future Communist society. Prof. Serdyuchenh went 
on to describe several methodological problems of linguis- 
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tics in Marr's treatment, ! c o m ~ s  were'mssible in his theories. - H o w e r ,  a critic 
Marr gives the Marxist definition of a language as  a super- 

structural category connected in its origin with life and he 
spurns the bourgeois-ideologist concepts of a language as  a 
"closed entity." 
In this connection Marr points out the reflection of class 

differentiation and class struggle in language. He merci- 
lessly exposes the bourgeois theory of linguistics on the 
non-class quality of national language in the epoch of im- 
per ialism. 

N. Ya. Marr poses the problem of language origin as  one 
of the most important in linguistics and in this he follows the 
classical works of Marxism. He advances the proposition 
of the Idialectical unity of language and thought- 'thinking 
and language are inseparablem-opposing bourgeois science, 
characterized by the lack of connection between the two. 
Applying the method of dialectical materialism, following 
carefully the history of language and the history of thought 
which are determined by the development of human society, 
N. Ya. Marr checked linguistic materials with the histor- 
ical sources accessible to science, putting the main stress 
on the monuments of materialist culture. 

Dwelling on the question of the primacy of gesture speech, 
Prof. Serdyuchenko pointed out that recently even some rep- 
resentatives of the new linguistics have preferred for some 
reason to remain silent on this recognized and solidly ar- 
gued teaching of Marr's. 

This was what Prof. N. F . Yakovlev in particular did in 
his pamphlets on the origins of language. 

In agreement with Engels, Marr dates the appearance of 
sounds in speech from the period of creation by man of arti- 
ficial work implements,although he points out that kinetic 
speech preceded sound and played the leading role during 
the first stages of language development. 

Another major problem worked out by Marr was the prob- 
lem of development by stages. He strove to trace the de- 
velopment af oral speech, of grammatical and vocabulary 
forms as  a whole, over long historical periods, while con- 
necting various systems of construction of spoken language 
with changes in public opinion, depending on the succession 
of social economic stages. The development of the teach- 

on the development of languages by stages differentiates 
t from traditional bourgeois linguistics. The develop- 
of a.ll languages, according to Ma=, reflects the very 
social laws, which results from singleness of the so- 
istoric process. At the same time, Marrps teaching 

s not deny the qualitative originality of each language. 
rr comes out decisively against traditional bourgeois 

-formal method of bour- 
the paleontological, socio- 
true historical development 

ze all the 1iterature.devoted to the history of the forma- 

purpose is anti-imperialistic . 
mpletely unfounded division of 
asuperior" and 'inferior, SJ into 

the introduction into tics of racism and the national 

s c r ~ t & ~  of &r9s individual propositions on the -initial de- 
velopment of spoken language and paleontologic analysis 
by elements, while contributing to the general growth of S 
viet linguistics, must not cast a shadow on Marr's achieve 
ments in his creation of a new materialist linguistics. 
Nonetheless, some Soviet scholars (Member of the Georg 
Academy of Sciences Prof. Chikobava and instructor at 
the Moscow State University Comrade ~erebrennikov) de- 
clare that all  Marr's teaching is mechanistic and oppose to it 
a s  more acceptable, reactionary, idealistic theories of var- 
ious bourgeois linguists. 

Prof. Serdyuchenko went on to dwell on the general state 
uf Soviet linguistics at present, pointing out several serious 
shortcomings and,abwe all, the neglect of the Party prin- 
ciple in many linguistic institutes and the absence of prin- 
cipled Bolshevist criticism and self-criticism. Even some 
leaders of the N. Ya. Marr Institute of Language and Thought, 
says Prof. Serdyuchenko, have not only failed to consider that 
the reactions of the party press and also the article by I. I. 
&$@shcbaninov in the Literaturnaya gazeta are correct inprin- 
ciple and demand. a review of the linguistic institute's 
work, but have started to stifle the attempts, weak enaugh 
without this, at criticism and self-criticism. At the same 
time, articles in Pravda, Kulturad zhizn, Literaturnaya 
-eta and local organs of different republics have reported 
the presence of alarming symptoms on the linguistic front 
of our work. 

Describing the development of Marr9s teaching in the na- 
tional republics, Prof. Serdyuchenko pointed out that great 
attention is given to it in Armenia, Azerbaidzhan, Kazakh- 
 tan and other Union republics. Unfortunately, things are 
different in the institutes of the Georgian Academy of Sci- 
ence where Marr8s teaching is criticized and old, definitely 
discarded methods used. Attempts to discredit or to ignore 
Marr's new linguistics,lwhich is a brilliant example of the 
application of Marxism-Leninism to the study of language, 
repeat, in essence, similar attempts by Weismanists and 
Morganists to discredit and discard the materialist re- 
search of Michwin and Lysenko. The attempts to conciliate 
materialist linguistics with idealistic, bourgeois theories af 
the comparatists, immanentists, etc. , are equally intolerable. 

Prof. Serdyuchenko criticized several works which have 
lately appeared in various republics of the Union and among 
them Prof. Abayev9s monograph which is a vivid example of 
the inadmissible attempts to reconcile progressive, mater- 
ialist linguistics with traditional bourgeois notions. 

In his report, Prof. Serdyuchenko did not content himseU 
with presenting the basic propositions of the new linguistics 
but a l ~ o  tried to analyze the situation on the linguistics 
front. However, he did not succeed in showing what work 
had beendone on several theoretical questions in the 15 
years since Marrys death. 

Prof. N. S. Chemodanov made a report on the subject 
#Academician N. Ya. Marr's Struggle Against Bourgeois 

1 Linguistics." He recalled at the beginning Comrade Zhdan 
ov's appeal,made during the philosophic discussion, to wage 
an offensive against the decaying bourgeois ideology. Lin- 
guistics in capitalist countries more and more is used by the 
imperialistic, anti-democratic camp headed by the U. S. A. 
in its struggle against the camp of progress, democracy and 
peace headed by the Soviet Union. 

Indicative in this regard is the retreat of bourgeois lin- 
guistics from genetic -problems and its scorn for problems 
of historicity. 

Hitler's fascism tried a broader use, in its awn inter - 
ests, of the antiquated concept of Indo-Germanic racial su- 
periority, but failed in the attempt. Today, with the same 

Saussure and other neo-idealist schools 
ganda of the notorious cosmopolitan the 
of analytical over inflected languages, 



is us& a91 a theoretical foundation for Anglo-American 
W ~ I Q  contrasts the Western Europ- peoples, al- 
1-~QJ to the remainder of the world and in p.r- 

to the people's democracies and the Swiet Union. 
ming national orighUtJr of i n d i d d  h p a g e s ,  the 

pet&-scientific bau(eois -c theories are a 8tr- 
mmifestatim of c o s m o p o l i ~ m  and serve P. the 6680- 

logical foupda-n for the r e n c t i o q  projecte e - w  
a aPnited States d Europe," 'Marsball Plan," etc. 

The link beween linguistic8 and c-moplitan 
p r o m  prcres what sort of filw, selfish interests are 
concealed behind the abstract StqWmentS on the stmcture of 
lsneurges in the articles of eontemporarybwrgeois linguists. 

Soviet matarialist -tics, founded by Marr'S ~ n i t l s ,  
came iaao existence after the ~ c t a b e r  stxiallst revolution. 
It was 40rmed and dereloped on the ba& of the g m t  
of Ildanq Engeb, Lenin and Stalin. The theoretical and 
practical achievements of Soviet 4nguisb are iadlssolubly 
connected with the successes of the cultural revolution in 
our country, with the devebpment and co~~solidation of na- 
tional socialist cultures and the brotherly cooperation of 
Sariet peoples. Marr expremed this convincingly in his 
later works. 

lldarr considered the new linguistics as the fruit of the 
active participation of the peoples of the U.S. 8. R. in rgm- 
1- creative work. This b c w  - formed On the 
basis of Lenin's t h e o , ~  of reflection and Stdin's mchiag on 
national culture. 

Marr led a d€&isive struggle aPafnrrt b ~ W t ~ i s  peeud6-lin- 
guistics. Marr's actire and untiring struggle against the 
alien and hostile bourgeois -cs kept, even m y ,  
its actual socio-political and scientific signWcance. He 
b&ed himself on Lenia's Party principle in Bcience zraQ 
pitil@S8]1y Qposed m a n l f ~ t i o n s  of m m ,  rncism a d  
c o s m o p o ~ m .  

He exposed the racist content of the thearies of the In&- --- &owed that their c~~~ - 
connected with the c o s m o w  m i o n  of =tin& differ- 
ences. 

Marr atbacked every retreat from materialism, every 
appeasement and conc~tdon as shameful cowardice. 

The year 1923 was the turning point in Marr's creative 
work. He made a f i n d  break with bourgeois Uqpistics in 
his famous declaration on Indo-European languages of the 
Mediterranean area and formulated his theory of develap- 
merit bp staSe8 applied to Indo-E=opean lWWe8. The 
statement was made on Nov. 21, 1923. But some months 
earlier, in a little lrnown letter to F. A. Braun in LeipQ.ig, 
Morrr had expressed the same thought in condensed form. 
In 1924$ in his article on Japhetic theory, Marr produced 
a classical definition of the essence of Indo-Zuropem lin- 
Wtics .  He declared that it is and parcel of the 
h q e o i s  sociee, built on oppression d the peoples d the 
East by rr murderbus colonial policy. 

In 1990, N. Ya. Marr characterbed the class nature of 
--is l m t i c s  in a report 'Japhetido- in Len- 
State University," and showed its radical opposition to 
materialist linguistics. 

Exposing the class nature of Indo-European linguistics, 
Marr shows that it transferred to the Indo-Europm peoples 
the theological confessional concept of chosen people. 

N. Ya. Mmr considered the basic , 5 w  af -is Iln- 
guis- to be its divorcement from the Wtory of maberial 
culture and other fields of science close to ~ t i c s .  

In his w6rk QNative*SpeechW Marr gives a more detailed 
analysis of all these questions. He notes in this article 
#the internal decay of Indo-European lhgW&csm and its 
'idealist poverty. w 

Marr spoSre sharm against idealism and formalism in lin- 
guistics. He showed how poor and unscientific the formalist 
comparative method is. He critites this method in his ar- 
ticle 'Orfgin of Lrtaguaee,' rud In his work 'Japhac Chmdh 

on the Volgas (1926) and finally in aImguage and Thoughtb 
where he calls these methods astupid to the point of naivete." 

Criticizing pitilessly bourgeois linguists Marr noted and 
encouraged the attempts of certain bourgeois linguists to de- 
part from traditional idealist linguistics. He subjected to 
sharp criticism the linguist Meillet's pseudo-sociokogical 
theories. YIur showed the radical opposition between the 
new language teaching a d  bourgeois linguistics in his article 
'JapBetic Theory-Tool of Class Struggle" (1930). Marr at- 
tacked with pm-ticulax violence the attempts by bourgeois 
linguists to consider language development as an immanent 
process divorced from the history of society and thought. 

Idnrr's new teaching is our pherful weapon in the strug- 
gle against the racial Anglo-American linguistics. 

The struggle against boukgeois ltnguigtics wgw far Maw 
indissolubly linked with the struggle against the survival d * 
formalism among Soviet linguists, against the propaganda of 
the backward theories of pre-revolutionary linguistics. 

Prof. Chemodanov cites Marr's remarks about the Russian 
linguist Sbakhmatov about whom Marr said that he was com- 
pelled to fetter healthy Ldeas with the vises of a deadening 
theory. Marr pointed out the chss limitation of Baudouin 
de Courtenay. He brands D. N. Us- as a preacher of a 
'deceased science,' he led a sharp struggle against the 
Machist Bogdanov on the question of origin. Con- 
ducting 'his stsvggle against appeasement and conciliation, 
Marr attacked those lhguhts  who refused to$ive up tradi- 
tional concepts. He spoke about the irreconcilable antagon- 
ism between the new linguistics and Indo-European theory. 

Marr considered that the new linguistics must be not only 
passively assimilated, but must also receive a revolutionary, 
creative development; for 'otherwise, * says Marr, Oit would 
be merely a retreat and it could have only me fate-to serve 
the international bourgeoisie which has been driven into an 
idealistic impasseon 

Exposing mercilessly bourgeois linguistics, Marr demand- 
ed the broad development of self-criticism, demanded revo- 
lutionary deductions from criticism and self-criticism and 
their application in actual practice. 

Soviet linguists must learn from Marr the principled Bol- 
shevist criticism and self-criticism. 

Marr himself was a model of criticism and self-criticism, 
Prof. ChenrocEanov a. 

Marr spoke of the significance of criticism and self-criti- 
cism in science in his remarkable report at the general 
session of the State Academy of the History of Material Cul- 
ture in 1931. 
Prof. Chemodamv declared that the contemporary state of 

linguistics demanded the broad development of criticism and 
self-criticism. We still do not hare a single textbodk on lin- 
guistics satisfactory by our present standards; criticism is 
still not sufficiently widely developed and is of a superficial 
and declarative mature. Creative development of the new 
linguistics is still fnad,equate. There are even open attacks 
against Marr's linguistics by Prafessors Chikobava and 
Akhvlidia4 who preach the ideas of the aeo-grammares 
and irnmanentbtta These alien tendencies have not yet re- 
ceived a proper rebuff. 

There are erroneous propositions in V. Nikolsky'l and N. 
Yakorlev's article published in the magazine Voprosy filoso- 
f ii distorthg Marr's teaching. Attempts are still being 
made to reinstate the comparative method, and the proto-lan- 
guage schemes a@ a politid interpretation of the works of 
Russian pre-revolutionary idealist linguists still is tolerated 
in certain worb. 

In his conclusion Prof. Chemodanov appealed to the Swiet 
linguists to develop broadly criticism and self-criticism di- 
rected taward creative development of Marr's teaching, arxi 
wercoming capifalist survivals in contempow Soviet 
l&p&tics. 

It was noted by those who participated in the debates that 
Prof. Chemodsucav's report was not self -critical. maf. 
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Chemodanov failed to criticize his own works, inadequately 
explained the significance of Marr's new linguistics in the 
struggle against the most recent idealist trends in bourgeois 
linguistics (for instance, against reactionary, insane se- 
mantic theories, etc . ) 

Comrades Lysenko (Ukraine), By elov (Voronezh) and 
others who spoke at  the discussion criticized the heads of 
the Institute of Language and Thought. They noted that 
questions of language teaching in school were quite insuffi- 
ciently treated and that theoretical work on problems of lin- 
guistics was poor. 

The delegates from the Georgian Republic, Comrades 
Glonti and MegreWe, and Comrade Gozalishvili, candidate 
of the InrJtitute of Language and Thought, came out with sharp 
criticism of Professor Chikobava's views. 

Comrade Megrelidze exposed the idealistic views of Prof. 
Chikobava. He noted justly that there were scientific forces 
in Georgia which could develop the science of linguistics on 
the basis of Marr's teaching. Comrades MegreUe,  Glonti 
and Goealishvili in their speeches gave a detailed treatment of 
the struggle which is being waged in Georgia against the op- 
ponents of N. Ya. Marr's teaching. 

116. G. Yaroshevsky and A. G. Spirkin, staff members and 
cmglidates of philosophical sciences, spoke a t  the conference 
in the name of the Institute af Philosophy. 

Comrade Yaroshevsky noted that formalism was one of the 
basic manifestations of enemy ideology. Formalism in lin- 
guistics manifests itself primalily in severance of language 
from thought as a means of reflecting life. Some Soviet lin- 
guists show formalism in their understanding of the subject 
matter of linguistics and their interpretation of the problem 
of the origin of language and N. Ya. Marr 's teaching on 
stages. Comrade Yaroshevsky sharply criticized the article, 
q a s i c  Principles of N. Ya. Marr's Materialist Teaching 
on Language," by Nilsolsky and Yakovlev, which appeared in 
the rmipzine Voprosy filosofii. He noted that this article 
was a vivid instance of formalism. It distorts N. Ya. Marr's 
teaching .on the origin of language, Marr's teaching on stages 
and a number of other basic principles of Wwr's linguistics. 
The authors give a completely incorrect definition of lan- 
guage a s  consciousness in the form of sound. Such a formal- 
istic definition has nothing to do with Lenin's reflection 
theory. On the one hand, it reduces Laaguage to mere 
sounds, ignoring all other forms of language. On the other 
hand, it leads to the reactionary concept of %npage con- 
s c io~snes s ,~  which has already been criticized in Soviet 
linguistic literature. The morphological determination of 
stages contradicts the very essence of N. Ya. Marr 's 
teaching and is theoretically defective and politically harm- 
ful. The problem of the origin of language cannot be di- 
vorced from the problem af the origin of thought. The con- 
nection between the t e a c w  of N. Ya. Marr and the teach- 
ing of I. P. Pavlov on the second reflex system must be in- 
vestigated. Language must be regarded a s  a reflection of 
reality. This is fully applicable both to semantics and syn- 
tax. 

K. A. Levkovskaya (Moscaw State University) criticized 
Prof. Chemodanov's report in her speech. She emphasized 
the fact that Prof. Chemadanov did not carry out the task he 
had set himself, did not sharply criticize contemporary 
bourgeois linguistics in the light of N. Ya. Marr 's teaching. 
This, said Comrade Levkovakaya, is due to the fact that 
Prof, Chemodanov not only does not struggle against reac- 
tionary, bourgeois theories in his activity but, on the con- 
trary, is under the influence of bourgeois linguistics. This 
has found expression in his works (in the anthology on the 
history of the German language and the introduction to l@- 
guistics) . Comrade Levkovskaya also criticized the mistakes 
contained in the works of Prof. Gukhman. 
Anna Movsesyan (Academy of Sciences of the Armenian 

Repblic) delivered an interesting speech. She pointed out 
that the present session had seen no truly Bolshevist, uncom- 

promising criticism of the enemies of N. Ya. Marr's new 
teaching on language, that the reports at  the session gave 
the feeling of a kind of uncertainty and hesitancy with regard 
to those principles which N. Ya. Marr's opponents declared 
to be incorrect and defective. Comrade Movsesyan dwelt In 
detail on N. Ya. Marrgs teaching concerning element aaaly - 
sis and affirmed that this U y s i s  is a new, higher step in 
*the pslreontbiogic analysis of language. This method is the 
foundation of a new teaching on language and stands in basic 
opposition to the bourgeois formal-comparative method. 
Element analysis makes it possible to penetrate the true 
hi6tol'~r of human hmgmge and shows us how language is 
formed in indissoluble unity with thought. Comrade Mwse- 
syan noted that element analysis may not be utilized in a l l  
cases and elements may not be sought in all words. Ele- 
ment analysis cannot be an end in itself. It should be util- 
ized a s  a tool in those cases when the linguist is confronted 
with the problem of investigating the extremely complicated 
history of the development of language, to bring out the stage 
stratifications in language and &ow the ancient interrelation 
of words and the reinterpretation of concepts. 

The discussion on general theoretical questions was fol- 
lowed by reports on research work in linguistics in various 
republics. B. V. Gornung gave a report on the subject 
&The Role of Academician N. Ya. W r  in the Study of the 
Languages of the Peoples of the U. S. S. Ram He gave a de- 
tailed account of the tremendous contribution made by N. Ya. 
Marr, the great Soviet linguist, to the study and development 
of unwritten hguges,  and showed his autsbndhg role in 
the upewing af the national language culture of Soviet social- 
ist nations. 

Marr personally took a leading part in lhgqbtic work in a 
number of union republics (Abkhazia, Aeerbaidehan, Dages- 
tan, Chumshia and others). He carefully trained fighters 
for and propagandists of the new teaching on language. In 
the case of inany peoples of the Soviet Union who had neither 
writing nor schools in their native tongue, the cultural revo- 
lution was largely connected with N. Ya. 1Cllarr's new teach- 
ing on language and with his personal, active participation in 
cultural construction along national lines. 

The session heard a number of specialized reports and 
speeches devoted to the role of Academician Marr in the de- 
velopment of various languages of the Soviet Union. 

A, S. Garibyan, Corresponding Member of the Armenian 
Republic Academy of Sciences, gave an extremely interest- 
ing and rich description of the work of the linguists of Soviet 
Armenia who are  carrying out in practice the basic prin- 
ciples of Marr 's teaching. 

Prof. Garibyan spoke in his report of numerous investiga- 
tiona conducted by linguists of Soviet Armenia which fully 
bear out the correctness of Academician Marr's basic postu- 
lates regarding the formation of the Armenian language. 
These investigations expose the slanderous assertions of 
contemporary bourgeois Armenian studies concerning the 
degradation of the Armenian literary language. They show 
that the history of the development of the Armenian language 
is the history of the struggle of b o  antagonistic class lan- 
guages: the dominant literary language, on one hand, and the 
living folk dialects on the other. 

Thy ,  Soviet linguists, basing themselves on the teaching 
of N. Ya. Marr, wolved a truly scientific, Marxist history 
of the Armenian language. 

Investigations showed that the ancient connection between 
the Russian and Armenian peoples had a beneficial effect on 
-the development of the Armenian language and culture, es- 
pecially after the establishment of Soviet rule in Armenia. 

Thanks to the direct assistance of the great Russian lan- 
guage, the Armenian language received its highest develop-- 
ment and achieved a genuine flowering. In Armenia, said 
Prof, Garibyan, Marr is highly regarded as a friend of the 
Armenian people, a fighter for the brotherhood and friend- 
ship of Caucasian peoples and a great Soviet scientist, 



faunder of the linguistics of the fatherland. 
It m y  be concluded with assurance from profi Garibw's 

speech that Marr's heritage is being ser-1~ and prof&- 
ly elaborated in Wery WPP' in Armenia- h o f . w i b ~ r a n  was 
warmly received by the participnnb in the sessbn, and his 
interesting report made a deep impression on the miience. 

Prof. Be B. Piotrovsky noted in b speech that an incor- 
rect tendency af limiting Academician Marr's teaching to 
questions of li-istics bas become-evident only recently. 
This tendency is related to the linguists' striving to lock 
themselves up in their own i m ~  tower. This ~ a a c e  is in 
basic contradiction to the research methods used by N- Pa. 
Marr hirnseu, who headed fruitful cooperative work by Un- 
guists, historians and archeologists. Unfortunately, thefe 
is no such cooperative work at  present, In Prof. Piotrov- 
SkY's opinion, this is one of the most reasons why 
such important elements of N. Ya, Marr 's theory as, for 
example, the teaching on stages, on semantics and others 
are  being neglected by linguists. 

N. Pa- mr ' s  teaching on semantics is being success full^ 
worked out by h i s t o r m  of material cultme* The successes 
of Soviet archeologists and historians of material culture, 
Prof. Piotro* e m m b d ,  is due to the fact a e ~  are  
fruitfully developing N. Ya. Marr's teaching. 

Comrade BY- (-- Replbuc Academy of &$- 
ences) noted the absence of scientific co~ectiof18 among lin- 
g d t s  in various national r e m l i c s  as a substantial defect- 

Formal connections between the union and the republic 
academies swd by the Coordination Council at Pre- 
sidium of the U. S.S,R. Academy of Sciences. However, 
the entire connectian, the entire creative contact hiis d m  . 
to the reviewfng of thematic plans of r e m l i c  ~cademies. 
Comrade Bye low asked whether it was n d  m l e  to set  
up a publication with nation-wide distribution which m- re- 
flect the investigations conducted by members of republie 
academies. - 
s. K. Keneayev, member of the Aord- 

emy of Sciences, gave a report on the, topie 1N. Ya. Mazr 
and the Development of the KMakh JAbrary and 
Writing in Soviet Times." He said the K a d &  pe~fle, ' 
remmecfd by mt mtober [ ~ O l u t ~ ]  ~~ beaome 
one of the so~ipllst ~Uti tXlS endowed with ib - saiet state- 
hood and rich culture, mati- in form and social- 
1st in content-thanks to the correct reab&iOXl of the L d U -  
fstdtal-t m t i d  policy- As a result of the historic w- 
cesses attained the Y-s of the soviet rule the lUdKh 
People both in the ewmomic and cultural ~Iheres ,  the m- 
zaith language is beginning to develop rapidly. 'fas msb- 
ulary, grammar and phonetics are being perfected, and 
standards for the literary language hare been set. 

The s&r noted that the ~s~ m e  exercised 
and h exercbhg a beneficial influence on the groath and de- 
r e l open t  of the makh ubrary  1an-e. Arabic m m  
was a weapon of oppression in the hands of reactionary 
forces-the beys and the Moslem clergy. 

The contemporary IW&h alphabet and orthography a re  
built on the correct principle of com@e*b brrowirrg 
the Russian while taldng into account the phonetic 
~ec-ties of the con tempow m e .  Each 
phoneme has its own des-tion. This p r e c b e l ~  the kind 
of 1-e ~~mtru*n to which N- Pa. Wwr was Summon- 
148 -. 

Comrade K e m a ~ e v  said that a number of maf3mes were 
being taken -tan at the present time in the field of 
language development, particularly toward improving and 
. ~ U o ~ i n g  the al-et and orthography, a s  well at3 
terminology. 

~ ~ ~ ~ v e  deep strdg of the l i v w  m k i c  -8s in 
the U.S.S. R., including the gaealth lm?=we, only started 
after the great October socialist revolution. Outstanding 
Russian scholars-N. Ya. Marr, I. I. Meshchaninov- 
played a lesrding role in the truly scientific hvestigation of 

Turkic languages. Thanks to the disinterested help al Rus- 
sian scholars, linguistic personnel has been trained in the 
national republics in the years of Soviet rule. Textbooks 
pnd teaching aids have been m e d  for all types of schools 
in these republics.  he linguists of mdchstan, as well a s  
those of other national republics af the Swiet Union, de- 
vised bilingual dictionaries and made valuable Investigations 
in the grammar, phonetics and dialects of the Kazakh lan- 
w e .  

Comrade Amanzholov @ad& Republic Academy of Sci- 
ences) spoke on Prvf; Keneshyevps report. He pointed to 
the excegtfonaily interesting report of Prof. Garibyan, which 
testified eloquently to tee enormous and fruitful work which 
is being done in &menip. 

Comrade Aman&olov supplemented Prof. Kenesbayev's 
report. He pointed to some shortcomings in the work of 

m t s .  
V. I. Alatprev delivered a report on the subiecf WN. Ya. 

lLdarr and the Sttidy of the Fimm-Ugric Languages.* He 
pointed to the fact that the theoretical heritage of the found- 
e r  of Soviet linguistics in the investigation of Finno-Ugric 
languages has not yet been the object of much study. Study 
of this heritage [said the speaker] is, however, extreme- 
ly important, because N. Ya. Marr based many of his the- 
oretical principles on lingui8tic data from the Finno-Ugric 
langu~ge grmp. ~n conbu t  to the m t i ~ n  theory of b m -  
geois Finno-Ugric studies, which sought for a aproto-home- 
land" of the Tinno-Ugricb languages in the Sayan moun- 
tains, in the Urals, etc., N. Yam Marr pt forward the the- 
ory of the internal, local formation of Finno-Ugric, Turkic 

other languages, a the ba& of No Yam mr's I-, 
the speaker asked whether the time had not come to recon- 
sider radically our views concerning the single system of 
~ w - u g r i c  m e a ,  and BuggesM that the ess ion  ex- 
amine his viewpoints, that the Finno-Ugric group consists 
of three groups: (1) the language8 of the Volga-Kalna-Pecho- 
r a  territory; (2) the ~altic-Finnish languages; (3) the Ugric 
m e s .  

cComrade Alatprev notedat the end of his report that Soviet 
Finno-Ugric scholars had done much on the basis of N. Ya. 
b¶arrss methodology propositions and methods both with re- 
spect to re-& on aientffic grammars (d fidiviw 
Finno-Ugric languages and to working out qaestions of prac- 
tical -e d~elopment. 

Followlllg Comrade Ahtyrevss report, comrades PereV04;- 
chkov, MaitMTcaya and Kure supplemented a number of 
propositions in the report and made their own critical com- 
ments. Comrade Maitinskaya ewessed  doubt a s  to the re- 
liability of the classificatfon of Finno-Ugric languages sug- 
gested in the report. This question, Comrade Maitinskaya 
said, must be approached with due caution. sup&ementing 
c o d e  ~ l a t y ~ m ' s  report, p d .  Kme s h m  h w  m- 
tic work is being reorganized in the Estonian Republic. 
Comrade I. K. Vartichan (Kishinev University) gave a brief 
characterbation of the state of linguistics work in the Mol- 
davian Republic. 
~n extremely interesting question was raised by Comrade 

Meshcheryuk who referred to the intolerable situation in the 
study of the Gagam language. The Gagauz number lM),OOO, 
the speaker said, but unfortunately they still lack a written 
language. The problem at present is to give this people a 
written langua$e as soon a s  possible. 

Speaking. during the debates, Comrade Saidov gave a short 
description of language development work being done a t  the 
present time in 1)agesta.n on the basis of N. Ya. Marr's new 
teaching on m e .  b 

Comrade Abctulayev (Uzbek Republic Academy of Sciences) 
pointed out in his speech that Usbeh lh@Stics a prod- 
uct of the great Oddber socialist revolution. Under the 
Soviet regime formerly backward peoples bad been given 
extensive o p p o ~ t i e s  to take advantage df their national 
statehood. The Uzbek national literary language bad taken 
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q Comrade Azizov noted a number of shortcomings in the 
work of Uzbek linguists. 

Comrade D. Ye. MrWlalchi gave a report on the subject 
'Academician N. Ya. Marr and the Romance Language 
Study,' presenting a thorough description of the use made of 
N. Ya. Marrgs teaching in research on the Romance lan- 

N. Ya. Marr summed up the results of his research in 
Soviet Romance language studies cannot be considered a 

work is now being done by the people's democratic gove 
ment of China. 

studies, the need for whom is increasing, making it nece Prof. Oshanin indicated a need to set up 
sary again to suggest more extensive training of Ro studies section in the Institute of L m e  
language specialists (primarily, specialists in the M * * * 
and Rumanian languages) both in institutes of the Ac 
of Sciences and in the universities. 

Corresponding Member Comrade Shiraliyev of the Az 
baidzhan Republic Academy of Sciences gave a report-e 
aAcademician Marr and the Development of Azerbaidzhanian PeopIes of the U.S.S.R. 
Linguistics' in which he comprehensively characterhed The overwhelming majority of Soviet linguists relies on 
N. Ya. Marr's research on the A z e r b a i . .  languag the theory of linguistics baaed on the principles of dialecti 
and the fruitful work now being done to develop the great f l  and historical materialism. 
Swiet  scientist!^ heritage. However, the work 09 this session revealed the gene 

On the basis of the decrees of the Central Committee of unsatiefactory situation in the field of linguistics. 
The work of the session likewise revealed that there are 

the development of the modern Azerbaidzhanian language. 
entitled 'The History of the Azerbaidzhanian 

Periodm wffl be completed in 1950. 
Azerbaidehanian language Azerbaid- 

N. Ya. Marr. 

sion did not subject 

ing as the language of a great people who have joined the 
world army of fighters for peace and socialism. Prof. 
Oshanin pointed out that N. Ya. -Marr persistently stressed 
the significance of the Chinese language as a superb fflustra- 
tion of the basic theses of the new linguistic teaching, and 



a1 institutions, both higher and secondary. 
It is utterly inadmissible that lhguhts do- research on 

the great Russian m e  tnok no pst in session's 
work. It was especially important that they participte, be- 
cause it is precisely in this field that a struggle against 
anti-Marr traditions is extremely urgent. 
Many participnts in the session brought up the need for 

close coordination of the work of -ts, historians of 
material culture, philosophers, ethnographers, historians 
and others. 

By way of self-criticism, it must be admitted that Boviet 
philosophers, especidly [in] the Institute of Philosophy of 
the U. 8.8. R Academy of Sciences and [on] the magazine 
Yoprosy filomfii have not yet given real help to bguis t s  in 
solving pressing problems of Soviet lingui~tics. 

Voprosy filosofii*~ attempt to shed light on urgent prob- 
lems of modern lfnguietics (the article by Comrades Nikol- 
sky and Yakwlev h NO. 1, 1940) awed lmeuccesrdui since 
this article, as the newspaper Kultura i ehixn justly pointed 
out, contained serious errors in fact and in principle. 
The question of coorainathag work in the field af linguis- 

tics in the various national republics is an extremely acute 
one. The need has arisen for the establishment of a special 
agency to throw much light on the theoretical and practical 
work of all linguistic institutions of the Soviet Union. 

The results of the session show that we must have more 
principled, Bolshevist' criticism and self-criticism which 
will make it possible to end the covert and overt attacks on 
Marr and to raise Soviet, materialist, Marrist lingui~tics to 
a higher level. 

On Certain Problems of Soviet Linguistics* 
By A. CiaKOBAVA 

-.'. 
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Ology; it can becoine ca-e bd upsing the lnns d wial 
derelo~lnant for practical * 

Becomiql an esact science is a programmake repire- 
w f w  which not a shlgle m4l wi80ce:, tnd- lie- 

pistics, can be of practical use and benefit. 
8-t l h p W c s  can meet the retp&ements upon 

science in the Sbrlla epoch if t ie @Ued by the kiociples 
dialectical and historical *rfalism, if ft is 

the -8n l  strrtemeds of Marq Engels, Len@ ,anti 
r w  -9 a8aenCe, m&h and develop 

ment, 
The d i scussW held in Uqpbtic research institntd~tb) 

and a number of articles printsd in Pravda @ 0tb.r m i c a -  

Soviet lbqpWks i. ~ u e d  to Serve a reliable 
retical hue for tbs -ire WebPme* t.Lig 
place ia tbi m & b a k b d  l h & & ' U a .  It is corn- 
howl* what * e m  thewetical, @* 

scientific shdg d lpqCplee s ~ c i f i c w  hbbri* 
cd (* historJ a me in eloe3Q rehtiollshlprto ' 

the af the culture 8- old cYI 
the (M in ia r e h w  t4 -1. , 

L e w  -1.7 the I=-* m* ' ' 

-8 as me d those scientific dlsef-88 rglah 
the theory td cognitaoa a d  the dialectic must evolve,*il). 

"**The.~ci8JWe d the h h e b ~ y  Of ldeQ,'@ C** 
s w ,  @Clrq  wpfte all the CQ~@-@ a Mmmeaa ol 

u e ,  becolne WB s ~ c t  a science aa, for ernm~le, 

, May Q, 1950, PRO 3-5. . . 
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t V. I. Lenin, Philosophical Notebooks, 1947, p. 297. [No& 
All works cited are either in Russian or n Rwska d t i m  
nnless otherwise indicahd.] 

tiol?s wr the situatton in Ungdstics me clear evidence ob tbe 
fact that all is not well with regard tg the deve1.m- 91 
materialist Soyiet Uqpistic science. 

Itba8beenshaolminthecclurseodithe~ussionWthg 
fundameata~ statements of ~ngeb, tenio. ~ n d  
on language and Wgubtics have bee? ~ r e p h c d  jn tbe worg 
of IMBJI linguist8 bg ~ c r r d s e b  N. YP. YIOR'B ~ W O T ~ C ~  
premises on theory. cam ptter case, up ser- 
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of N. Ya. -r3s fundamental errors. 
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better has resulted from  disc-^ held than a r- to 
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4 n e  of Academician W. Ya. Wr3s mOBt mdartunate gener- 

: watiOna. Thi. thgory - aiCially wCM lDIO 
by the U*8*8eR. A c * ~  of mtute of -e 
and Thought and by Academician L I : Meshchmhm, H, Ya. 
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&of. 0. v m ,  a8Siartant emr d ae mm 
of Lplrr(pae and Thought, states atright, as though summhg 
Up the ~cuse ionsr  held, a t  element ~ y s b  'can be entire- 

' ly applicable and useful. 9 
In lW, Academician I. I. M ~ f k c b n h w ,  head of the 

Urngogo& Academy Bciancss$ ~~~n ubame pld 

' 

J. V. Stdin* Dialectical and Historical IdaterioUm," 
of 'la p* 

t LPor Further h&i&vemmt. of the New, Msterialist 
On -* " of Ac*my Of %ci-es, ' gisbn of mbHcs, Vol. a No* 49 
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Language, called for a decisive struggle against element 
analysis as a distortion of Marxist-Leninist principles in 
linguistics; but in 1949 he lacked the courage to declare open- 
ly that no Marxist-Leninist science of language could be cre- 
ated with the technique of the notorious element m y s i s .  
In 1949, Academician I. I. Meshchaninov limited himself 
merely to remarking in a muffled and vague way that =anal- 
ysis of works in modern speech according to the four ele- 
ments yields nothing. # * 

Meanwhile, in order to popularize materialist linguistics, 
the -try of Education's mae~eine Rus- Y U Y ~  v .s&ole 
[ R w h  Laagu~ge in the School] a e r s  th0-b of Itus- 
sian language teachers examples of etymo1,ogy of Russian 
words according to elements: the word #rukaW [+] is, 
allegedly, composed of the two elements and %a, * 
each of which means ahand. ' The W s i a n  word *toporn 
[axe] and the French word gportern [to carry] consist, a1 
legedly, of the very same parts, 'porA and =torB or %rS: 
arukam is an implement of labor, the axe likewise, t-' 

W t e  recenw, early in 1950, the Russian Republic JMIfn- 
istry of Education PUbWhed a p~mphlet by -of. G. P. 8er- 
dyuchenko entitled 'Academician N. Ya. Marr-Founder of 
Soviet Materialist L m t i c s '  in the a@estions of L m -  
tics for the Teacher' series. In.the p a m e t  Prof. G. P. 
SerdPchenko asserts, among other things, that #the prob- 
lem of element analysis* **requires very serious attentionn 
(p. 60) and that 'paleontologic analysis according to ele- 
menb***an be fully applicable and useful" (pa 63). Having 
published a Large edition of the awe-mentioned pamphlet, 
the Pedagogical Textbook Publishing House characterizes it 
in the foreword a s  containing 'much worthwhile material for 
the teacher. ' 

Thus the Ministq of Education authoritatively recommends 
that teachers employ element analysis (of the ru-ka, to-por 
type) a s  being of scientific value. 

This is not all. In 1949 the *istry of Higher Educa- 
tion worked out a syllpbtls on g In t rodu~ t i~ . t o  LingU18tic~" 
(written by Prof. Chemodanov, editedby Prof. Se-chenlro): 
which is bnsed wholly on the incorrect premises of   cad em- 
ician N. Ya. Mlarrss linguistic theory. The syllabus says 
nothing about e1ement8~&ais ,  but the postulates arrived 
at  by element analysis are considered an achievement of 
Swiet mater.ialist linguistics. This means that element 
analysb, examples of which a re  the etymologies of the words 
4rukaB and 'topor, is being introduced in universities, 
pedagogical institutes and teachers' colleges as required 
teaching matter. 

Finally, the July 21,1919, decree of the Presidium of the 
U. S. S. R. Academy of Sciences openly states that N. Ya. 
Marr's theory is 'the new materialist teaching on language, 
a general theory of linguistics erected on a dialectical and 
historical materialist base, that the principles that there 
is 'a single [milinear ] process at language growth and [that 
there are  1 stages in the development of the world's Ian- 
guagesn (i. e., premises internally related to the use of ele- 
meat analysis) constitute .a progressive revolutionary teach- 
ing. 

Element -1ysis once forced Academician Yo. mrr's 
theory d linguistics into a blind alley. Now that element 
analysis has been rehabflitate& all linguistic work is arriv- 
ing a t  an impasse. 

A situation arisen in which it is becoming impossible 

* I* I* Meshchaninov, "Ur-Founder of Soviet Lhguis- 

to do positive work on the immediate Wks of our mother- 
land'~ linguistic development. 

It is necessary in this connection to examine the question 
of what Academician N. Ya. Marr's linguistic the or^ repre- 
sents, to what extent it is legitimate to supplant Marxism- 
Leninism in linguistics by Academician N. Ya. Marr's -- 
ry, and what is needed in order to develop a Soviet linguis- 
tics based on the truly scientific principles of Marxism- 
Leninism. 

An outstanding Soviet scholar and major student of the Cau- 
casus, ~cademician N. ~ a .  ldph is lmom to the general 
Soviet public a s  the author of the Japhetic theory. But even 
before his first research elaborating the Japhetic theory was 
published (in 1908), N. Ya. Marr was rec-ed as an au- 
thority on questions of Armenian-Georgian p h i l o l ~  in the 
broad sense of the word: on language, literature, history, 
ethnography and archeology. 

Later, Academician N. Ya. Mnrr, the untiring student of 
Japhetic languages, author of a number of valuable mono- 
graph and n - e m  articles on the Geor%an, Chan, m e -  
tian, ~-i.n pnd ~ ~ g s s t a n i a n  languages as well a s  on the 
~agque md o t h = r w & s ,  e e  a scholar of world renown, 

A coneiderable number of N. Ya. Marr's works are  de- 
VOW b the stmggle to create a mptertplist 16istiCS. 
This struggle of N. Ya. Marr against idealistic linguistics - in itself of considenble i~nprtance in stre-ening 
young Soviet linguistic science. However, Academician N. 
Ya. Marr himself was, despite his efforts, unable b attain 
a profound understanding of the essemce of Mandsm-Lenin- 
ism; he unable to the method of dialectical ma- 

t terialism and to apply it to lingui8tics.  his is the reason 
for the serious errors and omissions in Academician N. 
Ya. Marr's linguistic teaching which we shall now analyse. 

I.--In Academician N. Pa. Marr's Japhetic theory we must 
distinguish the following: (1) the teaching on Japhetic lan- 
m g e s ,  their nature and origin, d (2) the general lingpis- 
fiC doctrine or Japhetic theory a s  a general teaching on lan- 

au knowledge d Japhetic hngqes begap a s  a theory 
[suggesting] the relation of to the Semitic languages. 
This theory passed through a number of stages of develop- 
ment. The decisive factor of each s- 'is the concept of the 
Japhetic languages, and what they compbise. In 1908 the 
Japhetic languages were the Kartvelian languages (Georgian, 
Megrelo-Cban and Svaneian, as well as several extinct 
lmguages of Asia Minor). In 1808 N. Ya. Marr held that 
the JapheUc hnguages are  a branch most closely related 
to the Semitic branch. In 1 9 l m ~ i g h l a n d  Caucasian 
bngqges (Abkhasian, Adyghe and Dagestanian languages) 
were acknowledged to be Japhetic in addition to the Kart- 

languages. The JapheUc bguages comprised [in 
19161 an Mependent £amil of languages related to the Se- 
mitic m y .  1 9 a d s c o p e  of Japhetic languages is 
broadened and the following are  acknowledged as Japhetic: 

' the language-which had survived in the Pyrenean 
[meripn] peninsula, the extinct Etruscan language (of pre- 
Latin Italy), the extinct Pelasgic language (of the pre-Greek 
population on the Balkan Peninsula), the archaic languages 
of the founders of the ancient civilization of Asia Minor 
(Hittite,'Urartic, Elamitic), etc. In the development of Acad- 
emician N. Ya. Marr's Japhetic theory, the Japhetic lan- 
guage and those who spoke them at a given stage lqade up 
the third ethnic element in the creation of the Mediterranean 
culture, the third-uin time of [overall or world ap- tics," Journal of the Academy of S C ~ ~ I ~ C ~ S ,  Division of Liter- 

ature and Linguistics, Vol. Vm, No. 4, p. 295. [For a 
of article, see Current Di st of 

the Soviet Press, Vol. I, No. 4 4  pp. 11-1- 
t See V. m o v s k g r  s article "Russian Etymologies in 

Academician N. Ya. Marr's Research, " Journal of the 
Academy of Sciences, Division of Literature and Linguistics, 

pearance, put the first the order of historical sequence," 
i.e., pre-Indo-European and pre-Semitic. Hence, objectively, 
#e question no longer arises as to the relation of the Japheti 
to the emitic languages. 

Academician N. Ya. Marr arrived a t  this new concept of 
which languages can be classified a s  Japhetic after many 
years of research on these languases. ~n his well-hoqm 

No. 4, 1947. monograph 'The Japhetic Caucasus and the Third Ethnic 
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Element in the Creation of the Mediterranean Cultureb 
(1920). N. Ya. Marr stated this with the authoritative voice 
of a spec-t on Japhetic languages and in his passionate 
my, painw in broad strokes an attractive picture of the 
creative cultural role of Japhetic tribes and peoples. 

 his was also a great service of Academician No Ya. Marr, . 
formulator of the that [the various] jnphetic 
the languages of people who created one of the oldest centers 
of civilization in Asia Minor, were related by origin. 

But such an understanding: of the Japhetic languages did 
not last V W  1-0 JaPhe* elements  be^ to 'a~mr'@ in 
the most dtverse hguages; the Japhetic languages turned 
out to be arelabdm to all hnguages: hence relationship by 
origip or genetic relationship lost all meaning. 

From that time onward Japhetic languages are declared 
to be a stage of development; the Indo-Eun,pean bgmges 
are the sua- 8- of develop-h the result of the 
meformatiion of the Ja-tic 1-8; hence, genealosic 
classification gives way to classificition by stages. The 
paleontology of speech takes the place of history, and gep- 
era1 linguistic problems are acivanced concerning the na- 
ture of human spew4 fb inception and deveh~ment. 
Japhetic theory becomes a general linguistic theory, 'a 
g a e m l  t-w on -9 which has of late fre~neat- 
ly an8 not altogether appropriately been called 'the new 
teaching on hngrrage. " 

m t  the basic premises of the Japhetic t b r y  as a 
gm8rall-c -9 according to Academi- 
chn K Ya. Marr's tcpemg, is a s u ? ? e r s ~ c ~ a l  category. 
Since I s t o w e  is a superstructural category, everything 
in it is of a class nature. Imguage has always been of a 
class ~ a h m .  

Langcnrge development (gl-y) is single. This is due 
to the singleness of both the process and the initial materi- 

s originate from four elementbs: (SAL, BER, 
sian X is equivalent to English SHo ] 

Aaalysis of any word must begin by reveailing one or the 
other of these c~mponent elements-we are thus confronted 
in the analysis of any word with the beginnings of speech. 
The problem of the origin of hmguage is the most basic 
problem of linguistics. 

lanlTWW have a smle porn procaed from 
the four elements; the difference between languages con- 
sisting merely tn their  belonging to different ] degrees 
(stages) of development. 

Academician N. Ya. Marr rendered an m u b b l e  Ser- 
vice to Soviet lhEWistics by raising the question ofthe 8-f - 
structural nature of language. Accurately characterizing 
h U W e  as the witness to histom Academician 
~ a .  mrr raises qwsti0m 98 to the w e l o ~ m n t  of w e  
in connection with the development of thought and the evolu- 
tion of t e a o l o ~  ~ r ~ u c t i ~ *  'Therefore in 
gene-both geskuP and W*C*~Y voiced-form a super- 
structural atego- a  ducti ion productive relati- 
b e .  " * 

In actual EPct, ones the entire development of h- 
ety is conditioned b~ the devel~ment of pr0@ctive 

iname, Upt .mrfor meaIM intarcarusem (La*), 
'implement of 8-10 and hvelo~mmt'@ (mm), m@ -0 
be conditioned by these very doms relationships. The hia- 
tory of lang\lages a b k d s  in facts which confirm this indis- 
PUtpbla premise- A -'s dmndence On the procfuctive 
b e  is prticularly evident from the ldcon,  from' chp.pyles 
in vocabulary as well as in the meaning of words. A new ob- 
jwt, a new -menon in ilfe insistently r ~ u i * s  a 
corresponding designation in language: a new word appears, 
or an already existing ward is used hut with a new meaning. 

But such a direct dependence caxmot, as a rule, be traced 
in the s ~ ~ e  of a the structure of a senbnce, in 

* N. Pa. Marr, Contribution to the Baku Discussion. on 
Japhetidology and Marxism, ~ p l i 7 3 2 ,  p. 25. 

sound composition or in sound shifts: in such cases depend- 
ence is wiously rapllxd. 

If the development of a (given] language structure-its 
phonetics, morphology, syntax or vocabulary-would mi- 
formly, directly and simply reflect the development of pro- 
duction and of productive relations, one could isolate witbut 
effort in the history. of any language written since ancient 
times at least the three basic socio-economic periods, ' 

if not all five. However, every specialist studying the histo- 
ry of a given bqpage, which includes such things as declen- 
sion of nouns, conjugation of v e r b  or the syntactic relatiam 
of words, knows that it is impossible to isolate periods in 
the history of the above, which would coincide or directly re- 
flect socio-economic eras (as.well as the productive rela- 
tions characteristic of a given period). 

How does N. Ya. Marr's Japhetic theory explain such facts? 
In an extremely simplified manner. The following statements, 
taken m an example, are typical of N. Ya. Marr: 

&Direct and oblique cases are after all passive and active 
' cases, ' i. e.. strictly spegking, socially evaluable quantities 
inasmuch as at the preceding level of development by stages 
they were two ditferent categories of the collective. ,* 

In short, cases are active and passive: the direct case 
(the nominative) is usually active, while the oblique caws 
(genitive, dative, accusative-) are passive because the ob- 
lique cases are  syntactically dependent (are govetned by a 
verb or even by nouns), while the nominative case is usually 
syntactically independent. 

~cc0-g to N. Ya. -rr% theory, active and passive 
cases must be viewed a s  socially evaluable qumtities: accord- 
ing to N. Ya. Marr, "two different categories of the collec- 
tives are reflected in active and passive cases. Thus, accord- 
ing ta N. Ya. Man, social relations are reflected in the 
grammatical dependence of words. 
Such explanations cannot of course be considered Marxist 

or scientific. 
'Language, writes Academician N. Ya. Marr, 'is the 

same type of superstructural social valw as painting or art 
in general. "t 

In our opinion, one cannot equate painting (aFt in general) 
on the me hand with language on the other as superstrrtc-1 
categories. Such simplification is inadmissable. 

The conclusion: the posing of the problem as to the super- 
structural n a e  of language in N. Ya. Marr's Japhetic theo- 
r]l is correct only in a general sense because the specifie 
hi ts  a s  a sllperstrw:m category are obscured 
in N. Ya. mrfs teaching. The approach to various facts of 
lan%rage is not differedkted. Academician N. Ya. Marr 
does not even specify the questions [headings ] into which 
the problem should be broLen @an. 

Soviet linguistics faces much painstaking work in properly 
&terming components of thls complex p a l e m  oi dis- 

' closing the sp-gic m b r e  of m e  ns a s ~ r s t r u c ~ l  
c a b p r y  and tracing possible forms of w e ' s  
dependence on production. 

No Ya. -ss teaching on the clpss of 
y entirev incompntible with mrxism. Accord@ to N. Ya. 
Marr9s Japbtic theory, everything in language is of a C ~ S S  
mhre ;  US are class -8; language bps 
way, d cas =be. 

'1 assert, with full awareness of my responsibility in mak- 
ing such a statement, writes Academician N. Ya. Ma=, 
'imd] d w e e l l r g  mdamentolly with my c o m e s ,  tbpt 
there is iw, which is not of a class nature, and, 
c o n s e Q u e n t l y ~ r ~  is n, t h w  which is not of a class 

* N. Ya. Marr, 'Japhetic Horizons on the Ukrainb 
Farm (193Or Selected WOW, Vol. V, pp. 239-240. 

t N. Ya. Marr, 'The Japhetic Theory," separate edition, 
1928, p. 130; Selected Works, Vol. 11, p. 107. 
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nature* ** IQ another wo* Academichn N. Ya; Marr de- 

the final *a&; they are  of a class mttaxe first af all. It 
turned out SBat in Armenia and Georgia each camby bad 
two ~~ hagwges, both class m e s ,  o m  the an- 
ciemt literary - laagvage and tbe &her the so-called w-, p ~ ~ M ~ Q n a t m p t h t o t h e v -  
femnt wiatims of this p q m k  speech. A d  the remark- 
able is tbaS the Georgian femdal, hgahge a mom 
closely related in system to the AFlareatrn fwhllamgmge 
t t r a n a i t h e r d t h e m t o t h e p o p u l a i ~ o f i & m c o u n -  
try. The Armentan and Georgian gop&w hngmges bave un- 
dersolrndabty the same relatWhip to b t r  ow& fmkl lan- 
guages, b e i m g l a n g m g e s o f a s ~ ~ a a t n m p n v ~ c  
traits of *eb typology. We will, perbpitS Ip9 able fQ il- 

of a m-ems  langmge even 'during the i n i w  stages of the 
f-on of muikh@ or, to im more precise, at the time 
whm the homm collective emerged fmm the animal wrld;*li 
it apgmus that this would mean a retPrn to the primttive 
state of scientific linguistic thought-to tb ItcdQ-Europeaa 
theory with its proto-hgmge and its formal t6acbing.n 

Aidademicb N. Ya. lldarr declares that his understanding 
of the nature of class Is the anly scimtific, Marxist w. 
In N. Ya. &&IT'S opinicm, to speak ot .a nsan-class language 
even Qrbg  tbe initial stages of the furpaaWm ~f mankind 
would mean *dragging Marxism fnto an a m b  contrary to 
its social nabe, contrary to its logic, 9 H. Ya. &Urr wrote 
in W coanectian: 'It is i;ll3POblsible not only to keep silent 
but even to. state hesitatingly, .the fact &at *ere has never 
been a M#-class bmguage; hngmga ' ~ ~ 9 8  of o elms mture 
from the moment it began, it was the w e  of the class 
having control over tfre hplemwnb of pmduction of those 
epc-@~, including productive [.griealtnrrl or huating] q- 
ic. ** 

It is clear'that such an tmdarstanding of the question of 
lnseuage cannot be c ~ ~ i . i e d  a Marxist- Leninist one. 

N. Ya. Marr9s concept of the class nature of language has 
1 nothing to do wi* tb Marxiat-Leninist, scientific concep- 

tionr of #class. ' There were not and could not have been any 
clorsses the time when the human collective emerged 
from the animal world. Moreover, there were no classes 
even under the primitive-communal system when, as is 
kmm, communal o m r s h i p  of the means of production coa- 
sUMed the baeis of productive relations. 

Consequently, there can be no talk of the cWs nature of 
languorge in a pre-class society* Moreovgr, even in a class 
society, contrary to Academician N. Ya. Marr's assertions, 
the eairertience of aop-class hmgmges cannot be disputed. 

In his well-known definition of s, nation Comrads Stalin has 
4 in mind just such a non-class, national lagmge5 the com- 

mon knwledge of which constitutes aa Wpensible condi- 
tion for the nation's formation. 

"A nation," says Comrade Stalin, a historically formed, 
stable communitp of ~ e m l e  which arose on the -is of 
common lanmwe. territorv. economic life and ~svcholoeical, 

* N. Ya. Ma,rr, 'Gee and Thought," separate edition. 
1931, p. 4; selected work4 Vol. II& pp. 90-sf. Emphasis. * 

mine.-A. Ch. 
t N. Ya. Marr, Contribution to the Baku Discugsfon, 9. 

cit p. 19. Emphasis ,mine.--A. Ch. -* 9 - 
i: Bid., p. 10. 

** N.Y~.  Marr, Contribution to the Baku hcussion, x. 
cit p. 18. .' 

e-UD whi *. " "tk-ter- - %&nee, a acopan#w 

f~~~~tu r s s  of a na q coac s C o r n &  Stalin. 
It foUonis-that a commm&.lnngrrage is a fact mtder capital- 

ism. The bourgeois mtbm which Comrade Stalin bas in 
mind in the given instance emmged in a class society, game- * in the epoch of ascendant eapitaliam. 

It is impossible to reconcile ths following unproven mser- 
tion bp Aaademician N. Ya. Marr with self-evident facts: 
***mere is no common national laqpage but there is a 
chsa-. LPngaPgs~dolrsadtbefpmcU8Indil- 
&rent copmtries,given an identical soclrrl strucbm,display 
greater similarity of type to each other tban & bmgmge~ of 
M e r e n t  classes oit one and the same country or  one and the 
WUKl8 IlB-. *t 
N. ~ o .  m r p s  aiaertion tbpt ~IW  om f e w  W- 

g ~ a ~ p e  was closer, if only in its system, to the Armsninn 
feudal lanarp.Pn 'than either of &ern to the popular lasgPlage 
of its own country" has nothing to do with actual fact. 
fa a clnna society the class viewpoint of the speaker ,czn 

maoifest itself oalp in WiBiir features (usuallg in v m -  
lrvg and style), hat this does not mean at all that hapage is 
of a class nature. 
T b  umcept o& a * C ~ B  langmges is, if one takes into m- 

count the basic function d a hmguqe, self-conhdictorg and 
scientifically inconsistent. Actusllp, a claras language would 
be a b p a g e  by mann of which only persons of one and the 
na.mn class could communicate, but which could mt be u8ed 
for oommunicating with r e p r e s ~ s ~ W t e s  of firaather class of 
the same people or  the same nation. There axe no cases tn 
the hWbry of elms eocieties of mch ~83f-paned classes. 
Accordingly) the question of clam hquage8 does not arise: 
them are am elam hnguages. Ration8 bave only national lan- 
guage# whiich are common for all c l a s m ~  of these aatians. 

BmUg, hinmalf on his notion that language is rmcoaditiomal- 
lyanbfromtlmveryftrst daolaesrratuFst N. Ya. lYbtrr 
notr: 'Tab Unguistio conclgsioas dram by 8aplwtlZBolq. ' 

force it to atate most atsgorically tBat Eageb' bypthesis 
about the origin of classes thFQosh Sbs break-down of the clan 
is fl! of ierlolls co-rrec&oiw. ' 3.  

If am must speak of corrections, there can be no doubt 
that sedam correctiam am needed pmclseQ in that un- 
dembkdbg of class whtch umderlies amah a statement. It 
is clmrr1p that dcatiemici_an N. Ya. Marr's mderstandiug 
of mature of class is not reconcilable with a genuinely 
scielJltifk, Mamcist-Leniuist understandtag of the same 
COBEC~* 

Acco-, to Academician N. Ya. Marr's theory, the 
origin d hguage is  conceived as follows: a gesture lan-' 
gmge 5~ aboriginal ('mual lmguagem); vocal speech arose 
much later. Aeco* to N. Ya. Marr'a theoq, vocal 
speech bas eaisted Qin general from 50,000 to 500,000 y a r e  
and more, while standardiqd language bas e4sbd from 
1,000,.000 to 1,500,000 years," ** 
Vocal speech, according to N. Ya. Marr, or igh ted  not 

for pu;rpomes of communication (people spoke with their 
h h d ~ l ) ,  but as a 'labor-magic*'activlty; there are only 
tour pihmry words or  elements; they were In--the posses- 
sioa of the medicine men, and even these used themnot a6 
r means of communication with p p l e  (if only with other 
medicine men) but as a means of comrmmicaw with a to- 
tem; thus, the first words are magic both in origin (created 

J. V. Stalin, uMarxism and the National Question, " 
Worb, Vol. II, p. 296. 

Marr, -.It 18 So Difficult to Become Theo- 
retical L ist separate edition, Selected Works, Vol. It, - P* 

f N. Pa. Morr, Actpal Problems and Current Tasks d 
the Saphetic Theory, separate editioa, 1928, Vol. Ill, p. 15.  
** N. Ya. Marr, Language and Thought, separate editio~s, 

p. 68; Selected Works, Vol. III, p. 118. 



bgnmdhlmmen), andinhrnc~(they8ervdasamagi- 
cal hhnitp). It tarns ordthat vocal speuch, the property 
of medicine man_ origlmbd in r clnrrsaerentjated en- 
virollmet; vocal speech, it seema, served as "an' instru- 
ment of closs struggle, aa did writing later on. ' Academi- 
cian N. Ya. Ullarr tells of the struggle which took place at 
the time nhsn vocal speech originated -tween the collec- 
ti-**- vocal speed$' on the one lam& and "the collec- 
tive witbout vocal epeech. (i. e., with geshm langrtage), on 
the other knd, until the 'more powerful group with vocal 
speech mimed the upper itad over the deaf-mutes. '* 
There ia no need to dwell on these dubious theses. It is 

clear above a.ll tbat in speaking of the origin of lasPgurrge we 
bare in mhd -1 speech which serves as a medium of 

for lxmmnd, lLgt mute 'gestPreb mgmge 
which ~?nnnat properly be caUed speech because it is mufa, 
wordless. m e ,  the question of the origin of speech 
must under no cfircuumtances be cQadtused with that of the 
origin of ginm DdWidd languages. Nor should it [the orl- 
p of speech] be reduced to the &termbatitan of how m a q  
'wordss -re were in the bsgianiag and which they wem, 
let alone who pamased the'm and what kind of ashggle 
tooh placew over them. 

The fundmWal aeatlon which a tlieom on the of 
must amwir k under what condtious m~dhn- 

p g e  bave orlgbateci? 
According to the bachhg8 of Marxist C-, 

arose rra yart of work, out of the need for comm-* 
The primordial bgmge was a vocal u. 

Academlciall N. Pa. aQrrr's baehing on tbe o m  aad 
initial bction of hngmge ia In gbarp c o n t m d k ~  to tbs 
theoretical fomtrbrthn of the qPsstian by the c l ~ 8 i c s  d 
mrdsm. "***L8qfqpp ' write mrx and Ebgela, ' 0 ~ -  
aterr only fkom tiupaid, from persbtent need to comnmob 
cate with others. *? 
*As men Qve1upe4 * says Engels, %my reached tb 

*ere thsy needed to eay somefhlng toxiash other. Tha naed 
created an or- the ape's undeveloped larynx wm 8 1 0 ~ ~  
~ ~ ~ * * * a U d t h e ~ ~ o f ~ r a P a r r t h g r a c f r t a l l p  
learned to pronounce ane iftimlate sound after another. *$ 

The chief f u n m  d langolage is pecisely to be a means 
of communication (ILIIarq Eagela, Lenin, 8 
-mines the essence d z e .  It hr 
primordial, Language without this function ceases to be 
Irtog.lPge. This is an bdbpdable premise of the science of 
haguap.- Howerew, contrary to this basic thesis d Mam- 
ism, Academician N. Ya. Marr writes: aComrPdes, a most 
profound misunderstanding arises when the origin of lan- 
guage is regarded a s  coinciding with the appearance of 
voiced speech, but it is no less fundamental an error when 
lrrnguage is supposed from the first to have had a e$nversa- 
tional function which today is primary. Language is a magic 
instrument, an instrument of production in the first shges 
of man's development of group production; language is an in- 
strument of production. The need and the possibility of using 
language as a means of communication is a very late matter; 
this is true of both gesture or linear***speech, as well as of 
spoken or vocal 

Thuikp A ~ a & e a = ~ g :  Yur holds that the need for 
comrmmicatiag could not lead to the creation af language: 
accordbg to N. Ya. Marr, there was no need a t  first to use 
h g m g e  as a means of cemmamication; such a need '18 a 
very much later &velopmenteW Originally, language, accord- 
ing to N. Ya. M&rr, wa8 used not for communication by 
people, bat as a magical technique. 

t & Marx rud F. Engels, German Ideoloa. pp. 20-21 
f F, Engels, #The Role of ~abor in h ' s  Evolution from 

the ~pe,*biaiectics of Nature, 6th edition, 1932, p. 62. 
** N. Ya. Wrr, Cmtribution to the Baku Discussion, op. a, p. 7. Emphasis mine.-A. Ch. 

The important principle here is that Academician N, Ya 
Marr does not acImoariedge the initial, conversational function of 
lansuage in general or uf vocal h g m g e  in particular. Aca- 
demician N. Ya. Marr rejects the origin of language as a 
means of communication by people, ae an implement which 
arose from a persistent need for communication. 

Academician N. Ya. Marr forgets that people in the most 
ancient times lived and supported themselves in hordes, in 
groupe and not individually. Academician N. Marr does not 
take into consideration the fact that it was just this circum- 
stance that brought about their need for communicating, 
their need to have a mema of comrnunicatibn such as h- 
m e *  

And yet, under such circumstances, certain 09 N. Marr's 
followers deem it possible to m e r t  tbat Academician N. Ya. 
Marr's theory on the origin of h g u g e  is allegedly a gen- 
uine Marxist theory and is in complete accord with the prin- 
ciples and theses of &axism-~anininlp. 

Academichm N. Ya. Marr expresses -elf in favor of a 
single common language for future mankind. This is the 
only matter of principle on which, it would seem, Academi- 
cian N. Ya. Mlwr's views are in accord with the theses af 
Marxism-Leninism. 

However, N. Ya. Marr's understanding of the question is 
incorrect, non-&famcb$ in this instance as well. According 
to N. Ya. Marr, 'a life of wmW**leads to the unity of all , 
speech in general, provided it is preceded by a single econ- 
omy and social system, and in this way sweeping away all 
obstacles. * Moreover, according to N. Ya. Marr, it 
seems thnt 'mankind, proceedtng toward economic unity lad  
a classless community, cannot he4  applying artificial means, 
scientifically worked out, in order to accelerate this broad 
process. * - 

A s  is A, Marxbb understand this matter differeky. 
They hold that the process of withering away of national 
lauguages and the formation ob a single common world lan- 
guage take place gradually, without any 'artificial 
meang invoked to 'accelerates this process. 

The application of sukh *wtttlcial meansb would mean the 
use of coercion again& nations, and this Marxism cannot 
permit. 

Comrade Stalin says: "***The process of withering away 
of lmt io l  differences and ?he merging of nations 18 related 
by Lenin not to the period of socialism's triumph in one 
country, but 8XC1psively to the period after the establishment 

, of the dictatorship of the proletariat oGor ld -wide  scale, 
i. e., to the period of socialism's triumph in all countries, 
when the bases of a world socialist economy will already 
have been laidem$ 

Moreover, Comrade Stalin points out with maximum clar- 
ity: 'It would be wrong to thinL. that the destruction of na- 
tional differences and the-withering away af n a t i d  lan- 
guages will take place immediately after the defeat of world 
imperialism, a t  one blow, so to speak by decree from above. 
There is nothing more erroneous than such a view. Attempt- 
ing to bring about the mergibg of nations through a decree 
from above, through comp4sion, woald mean playing into 
the harads of the imperialists, ruining the cause of the liber- 
ation of nations, and interring the cause of o r w i n g  the 
cooperation and brotherhood of nations. guch a policy would 
be equivalent to one of assirnhti011. 
"You are of course aware? writes Comrade Stalin, "that 

the policy of assimilation is unconditioIIlrlly excluded from 
the arsenal of Marxism-Leninism because it is a policy 

4 

* N. Ya. Marr, "Concerning the Question of a Single 
Language,* Selected Works, Yol. I[, p. 397. Emphasis mine. 
-A. Ch. 

t Me, p. 398. Emphasis mine.-A. Ch. 
J. V, Stalin, 'The National Question and Leninism,' 

Works, Vol. XI, p. 346. 



which is against the people, counterrevolutionary and dis- 
astrous. 

Comrade Stalin analyzes in detail the conditions of devel- 
opment of socialist nations, their cultures and languages, 
following the defeat of world imperialism. 

Comrade Stalin writes: &It would be a mistake to think 
that the first stage of the period of world dictatorship of the 
proletariat will  be the beginning of the withering away of 
nations and national languages, the beginning of the forma- 
tion of a single, common language. On the contrary, the 
first stage, in the course of which national oppression will 
be finally eliminated, will be a stage of growth and flour- 
ishing for once oppressed nations and national languages, 
a stage of reaffirmation of the equal rights of nations, a 
stage of elimination of mutual national distrust, a stage of 
barmonizing and strengthening international bonds among 
nations. "t 

"Only during the second stage of the period of worldwide 
dictatorship of the proletariat, as the single world socialist 
economy is formed in place of a world capitalist ec3nomy- 
only a t  that stage will something in the nature of a common 
language begin to be formed, because only at this stage will 
the nations feel the need for one common international lan- 
guage in addition to their own national language8. This will 
prove a convenience in [international] relations and in eco- 
nomic, cultural and political cooperation. Hence, a t  this 
stage national languages and a common international lan- 
guage will exist side by side. It is possible that at first not 
one common world economic center, but several regional 
ecowmic centers will be formed for different groups of na- 
tions, with a separate common language for each group of 
natiobs. Only later on would these centers combine into a 
single, common world center of socialist economy with a 
single language common to all nations."$ 

This is the Marxist-Leninist understanding of the question 
of a future single language. It deals with the language ques- 
tion in intrinsic connection with the question of socialist na- 
tions and their development. 

Leninist-Stalinist national policy is based of internal ne- 
cessity on just such a careful attitude taward the develop- 
ment of socialist nations and their national languages. This 
policy has been formulated by Comrade 8talh as follows: 

T h i s  means that the Party supports and will support the 
development of the national cultures of our countrJr~s peoples, 
that it wil l  encourage the strengthening of aur new, socialist 
nations, that it will protect this cause against any and aU 
anti-Leninist elements. * ** 

Comrade Stalinys words are  a hymn to the development of 
the socialist nations, their cultures and languages. 

Comrade Stalinss teaching on the socialist nations and the 
prospects for their development is a harsh rebuff to all ad- 
vocates of (Iartificial meansB of accelerating the process of 
transition, to a single, common langaage, 

Such is the Marx i s t -Lemt  ux&ysti@ing of the ques- 
tion of a single language of the future. 

It is clear that Academician N. Ya. Ildarr's viewpoint in 
actvocating artfficial means of accelerating the process of 
creating a single, common language cannot be considered 
Adarxist-Leninist. 

Hence: 
Posing the question of the superstawhml nature of lan- 

guage (which is Academician N, Ya. mr's principal ser- 
vice to Soviet linguistfcs) has unfortunately not led to a cor- 
rect break-dawn of the problem; it has not ensured a Marx- 
ist-Leninist, scientific solution of the question of the nature 
of language a s  a superstructural category, 

* M e ,  p. 347. 
t We, p. 348. 
$ w., pp. 348-349. 

** J.V. Stalin, "The National Question and Leninism,# 

As for the c+s nature of language, Academician N. Ya. 
Marrys theory has nothing in cummon with the Marxist-Len- 
inist conception either in the solution or in the formulation 
of this question. 

Academician N. Ya. Marr's labor-magic theory-of the 
origin of language rejects an origin coming from the need for 
communicating and departs radically from the basic thesis 
of the Marxist classics on this question. 

Academician N. Ya. Marr's theory about a single language 
of the future, despite its seeming similsrrity, is in essence 
far removed from the Marxist-Leninist understanding of 
this question. 

11.-A central place in Academician N. Ya. Marrys Japhet- 
ic theory is held by the palaeontology of language, with its 
peculiar method of element analysis. Two theoretical prop- 
ositions are connected with it internally: (1) The singleness - 
[unilinearity] of the glottogonic ( :forming) process 
and (2) The development of languages by stages (classif ica- 
tion by stages of languages). 

~ h e s e  propositions are the ones usually proclaimed as the 
basic achievement of Academician N. Ya. Marr 's theory: a 
progressive, revolutionary doctrine which upsets the racist 
 principle^ of bourgeois linguistics. 

Is this so? This question can be answered by examining 
the following= what is the doctrine of stages b a s d  on? What 
does it affirm? Where does it lead? 

Let us begin with the key factor: the deontology of lan- 
guage and its method. The paleontology of language stud- 
ies the most ancient conditions of human speech. In the Ja- 
phetic theory, element analysis, or the so-called four-ele- 
ment analysis #ewes as the paleontologic method. 

The formula of this analysis states: 
-**All words in all languages, inasmuch a s  they are the 

product of a single creative process, consist of only four I elements-each word of one or two and, more rarely, d 
three elements; in the vocabulary of &y language &ere is 
no word Which contains anything beyond these same four ele- 
ments. We indicate these four elements with the La$In - - -- - - - - - - - A, B, C, D; they are the same which k e  iadfcat@ 
earlier with the tribal words (SAL, BER, YON,  OX), 
They constitute the foundation of the formalgsuebntologic 
analysis of every word; without t irst undertaking such an 
analysis, without analyzing the word into the number of 
elements in it-one, two or more-comparison is impossible; 
without such analysis the comparative method is not valid.- 

Marr goes on to indicate the necessity to check the re- 
sults of formal four-element a d y s i s  with semantic analy- 
sis aaccording to the laws of speecb paleontologyA and 
later with the history of material culWe and of social 
forms. 

According to Marr, four-element analysis is an indispen- 
sable prer&uie,ite of the comparative metbod: without it 
comparative analysis is invalid. 
T l emen t  analysis is the "technique of the new linguistics.' 
It does not, exclude comparison; to the contrary, thfs is the 
new comparative technique, element comparison. WhatXk 
one compare? Whatever word of whichever language: a 
Georgian word can be compared with a Chinese a s  well as a 
Latin one, with an Arabic a s  well a s  with a Churarsh, with 
a Turkish word a s  easily a s  with a Basque one: it i& 
enough to *determineb which elemeqt (or which hybridfeed 
elemats) aliesm at  the origin of tbe word. 
. The question arises: do all words of all the globe's lan- 
guages really have their origin in the four elements? If so- 
is it possible to discover these elements in today's languages? 
We will return to these questions below. 

Let us mppose for an instant that all the  words in all the 
glee 's  hguage~ go back to four elements (SAL, BER, YON, 
R b q .  What follows from this? Where does the proposi- 

I * El. ~ d .  Marr, @ ~ e n e &  Course in Linguistic*,' 
Selected Works, vol. fI, p. 16, Emphasis mine.-A. Ch. 
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tion of a common origin in the four elements lead? If all 
languages come from the same four elements and all lan- 
guages haye a c o w o n  origin-then there can be no languages 
which differ ac- to their initial linguistic material, 
dlfferent in their word roots. 

According to N. Ya. W r ,  the elements, this commoa 
initial material, explain the common origin as  well as the 
eventual singleness [unilinearity] -given the presence of 
common developmental factors-of the language-forming 
(glottogoic) process. Without a common initial material, 
given. the presence of common developmental factorwe 
would find reaularities in common in the development of 
haguages wGch differed in their initial materid. But ac- 
cording to N. y a a i t y ]  of the 
glottogonic process is specific inasmuch as he presupposes 
both a common rocess and [common] initial material. 

But &es do exist nondheiess: they differ 
in their v4cabulary, they differ in word structure, they dif- 
fer in sentence structure, they differ more or l e ~ e  in pho- 
netic composition. This is literally a universally known 
fact. Where do these differences come from? If the bitid 
material is the same, if the process of language-formation 
is a single one, how did the various languages arise? 

m. Language, systems of the tertiary period= 
1. Surviving Japhetic languages. 
2. Hamitic (near and far  African). 

IV. Language systems of the quaternary period= 
1. Semitic languages. 
2. Prometheidean or so-called Indo-European 

languages (Indian, Greek, and Latin). * 
In tbis scheme languages are classified into four chrono- 

logical strata according to "when they originated, *what 
stage of development they representan A s  can be seen from 
the chart, development begins with the Chinese language and 
it ends with the Indo-European ones. 

What then is the place of Japhetic languages in this scheme'? 
Such a question is particularly fitting as these are 
the subject of Academician N. Ya. Marr's specialhation. 
It is thus natural to expect the greatest clarity in his discus- 
sion and opinion on these languages. Japhetic languages are 
classified in the tertiary period-they precede Indo-Europe- 
an ones: the latter are nothing but the subsequent step, the 
Japhetic languages being the antecedent. aIndo-European 
languages are only a new formation of the nanle Japhetic 
langua%e~.~t 
How did thie, new formation arise? N. Ya. Marr states: 

Academician Marr9s answer states: 

changes in ~e~~ thought, resulting frqm. *mafor 
chnqgrs in pro-tive tec-'-that is the general 

What must the nature of these *major changes in m e b  
b!+ for one to d a new sage? In other words: what 
are the criteria for emergence of a in -e?# 
It WM out, this is unknown: no definite,. concrete criteria 
are indicated. The elmest student of N. Ya. B r ,  Acade- 
mician I. I. Meshchaninov writes the following in this re- - 

"The problem of stages and systems was advanced on the 
basis of general propositions without a concrete clas~ifica- 
tion of languages according to the newly proposed principle. 
The number of stages is not made clear, nor are the stage- 
def- criteria; as for systems, their details are just ant 
worked out in the case of individual linguistic groups."+ 

* 

In one of his later works Academician N. Ya. Marr tried 
to give the stage-defining characteristics of Japhetic lan- 
guages accord@ to syntactic criteria (word order in a sen- 
m e )  and it turned out that Old Georgian in some cases dif- 
fered from modern Georgian. From this Academician N. 
Ya. Rhrr ~oncludes: the Japhetic are plystage Wwages. t 

But that way the whole presentation of the problem changes: 
if at an earlier point languages were classified by stages, 
now [I9311 stages are disthguished in [a given] language. 
How many linguistic stages are represented in the extant 

languages? The exact number iB unknown. In one of his 
later works Academician N. Ya. Marr tentatively classifies 
languages accordinn to "period of their orfginn in the follow- 
ing chart: 

I. Lanpage systems -- of the primary period: 
L Chinese.- 
2. Living Middle and far African languages. 

II. bnguage systems of the secondary period: 
i. $inno-urgic. 
2. Turkic. 
3. IHongollian. 

* 1.1. Meshchaninw, The Problem of Classification of 
Languages in the Light of 31. 
t See N. Ya. Mnrr, #The Japhetic Languages,' Large 

Soviet Encyclopedia, Vol. IXV. 

'Indo-European hnguages***are the result of a special, 
more complex, stage of hybridization called forth by an up- 
heaval in the community depending upon new productive 
forms apparently connected with the discwery of metals and 
their widespread use in the economy. 3 

In this statement of N. Ya. Marr we fbd  at least two con- 
'@adictions. Acco- to N. Ya. Marr, #The discweq of 
m e w  a d  their widespread use in the economy* called 
forth a new stage in the development of the speech of the 
particular peoples. 

But even two thousand years B. C ., when nobody had even 
heard of Indo-European languages in the Mediterranean area, 
the laphetic peoples were the creators of metallurgy, as is 
generally known and emphasized by N. Ya. lMWr himself. 
ff ti& be so, the Japhetic languages more than any others 
should have found themselves on the aquaternaryg step of 
development. But it doesn't work out that way for Academi- 
cian N. Ya. Marr; the Indo-European languages turn out to 
be the new stage of development. This is the first contra- 
diction. 

Let us go on: According to N. Mars, the Japhetic languages 
became transformed into Indo-European, but they neverthe- 
less continue to exist; they get stuck in that stage in which 
they were before their transformation into Indo-European. 
 his is the second contradiction. Either one or the other: 
Either the Japhetic languages became transformed and if so 
cannot be at a previous stage of development; or they got 
stuck at an earlier stage and then one cahnot talk of trans- 
formation, 

Parent aad offspring can exist side by side in world of 
living beings; the parents do not disappear with the birth of 
the son. But in language there can be no coexistence of the 
newly developed language and of the one through whose meta- 
morphosis the new tongue arose. (Vulgar Latin does not co- 
exist with Italian, which originated from it.) 
~n touching the question of language displacement in the 

process of linguistic growth, Academician N. Ya. Marr 
states: 

*The languages of the whole world are products of a slngle 
glottogonic process. Depending on the date of their first ap- 
pearance, they belong k, one system or another. These 
succeed each other and the dbsolete systems are chracter- 
- * N; Ya. Marr, Why It Is So Hard to Become a 

Theoretical Linguist," Selected Works, Vol. 11, p. 405. 
t N. Ya. Marr, 'The fbero-Etrusco-Italian Hybrid 'Tribal 

Environment in the Formation of Indd-European Languages," 
Selected Works2 Vol. I, p. 187. 

$ N. Ya. Marr, 'The Indo-European Languages of the 
15 Mediterranean Area," Selected Works, Vol. I, p. 185. 





European, Aaiatic and African Meditsrranean spoke Jaghetic 
languzrges, but also that of America, Polynesia and Australia; 
it Is thus affirmed that Jrrpaetic h g m g e s  are at  the base of 
all other languages. * Therefore,:according to the new ver- 
sion and contradicting the old version of the same clasraifi- 
cation by stages, the Japhetic bguages  belong to an earlier 
stagcpot only than the Indo-European bguages, but earlier 
too than all the others. 

The possibility of such diverse interwetations of the 
place occupied in the classification by stages by the lan- 
guages most intensely studied by Academician N. Ya. Marr, 
the Japhetic ones, Sndicates that classification by stages 
ap a more or less definite theory simply does not exist in 
Academician N. Ya. Marr9s work. 

And what of the problem-statement, the principle inrolved, 
the basic idea of such a classification? Is this principle -in 
AcadRanicilPn N. Ya. Marrss theory a progressive, scientif- 
ically valuable one? 

By embraaing[all]hnpagers in a single glottogonfc p- 
cess, Academician N. Ya. Marr denies these languages the 
cbance to develop. 

w -  --  r - -  - - - 
If the question is put this way, in ~cademfcian N. Ya, 

~ a r r %  theory the c~s i f i c a t i on  of languages by stages and 
the corresponding @ottogo& process are  devoid of hist~rit 
ciQ and q m. necessarily metaphysical asad unscienlifle. 

A scientific, materlalisrt unde rmdhg  of the concep4 of 
s-es is possible only if the stages are reirealed in W de- 
velopment of each language system, in the developme~t oQt 

refore an investigation based on stages cannot replace =ei?- 
historical investigatia the study of stage8 must be based 
on the results of the specific history of specific languagee; 
therefore one cannot replace genealogic classification with 
a classification by stages. 

lII. The center of gravity of Academician N. Ya. MaqWs 
theory. rests on his teaching about elements. As we hgve 
had an oppoi%mQ to be convinced, the common initial ma- 
terial [the four elements] predetermines the thesis of devel- 
opment by stages and the singleness of the glottogonie pro- 
cess. All words @ all &npages on earth are  derived from 
four elements (SAL, BER, YON, BOX); .any word of any Ian- =-* contain one of these elements (or a hybrid of 
them); e m  elements must be found, because no compari- 
son is valid without t h e m 7  

Thus, the primordial nature of the four elements is not a 
harmless hypothesis about something tbat could have 
a t  one time; no, it is an implement of analysis without which 
no comparison can be made, without which research on lan- 
guages is impossible. 

Academician N. Ya. Marr frequently emphasized the es- 
pecial importance of paleontologic element analysis. 

T h e  Japhetic theory, the new llnguietic teaching, makes 
mqualified use in its research of two absolutely firmly estab- 
lished techniques. One of them is a special research chart, 
an analytic -dpba6et.; the other is analysis according to the 
four linguistic elementsSmt 

relationships were discwered bebeen individual languages, 
scattered over all af Africa, Europe and Asiamv* 

How is four-element analysis carried out? What is the 
basis of the teaching on elements? 

Four-element analysis is based on 'a table of regular vari- 
ations of the four elemente.w'f' 

According to this table, one can trace the following to the 
elementUL: zal, tsal, tal, dal, gal; tkal, dgai, tsleal, 
dzgal, etc. The other three elements have similarly num- 
eraus variants. 

In what languages and at what point in time can one observe 
the sound @sA shifthq to sounds t, d, ts, dz, k, d, etc. 3 
Neither a language nor a time can be pointed out. These 
changes are ouldde od time and universal. Hence, element 
analysis is not limited e iaer  in time or by language: one can 
a t e  with 
a Turkish, Latin, Finnish, etc. Four-element analysis is a 
means for arbitrarily breaking down and arb'itrarily compar- 
ing any words and their part8 in any language-analysis ac- 
cording to elements is a universal skeleton key. 

Using the elements, N. Ya. Marr is able to compare the 
Russian iz-rek-at [to utter, pronounce], the Armenian 
b i n  'voice, the Georgian ena @language, the Svanetian 
rrrkv %e said,' the Leeehfan chanapt 'to call* asd the Eng- 
lish 'tongue." 
Thanks to element analysis, N. Ya. Marr aestabliahes" 

the Unguistic community of the words: #Japheth,# 'Prome- 
thewv *garapetam $ 

MegreUan d i .  'earth,' Georgian dug-s #is boiling,' 
and Russian dukh [spirit] are compared according to ele- 
ments. But what connection is there here in meaning? 
Megrelian dikha, it a-s, @denoteds #not only the earth 
a s  firmament, but also the heavens as firmament; and 
through sky and sun, it srlso means fire (compare: Georgian 
dug-s #is boiling*); further: the heavens as a totem acquired 
the meaning 'ctulthW [spirit] ,** This is according to the 
norms of apre-logical thoughtm: element paleontolcrgy of 
speech as well as the paleontoIogy of thought, in which logi- 
cal norms have no meaning, support one another and make 
the impossible possible. 

Special attention should be given to one example of ele- 
ment analysis. The Georgian word #mukhav (*oaks) is rec- 
ombed to be made up of two elements: @muv (the BEH'ele- 
ment) and %hav (the SAL element). Academician N. Ya. 
Marr  #linksm the first element #muv to the Chinese mu 
(@treew), the Mordvinian pu ('treem), the Georgian p - i  
(#graina [or %readv]), the Greek bal-an-os (#acorns), 
the Megrelian ko-bal-i (agrain* [or%readw]). But he 

, links the second element.akha" to the Georgian words: khe 
('Ytree*), tke ( #forestm), etc. tt 

Thus,- one and the same element *mu* and its variants @u, 
pur, bal, etc.) signify: tree-acorn-grain [or bread]. Con- 
clusion: at  one time mankind lived on acorns. A conclusion 
vital for the history of culture is derived from a seemingly 
innocuous comparison of the Georgian with the Chinese, 
Greek and other languages. Meanwhile, all this is based on 
element analysis of the words: mukba, puri, balanos, 
kobal- i, etc. A sense (semantic) cluster: tree-acorn- 
grain [or bread], with all its conclusions regarding the his- 

I -* N. Ya. Marr, .The Japhetic Theory's Language Policy 
The &pificanee d element analysis is stressed in even 

more definite terms in another statement where Academician 
N. Ya. M&m states outright that access to the history of 

ew 

* N. Ya. Marr, 'The Japhetic  language^,^ op. cit. 
t N. Ya. Marr, a[Contributi~ns] to a Semantic Paleon- 

tology in Non-Japhetic Language Systems," 193 1, 

and the Udmurt hnguage," 1931, Selected Works, Vol. I, 
p. 288. Emphasis mine. -A. Ch. 

t N. Ya. Marr, #General Course in Linguistics," op. cit,, 
p. 96. 

$-N. Ya. Marr, '[Contributions] to a Semantic Paleon- 
t ~ l o g y , ~  op. %, p. 258. 
** H. Ya. Marr, *Language and Thought," separate edition, 
1931, p. 42; Selected Works, Vol. III, pp. 113 -114. 
tt N. Ya. Marr, "The Chinese Language and the Paleon- 

tology of Speech," 1928, Selected Works, Vol. IV, p p  104- 
Selected Works, Vol. U, p. 256. 106. 
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tow of culture, is created by element analysis contrary to the 
facts of the history of the Georgian word .mukhab: the root 
in question does not break down into #mu* and akha,. and 
neither 'mus nor %ha* can be linked to the roots slgnifjring 
'treen or according to either the mde rn  or the 
historical rules of the Georgian language. We a re  not com- 
petent to judge whether the human organism could exist on 
acorns; it seems there is only one variety of oak which pro- 
duces edible acorns. We wi l l  limit ourselves to pointing out 
that when investigated imparthlly the Georgian word 'mu- 
khan offers no evidence whatsoever in favor of the element 
analysis carried out [above] . 

Academician N. Ya. Ahrr has 'arrived atN many of the 
conclusions so attractive to the outside observer by way of 
similar element analysis. 

Academician N. Ya. Marr demands that element analysis 
be checked with semantic analysis (analysis according to 
meaning), aaccording to the laws of speech paleontologg 
and also wif6 the data from the history of material culture. 

But how can the semantic laws of the paleontology of 
speech define the results of f o r d  paleontological analysis 
when one is dealing with the era of 'pre-logical thought? * 

The norms of pre-logical thought can hardly limit the 
arbitrary operations of element analysis; as for data from 
the history of material culture, for Academician N. Ya. 
Marr they themselves are  based on conclusiom drawn 
from elememt d y s i s .  In short, paleontological element 
analysis is not only the indispensabl%but also the decisive 
factor in conducting paleontological research on human 
speecbaccording to Academician N. Ya. Marr's theory. 

Where, when and by whom hae it been proved that all 
words of all languages on earth go back to the four elements 
(SAL, BER, YON, R O ~ ?  

Nowhere has anyone ever proved this. 
Naturally, the elements did not appear accidentally in 

Academician N. Ya. Marr's theory-they are  the names of 
tribes. Academician N. Ya. Marr devoted special attention 
to these names in the last stages [of his] study of the history 
of the Japhetic m e s :  the greater the number of lan- 
guages which turned out to be Japhetic, the more tlimited be- 
came the historically checked material available for com- 
parison and the more often tribal names began to figure a s  
the favorite basis for comparison. Academician N. Ya. 
Marr saw the most ancient lexical material in the names of 
the tribes. Thus, he arrived spontaneously a t  the elements, 
a t  the most ancient tribal names (at first 12, later four). 

A chance fact was elevated to the norm. Naturally, Aca- 
demician N. Ya. Marr was unable to justify logically the 
four elements. To frequent and irksome questions as to why 
there were just four elements Academician N. Ya. Marr 
gave evasive answers. The last variant of the explanation 
reads: #Some things do not have to be proved; they can be 
shown*** Observation shows that there are  only four ele- 
ments. Why, I do not know. b * 

This means: an unprovable theorem is proclaimed an 
axiom. 

A t h e ~ ~  which uses paleontologic four-element analysis 
a s  a technique of linguistic research is not only not a Marx- 
ist-Leninist theory of language; it cannot even become one. 
It is impossible to proceed from the teaching about four ele- 
ments to dialectical materialism. To declare that element 
analysis and the theses relating to it are  attainments of 
Soviet -tics means to discredit the materialist science 
of language. 

Insisting on relations through elements, Academician N. 
Ya. Marr denies the kinship of languages in terms of origin; 
adrPncing his classification by stages, he describes the gen- 
ealogic classification a s  being based on race; according to 
him, it classifies langu.ges according to races. Subsequent- 
* * N. Ya. Marr, Contribution to the Baku Discussion 
op. cit p. 44. - 2) 

ly, the *racialb classification is branded as racist. 
The genealogic classification of l a e e s  is not relatea 

to division by races, much less to racism, either in fact or 
in logic. Geneal@ classification of languages gives no 
reason for the pseudo-scientific reactionary racist asser- 
tions of theGobin&u-Chamberlins and their contempor~ry 
-0-American followers. 

 he existence of related languages having a common origin, 
(common initial language material), grouped in their respec- 
tive families of languages, and the emergence of these lan- 
guages in the process of differentiation of a common linwis- 
tic equipment is an irrefutable fact which is to be explained 
rather than denied. 

The same common origin unites graups of related Ian- 
guages inside one or  another linguistic family. For ~ m -  
ple, the Slavic, Germanic, Romance, Iranian and others 
within the Indo-European family; the Kartorelian lq!tuages 
within the Ibero-Caucasian ones; the Finnish within the Fin- 
no-Ugrian, etc. 

Slavic, Germanic, Romance and other similar groups of 
languages are  genealogical concepts. These concepts are  
legifbabe as the concept of a linguistic family. 

In his polemic with Diihring, Engels wrote: 
' "***The matter and form of the native language become in- 

telligible only when one traces its emepgence and gradual 
development. This fs fmpossible if one neglects, first, its 
o m  obsolete forms nnd, second, the related languages, living 
and dead..* 

Should Marxist-Leninist linguistics refeet such Linship be- 
tween bmguages based on common origin and therefore the 
genealogfc classification? No, it should not. These theses 
are incompcrtible with the metaphysical classification by 
stages of Academician N. Ya. Marr  but a re  quite legitimate 
from the point of view qf Marxist-Leqt principles. 

Marxist-Leninist linguistics considers the formation of 
new languages in the process of dtlierentiation a regular 
[nor&, -turd phenomenon]. At the same time it h no 
way denies the hgbridization of languages (the process of in- 
tegration). Hybridization bas its regularities; it is - one of 
the processes [observed], but not the only one. 

The paleontology of language, whichsfidiesthe most an- 
cient forms of human speech, is in principle indisputable - 
a deepening of historical perspective, but not a s  a technique 
which repkcas or abolishes the history of m e  and the 
comporratim historical method when understood in a Marx- 
ist sense. 

Wxist-LeninFst linguistics does not repudiate compari- 
son: neither the comparison of common roots in related 
m e s ,  nor the typological comparison of languages of 
different origin. 

The techniques of such comparison must eliminate chance, 
they must establish regularities: the formulas of regular 
sound correspondences, established in the process of com- 
parimn are  a reliable checking technique of the comparative 
historical analysis. For example, Megrelian dja 'treen 
cannot be traced-to Georgian khe #treem; the word which le- 
gitimately corresponds to it is the Georgian &el-i @log,' 
astake.s such a technique of analysis is justified by re- 
search experience. 

The genealogic classification of languages is established 
through a comparative historical analysis: not knowing the 
history of [given] languages, one cannot determine their 
place in a genealogic classification. The genealogic classi- 
fication is a product of historical linguistics. 

The classification of languages by stages in N. Ya. Marr's 
theory is a rejection of the genealogic classification just as 
element analysis is a rejection of the compat ive  historical 
analysis. 

Arguing with Diihridg, Engels refers flatteringly to histor- 
ical linguistics, [ which was] created through the application 

*'F. Engels, Anti-buhring, 1950 edition, p. 309. 
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of the comparative historical method 
***Once Mr. Diihring," writes Engels, *strikes all con- 

temporary historical grammar from his study plan, all he 
has left for his linguistic studies is the old fashioned*** 
technical grammar with all its casuistry and arbitrariness, 
which iii conditioned by the absence of a historical founda- 
*tion. ***It is obvious that we are dealing with a philologist 
.who never heard anything about historical linguistics, which 
has undergone such powerful and fruitful development in the 
last 60 years. Hence Mr. Diihring is searching for #the 
hem' inshctional elementsm of linguistics not in [the works 
of] Bopp, Qimm and Die@ but in [the works of] the late 
lamented Heyse and Beckere* 

Comparative historical analysis is used by Engels in his 
works, for instance, in the book *The Origin of the FamQy, 
Private Property q6d the Mate* where he compares the 
words meaning aclrurw i n r e l a t e d I a , n ~ ,  Latin, Greek, 
Old Indian, Gothic, &.t 

Whatever has  been achieved of a @sitbe, factually reli- 
able nature in the historical study of Indo-European, Semitic, 
Ibero-Caucasian, Uralo-Altaic languages, all that is factual- 
ly accurate in Academician N. Ya. Ildarr9s own Japhetk 
theory, is due to the use of the techniques of such comparative 
6isto~. analysis. 

Wiously, such an analysis is not omnipotent; its method- 
ology has not been worked out in all essential factors. In 
particular, the e8@bUshment of phonetic regularities faces 
great difficulties, especially when, dealing with mixed (hy- 
brid) languages. But this means that comparative historical 
analysis needs to be perfected but not to be replaced with the 
arbitrary element analysis. 

A Marxist-Leninist history of languages must be built on 
rigorously checked, accurately established facts. 

The facts of the hist.org of languages must be illuminated 
with the method of materidkt dialectics; this is the only 
method of Swiet science in general and ofliaguistics in pk - 
titular. Only such a histom of himaizes drill be truly sci- - ~ d e t  language history, m0te;f~st language his- 
tory, s- in opposition to all ide-t langaage his- 
tory-be it a Vosslerlte understandhng where the spirit a& 
pears ss the cause of change, be it a positivist fnterpreta- 
tion in which Durkheim's psychdogieing sociology appears 
a s  a basis of linguistics (Meillet or where linguistics is 

ko proclaimed a part of social psyc logy (de Sau8sure). 
The dividing line between bourgeois, idealist linguistics 

on one hand, and Soviet, materialist linguistics on the other 
.must naturally be defined by contrasting Mealism wftb Mamt- 
ist materialism. 
In N. Ya. Marr's Japhetic theory there is no genuine cri- 

tique of the fundamental bases of idealist Ilnguistics. While 
taking up arms in declaratory fashion against idealism in 
general, Academician N. Ya. Marr does not say a word 

and the &te,-a 

about psychologism-that basic source of idealism 
in the most influential trends of Indo-European studies 
(Paul's neogramplarian orientation, de Saussure and Meil- 
let's French sociologism). Vossler's militant idealism goes 
completely unnoticed. The question of formalikm in gram-. 
mar and the means to overcome it are left untouched. 

Essentially, there is no real struggle with concrete ideal- 
ist tendencies in Academician N. Ya. Marr's Japhetic the- 
ory. This is, after all, understandable, inasmuch as the 
struggle in N. Pa. Marr's Japhetic theory is carried forth 
in the name of element analysis, in the name ob classifica- 
tion by stages and inasmuch as Academician No Ya. Marr 
himself could ndt rise to a correct understanding of Marx- 
ism- Leninism. 
Rooted in element analysis, the Japhetic theory of No Ya. 

Marr has not found and is not finding any application in the 
cultural development of the peoples of the Swiet Union. All 
the positive things that are being done h this connection 
(preparations of grammars, dictionaries, be they for school 
use or historical in nature, the elaboration of rules for the 
literary language, etc.) are  being done despite the linguistic 
theory of Academician N. Ya. Marr, for the simple reason 
that in solving the many problems indicated we cannot ex- 
pect any help from element analysis. * * *  
Our critical analysis was limited to only the fundamental 

theses of Academician N. Ya. MWr's theory of general lin- 
guistics. 

Of course it would be incorrect to equate the linguistic 
heritage of Academician N. Ya. Marr with the element 
speech paleontology. It would be unjust to consider the we- 
ontology of speech the most substantive accomplish!nent of 
almost a half century of No Ya. Marr 's untiring and creative 
scientific work. 

Academician N. Ya. Marr is valuable to Soviet linguistics 
not because of element speech paleontology, but despite this 
paleontology. Utilbing comparative historic& analysis, 
yhich he  himself unfortunately later rejected, Academician 
N. Ya. Marr elevated to high scientific significance the 
study of Ibero-Caucaskn (Japhetic) languages. He disclosed' 
their extremely rich history as well a s  the enormous sirmif- 
icance in the cultural history of mankind of the people who 
spoke these languages. 

But Academician N. Pa. Marr's theoretical formulation of 
a general linguistics contains serious mistakes. Without 
overcoming these mistakes we growth and strengthening of 
a materialist linguistics is *impossible. If ever criticism 
and self-criticism were needed, it is just in this area [d 
general linguistics]. 

Soviet linguistic science IS confronted with problems of 
enormous responsibility. To solve them it is essential to 
r e-examine critically the linguistic her itage of Academician 
N. Ya. Marr, and,what is most important, to re-organize 
scientific work in the field of the study of language in order 
to work out a system of Swiet linguistics based on the prin- 
ciples of Marxism. 



For a Creative Development of 
Academician N.Ya. Marr's Heritage * 

The discussion initiated by Pravda and devoted to basic 
questions of Soviet linguistics is of exceptional importance 
for the further development of linguistics here in our Soviet 
Union. Struggling with the pseudoscientific theories of bour- 
geois idealist linguistics, Soviet scholars are  developing a 
genuine science of language, a materialist linguistics,on the 
principles of dialectical and, historical materialism. 

In the work to come we must follow this fundamental trend 
accurately and not stray from the correctly charted course. 

The trend is clearly indicated in the works of the classics 
of Marxism-Leninism, in the works of Marx, Engels, Lenin 
and Stalin. The wide circles of Soviet linguists are  aware 
that the first of linguists to struggle determineqly for the 
penetration of the basic tenets of Marxist philosophy in the 
science of language was Academician N. Ya. Marr. And now 
the question arises: should we proceed developing his 
creative heritage o r  should we renounce if and build anew 
a materialist linguistics? 

In the solution of this problem, I disagree radically with 
Prof. A. S. Chikobava, whose article Mtiated the discus- 
sion. 

Prof. A. S. Chikobava, a major specialist and expert on 
I Caucasian languages, laid stress mainly on the incorrect 

and incomplete theses in the works of Marr. He does not 
deny the merits of N. Ya. Marr. Prof. A. S. Chikobava 
achowledges Marr a s  a very great expert on Georgian and 
Armenian philology. Yet such a statement places in the fore- 
ground the prerevolutionary works of Marr. The Soviet 
period of Marr's work, characterized by what is most im- 
portant for us-the works of a mature Soviet scholar-is 
evaluated only negatively. Only his individual erroneous 
statements are  emphasized, so  that all positive aspects o 
his works remain undisclosed. An impression is thereby 
created that Prof. A. S. Chikobava is not inclined to recom- 
mend the post-October works of Marr and wants to pr-oceed 
independently of them. He thus rejects the creative heritage 
of a very great Soviet linguist. 

It is difficult to-ee with such a state of affairs. With- 
out denying the existence of a number of erroneous state- 
ments made by Marr, I think that it is not they which charac- 
terize the basic postulates of Marr. These erroneous theo- 
ries should be set aside, but one does not simultaneously 
e i - i t e  the whole of Marr's creative path. Precisely the 
reverse. I submit that  to build a truly Marxist linguistic 
science without Marr is unacceptable for us. 

An Evaluation of the Present-Day Situation in Soviet Lin- 
guistics. 

Recently a number of articles have appeared in the Soviet 
press which remark on the alarming situation in linguistics. 
The absolutely correct indications of the Soviet press served 
a s  the basis for a discussibn of the problems which relate 
to the future trend liriguistic research. The Presidium of 
the Academy of Sciences of the U. S. S. R. acknowledged the 
necessity of adopting a series of measures for eliminating 
the indicated shortcominas and on Juls 21. 1949. issued -a 

Wravda, May 16, 1950, pp. 3-4. 

special declaration about present-day conditiqns in Soviet 
linguistics and about the measures designed to improve 
linguistic work in the Academy of Sciences. 

The fundamental shortcomings indicated by the press and 
diagnosed by linguists' conferences consist in the lag of 
work in linguistic theory behind the practical tasks of the 
cultural and linguistic development of the peoples of the 
Soviet Union. Projects of a purely applied nature were un- 
dertaken and show positive results, but certainly not on the 
scale required by socialist construction, which has raised 
the economic and cultural levels of many peoples who were 
persecuted and stagnatiq under fhe Tsariaregime. The 
coordinatim ob these projects with research on theory is 

1 far from assured. 
I The completely inadequate development of that progressive 
materialist study of language elaborated by Academician 
N. Ya. Marr on the basis of the Marxist-Leninist method- 
ology is another cause of this lag. There bas been almost 
no popularhation o r  introduction of the principles of Soviet 
linguistics in@ teaching practice. A s  a consequence of in- 
adequate scientific and organizational activity by Academi- 
cian N. Ya. mrr's students and followers it also became 
apparent that even here, in the Soviet Union, one can still 
find today reflections of bourgeois, idealist theories in the 
work8 of individual linguists. The formal. comparative 
method and the reactionary hypothesis of a proto-language 
have not yet been sbaken off. The study of linguistic pro- 
cesses in complete isolation from [the study of ] social de 
velopment, the history of peoples and nations continues. 
One can observe the influence of linguisUc theories popula~ 
now in the West, which reflect the imperialist policies of 
the Anglo-American bloc a d  so  on. The decisive struggle 
with these deficiencies in research and particularly with 
propositions inimical to Soviet linguistics brings to 
ground as an espeqially urgent task not the repudiat 
on the contrarg, the creative development of N. Ya. 
teaching about language in its basic pronouncements 
introduce the Marxist method in the scientific work 
mists* 

The Materialist Bases of N. Pa. Marr's Teaching About 

-rr was the first of Soviet linguists resolutely 
set about introducing the method of historical and dialecti- 
cal materialism into linguistic research work. He gradual- 
ly developed and clarified this new linguistic approach, which 
he named the Japhetic theory. In his latest works he called 
it materialist linguistics. N. Ya. Marr frequently empha- 
sized that the approach he was elaborating introduceda 
method in linguistics which had not been used [before] in 
this scienpic discipline, ,to which the basic propositions of 
Marxism- Leninism had until then been alien. 

In a work dated 193 1, @Linguistic A Policy, of the Japhetic 
Theory and the Udmurt Language," N. Ya. Marr clearly 
formulated the main proposition of his researches in 
the following words: UThe materialist method of the Japhetic 
theory is the method of historical and dialectical material- 
ism, that is, the selfsame Marxist method. It has Wen 
cendered specific through studies of linguistic materials and 
- 
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:r@ated dab, not only of speech in general, M also of ma- 
?rial and social cplture. .* 
~ ~ o n s e q u e n t l ~ ,  Marrss materialist doctrine of language 
does not create any new method but applies the method es- 
tablished and developed by the doctrine of Marx, Engels, 
Lenin and Stalin. M a r r  set himself such a task. Where he un- 
waveringly follows tbis aim, he establishes and persistently 
develops through research the basic principles of material- 
ist linguistics. 
Thus N. Ya. Marr examines linguistic processes in their 

social context. Therefore he indissolubly connects the his- 
tory of a given people's language with the history of this 
people and thereby emerges in sharp contradiction with the 
premises of bourgeois linguistics stw prevailing .in the 
West, where languages are studied in both their contempo- 
rary and their historical manifestations as an independent 
and s p o n w e w l y  developing category. N. Ya. M a r r  strikes 
a decisive bluw at.such propositions of bourgeois liaquis- 
tics and one after another upsets all the best known prem- 
ises of idealist linguistics. N. Ya. Marr rehrses to see the 
operation of chance in the changes of linguistic forms. v. 
Pa. Marr affirms that, since a bguag@-canaot .develop by 
itself, all observable structural shifts and partial c-s 
in grammatical forms observable in it have their explana- 
tion in sociologfcal forms. 
Tb deP.nd rmrdr of the linguist is 'therefore the follow- 

he &auld shady @ammatical form not only in itself, hut also 
in itd social amificance. This demand, alien and unaccept- 
able to bourgeois linguistics is presented N. Ya. MqFr . - as 
iadispennsable to tbe Soviqt linguist. He considers fi3admies- 
Lible tl&: ~~ of onlJ.the formPl aspct [of grammati- 
cal forms] withoat comprehending it, €Fat is, without a clear 
idea of what social function it fulfills. This is wiy N. Pa. 
Msrrr insists catsgorically on the recognition ob the f a l b y  
of a narrowly formal apphmch to the language under inv88- 
Us;atWn. This is just the approah characteristic of all bour- 
geois lhguktic scbaob, new and old. . 

N. Ya. Marr  affirms that linguisUc form cannot be under- 
stood without considering Its content and its social slrpmifi- 
amce. No words and none of the grammatical fornrs arise 
spontaieously, because language is a product of the social 
e h n m e n t  and the latter also conditions whatever C-s 
occur. *his' is a radical rejection of the basic premises of 
the leading personality of contemporary. linguistics, F. de 
Saussure, w b  draws a sharp distinction between external 
and internal linguistics. Such separation is typical of formal 
language study. Questions dealing with how laagrtage arose, 
how and by whom it is developed (external lin@stics) do not 
interest the bou~geois scholar. For a Soviet linguist, who 
sees in language the major means of communication, a 
weapon for development and struggle, such an approach to 
iaagrtage is totzrlly unacceptable. One of Manr's merits con- 
sists in being first among Iloguig& to educate his students 
ruld followers in a spirit critical of the obsolete views of 
foreign science. 

Of no 1- aignificsulce is N. Ya. mrr's assertion that 
h q p g e  is a superstrustural phenqmenon, subordinate in 
its genesis and development to the material conditions of the 
[socio-economic] base which it r M .  It therefore be- 
comes thmugh it8 grammatical structure and the semantics 
of its vocabulary a first class l@torical source. In his in- 
veatigatims, N. Ya. Marr a p p m h e a  his materials as a 
historian and from this vantage point analyses the formative 
periods of given languages .even Wmgh they may be of vari- 
ous epochs and different peoples. 

He follows through the &6&t of hybridization of sepqrate 
hmgmges which results eventually in a new qualitative forma- 
fiOll, a new hqpqp. If a nation be neither a nor a 
tribrl, but a WrbaI ly  elabozated community.& people, 

L *a. Pa. Marr. Selected Works, Vol. I, p, 276. 

then its language is similarly a historically developed entity 
.without which the national community is unthinkable. N. Ya. 
Marr denies the existence of languages which-are not basi- 
cally hybridized. Correspondingly he also affirms thatna- 
tional languages and their predeqessors cannot be racial. 
N. Ya. Marr protests decisiveH and firmly against racial 
cbaracterhtions of language and thereby refutes racist theo- 
ry ip linguistics. Here he acts in h e  capwitp as a historiaq 
who we8 into account the history of th6 development of so- - 
cial foms-. - - 
'As early as 1924, in his work #The Indo-European Ian- 

guages of the Mediterranean Region, JJ N. Ya. Marr insisted 
that Qthe In&-European family of hguages does not exist as 
racially separate. Nowhere did Indo-Eumpean hmguagb of 
the Mediterranean region appear with any special linguis- 
tic material which could be traced back to any racially 
uniqye f U U y  of bgmges. @ill less coyld it be trar-ed to 
any racially uniqu8rprotb-1PayPse+*** The hd~-~EWwpean 
hnguages form a special family, but not a racW one. They 
are  the offspring of a special, more complex level of hy- 
brid-tion provoked by a social upheaval conditioned by 
new productive forces connected, apparently, with the dis- 
cwery of metals and their widespread use in the ecoao- 
-my.***. * 

This 6fksal of N. Ya. Akrr to follow the proto-l;mguage 
theory which still prevailed in bourgeois linguistics is ex- 
ceptionally significant for the further development of lin- 
guistic science. By conurecting the history of language with 
the developmental history of human society, N. Ya. Marr 
could not M arrive at  the conclusion that the proposition 
b e y  accepted in science that languages moved from 
singleness to plurality was erroneous. The several isola- 
ted small tribes dispersed over enormous territories could 
not, according to N. Ya. Marr, bave a common language. 
More powerful UnguMic masses developed only later, un- 
der favorable ' s_ocld  conditions which corresponded to new 
social formations. 

The rejection of the p&-language is the beginning of 
materialist linguistics. aLanguage amd SocietJfW becomes 
the basic problem in N. Ya. Marr's work. If each natian 
and each people represents a mixture of various [ethnic] 
ingredients, then its language, too, is similarly an his- 
*torical$ blended phenomenon. Thus €he main task of Soviet 
linguistics becomes the tmicing of a complex blending pro- 
cess resulting in qualitatively new languages and not the 
search for the@ single ab+I source. 

From its very genesis the historic process of language 
development is viewed by N. Ya. Marr as consisting not 
.only in the hybridixation of different languages, but also in 
changes occurring inside a given language. He thus bees 
both external a& infernal factors. N; Ya. ~ & r r  affirms h t  
%mpage is a social phenomenon and is socially acquired*** 
No language could appear without the formation of social 
groups and their need for organized communication, with- 
out conqerting voiced symbols and meanings. Without one 
another and without their mutual blending, no language 
could have ,arisen. Least of all could any language have 
developed further. In this sense, the more words many 
contemporary languages bave in common, the more visible 
and easily mcer iahble  are their formal connections over 
large territories and the more grounds there are  for af- 
firming that these common phenomena are their latest com- 
ponemt elements. Their growth in individual lan%uages is 
the result of very late and frequently repeated hybridiza- 
uon.-" t 

By establishing the (sacial significance of any grammati- 
cal form, N. Ya. M&rr gives an answer to the question 
preoccupying all mists: how can one explain the simi- 

* 
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Iqrities observable In a d r  O _ t - ~ e s ~  s&@lgrities 
which make it-possible to chssity them into a single system, 
or accordhg to the old terminology, a ' W y ,  * if one re- 
jects the pr.@o-langmge? The question is frequestly nMed, 
'how doet3 me explain the 'kinshipw of sueh languages as 
the Romance, the Germanic, etc., and on ahat can one base 
traciug them k k  to a common family of Indo-European 
bmguages? In the we-mentioned work, N. Ya. Mar t  
gives the required answer in a few words: qjnship is due 
to social convergence, la* of kinship to social divergence.'* 

Therefare, the kinship of languages is not an aboriginal 
condition referring to prehistoric eras of the proto-language. 
N. Ya. w r 8 s  opinions on this subject are precise and un- . 
h e e m :  W e  deny not only the existmce of a single ab- 
original homeiand of specific Impage@** We also deny the 
exfstence af any proto-languages, in the case of particular 
groupings of human speech such as  Indo-$urom and Se- 
mitfc or in the case of more limited clusters found inside 
the Indo-mopean 'circle, such as Slavic, Germanic, Ro- 
.mike*** Only a d n d  torn from existhg material reality 
can hakt that the kinship of the Etussian and German lan- 
guages is to be traced to a conemon ancestral toague, or that 
French and Spanish have a cornon d g t a  which permits, i£ 
you please, the reconstruction of a .proto-Rbmance language, 
without even mentioning that most wientdfically inve- 
common proto-InQrEuropem tpngue.7 The ppimary [ab- 
or@inal] character of the prehistoric source is denied by 
N. Ya. Mars in all his works after 1924. Yet he does not 
adeny the closeness d certain -08, clustered in groups; 
he gives it a different eq&mation. 

Frctm-these propositions.stated by N. Ya. Marr, one can 
draw the folluwing conclusions: if Romance languages, in- 
eluding French and Spanish, arose from the blending of seo- 
eral other languages and reveal numerous common features, 
then in these convergiqg so-called Romaace languages sim- 
ilar components'participated in the sdt3 way in which they 
participated in the formation of the respective peoples, later 
nations. Thus are created the Wtorically formed similari- 
ties between languages which are classified by groups. To 
these external characteristics are added internal cmes - 
became once a language is formed its developmental pro- 
cess continues, by no meam spontaneously, but drawing 
from the same social soil.' Therefore the convergence ox 
languages according to a number of external criteria must 
be friked as a historic formation. 

In this direction, N. Ya. Wr8s conc-ions not only dig- 
wee rPdikally with the bwes d W g m b  ling&tics, but 
also offer entirely new criteria for comparative work which 
are allen to bourgeois3 science. The forrmrlism reigning in 
foreign linguistics, which rests on a scheme of pmto-loa- ' 

guages, must necessaruy concentrate its atteaon on mi- 
*festations d similarity, without whbh ,the whole evoluth- 
ary theory of the development of lPslFnge -. a m .  B U ~  
Marr, wwboeyiihhes m e  and its developed systems as  
the product of the history of htlmPn society, &mi& to m- 
a ly~ ie  not only the similarities, but also the divergences. 
What is more; he pays no less attention to the- latter than to 
the former. In the very divergences of pmticuh gmmmnt- 
ical structures he can establish their unifying elements 
that can be f d  both in the concepts which assume various 
f o r b  in different bguages, as  well a s  in the formation d 
words and their syntactic combinations. He reveals the 
norms of functioning consciou8ne8s. 

The turning poht from a comparative grammar to one 
worked out on the facts provided by the paleontology of 
speech was precipated by intensification of the historical 
apprmich in dealing with the most diverse languages, whose 
number-grew and grew. Along with - paleontol~ ,  emphasis 

*N. Ya, Marr, Selected Works, Vol. N, p. 3. 
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was placed ineieashgly On the lltrdg material culture, 
' economy and socbal -tion as  factors in the cr*Uon 

and development of speech (cf. the preface to 'A Classified 
Bibliography of h w  Works on Japhetidologg* (1926) [in 
~ussiaa]). In hia own words, N. Ya. Marr #takes into ac- 
Count in his d y s b  O ~ Y  the f o r m y  similar m e s -  

"@Wms of varigus .languages, but the dissimilarilar ones as 
'well., 'By analyzing their hmctions he reveals the very 
content of each linguistic fact and, first of all, of words. 
He thus establishes a sense conn&tioh beheen longuaees 
ombide the so-called families and their imaginary proto- 

' ,  h g m g e s  and also connects the nature of voiced speech 
' bi general dth its social function.* The ~aphletic theory 
#is based for its direct or- and source of developmental 
gp.awW**aot on the~p;hysiological~prerequisities of the tech- 
nkal awpect at language, i. ee , only the formally recnPnJPsa 
sounds, but on a phenomenon which is social in its origin- 
the hyh~tdhation of m e s  owing to increasingly close 
comnr@G- and the uaWca&ion of the economy.* This 
Is what fie Ya. Marr bases his historical approach to lan- 
guage a. 

No Ya, Marr coamriders that linguistics has no right to lim- 
it its inf~attgatims to gtva periods of already developed 
speech. . He indicates t&t with .such a scientific approach 
the structure of a language under s q  receives inadequate 
attention, a strucfaare in which archaic forms survive from 
a di8tmt pst. Bourgeois lbguistics also gws back to the . 

distaat past, but,beGi dtro~cd from genuine history, i t  re: 
constructs var- pra@-lbgWMc blueprints through wholly 
artificial means. , Iu Iieud d c h  blueprints N. Ya. Marr 

his u n d e ~ ~  af the genesis of human speech 
based on the ~ ~ 1 o g p  ob hn&mge. This proposal is 
not based on theoretkal eodeidemtia~ d an idealist'nature, 

vast llregnistic w!rm and .the developmental his- 
tory of . ~ i P 1  nrrd mvWm poduction. 

Attributing specid si@f&ance to the semantics of words, 
No Yam mr traces w h  @eat corre~pondences 
d.asce* c m a  d'm ~~~ in the mea- 
d a sfnllle atam. Thus,*- t& d raphetlc l~ngu~ges  
he finds that a single Stern in.&ades mach comtradlctory 
meanings as light and ,*Is, bghn&g and end. The ex- 
planation of - ~8oinem P8.bmed on the primary plural 
meanings of the raot a& on acquisition by the word of a 
aew meaning while ,$rejiemwi the ald, which m e  under 
different conditioxu-af sociid ul;rallbe. N. Ya. Marr dedicates 
a whole series of worh Bo thfe tdad of eemantic similarities 
based on the units d opp?s%l& (Bee .On Semantic meon- 
toloa~r in the -8 d Non-3letie S~stems* (1931); 
' h p a r s m ,  w***V** (1$31); '-e and 
writfags (1830); mi) 

Reeogdisiolf m e  as imp-t in the de- 
~~~~~~t .of bguage, H. Marr emphnnizes those cab- 
.gories 06 s-h which are most 88-8ted with definitive 
meanings. m h  8 twmubtion d the work is alien to bour- 
geois UqguWlcs with its self-sufficient formalism. In sharp 
contradietion wHh the nmin osientation af bourgeois liqguis- 
tics, Yao mr concentrated his attack On this aspect of 
-C see, on a s d i b l e  -tfon d language's 
resauraorar,. As a result be gave a completely new meaning 
to 1-c -e, which could not be achieved by the 
old -C *mle s w  id detail the saumtics of 
a WON, N. Ya. lbrr observes. that the word contains a 

ete l d c a l  content, whose general meaning becomes 
prec cQ% O in ib epec4ix: usage only in the shcture af the 
isatenee. N. Ya. Marr Wtes into accouht that the ' word 
could outside speech. Therefore his attention 
is fiven not @Y to the me- of a word but also to the 
mennflrs bf the grammatical form which the word obtains 
in the structure of a sentence. From this N. Ya. Marr's 

*N. Ya, .Marr, 'Japhetidology at the Leningrad State Uni- 
versity," 1930, Selected Works, Vol. 1, p. 257. 



interest shifts to the Stlltence itself. From this atenu ahso 
the raising of the question nbat the'mubaal interrelations 
of parts of speech and parts of sentences. N. Ya. lIPrr at- 
tributes special significance to the study of syntactic strue- 
ture, which does not receive adequate consideration from 
bourgeois l ~ .  

S~oldng ~rntical!~, Ya. ~ a r r  assiw-the formtion 
of parts of speech to later periods. He cansiders that 
sentences- ust earlier have been broken up into their com- 
ponent 110 h t  the words which a e  the sentences 
could have acquired their m o r p b d ~ i d  indices which char- 
acterize the pPrta d s p ~ c h  formed later. In tracing the 
process of the f O r w t i o n  of of speech and ~~~~ 
hfs *rlier statements, N. Yam w r  writas: -**- of . 

the of an & e m  developed -t mechanism be- 
into d speech* in their turn the 

latter b e w e  ideolo~ically c rysdlbed  as self-contained 
units, assumingthe form not only of their basic meaning- 
fmctfon (which had a1r-e a ~ u i r e d  a 8-e des-tion) 
but also their a- function in the structure of speech.- 

N. YR. Marr9s C O ~ C ~ I I S ~ O ~ ~  emerge from his understpad- 
of me a phenomenon of a social =be, amdi- 

tionedby the conscious mrLfng activm of -0 This is 
why the reflee- actual rdfty in man's consc-8~ 
is made the basis of the research work of the Soviet i l n s l l l s t a  
In this c-=mn, N. Yam m ' s  interest in relation- 
ships bebeen me and th0-t appear in 8-P co-t 
to, bo~geo i s  lh@~tics. Ynrr starts with a statement from 
the classics of Marxism-Upinism: @Men, fn developing 
their material pr&ctidQ and their material c o m m e -  
tion* change their and the products of this tblnllae 

with c h ~ e s  in this rue.' @-e is 
direct realhation of t h a t , " ?  Thfs outlook perm-ted 
of No Ya. Marr's work duriug the last decade of his life. 
In his ~rd18, .  @the Unguist's ahying away from expaeslsa 
winions *out the heritage of European bOWWfJb 
l e t i c s .  It hangs like a curse aver all om in8tihti~118, 
and over the orgmbtion of research and teaching, not only 
in languages* The doctrine On language eorrect?~ re- 
jected thought as a subject within its scope, for it studied 
speech without thought. It centained laws on phonetics- 
sound phenomena, but it had no laws on semantics-laws on 
the m e m u  of speech, ad later of W t s  of speech inc1ud- 
ing even the word.   he meanings of words were given 
ideological basis whatsoever ." $ 

A wonderful confirmation of N. Ya. Marr's views can be 
found in the languages of the peoples of the Soviet Union. 
They nre united a common whne 
simd'ane-1~ catinuing to develop their forms. 
The ldtter get saturated with new content which leads to 
their contradictory state* Their old 1-c forms 8~-e 
n@W meaning, Md ei- c m e  their form or me  repkced 

another* These postulates the unity me and thought which were worked out in by N. 
Ya. Marr on the basis of materialist philosoph%not only 
differ radically from all the notions of foreign bourgeois 

but their pseudo-historical 
idealist conceptions. If one separates language from thought 
and considers the latter a field apart, outside the domain of 
lhgdstic research, then it is obvious that all that is left b 
the science of language is the formal aspect. N o  Ya. Marr 
firmly objects to this narrowly defined formalism which 
permeates the entire bourgeois school. 

The Study of Contemporary Living Languages. 
-histor r does not neglect s a . Ya. Aie'rAc 2cEe of czmWrary 

*N. Ya. Marr, @The Japhetic Languages, ' 1931, Selected 
Works, Vol. I, p. 297. < 

and F. Engels, Works, Vol. TV, pp. 17, 434. 
#Language m h o ~ g h t , ~  Selected Works, 

VO~. m, p. 103. 

0 the -, ft is pae-ly in Uriq.speah tht 4 finds 
s-ce material alw f a  his hbbrM r e w c b e s .  Hi. 
ideas [on this topbe] are formulated nlth com- 
pleteness in a report prrb- in 1831 called a L m U ~  
policy of the Taphetic and the Udmurt bm#fuWe.* He 
affirms in 'that report that Qthe new science according to 
raphetic theory was dmloped fiom the study of llrfng b 
guages independent of any racist mirages, independent of 
U* fe and bu%eo~ class pld =mnal m r i e r s  a 
vicious prejudices, independent of the imperialist nuances 
of m e  pld independent of ang socbl class prefer- 
ences for dead m e s o * *  I 

N. ~ a .  Marr assigns special significance to the study of 
1bing languages. He sees in them rich material which de- 
velops before the very eye of the investigator. Here one 
can observe the processes at work in language which change 
its for& aspects Md those causes nhich condition the pro- 
cess. The languages of our Union are particularly iLlustra- 
ti, of this context, as  it is only here, thanks to the Lenin- 
ist-stPunist national policy, thnt the b g m g e s  of even the 
smegt wc gr- receive the necessary aid for 
further development. Many of these were .untilW recently 
quite backward in ecqnomy and customs, having no schooIs 
nor n i t ten  language. m a t i o n  fa the native language, 
pcriodtcals, t h e m ,  the appearance of litemhtre and de 
velopment of the economy and way of life all clearly indi- 
cate the source which propels the linguistic structure to 
blgher levels d~elopment~  

The Swiet linguist has received for observation such lin- 
guistic material as  is not available to -any foreign student 
of m e ,  particularly not to those who are still under the 
oppression of imperialist policy. The abudmce and variety 
of lhguisfic structures of the peoples of the U. 8.8. R. have 
unfolded wide horieons for the serious scientific work of the 
soviet scholar. 

sharp contrast to bourgeois linguistics, by connecting 
the history of language with social history, N. Ya. Marr 
not only penemtea far the hisbricd process, M, in 
examining present-day realities, touches -0 on the ~ M O I I  
of a f*e single me. &ere, too, it is not m e  
per se which is basic, but a language undergoing major cws wuc. oeeur in socu be the 
development of inngungee h comment,@ on a s w e  f-e 
w e ,  N. Ya. Mmr also quotes 3. V. -in's words: 
OAs an example,' says Marr, *I will quote from a speech 
by Commde Stalh wing a the withering away d =- 
tional languages and their c~lescence  into a single, common 
hgue*** The bdicntedpo*ion of comrade m b $  speech 
my,: 6*+* the wstia of tho m~ out of the m t i o d  h- 
guages and their merging in a single, common language is 
notan i n t e d  qusstion ~p stab; it is not a question of a e  
victory d s o c w m  in one emme, but an international 
mtter ,  dependent on- mCbv of o f w b m  on an inter- 

sde*** Lenin meant it when he stated thpt national 
affferences will remain long after the victory of proletarian 
dictatorship on an international scale. ' "t The quotation was 
usad a report by No Ya. Mwr, @The P w y  of 
Taphetic and the Udmurt (19~1). 

n, Cr,tive Path cI mrr. 
N. Ya. mr did not work out the principles of materialist - 

linguistics straight off. They were elaborated by intensive 
research, throughthe accumulation of fresh materials and the 
planning of investigatios based on the principles of Marxism- 
Leninism. 

N. Ya. Marr was clearly aware of the internal strPegle 
which he bad to m e  with himself; a straggle with the old. 
scientific propositions inculcated in him by his school-, 

ted W'orks, Vol. I. pp. 274-5. 
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from which he was becomk free. He saw tbat bis stdente, 
would also 'face grat difficulties in acquiring not only the 
new methods, but also knowledge and more kngwledge, con- 
crete knowledge for a competently waged scientific s '"pg'" ,with €he obsolete ideology of the old school in oneself." ' 

pe also SlJSmittea his own works to critical revision, having 
- noted in them- some substantial errors. He warns that his 

works, primarily those dated before 1924, needed revision 
and pmtkub ly  the basic premises of T h e  Japhetic C a w -  
$us and the T e r m  Ethnic Element in the creation. of. 
the Mepiterranean Culturen which were theoretically incor- 
rect. He admits *many questions have since changed so 
much not only in the answers, but even in the way they are 
posed, that the explanations given are diametrically con- 
tradictor~+** It is clear,* continues N. Ya. Marr, 'that one 
cannot remain content wifh the reading of a given Japhetido- 
logical work?**without taking into account that which brrs 
been complemented, complicated, refined or corrected, 
changed or deleted later works, at &ter stages of the 
theory's dwel~prnent.~t in this same 1926 work, N. Ya. 
Marr does not hide the tact that his newly created linguistic 
theory #has been freeing itself with difficulty only these last 
[few] years from the swaddling clothes of bourgeois think- 
ing and its corresponding methodology in scientific w0rk.q 

One must therefore keep in mind that the radical trans- 
formation in the phrasing of scientific theory, mentioned by 
N. Ya. Marr, took place only in the last 15 years of. his 
we. Durw the -30 preceding years of scientific endeavor 
(counting from 1888, date of his first printed paper) N. Ya. 
Marr was not familiar with the works of Marxist-Leninist 
classics. This explains the fruitlessness of his efforts to 
go beyond the hampering theories of tbe neo-grammar- 
with whom he could not agree even then. Such prerwolu- 
tionary, narrowly philological works are considered by Pro- 
f essor A. 8. Chikobava to be particularly to the ckedit of 
N. Ya. Marr. 

Only after the great October socialist revolution, hawwer, 
did N. Ya. Marr see clearly the dead end reached in the 
work of the school which nurtured him and conse- 
quently in his own work. Masr did not conceal the difficultiee 
which lay in his path agd frequently noted in hiis own work the 
premises inculcated by the -kchool which had trained him and 
which were hinderingprogress. The only way out of this comp1e1 
situation led to familiarieation with Marxism-Leninism. N9' Ya. 
Marr starts on this path. But everi here his old views come into 
conflict with the new ones and this leads to partial failures, the 
a.ssumption.of positions which Marr himself had to reject later. 

One finds some printed statements which are not repeated 
by N. Ya. Marr in  hi^ later works, and which he replaces 
with new ones. Nonetheless, d m  self-critically with his 
own works, Mmr most often corrects his awn mistakes. An 
excellent example will be found in Marr's attitude toward his 
own, already mentioned, report T h e  Japhetic Caucasu-'and. 
the Tertiary Ethnic Element in the Creation of Mediterran- 
ean Culturew (1920). This report, which provoked exception- 
al interest and is extremely s-icant for the wealth of the 
material collected and its analysis, was based on an incor- 
rect premise which reduced the rising Mediterranean .cul- 
ture to the migrations of Japhetic tribes, moving frpm the 
Ararat valley along the northern and southern shores of the 

* Mediterranean. Japhetic tribes turned out to be a cultural 
proto-people and the Mediterranean region an aboriginal 
cultural center. Three years later,' N. Ya. inclosed ' 
a preface to the German translation of the same report, in 
which he expressed doubts as to the correctness of the basic 
premises ofthe report and in 1926, as  we have already seen. 
abwe,he warns the reader about the need to be critical in 

using this work, and as for all af hi# earlier e, &-mag- 
gests that *it is better not to look -@to them. -* - . - 

The university lectures on 'The J a m   heo or^. a 
Course in General L h g u W i c ~ ~  fomd tbe-lv& a aim- 
ilar situation. They were given in 1927 in the city qf B-: 
and thus widely known under the name of the .Be C o u r ~ e . ~  
These lectures, beiug the only work glvhg an cnar-a 
of Japhetic theory and its basic premises b@-e the 
foundation for the-teaching of [ liagtlistics) marsea in uai- 
versities. Sold out in a very short time, they had to be re- 
issued. p e  including detailed descriptions d d 
[ -change], laws and correspondences estaUished by Marr, 
the lectamls also contained in their other sections a presenta- 
tion which did not always correspond to the tenets of r ma- 
terialist science of language and the author himself did not 
give hik consent to the reprinting of this work in 1931, find- - a radical revision indispensable. One should point out 
here that through the fault of N. Ya, Marr's students, the 
%.tn Coursqm which the author had refused to reprint as 
obsolete, is included without my qunlifications in the list d 
texts recommended to the students. 

Erroneous and Still Uncorrected Theses of N. Xa. Marr. 
Some of N. Ya. Marrgs conclusions did not bear out his 

correct premise tbat in linguistics one should thoroughly fol- 
low the xinethod of historical and dialectical materialism, 
as, for example, the elaboration of a family tree based cur 
a morphological classification of languages2- published in the 
qaku Course* (1928), in which he chssifies as the Mgb& 
link in the contemporary condition of languages the inflect- 
ed structure of Zado-Europeaa. Below it and preceding it 
one finds, one after another, the inflected Semitic languages, 
before them, &he agglutinating, Turkic ones, and below m e  
the ergative Japhetic ax4 hen* them all. the amorphous 
languages. As a result we get a- structure in many ways 
similar to the usual morphological classffi~tion which is by 
no means alien to the bourgeoh ljnguistic school. 

There are also cases of incorrect use being made ob com- 
pletely true propositions of N. Ya. Ildarr. Thus, hi8 insis- 
tence that the s M y  of form and content be inseparable 
brought his attention to the s e ~ c s  of words aad sentences. 
Starting from this, N. Ya. Marr could and actually did reuch 
the conclusion of an auxhry meaning to morphologic indi- 
catprs, but Marr's students deduced from it the need for the 
complete exclusion of morphology from the ranks of Me-  
pendent divisions of grammar (my work 'General Linguis- 
tics," 1940). What is being forgatten here is the already 
quoted statement d N. Pa. Bdarr that the parts ut speech 
once arisen %egan in weir turn to develop ideologiqlly as 
independent units. . . *t 

An absolutely cmrei!t recognition of language as a phenom- 
enon of a superstsvctural kind and the indication that in the 
c.lassification by stages of the language-forming process it 
is indispensable to take into account the social factor and 
its changeq sem-ed as a justification for mechanically juxta- 
posing socfal eras wi* the division uf languages by stages, 
which means the identification of the base with the super- 
structure (a series of my articles at the end of the '2Ogz). 

The inadequate clarity and the unfinished nature of some 
of N. Ya. Marr's theses get combined with not always suc- 
cessful attempts by' his followers to give ,them the necessaxy 
explanation. But wen in N. Ya. Marr's own work there are 
statements which do not correspond to the main line he him- 
self elaborated. Some of his conclusions, as  we saw, *re 
refuted la print by N. Ya. Marr [ himself], others he re- 
jected and did not repeat in later works but without mention- 
ing in print their theoretical incorrectness. There are aleo 
s-tatements which N. Ya. Marr did not have thechapce to 
correct. 

*Ibid, p.228. 
Ibid., pp. 224, 226. 
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N. Ya, Marr left without refutation such statements to be 
found in his work8 of the 1920s as the ascription of a class 
nature to the most ancient periods of voiced speech among 
the tribesof the primitive community, Statements of this kind 
are strewn through numerous works, They esrn be found in the 
pr-e to the @Classif%& Biblbgraph ym (1926): *But at the 
same tighe, the tribe itself wwh spoke a voiced language 
turned ouh-to be, 'lnsofalp as its m-called natural speech 
was c ~ ~ b ~ , : a  class phemm-m The W e  topic -is 
discussed in a 10Z8 paper, 'The Presentdhy Probbms ud 
Current Taalrs of Japhetic Theory,* where one is reminded 
of 'such s~kouss ~ i d ~ c a l ~ 8 ~ 0 ~  ~ r a !  that of C ~ S  dif- 
ferentiatioa in pFimildve mcirrt which I (mean- 
ing N. Ya. MiuT-I. M. ) would only cdticmally call a 
horde, wen ff a primitive horde.9 Even in- his report cm 
'Langmge pnd red in 1931, he mentions the ob- 
~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ e h t h e ~ i r c e d ~ e ,  duet0 
its teclmiqal polssibiutiee, outgrew gesture epeech and later 
became 'converrsa~ r~pemh, bttt ag;ain [belonging] to thk 
domiaant #tdam&p 3 In the mn(b year, 1931, in a re- tm 
'Waeuistic:Po~aftheJa~cTheoryandfhaUdmurt 
~ e w o n e f i n d s a c h a p t e r w t t h t h e h ~ ' O Q t h e ~  
af Pre-C3m:Clrrss D i f f e r ~ t i a s l  of the Tatemic Comarrart we*** 

- -  
In conthu@j to rtifirm the ~ U S  nature of ~llasaemt vodued 

speech, pl. Ya. Marr gives it a special mead-, Mfermt 
from conteppmwy spew& through gestures (imnml lan- 
guage). 0 rehlon to -voiced hgmge recefrs a nnlfc 
content, and mediebe men are bescr&ced tw a ckrerr. 
In developing tbs ePme thought i;a his rurttcle 'On the QQhn 
of Languager (19SB) W. Ta. 116arr come8 to the concl\dsh~ 
that ~ ~ ~ ~ O d ~ f P P ~ t ~ O f C e d ~ c ~ I D O t b u t b t a a  
magical techabpPwe= ~~ words could not fail to be Fe- 
gprded as  mmy. Et was vised and kept in secret, as 
to thie.day the special w e  huratersy Pocabrrlary is bH 
seera.'tT Fmtbar on, N. Ya. llur spat. of the tram&- 
tiand~oral~fatQwideruaqpieaatofthehmdsof 
the class *ah ow~~ed it, tbm@ the blending of varimm 
primitbe #rmsL)."%$ ' Prom here alao stems another can- 
c l u s ~ - a b m t  the labof =- m&nt of the first'osiced 
hgmge. Later N. Pa. Marr goes oar, to the establidunent 
of comic thinking. In 1881 fn iifs report 'LinguiMc PoWy 
of th4 Ja@&c Theory and thg! Udarurt Lmguagew he mtmm 
to the g m e  theme' lud autlines thrse stages of thought, 
namely: (1) !be totemic one, w#h liuear (manual) labor-mps. 
ic speech; (3) the cosmic a social superetmdmd 
world: totems, later qky, water, etc. ; (3) 
technologid one. Here N. Pa. Marr  connects labor-&la@ 
content with manual speech and rrssfgns to it totemic thinL- 
iag* 

N. Ya. M'arr does not reject his older rmderstanafira d- 
totem wen in his Large 8 d e t  Encyclcqmedia article riTbe 
Japhetic Lm@mgesH (1981). H b  undersCstoding of totem is 
as a collecthe um88br-owner,w the naming of which gave 
riee to pronouns, as expressing the self-naming of the totem 
(its substitutes) and therefore of the oldest humanl collec- 
tive (clan, trfbe). This is why N. Ya. Marr considers 
tribal names to be tutemic. 
In the tbeais at a totemic society and the role of magic and 

medicine man in the creation and development af voiced 
speech, N. Ya. Mwr &bandoma the atti@ of langtrage in its 
condithhg%y a gemhe socbrl factar an action involving 
proaucttrs-, thatl.[he-j jultwhathe insub 
on in his barsic premises of a materialist science of language 
The recognlth of the act of labor as a kbor-magb rlct led 

$=, p. 109. 
**=, Vol. V, P. 487. 

easily 0 separation irom sot&l ber&gmm& As a rema&, 
thought, which dmlope l q p g e ,  began to be c m  aa 
cosmic microcosjmic. .What is more, this world view 
was ascribed to the initial periods of dwelopmentd human 
~ c h e  

Such erroneous conclueiona penetrated inb the workai d 
N. Ya. Mqrr and have kept their phee in his printed works. 
There are also mmycessful attempts to elaborate a clrrssi- 
ticatin by stages, as, for example, those included in a 
1929 paper T h e  PrerSent Day Problems and Current Task8 
af Japhetic TheoryH: #The shifts in thought,* sap N. Xa. 
Marr, Care three systems of constructing voiced speech, 
which emerge in-the aggregate from the join- bif variaLs 
economic systems and their corresponding aocial strudmm: 
(1) primitive comxuunbm, with a synthetic structure of 

I speech*** (2) a social structure based oa the appearance of 
the various types of economy and social division of We** 
a linguistic structure divisible into parts of speech Lsuch 
as] clauses wi- the sentence and- other partrs within the 
clause *** (3) an estate or class society, with tech&al 
division ol labor, [andl with 84 ia01ppholagy of an Mledsd 
Wm* The up m e n d  here of syntrretic with mor- 
phological criteria, the assignment of sgnthetc languages 
to the primitive c o ~ u n i t y  sud of Wlected onetit to the 
class society could confuse the followers ad N. Ya, Marr  
and bad them to erroneow poncl~~io~ls, inchding those 
which were mentioned above. 
one can alPro find occasional mistakes in the etymology of 

words in N. Ya, Marr's works. One-can sense a certain 
exmggeratian in the historical evaluation of the cultural im- 
portance at the Meditex'mnmmmand so on. But all of these 
ermneqm places, an occasional ] diq&tywf] enthudlaam for 
the lading role of the' Japhetidas, etc., are an extraneaus 
element, the dimhation d which will reveal the true stat- 
ure of N. Ya. Marr, 'a very gr-t Soviet scholar, who hid 
the foundations of a materialist science of lsrnguase andl 
dealt a shattering blw to the scblaetic concepts of the 
bourgeois school. To isolate in N. Ya. IIYtarr's 
works the enthusiasms which have led tb codwing proposi- 
tione and c o n c l u s ~  becomes r task af the first magnib&. 
They are relatively easy to is~hte a8 they obviously contra- 
dict his own basic works, which htmcbced in Uqubtics 
the method of hlretorical and dialectid materialtsm. N. Ya. 
Marr was sincerely and firmly on his way to the latter. The 
elimination of these erroneous theses and schemes w i l l  re- 
veal the real Mars, the builder of a materialist linguistics, 
who laid the fuundations for its later devebpment. The 
work8 of N. Ya. Marr w i l l  retain their exceptional sigaifi- 
cance and vital strength in growing Soviet science. The 
hasic contributtolrra of N. Ya. Marr will  stand cle~$~?ly out- 
lined. 

I 
Problems Requiring Refinement aqi Additionaf Work. 
The treatment of certain theses which have great signifi- 

cance for ling&& investigation was left mfinished by 
- Marre This causes serious difficulties lor his students 

followers who until now have not been able to wercome the 
obstacles which have arisen in their scientific work. There 
are statemem in Marr which were left incomplete or in 
need of certain refinement, Among the lam icq Bira pale- 
onto10* analysis, which re--basic f o r  suviet Un- 
-guistics md separates his propor,itfnns radi- from those 
of bcmgeoie science. blvolwthnbm .irr, contmarrted with trrur- 
sitions by jmnps, by steps, f n A f I a r r ~ s r 1 , ' f m m  one 
qualitative t d t i o n  to the other. But the ac-  COB^& of 
paleontologic analysis did not receive a single intrerpreb- 
Sfon from N. Ha. Mmr's foU-ower~. Here < # ~ t  can mention 
analysis with the four linguistic ele~leentdl, that is [as d y -  
sis] accordirig to those primary wordsethe roots of voiced 
speech, isolated by Marr, w b  described them ae 4)uu:hW 



totemic tribal names, the basis of all eventual linguistic 
- w m d ~ .  
' 

Some of N, Ya. Marr9s followers and particularly Bi8 op- - 
ponentil completely reject element analysis (Prof. A. S. 
C hikobava), Some of Marr's students consider such analy- 
sis \misuiWle for periods of developed speech, which [.ac- 
cording to them] m e  worked otrt more complicated stem 
structures. Tbrre students ~ s s  wer in silence the question 
of the existence af these elements, in their Marrist sense, 
in the stmcture of language &wing it8 most archaic periods 
of its development (Academician I. I. Meshchnhw). Some 
gtatemermts exist, tending to view four-element analysis as 
unsuitable, given the [ poeaibilitiea 041 etymologic break-down 
of contemporary speech, yet admitting at the m e  time the 
value of M a n ' s  discwery which established the most mcha- 

s of break-down of the alaori&ha3 diffuse sound [-d- 
&RAendemician L. V. 8h 
nbm the usefulness of eleme 

languages. They think it poW;ible to. apply element 
is in a c p k h b g  certain ~ c f u f c  words, prticularly 
and topoaryitlic terms in W e  cases when their sur- 

lrfifirg stems cannot be clearly e&ymdqi$d Plong wlth the 
z rest of the given language's words {P~ofer~sor F. I. Fh). 
Demands are also made that element 8nalysls be applied in 
all &ws, with wide and refined dilimtion in the IaxtW 
analysis of languages of various periods, including the con- 
temporary" (I. D. Dmitriyev-Kelda), 

Actually, even in his latest works N. Ya. Marr did not 
relinquiszi element analysis. And yet the adma4 con- af 
a linguistic element remained inexact. Originally N. Ya. 
Marr identified the four elements wfth the self-designations 
'of four ~aphdic tribes (SAL, BER, YON, ROX) ; hater he added 
to the content of element a totemic s ~ ~ c e .  Tn his last 
works Marr suggested a new apbat ion  at linguistic ele- 
ment ,pointing to its bsepmW8 cQnnsction between its for - 
mal and its ideological lspect. Sven i$ p s  latest instruc- 
tion remahed unciarified, pabnta1ogic imalysis, which 
traces qualitative changes in language, nevertheless makes 
it possible, even withaut element analysis, to approach h e  
deveI6pmental history ofdifferent languages through the use 
of thqfr own data, but taldng inta acc& the qualitative 
changes occurring in the process of internal development of 
the language. This remains imccessibke to the formal com- 
p ~ t i v e  historical method, which is bwed on avqlutionism. 

And yet the historical path of language formation in the 
process of blending of ancient#tr@m and peoples was re- 
vealed by N. Ya. Marr through paleontologic analysis (qual- 
itative changes in language). AnU if putldar etymologies 
are doubtfully traced, a significant number of thgm give 
splendid results when applied to the correct illumination of 
the history of word-creating development. The refinement 
in understanding and sfgnificance of paleontologic analysis 
stands before the followers af N. Pa. MUr as a task de- 
mand- the earliest codideration. 

Closely connected in N. Ya. Marr's thinldag with paleonto- 
logic analysis is the teaching that language grew by stages. 
N. Ya. h8arr paid exc- attention to this question. 
Evem if his several attempts to present a classification ad 
languages by stages and their temporal. arrangement were 
not successful and were not repeated in his later works, 
still he never gave up the problem of development By stages. 
The best developed scheme of' such temporal arrangement 
side by side'with a classffication of [particular] hgmges  
by stages canbe found in the report Why It Is SoEardto 
Become a Theoretical Linguist,m presented in 1928, the 
same year that the 9th Coursew was publfshed. 

Alttrough N. Ya. mrr isdno longer in complete agree- 
ment with the latter and replaced the family tree presented 
in his uaipersity lectures with a c h i t -  of the development 
by stages d wliced'epeech,, still certain propositions are 
presented iri both works which coincide in their final analy- 
sis. The new distribution according to periods which he 

presents is of some interest. It coasiao in the foUmmg: 
(1) hugpages of the system of the primary period, monosyl- 
labic and polysemantic (plural m ~ i r r g a ) ~  Chinese, African 
-sad c@er language belong here; (2) languages af the syrs- 
tem of the secondary period, such as Finno-Ugric, m+fc, 
MongoUan., (5) hagwages of the system a4 the k m  period, 
namely, Japhetic and Hamitic; (4) laqp%ges d t4e system 
of the quaternary period--Semitic and Indo-Europwrn. * 

In presenting the distribution of languages according to 
.the four periods in lieu of the family tree, N. Ya. Marr 
ckes it with reservations: 'In re)- the .Samilp tree** 
which we ourselves had elaborate@*% have only had time 
to outline the data f o r  the drawlqg of a life-ULe graphic di- 
agram, but have not presented the diagrm itself, 1- 
its completion for a later time as it is a purely technical 
paoblem*** The question, theredore, is not whether or not 
.it is pwwible to presemt a truly life-like w e  in a family 
tree or some other diagram of t?m m u t d  interrelations of 
hmguqpr. It 9 olr,vbua that such a life-like portrait cannot 
'be obtained if antt isolates tJw euperstructure, as 
languagetin its entireQ is a a r e a m  of the human communi- 
ty, a ~ n a t c m l y d i t s  thoughtbutalaoofitssocW 
oqpbatbn  and eeaomy--a r d e c t h  F ~ c m ]  in the tech- 
niques and structure of speech, as well a8 in its semantics. 
The defect of the scheme8 presented abova is tbnt they 

were elaborated according to formal morphological critefh, 
which are the same ones used in the classifications of the 
bayeois school ( I l m o o r p h ~ s s - a g ; g l ~ U o n - i n f l ~  
and later-ILQarr did not say this-the analytical structurd 
Meanwhile N. Ya. WP demanded the use of not only-for- 
llYl pkontolog~t d qeeeh, blf ideologid aa yell. (lMd.) 

fri one 'of his  latest works (*Japhetic  en,* Xarjge 
Swiet Encyclopedia, 1931) N. Ya. Marr ret;uras again to 
the question of a classification by stages. It is Japhetic 
hqptge8 which are involved. They are classified as a sys- 
tem wsimilnr to Prometheidean (Indo-European), Semitic 
and other laaguagsreem$ Marr characteriees the Japhetic 
hguages as belogging tu a a w e  system according to ideo- 
logical criteria, but var-ted according @ fprm assumed 
a d  mwber. Taphetic .@nguageq 'each with its own pecul- 
iarities, represent collectively through their system a def- 
inite stage of development in human speech."** This stage 
ais discefnible in clearest fashion through the 
-cture of speech-as timght in tbe system 
which reveals it.%t This time it turns out that not mar- 
phology but syntax is used as a criterion of a stage, which 
is at the name t&ea system (family). But syntax is not 
the 04y dbgmmtk trait of the ~aphdtic s t y e  (which is also 
a sysSem). It tauma out it is only the most revealing ('pri- 
marifysm) Oae can aaL: is it so for all stages or only for 
the Japhetic one? Nor does #. fdn. Marr give an answer 
to the following: and how the other systems ('fado- 
European, FSnno-Ugric, Turklc, etc.)? Are they also a 
stage? If &-why not, a d  if yes, according to what cri- 
teria? 

In relrtUbn to all that hss been said one must come to the 
conclusL<Yn that the problem of language classification by 
stages and the temporal arrangement of these stages still 
remains unsolved. Still this refers only to the plan itself 
and not to the ba8ic proposition. 

The problem of arrangement by stages and the teaching in 
porZeoa501ogic analysis completely crush the classification 
ehbrated by bourgeois science which classifies languages 
according to Ifamilks with their aboriginal proto-language. 
Thereby one al;ao tkcisively rejects in l b p b t i c  work the 

*Bid., Vol. 11, p. 405. 
tff. Ya. Marr, Why It Is So Hard to Become a Theoreti- 

cal Linguist, * Selected Works, Vol. 11, p. 421. 
$N. Ya. Marr, Selected Works, Vol. I, p. 295. 

* *lbid. 



f o r d  commtha-historical method. Basing itam on 
stmllnrities, mostly of phonetic and morpbologid Lind, 
b-eois science bases its f o r e  comparative method on 
~r*--tic for-. The r e j a n  of the p*-e 
de*fWs whole scheme- Thereby the path is open to the 
c o m v * e  f ~ p ~ ~ i ~  of m e s  belong- to different 
systems .nd ahso to their fdl-scale j ~ p o ~ i ~ ,  that 4 n a  . 
o m  record- to sinlftarfties e l l s b i n ( l  m h i p r *  but 
accoFding to dfve%ences, which reveal which 
is to each m e  and which sets it as- the 
mas8 of other languages. 

The historical a ~ ~ w a c h  to m e ,  which 8- from 
an a e g a ,  - C ~ Y  ~ ~ t ~ - ~ c t e d  ~ o t o - m e ,  but from 
a ~ n * e  s m c e ,  that of language and the his- 
bW af P # e s ,  it POS8ible to apply widely meonto- 
1- M.1Jsb W llsing the e e m e l ~  rich of the b- 
g~nges in our Upion, which are extremely variegated in 
a i r  sbu*e- To do this we used a refine- 
m a t  &-- of the Palmto1Ogic P P P ~ ~ C ~  to 
the 8- of confemP0- langulges, independent of the four 
element analysis. At the same time it wi l l  be possible to 
eve a correct appfehti~11 to the c o m ~ a t i v e - @ e o n b w  
method me-edb~ Marre Here, too, the Sbdent of 
-8 amnot on without the help of the h i a t o r ~ - s o c ~  
S C ~ ~ ~  @hilosopher, social mri .n ,  ethnographer) and 
tb. historim of material culture (arche01o@S& N. Ya. 
Marr always insisted on such scientific cooperation. 

For a sz~tbfactory answer to these as yet not definitely 
-red it fs neCellsPrg first of to &athe to- 
gether the veW d e f m  statements by N. Ya. ---which 
we, h w e r ,  W-1~ ~~~ t h r o w  ~ f o u s  PfWrs- 

the rmitY of m e  a d  -t a- the w c u  
basis of the language-forming process: language and society, 
the m-8111~ of m e - f m w  Process, form and 
content, and then-gmmmatical and meaning categories. 

Freed of occaahmaJ erroneous theses, N. Ya. Marr's 
~i~~ *h re- correspond a c m t e 1 ~  
to the statements of the Marxist-Leninist classics about 
language and society's development, will form the f d -  
tion of the further development of materialist linguistics. 

Yntr's BW-C~ for the Further D ~ e l 0 ~ m - t  soviet 
kinguisties. 

The body of N. Ya. mr ' s  ~ r o ~ i w s ,  COr- 
resp0Qd to the ~ r e a e s  d ~ t e r ~  philosophy, reveals 
the c o ~ ~ ~ c e  of the oreinator of materialist w- 
ties, a major Md f h t - m t e  Soviet scholar, who deciaivd~ 

f-Y the idealist bourgeois science of Ian- 
He was first a m  1-b to a ~ a c h  1-e 

as a superstructure on a material base. He was the first to 
recognige -Uc categories as bviag social s--e 

insisted this w e  be taken - account all research 
work. He smashed formalism in wits and b m ~ h t  the 
form d language fnto cloae coordination with its sense con- 
tent. 

The students Md followers ol No Ya. M S W ~  must come to- 
gather a* their Qperieme Wove the whole emo- 
n w e a  of those POW & den, which W~U-Y 
reveal themselves in the research of _Saviet linguists* To 
these ends one must intensity €he critical examination not 
only of the. old but e - 1 ~  the new idam p~embes  
a d  the works of bourgeois lingui~ts founded on them. The 
criticism directed at them by N. Ya. Marr is awaiting its 
contination, thereby s t r e e n i n g  the P o s i w  of soviet 
1-u~~ and help- the hes i t aw to become firmer in 
the struggle for a materialist science of language. 

The students and followers of N. Ya. Marr must be F- 
ti-1~ vigilant in carrying& their inves-tions, 
developing criticism and improving their self-critical ap- 
preach to their own works. And there are in them a num- 
ber of shortcomings. Thus, in a dictionary of linguistic 
terminolo~ by L. 1. Zhifbv, mlished under mY editor- 

ilhtp, mentian is mDde d poto-language. The placing d 
this term into the dictionary is fully j d i e d a s  the term 
&ts in linguistic literature, put in the article itself there 
'is no appropriate criticism of proto-language theory. This 
confuses the Soviet reader and the student. Incorrect theses 
can be found in No Ya. Ilbarr8s followers9 [ worb] .such as 
my om and those of V. L Abayevl, A. V. Desnitahp, M. 
M. OuLhmPn, No V. Yakovlev and others. Occasionnlly, 
soviet scholars present their thoughts with insufficient clar- 
itg, use the excessively ponderous terminology of the sci- 
entific investigator, abuse foreign terminology and intro- 
h c e  their own new terms copied fFom these foreign ones 
(professor 8. D. mtsnewn, L. R Zinder) and confusing 
to the reader. The presentation must be scientific but 
accessible. For the dissemination of the new scieirce of 
lntlgPPee this assumes special significance. 

The Inadequacies found must be eliminated promptly 
through the appropriate criticism, book reviews and self- 
critical corrections. Increase in vigilance .d one% 

work and toward the work of one's comrades will bring 
the necessary corrections, so important particularly be- 
cause Soviet lingufstfcs is now widely spread over the whole 
Union, The work of the linguists is increasing. Locally, in 
the repblics and regions, new linguistic centers .re being 
orgmhed which watch carefully for the guiding line in the 
works of the capitpl's scientific institutions. Thus their 
work becomes particularly responsible. 
Let us hope that the followers of the materialist science of 

language, whose number is constantly growing, will straight- 
en out the line d their investigations, and that those claim- 
ing their readiness to join them w i l l  confirm it through their 
scientific work. 

m e  scientific positions of Professor A. S. Chik~baw. 
Still one should not deny the existence ob a series of state- 

ments openly inimical to the materialist science initiated by 
N. Ya. Ildarr. The positive aspects of this science are 
hushed up and it is proclaimed to be wholly vulgar material- 
ist, 

Such points of view are shared by the great expert on Cau- 
casian languages, A. S. Chk~bava. His text on general lin- 
guistics which was published in W o r m  $s extremely sfe- 
Micant from this point of view. In contradicting Marr, he 
leans toward the bourgeois science Marr refuted. No Ya. 
Marr destroyed the proto-language theory, but A. 80 Chiko- 
bava admits that related languages have their origin in one 
-, reprwmt the merena t ion  of a single m e ,  
which must be called the stem-language (Vol. I, p. 212). 
In developing this same thought, A. S. Chbbava affirms 
tbpt w e  -8s pn, - d e d  related whicb o r m t e  

' from a single language and represent the result of develop- 
ment & the dialects of a given language. This one language 
is the s t e m - m e .  Such stem-languages are suggested 
for a c h  family (an ~ndo-wopean s t e m - w e ,  a Semit- 
ic one, etc. ), for each linguistic branch (a Romance stem- 
language, a ~ l a d c  s t e m - m e ,  a s tem-b-  
w e ,  etc.). The conclusion as  to the existence & a stem- 
language is derived from the presence of clearly defined, 
concretely related h q p g e s  (Vol. 11, p. 203). The kinship 
[manifested by] a real language is reason to believe that the 
proto-language presumed once to have existed-actually did 
exist. 

Thus A. S. Chikobava does not admit the hybridization of 
languages and their qualitative transformations. The em*- 
sis is on evolutionary development. In abandoning N; Ya. 
Marr he leans wholly in the direction of bourgeois l ~ t i c s  
and while abiding by the proto-language scheme, he thereby 
preserves the formal-comparative method built on it. 

N. Ya. Marr in emphasizing the social background in the 
origin and development of languages, in approaching lapguage 
as  real consciousness, categorically objects to the sign 
theory in Ilnguistics, while A. 8. C hikobava &noring even 



V. I. Leninas crltiqpe of the sign theory, endorses it whole- 
heartedly. He admits that language is a system of signs, 
utilikeif by a given langmge comm- uf 
qmm@cation (Vol. II, p. 144). Here A. 80 Chikobava 
joins not with N. Ya. Marr but with the architect of the new 
bourgeois science of m e j  F a  de Saussure, aJmost re- 
peating his words: as def- by us, is a homo- 
geneous phenomenon: it is a system of signs***" elanpage 
is a system of s@s***=* 

In fully d@apeeing with No Ya. 1Vlarr, A. 5. Chikobava 
does not take into account the special social significance of 
language, as real consciousness, and in conclusion denies 
the c lap  nature of language. says A. 8. C h b -  
bava, 'is a weapon in the class struggle, but this does not 
yet mean tbat language is of a class nature** The rifle held 
in the hands of the ~ s k r b t  policeman was a weapon to defend 
the monarch and the bourgeoisie. The same rifle in the 
hands of a worker on the barricades served the working 
class, being thus a weapon to overthrow the monarchy: the 
rifle is a weapon of class struggle in a literal, direct, not 
a festive sense, a weapon of acaral struggle (in the physi- 
cal content of this word). Is this rifle, this of class 
nature? If yes, what class does it belong to? ? o none, and 
therefore to all classes, or better yet, outside class. What- 
ever the rifle represents in the struggle on the barricades, 
the same applies to language in a class society, under con- 
ditions of class struggleam (Vol. 11, p. 183.) A. 5. Chiko- 
bava lost sight of the irrelevancy of his comparisons: lan- 
guage-the direct realhation of thought-is compared with'a 
rifle. 

In all statements of a similar kind one can perceive an ob- 
viaus unwillhpess to take into account the enormous 
achievements df N. Ya. Marr and to einbark . on the path of 
these achievements. Efforts are ma& to find one's own 
path with attempts made to dwelop some other materialist 
science of language. The result was the repetition of the 
basic theses of bourgeois Ilnguietics, precisely against 
which Marr struggled decisively, thus assm-ing the penetra- 
tion into linguistics of the methods of materialist philosophy. 
The works cb A. 8. Chihkva, directed against the basic 
conceptions of No Ya. Marr- simply confirm the correctness 
of the path selected by Marr . 
The Most Immediate-Tasks of Soviet Linguistics. 

Soviet llnguisflcs must proceed on this porth, the path of 
historical akl dialecticalmPterialism, &ltllkk widely the 
works of N. Ya. Marr and conUnuing to develop his basic, 
correctly stated premises. There is a lot of wmk still to 
be done in this direction. 

In order to guarantee the correct development of the materi- 
alist science of language it is desirable to present in a sp- 
clal monograph the statements about langurrge in the classics 
of Marxism-Leninism: Marx, pgel8, Lenin, Stalin. 
Through separate scientffic- monographs one should indi- 

cate the true countenance of N. Ya. Marrthe initiator of the 
materialist science of language; hi6 statements should be 
freed fro~lh erroneous deviations from the correct path he 
had undertaken and particular attention should be given to his 
basic s@fements on language and society, language y d  

bugtit: hm leading w, to which all other can be + 
, One should allaw time for the occasional statements by 
No Ya. Marr whlch remain lPfiU not worked through and 
therefore should devote spe&ii mon6&ra#Uc mvestigations 
to such problems as: paleontologic analysis, the singleness 
of the glottogonic process, the initial periods in the forma- 
tion of human speech, the problem of stages, the compara- 
tive-paleontologic method and so on. 

It is indispensable to provide university btudents 'with texts 
on introduction to linguistics and on gene* Ungubtics, elab- 
orated on the main bases of the materialist science of lan- 
guage and thus guarantee the correct approach to the rearbig 
of young cadres of Soviet Ifnguiets. 

The selected works of No Ya. Marr should be issued i'n ten 
volumes with the corresponding commentaries, placing the 
hpers in the& chronological order, indica& tbe pre- 
revolutionary and the Soviet pekiods and thus helping the 
reader capture the changing stream of the author's thoughttrc 
Taking into account the fundamental prescription by N. Ya. 
mrr 'about the complex nature of the work, approaching 
language in its r e 4  social background, this collection 
should not only include the llnguisOic paperrs of N. Ya. lldarr 
but also the archeoibgkai and ethnographic ones. Marr 
must also be &awn as a civic worker. At  the same time it 
is.necessaq [to issue] also a one-volume, annotated edition 
of the selected work of No Ya. Mbr, mpecially recommend- 
ed to students and_ c d d a t e s  for degrees. 

In order broadly to acquaint the Soviet intelligent~h with 
the new science of language it is desirable to issue a serles 
of popularieing monographs and articles about N. Ya. 
Marr's creative path and about the basic theses of the ma- 
terialist science of language. 

To assure the further development of material&& Unguis- 
tics and the struggle in its favor it is indispensable to intensi 
fy the critique of the basic conceptions d bourgeois linguis- 
tics and of the individual statements *of that schaolss leading 
scholars as well as of Soviet acholsrs in whose work the 
premises of bourgeois science have not yet been completely 
overcome. 

One must encourage criticism and self-criticism among 
N. Pa. Marr9s own followers and the persons who have 
stated their readiness to go wer to the positions of mater- 
ialist science. Undoubtedly this wil l  help the rapid transi- 

I tion of their investigatioqs to the correct, scientific path. 
It is in-dispensable to utilize the wealth of Ilnpulrrtic data 

available in the Soviet Union. A more intensive study of 
I the languages of the peoples of the U. 8.8. R. wi l l  enrich lin 
guistic science. Attention is centered not only on their 
grammatical structure, dbth@&ed by great variability, 
but patticularly on the process ol their development as na- 
tiopal language6 of gocialigf socieQ. 

1 One must strengthen contacts with local workers, sharing 
with them the experience of scientific investiga-, direct 
ed toward the @rengthening a# materialist linguistics. 

We face a critical survey of exkthg school texts (par- 
ticularly grammars) in certain b p a g e s .  Takiag into ac- 
count the experience of teaching practice and 8 more thor- 
ough elaboration of the ways and means of compiling gram- 
mars, which still are repetitions- of the older varieties, it 
wi l l  be possible to approach the point of figuring at a basic 
plan of their elaboration using the principles of a material& 
science of language. 
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By N. CHGMODANOV 

f 
' The open discussion of problems of Swiet linguistics 
now tahiag place on the payres of Pravda is a great event in 
the science of language. The need for the dirscwsion and 
its timeliness are obvious. The linguistic 'discussions 
which have taken place chiring the last b o  years in Moscow, 
Leniagrad and other cities have been of little use to Soviet 
lmguage study. Critical discussion of a number of books 
and articles bas been too generd in nature. It has lacked 
creative analysis pf the basic pfoblems in linguistics. 
There - m - b e n  me-sided praise in the evaluaficn of N. Ya. 
Idsrr's theory with no indication of its substantial fn;. 
adequacies. 

The article p&Ilahed in Pravda by Prd. Am. Chikhava 
#On Certa.in Problems of Soviet Linguisticsa is the first 
boldly tof- the question and contains a number of correct 
theses. SWn as a whole, however, it &in my opinion, 
undoubtedly erroneous. One can in no way agree with Prof. 
Chikobava that the st&gm$ion which a t s  in Soviet lin- 
guistics ts to be erplahed by the wide popPlaritg of N. Pa. 
Marr's theory with Soviet linguists. Prof. ,Ct@obava 
evaluates No Ya. Marr's theory and his role in Soviet 
linguistics ia a prejudiced, onesided and therefore incorrect 
fashion. Trying to reject this theory, as  allegedlv the chief 
impediment in the way of linguistic study, Prof. Chikobaygj 
.is in essence trying to return toa bygone day in science, to 
restore comgxmatftre historical hgujthids, to direct 
Soviet UnguUtics onto a path alien to Marxism-Leninism. 
I think that this harsh but fair evaluation of the article wi l l  
be shared not only by many linguists, but also by archeol- . 
@ts, ethnographers and historians,because Prof. 
Chikohvats conception is in opposition to the development 
not only of Ilnguistics. but also of other sciences. 

None of the %wid lhgkists viewing the-eject  yith any 
aerio9snessz has affirmed or affirms that N. Ya. Marrss 
theory, taken as  a whole, -is free of erroneous thesea. Only 
the blind can Urinlt this. In any case, N. Ya. Marr himself 
dia not thinllr SO. 

In 1930 he sld: !*** The Marxist elaborationnof Japhetie 
linguistfcs can stana improvement and correction. )f At 
the sruge time N. Ya. Marr ' cli?arly understood-the enor- 
mous role played in the development of his theory by 
Marxism-Leninism. 

'***The new science of langurrge, ' he indicated in 1933. 
'***is &e fruit of active polrticiption in the revolutionary 
creamitp of the U.8. S.R., extending science to abni&l 
underhding of the theory of cognition, to Stalin9s accurate 
definition af national culture, including language and its 
technbqae. *$ 

It was uf course not8hard for Prof. Chikobava to collect 
a number of erroneous or even contzad&tory statements 
on one suliject or anuther in N. Ya. Marr's work. But one 
shoulil not forget that in working out his theory #. Ya. Marr 
freqwntly reexamhed statements m@e earlier and 
recognhed the efroneousness of some of the terms he used. 
For example, -thisthis is what .N. Ya. Marr said in 1932 during 
the Baku dis&maion about the term eclassn, which he had 

*Pravda, May Z3, ISSU, p. 3 
t~;'Ya.arr, Selected Works, Val. I, p. 267, Col. 2 
$lU.~a. Marr, bntribution to be H 

applied to primitive society: '**Vou are thinking of the 
%farxist meaning of- class. But ot course I am not refer- 
ringto the present-day meaning of class when I say " c h s '  
**+ lam looking for a term and no one can find it for us. 
Whenever there is a collective organization, founded not oli 

I blood, then I use the term 'class,' do you see **** I took 
this term cclass' and used it with a different meaning; why 
not use it?#* This is the real situation, and not the desire to 
oppose my 'classes' to classes in the interpretation given 
them by Marxism. ** 

One must evaluate the theory oi N. Pa. Marr not from 
the point of view of some isolated unsuccessful formulation, 
but in its essence,in relation to the progressive role which 
it played and is playing in the development of materialist 
l ~ t i c s .  In the history of native and foreign Ungui~~ca, 
N.. Pa. Marr is the most progressive scholar. His  theory 
is so f a r  the best produced in the development of science 
by this branch of howled& and therefore any attempt to 
mlUQ the significance of N. Ya. Marr objectively delays 
the forward march of science. 

What are then, in essence, the linguistic views of N. Ya. 
lldari which are either concealed or presented in a false 
light by Prd. Chikobava? 

The cardinal question in all philosophy, as Engels wrote, 
is the question of the relation of thought to being. A s  is 
known, in their attitude to this philosophers have divided 
themselves Mto two large camps-the camp of materialism 
and the camp of idealism. This problem remains ftmda- 
mentallfor linguistics also. It is in regard to this that 
Marx and Engels say in 'The Gerplan Ideologyn "***neither 
tbught nor language forms a W m  by itself **%ey are 
only manifestations of real Ufezt 

N. Ya. Marr was the first lLnnuifft fully to comprehend 
this thesis elf Marxism-Leninism and to use it in the in- 
vestigation of linguistic materials, In all his works, both 
on general and specific questions in research on lexiccrl 
-or grammatical phenomena, N. Ya. Marr constantly con- 
cretized this thesis. This turned out to be possible only 
because he analyaed language not as  pure form, not as 
bare technique, but as  practical #real. consciousnesrs, * 
'the immediate reality of boyght. * ** $ ' 

In this conne&on N. Ya. Marr emphashed that language 
is pat only sound, but also content'and thought. He con- 
sidered the problem of language and thought the most h- 
portant prob_lem in ling_uistScs. The practicg conclusiop 
drawn from this theoretical thesis was to pay special atten- 
tion to the study of vocabulary and'syntax, that is, those 
aspects of language in which the contents [of language] are 
most directly revealed. 

While accurately separating content from tecbdque in 
speech, No Ya. Marr sharply emphasized the e i a l  basis 
af language. Prof. Chikobava considers it as  a special 
merit of N. Ya. Marr that he raised the question of lan- 
.guageSs superstruchnal nature. But,in his o~inion,N. Ya. 
Marr solved thfs problem incorrectly. Prof. C-va 
considers N. Ya. Marr's conception of the class nature of 
language as  completely incompatible with Adarxfsq. 

1N.Ya. Marr, Contribution to the Baku Discussion on 
Japhetidoloap an m ar sm, 

I -  
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=reality it is precisely the views of Prof. Chikobava him- 
self which are incompatible with Mandsm. In affirming the 
non-class nature of Wgmge he is trying to nullify the 
Marxist-Leninist teaching on language as a sochl super- 
structure. Here Prof. Ch&obava's point of view contra- 
dicts the clear statements of Marx and Engels on the ubject. 

Exposing the class nature, hypocrisy and falsenes 2 of 
bourgeois terminology, Marx and Engels wrote in ''German 
IddOLogg:'' 

'"I'hebourgeois can ,easily prove on the basis of his own 
language the identity of mercantile and individual relation- 
ships, or even of general human relationships, because 
this language is itself a product of the bourgeoisie and 
hence, both in reality and in language, buying and selling 
relationships have become the basis of all other .relation- 
ships."* 

In his work #The Condition of the Working Class in 
England, Engels writes even more vividly about the re- 
flection in language of social ideology and class contra- 
dictions. Indicating that #the shameful slavery-in which 
money keeps the bourgeois***has left its. imprint even on 
language, that 'The spirit of petty M e  penetrates all 
language; Engels emphasieed= athere & nothing surpris- 
ing in the fact that in the course of time the English w o r w -  
#class b become a completely different people than the 
English bourgeoisi~**. Workers spdc a different dialect, 
have merent  ideas and points of view, different mores and 
moral principles, a different religion and politics from the 
bourgeoisie. t 

Confirming the non-class nature of national hngqges, 
Prof. Chikobava ignores Lenin3s statement that there are 
two nations In each modern nation, two cultures in every 
national culture under the bourgeofs syswm, and Stalin's 
teaching on the class nature uf bourgeois nations. If, as 
Comrade Stalin says, (Ithe bourgeoisie and its nationalistic 
parties were and remain at this period the main guiding 
force of such nations, #$ then this cannot but be reflected 
in language. 

One could cite numerous facts to show that Prof. Chiko- 
bava is wrong. In his well-known work 'The French Lan- 
guage Before and After the Revolutio~y, in the subtitle uf 
which were deliberately placed the words: aOutlines on the 
History of the Origin of the Modern Bourgeoisie, 'D Paul 
Lafargue provides -a very accurate picture of the reflection 
af the class struggle in the French language, beginning with 
the Middle Ages. 

Under different historical conditions class distinctions in 
language appear in different ways. In medieval England, 
the feudal exploiters for centuries spoke French, while the 
exploited people used Anglo-Saxon dialects. And didn't 
knightly poetry in feudal Germany reflect the class language 
of the knights? Finally, if one examines the history of the 
development of Russian, didn't class contradictions deter- 
mine the differences in the speech of the nobility, the 
democratic intelligentsia drawn from various classes and 
of the peasantry in the 19th century? 

Linked indissolub~y with the concept of hmguge a s  a 
, . ,,, , superstructural phenomengn is N. Ya. Marr's thesis af the 

;t?$ : singleness of the language-f ormhg (glottogoni<:)process. 
'<; This singleness was understood primarily by No Ya. Marr 

$5 as a reflection in language of the singleness of the histor- 
::?g ical process: +\I Zanguage is a device of communication 6hich arose i~ 

the process of work or, more accurately, in the process of 
creating human culture, that issthe economy, community 
and Weltanschauung*** Language has reflected in itself 
all paths and steps in the development of material and super. 
structural culture, the perfecting of its productive techni- 

* ., P* fE., VO?&, pp. 554, 415. 
Stalin, Works, Vol. XI, p. 388. 

ques and all the twists of the c o m d t y ' s  thfnLing connected 
with such a materially-initiated progre~rSP**~* 

Thus singleness in the development of languages is not 
viewed by No Ya. Marr as Prof. Chikobava portrays it, 
but as singleness af regularities which are manifested in 
each separate hguage. This udformity uf regularities 
can express itself both in the meaning of words and also 
in grammatical structure. For example, the Wsian  word 
gorod [townb indicating,strictly speakin& a f enced-in place, 
hasits parallels, let us say, with the English tawn,related 
in its root to the German Zam (fence). On t h e x e r  hand, 
the process of developmen~$arts of speech in languages, 
having no historical connection whatever, reveals very 
frequently simrlar traits, for example in the origin of 
adjectives from names. 
In establishing such general principles in the development 

of languages, N. Ya. Marr did not deny the need to study 
the history of given languages and the peculirurities of their 
development. To this one should add that the thesis of the 
developmental singleness of languages does not eminate 
the question of the existence of certain UnguWic clusters- 
the so-called ''families of languages. " 

Prof. Chjkobava, however, distorting and diluting No Ya. 
Marr's theory, incorrectly affirms that the basis af the 
doctrine of a single language-forming Rocess and of otner 
most important aeses in Marr's theory is the hypothesis 
of four primary linguistic elements. 

The following shwd be said on the question uf the four 
elements. Where the problem of the origin of language is 
concerned,the hyprrthesis of in!tal saund-and-meanings 
complexes presented by No Ya. Marr is quite legitimate. 
In his time, Engels himself wrote -** in the process of 
development, they reachedwthe point where they met th@ 
need to say something to each other. This need created 
its own organ: the undifferentiated larynx of the ape slowly 
but surely became trahsiormed tbmughl greater and greater 
modulation, while the organs of the mouth gradually learned 
to pronounce one articulate sound after another. 9 
Thus, in the early stages of man's development his 

actual physical structure,limited and to a certain degree, 
determined the sound nature of aborjginal speech. Never- 
theleigs, too much time has elapsed since and the quality 
of muds  pronounced by man has changed drastically. 

The actual composition of the initial linguistic elements 
and their number are a different matter. One should note 
that No Ya. Bhrr always emphasieed that human speech 
began not with isolated sounds but with meaningful com- 
plexes. From the very beginning this determined the 
m t a t i v e  difference between €he saund aspect of human 
speech and the cries of animals. 
Another aspect of the question is the use of four element 

analysis in lbgubtdc investigations. The fact is that no 
Soviet linguist used the technique of element analysis affer 

I NI Ya. Wr's death. More than that, Academician I. 1. 
Meshc-0vvhas repeatedly indicated that an analysis of 
words in contemporary speech with the four elements gave 
no results. One shodd not forget, however, &at 'the pale- 
ontologic investigations of N. Ya. Marr, based on element . 
analysis, have revealed such incontrovertible semantic 
reguhities as the functional semantics of the word. Con- 
sequently, the principle of element analysis cannot be 
simply eliminated from science, if for no other reason than 
that the phonetic cognates thus revealed are no more dubious 
than the phonetic laws of traditional comparative phonetics 
for which Prof. Chikobava fought so [vigorously]. 

Most intimately connected with the singleness of the lan- 
guage-forming process is the development of language by 
stages. Prof. Chikobava correctly calls attention to the 

* N o  Ya. Marr, 8 )elected Wor , Vol. R, p. 127. 
TK. Marx and-P. Xnaels, Selected Works, 1948, Vol. II, - 



fat$ that this problem was onIy stated by N. Ya. UPTrI but 
not resblved. But the most important theoretical aspect 
of this problem consists not in N. Ya. Marr's desire tb 
decide which longoage is better and which worse--as af- 
firmed by Praf, Chikobava-but in phrasing the problem in 
terms of two [alterruitive] forms of lbguistic develomenk 
an evoluthaq and a revolutionary one. If language is 
conditioned in its dwelopment by society's development, it 
cannot avoid undergoing qualitative changes (by stages). 
This is essentially what N. Ya. Marr's theory about devel- . 

opment by stages cimsists in. 
fRt~r6f.  Chbbava tries to prove that N. Ya. Marr be- 

littled certain languages Ilhe Chinese, which allegedly 
froze on definifs levels of development. In reality, N. Ya. 
Mam is tPlLfng only about the fact that some Ianguages are 
more ancient, others more recent in [the date of] their 
appearance. I!?. Ya. Marr by no means denied the develop- 
ment of languages. Prof. C ~ v a  will be unable to prove 
that N. Ya. . U r ,  who dwoted all his life to combatting 
the racW cacBpts d bourgeois science and rose against 
ZIndo-Jhqmm conceit, ' denied any language the capacity 
for dwelopment. This dontradicts not only the spirit but 
nlso the letter of N. Ya. mr 's  W r i e s .  

It would be incorrect to thintr that the theory of N. Ya. 
Marr reduces merely to declmtive statements about the 
necessity of applying the main Meas of dialectical and 
historical materialism to language. The works of N. Ya. 
Marr a d  his followers dealing with specific problems and 
hguages represent an enormous and concrete contribution 
to science. N. Ya. Marr worked out sinew the place of 
semantics .in the science of language. The fuadaahental 
inve&igatio~.af N. Ya. Marr, I.?. lldeshchaninav and 
otbers of problems ab syntax represent a most valuable 
contribution to science, The theory of the origin of parts 
of speech,advanced and elaborated by N. Ya. Marr and I. I. 
Meshchantnw,is a great accomplishment of Soviet scienceml 
One crrnnot forego mentiom also of the scores of research 
studies on languages af the peoples at the 'Soviet Union as 
well as on German, Chinese and other languages-studies 
which represent the concrete realisation of N. Ya. Marr's 
ideas. . 

The statements above2 of copll.ae, do not mean that there 
are no erroneous andeontmairsial theses in N. Pa. Marr's 
theory. Such theses include: the derivation of langosge 
from labor-magic action; statements about the role af 
medicine men in the development of voiced speech; the 
dubious outIine of the development of thought (cosmic or 
totemic, technological, etc.), which must be evaluated by 
philosophers; a certain simplification in the discllesicm uf 
rebtiomhips between language and society and certafa 
mechanistic elemenis connected with this. 

But one should not conclude from this that N. Ya. Marrps 
theory must be rejected as was done by Prof. Chikobava. 
Something different is called for. Soviet linguists must 
advance materialist l ~ c s ,  starting from a Marxbt- 
Leninist Weltanschauung, emphasizing the strong parts of 
N. Ya. XUarrss theories, eIPbOrating questions not raised or 
only sketched by this theory, but at the same time over- 
coming its weak aspects and incorrect theses. 

Wbat then does Prof. Chikobava propose as the way out of 
ih unsatisfactoq state in which sovi& linguWks finds 
itself? 

Prof. Wkobavass prescripticm is quite simple -one 
my& say, not new: it is.to reinstate the traditionaI, so- 
called comgmative UquMics with its protokmguage 
theory and its comparative-historical method and to admit 
these. premises of traditional. science to be Marxist. Al- 
though Prof. Chikabava does not use the term 'protolan- 
m e ;  which has become ao odious in our science, what 
else 'could h b  'common origin of related languages, * 
'common initial material of language familie$ etc., mean? 
It must be openly stated (leaving aside temporarily the - 
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political bs and outs of the protolanguage theory) tb.t such 
outlines of language development radically contradict not 
only aXl data collected by Soviet linguistics during the last 
20-30 years, but also the data available to archeology, 
ethnography and historical science as a whole. 

For example, what is tbis Tndo-European pmh-. 
of which Prof. Chikohva spealrs between the hes? 
-n seems convincing to Prof. Chikokva that the compari- 

son of such words as Russian t r i  [three] with Law tree 
and such, establishes the r e o f  Indo-European -8. 
But he knows very well that the number of such roots com- 
mon to most Indo-European languages is very small, that 
they form only an extremely tiih stratum on the surface. 

A. Meillet, dean of bour$&6is comparative ilq([lii.ts, 
looks on the Indo-*opean protolanguage as the language 
of an ancient people who possessed a single h q p g e  in 
addition to a common culture and physical-and .spiritual 
make-up in ancient, prehistoric times. The extent to which 
such notions are 'contrafy to history can be seen, for 
example, from the fact that such an admittedly Indo-Euro- 
pean language as M t e  existed as  long 9gp as  1, SO0 yews 
B. C. The protobngmge state of the Indo-European 
languages must, obdously, be moved back to some even mare 
ancient time. Such a conception of ethnic uniiy in such a . 
distant epoch contradicts the definitim of ancient society 
provided by historical materialism, which teaches that that 
stage in the development of human society is characterized 
by ethnic units d small s h e  and hsbbility. 

The works of Soviet historians like Tretyakw on the 
- history of the Eastern Slavs and other peoplers clearly in- 

dicata how complicated is the process of formation of tribes. 
and peoples and what an enormous role is played in this by 
dfffusion, which Prof. Chikobava recogphes only as a sw- 
cial case in language-formation. The processes of 'forma- 
tion and development of language in preclass society must 
obviously have gone on parallel to the ethogenetic p2ocesa 
and refIected it. 

On the other hand, the protolanguage scheme oZ language 
development is incompatible with Comrade Stalin's doctr-ine 

- on the forxipation of modern bourgeois natioy resulting from 
the blending of the most diverse ethnic elements. 

The Ctheory* of a protolanguage k o t  be accepted bp 
Suviet linguistics because it is a concept which is clearly 
contradictory to the ody true scheme of historical develop- 
ment, that of Marxism-Leninism. 

Swiet Uqpistics cannot return. to the compmatitre hiator- 
ical method either. N. Ya. Marr's quaIification of this \ 

method as  simfle-minded was not an idle one. This method 
is inseparably connected with p r o t o ~ t i c  schemes and 
is incapable of rewealing the whole complexity of Uquistic 
similarities and divergences in their social causation.. The 
times d Bopp, Grimm and Vostokov have passed in science 
and there is no need for us  to return to them. In rclditton, 
Prof. Chik&ava forgets that Marx and Engels,while giving 
due credit in the 50's to the 70% of the last century to the 
accomplishments of c,ompwative-historical Ilnguistics, 
at the same timejindicated more than once the limited nature 
of its representatives. The best testimony to this fact is 
Engel's work "The Frankish Periods where Engels 
decisively objects to-the traditional ckssitication of German 
dialects, elaborated on the basis of the comparatim- 
historical method and the comparativist outline of Uqaistic 
development. 

The path af further development for Sovfet linguWics 
traced by Prof. Chikobva'cannot satisfy us. It seem in- 
disputable to us that the further development of Saviet, 
materialist linguistics on a Marxist-Leninist base is pos- 
sible onIy by. taking into account all &it is positive ia No 
Ya. Marr's work. 

However, successful forward movement also rests upon 
the overcomiiig of the weak a d  erroneous aspets  of tL1. 
prominent - Soviet linguist's theory. It is most important 
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On N.Ya. Marr's - -- Research Methods* 

In the llaguistic theory of Academician N. Ya, Marrr 
one cpn disfinguish three component pur@:-(l) a formal 
recognitlen of the fundamental bqportance of Msrrxist 
princ@lw for a 8cibtific Swiet hguist4s; (2) the sub- 
seqtlent danielopmeqt and concmthtkm of principles 
by N. Ya. Marr himself; (3) ~esmxch methods emergiag: 
organically f ~ m  .eerCain inltkrl theoretical aswwtb158. , 

The firat coqxment part of tb thsory, of ccrurse, can- 
not be the o b j d  of cri.fdch. Of rapscfal interem4 is that 
part of N. Ya. Marr's work in w w  he tries to establish 
his theoretical p r o p o s ~ p s  on the 8 a ~ ) m  body .of data 
f r o m d o ~ o f l a n g u a g e a o f d W e r e m t ~ m s .  Thisis 
interesting, as it permits am gVWluWm as to how accurately 
and tho- N. Y& lldarr understood the basic outline of 
the Marxist dlalecW method and how correct his 
mefbOde of scientific Wpi ry  wmv. 

In an article [called] u ~ a p d t b P r o b l e m s o f  biguappm 
N. Ya. Marr himself described his metbad in th foll~wing 
way: 'Marx and Fagels even then ~reatal the only hiaaforical 
method, without which them ia m way of carryaag out a 
significant historical investjgatbn. They discovered in the 
history of language dmgezii. levels of UnguWtic and 
societal dsvelopmmts which at the tfIlDe seemed improbable. 
Man and -1s themsdvea did not present their views 
fully 6r without qualification, but the new science [of 
languge] more than fully contimm these changes bg ex- 
cavathg in hnguage itsrelf the of the v a r W  social 
formations. We call these strab '&ages. ' 
a  he new science] continues to confirm tbomlgbly- Marx's 

theses by defining these stag- more ozccurately through 
the developmakt of t&e new--- of speech analysis, 
[called speech] paleontology, which reveals by stages of an 
epoch the levels of development at any b j p a p  or 
lanpages, independent of nationdity -and race, independkit 
of whether the language be Errstern or Western, Asiatic or 
European and so on and so forth. "t 

In deciding to h e  such a major t* N. Ya. IYlaFr, like 
any serious scholar, was naturally interested in the use 
of facts which could create an un8hakeable base for his 
*_eoretical concepts. 

But the a~cartolning of hcts demanded in turn a method ' 

of scientific itquiry and tangible investigative tactics deriv- 
ing from the nature of the method itself. 

Since -ism is unthinkable without the dialectical methot& 
we are fullg entitled to expect that N. Ya. Marr would most 
thoraughly figure out the multiple ties of a given linguistic 
phenomepan with other linguistic phenomena by urn- all 
possible direct and iylirect hGtorica1, linguistic, ethm- 
graphic, and arc-6eological evidence.. We may expect tbat 
he will  study each linguistic phenomenon in its movement and 
development by traciag out in the most detailed way those - - 

*Pravda, May 23, 1950, pp. 3-4. 
TN. Ya. h r ,  Selected Works, VoJ. II, p. 455. 

06* b l y  perceptible quantitative chaiges which lead to 
.mlutbnary transformatiom of a lmguage system. He 
~Bould also detmnhe those contradictions attendant on its 
dwelopm~t .  I 

However, direct acquaintance with N. Ya. Man's Ihlgui8-1 
tic wkks frsquently makes for dhappintment. 
The wide scope of Marr's research urinnnp tUrne out@ ' 

a W m a j o ~ o f c r r s e 4 t o b e b o \ m d i n ~ i r o n ~ o f a  , 
I rather small number of bQLgiC them- thew, into which 
avast body of Mguistic mabwhl ia 8tuffedas into a , 

Procrolstean bed* 
Let us a t t e e  tcr ge& acquainted in so-t more detail 

with t h e  initial theoretical theses. TBe first thes- all 
the wealth of human speech descends from four original 
elements* 

Wbat do theee four elements represent? 
N. Ya. Marr -self says the following on-- topic in 

@A General course in the of. m. ' 
"The four elements, which arose along the other 

arts in the evolution of the work process, w - W  was magic, , 
did not have origfaally, m r  for a long t h e .  could they bave,, 

k+Xhl~1- ,  aS W4P8 4.@ Y.. W-VOiced ar0rda , 

since t h r e - d  no voiced spewh. The significance of the 
work process, magic, in relaam to the names elements, 
is that they [the elements] were worked out, not, of course, 
in the promhciation of 4be versions (SAL, BER, YON, ROIII) . 
s s l e c S e d a n d a n a l p ~ I r g u s , h t I p a p m ~ ~ ~ W t o b i  - 
e s t a w e d  for each of them, a comglex and totalpronuncia- 
tioq, a genuine archet;gpe***"* 

TbisquotationindicatastbsrtQbs~~cdicnaturedffhe 
four elements aos co-eteQ dmuwn to N; Ya. lbirr him- 
self s h e  their-trw pmmm&tioa was stilI to be 
aacertabed. 

Knowing wlbg abut the amtare of these elements, N. 
Ya. 4arr neverthelegs affirms that the bur elemenb were 
origidly ~~t in.- human group's [speech] and from 
t ; h e t m # t ~ m t o b f a u r a d ~ e r .  
, Thu~ the four-eltbmemt theory was from the very beghing 
Wt Jibrally- 011 eBf0 air. 

atlrJr did thmb fourelememta bave to exist in any human 
groyp'r b-h l?  
N. Ya. YhPfi anewers this question compuatively simp$., 

Voiced human speech is preceded by kinetic or gesture 
bmgqp ' aad a;ppears only considerably later. Following 
B$gsls, N. Pa. Marr affirms *t voiced speech arose 
in f b  pirocess of work. However, he introduces iOtO Engelpal 
work themy a correction to the effect that work ori@aUy 
wtw not simply work but wiis always accompanied Irg 
magkalaWm, or, as N. Ya. lldrrrr prts it, was a labor- 
magic action. 

As can be seen from'the explanation of N. Ya. Marr 



mlf, #e i@r eLernemt9 were origidly y e k .  'Techni- . 
&y we emisage these early element8 uf the work process 
[d the magical action a~ yells, dwebopiqs the vocal 
chords and the organs of s w h  generally through repitJtioneSa 
Bnt -ere did this magimdfbber  four come from? 

From N. Ya. Marr's ~ e I " e x p ~ n s  we learn tbat the 
number four w a ~  determined by the nature of magkd action: 
"The number d'@meata (6 fourfold mngicol.premquiertte 
of VOW speech) con thus be explained f i r s t  of all in the 
technique cbf magi& play-acting, and in thfs sense one 
shddpayattenti(xitotheroleofthenumberinthein- 
separably pwtdcipmt elements of a given magical playr 
acting, dancing and bingbg wtth music and,& gened+tb ,  
q k  P ~ W *  *v 
Thars tb four elemmts are four original yells, zccompa- 

nytag the e l e ~ ~  of krbor-nmgic acthity, which of neces- 
sity edatml together and we- inherent in any human gmmp; 

What happened in the later dweloparimt of voiced speech? 
The four elements, which origfaal$ served as a dwiaie 

for addrm3sing msgio  force^, turned into word# with tam@We . The aaeuninga of one and the same element bar- 
csnrs differ8~1tkteb - on W8re~nt regional 
tiom Jurd the type of ecammy. Langwqps were hybFWwd, 
anSfmm onbalemant words there ~rolla two-element 
worUs. N. Ysr. lbrr olscribes enormous importance to. 
language hybri&a&m. Here emerges his second tiimr&i- 
cal -tba all  lmguqp8 are  mixed, hybrMWd. 

 h he mber of] elements could increase also thm@ tbe 
formation af a.JPhole series of varieties or derffativa 
h m  one element. In this comection, one notes with 
astonhhment tbhlt N .  Ya. lUarr can cite a whole table oZ 
such variant$ although he never aecertained the origiwrE 
proxmncraticm' of the elements. 

One should notti! that 't8s thgais of the o w  four ele- 
ments sewwed onty arp a starting point for N. Ya. Marr9s 
hypdbsis. Bis element analysis ia aebally truilt on thirs 
table of variants. 
The thesaw of the hour origipal elements,inherent hi all 

Igngmges in the world, and of the hybrid nature of all, 
languages, a w e d  I. Ya. ]YEarr to compare womb of the 
most different bngaage~, independent of system and 
geographic loeauasa. 
But that which is erron- from the r=ry b e g h i q  can- . 

not but lead to greater emr in the future. 
The of soud g~ound beneath the tbeory of tbe four 

elements cast doubt on the correctness of the element 
varfants themselves, whkh greatly reducd the value of the 
results achieved with their aid. How can one talk of 
varia6i 'sol; &or, shur, tal, etc., as derived from 
element A ff it is unknown what element A c ~ l n r p i s t e d  of? 

@uf @el mutin danger did not lie Bere. #. Ya. ILQarr 
engaged in th9 compmimn of that which sounded alike at a 
given moment in Merent  hgmges, &noring o~mpletdy the 
rqsl history of each separate concrete language. He ap- 
pamstly forgat that each word in contemporary m e w  b 
in its outward form only an upper layer resting on other, 
historidly obsolete layers which frequently differ radicslly 
in their outward manifeatations from later conditions. That 
which is alike today may aot have been alike in antiquity. 

W b r e  awh scorn for the history of the word can lead ean 
be seen from the following examples. In the a-le 
'-, N. Ya. lYktrr finds a common element 'borA 
in the Russtan word *br* lpfne grove] and Lath #arbti- 
tree. Howwer, N. Ya. Ma=, unwirrantably re@rdiag the 
eatabliphed hbbn of words as sheer phantasy of the;-- 
EuropemUts, obvhsly did not take into account the fact 
that Latin "arboi once sounded as %rbbs,' as is clearly 
indicatsd by ths aatrule of the stem endingain '8, " which, 

F under the influence of the Fhotacbm of intervocalic *s* in 

oblique cssegbecame final "r* in the nominative also. 
ConsequentlyI we are here dealfag with element *bosh and 
not %or. " Firmly esbblfarbed m\md comspmdences allow 
us to connect *arborw with the s@m@f the OM hidan verb 
'ardkbami* which means;to grow, to pmspe~r, " on tbe 
basis of the c o r r e a p o ~ e  dkh-b (cf. Lath '"ver&umm- 
word, Lithuanian -"--name o r  Gerrnan "Wortw - 
word). the '+r* element used2 te [Marrkrn] 
comparison showed a more ancient form 'dkhos. " 1 In trytag to prove t h ~ t  tbe name uacorn* could trans- 

, ferred through community of- function as as object of cm- 
1 swnption [food] to the word *br66d, " X. Ya. Marr jmda- 

poses the Greek word 'balnMsm -acorn and the Latin 1 I amiss-afa4 tracing them to the original apolPn. " 
But he disregards the Esct that Greek has a pre- 

1 cise phonethc amellpondexme as well ps meaning correspond- 
@ce with the L a t h  word (stem 'gland') and the 
Russian 'zhelud* (ancient 'geland*). Caimequently, t6ei 
Greek Ub* developed hirstoFica-lly from the postpalatal 
labialaed "g, ' and Latin *is" once had the form 'pasbias 
(cf. its dSmhutiv8 'paStillwnU----a, coohie). Thus 
on historical analysis these words -tiurn out to be absolutely 
incomparable. 

In his article 'The lCro#ea-Mediterraneans, A N. Ya. 
Marr tries to prove the cqmaon elemsnt cornpoeition of such 
wprds as C e  'pus"-head, Basque Yboru"--head and 
Latin 'i-pseS-self. But did he know tbat element 'sen in 
Latin aipsem represents an archaic grenomiIml stem '80, * 
while 'p rn is another prenominal stem? Thereia~gthat 
whlch i. the Chwash lpnyee is only a one element 1-4 
is not really momelemental. Beeides,the Chuvash 'p* 
in the word apslsrn apparently developed from CbW (d. Tartar 

ed-in the initial position under 

On piqp 116' of the same article,N. Ya. Marr consfders 
the Chuvash word 'jyvys*-tree a cognate of Latin uarbor~-- 
tree, whet- Clntvash inte-ic *" developed hi&ori- 
c a y  from a poet-giihtal 'g" (cf.'Tartar 'agachm-tree), 
while Latin %" developed out of 'dkh. 

In the same paper, N. Ya. .Marr dbcovers a general ele- 
ment 'tan* In the Georgian verb 8i-tan-s=to carry w65and 
Latin atan-gerew--to touch. * he neglects the fact 
that tbat which loolas monoelemental in Georgian, was not 
monoelemental in Latin, in as much as =n* in *tangerew 
is an infix, that is, a formant (a manhgful element), 
archaically a word with independant meaning (cf. perfect 
"tetigifl-I t09che4 supine ukctum* from 'tagtum*). 

In h k  article ahmgmge"f N. Ya. Marr establishqs Lin- 
sh@ betwsc~~-the-Germrm word qimmel* (skg) aqd Russian 
%einiyam[e&>bre&ing them down into two eledgats 

hi-me1 and eegine1, 4% b well kuown from Russian histor- 
ical grammar that there could not have been any SU-ch 
element as 'rnel* in the word "~emlya" since "1" a w e d  
later and did not belong-origbdly to the root. 

Such examples of * lkdmissible neglect of the history of 
individual concrete Ugmge8 can be found in no smart 
number in the ltngubtic iimks of N. Ya. bdarr. 
They bear clear witness to the fact tbat N. Ya. haarr 

actually sa&stitutes for the study of the real history of 
words theik forcible associatian wikh hypothetically 
reskbliahed varidikis of elements w b e  original forms 
were for him things in themselves. Element acrobatics 
outside of time and space actually led him to a shocking 
.lack of histodcity, to the denial of cllalectics, the spirit of 
Marxism. Ib N. Ya. Marr's elemeat analysis there ia 
essentially no history at all. Therefore such an a p p m h  
to the study of linguistic phenomena must be rejected by 

' 

M e t  Ungaistics as obviously harmful and having mWng 
in common with Ilbarxism. 



This is where the defenders of four-element a~mlyub 
wWat once object t&at it is being conkabd with the - - 

comparative method which they had allegedly buried. Per- 
.haps it sounds ~~ but the compwative metbod is 
much more -useful as proof of the Marxist idma of develop- 
ment than Marr's notorious four-elexmnt a.lralysis. If we 
compare the Latin word aangul~s-mU, Polish awg@el" 
[coal! and Russian 'ugolB [coal], we get, if not a complete, grl 
least an a c b l  picture of the real cbmps  u n d e r n e  by th2t 
word. The various step6 of this change are traCeab1e and 
documented in varbus 

The series a ~ - ~ q @ e l - \ 1 8 0 1 *  is a rebetion of an 
aspect of actual change and development ~~e to a 
photograph of a speeding express train, which is the fixa- 
Uon of an a8pect of its actual movement. At the same time, 
the BAarr series of tutapositicms such as for example 
[the Rnssian word4 [fire1 %on" [born], Zon- 
ura" [k el], the Armenian word aLinw (woman) and the 
-idT-m-at* [to dipp proving consecutive 
develqmmt in the meaning of a singla element is 
malQ a tortured abstract outline of an element's reincar- 
na#aars, invented by the sf#-e N. Ya. Idarr. 
Such an outline does not reflect real life. Consequently, 

it bas nothing in comxnwl with Marxism, as Ibhrxiam is 
based on life, eternally changing and developitsg. 

S m e  people say tbat tbe rational kernel of the four-ele- 
ment theory consbta in [its recognition that] the origiml, 
number of sound correspondences was incomparably Ibwer. 
than in d e r n  languages. 

It ia gaUs liltew that tbste nem coasidesa~ fewer, but 
thb gives no founcWbn bDf the affirmation that they wem 
orfginrrlly the same in all lmguages. Wreuver, their 
original v t  and meaning coulci bave changed so many 
times in the course of tens of thousands of years timt all 
search for them would be like the search for a foriR drops 
in the sea. 

Others try to phrase the matter in each a way that four- 
element analysis comes out a mere trifle, something like 
a completely inoffensive hppotheais which one should 
merely refine and correct. Simultanecwsly we are &Cm- 
fronted with a long list of N. Ya. Marr's ~ t r ~ ,  
such aar,for examplqthe establishment of the *social signifi- 
cance of form, recognition of the development of bguage 
by stages, the dependence of changes in language on changes 
in the material base, and so on. 

However, this is not the iame, N o w  ia challenging or 
denying these contributions of U r .  T'fie wble matter 
consists in as)tine: A m  these. theses of No Ya. lYIarr con- 
firmed by the data of actual b g u a p s ,  how correctly are 
they adimned, and doem this evidence help our profession- 
als tocarry through t h e  baks placed before them by the 
Party and the Soviet governmw 
tf the main technique pmvhg the probbguage theory 

turns out in the hands of the  is^ to be the 
comgamtive method, then four-element analysis is the 
corre- technique for 1Ybrr3rs IIQantist 
theses. Take away the comparative method and the whole 
cumbersome Indo-Europeanist system wi l l  be ledt hanging 
in air. Take away four-elemeat analysis from Marr and 
one gets unprwed declarative sta28ments. 

This is why the question of four elements takes on sgeciaI: 
polifleal sQnificance. I€ it is absolutely cormct,it then 
means that one o r  the other of N, Ya. Marr's theses is 
justified; if it [f-lement analysis] is incorrect, every- 
thing remains proclaimed, but unproved. 

Tbe four elements are  the selfsame pro to^. N. 
Ya. Marr himself stated this quUel&bQwmly in the 
paper aJaphetidologp at the Leningrad State Unberpity": 

*After all, if one must speak about pmtohngkge, the 
initial condition of voiced speech, this-was a speech on a 
mrrow s d e  of a particular professinn, the sgeech of 
medicine men**** 
l voiced speecE, once and ori%llally the propem of 

medicine m q  developed from four U t h l l y  identical ele- 
mats,  then the analogy between prot~hguage and the 
four elements is complete. 

As for No Ya. Maxr's second assertkm,eonrcerning the 
Iipbridiaed state of all the world's kmg~ages, it obvirwsly 
exaggerate8 wrch a universal hybridltsrtitm of languages. 
~ s d i d m i r i n ~ ,  ~ m i x e d d m e b ~ o n  
&b i te  gmgm@hl territorie~. Where them was no direct 
contact, the pmsibility of hybridization was ex- 
cluded. 

In h)Js emellent work 'On M&cW and Historical 
Comrade Stalin s~ys:~**-e science of the 

istory of society, regardless of all the ex,mphdQ of the 
henomemi of SOCW Me, man became 0s exact a science as, f et us say, bb-, capable of utilizing the laws of social 

develoeemt Bor practical application. "t 
It is perfectly apparent that if 90viet lhgubtlc science will 

affirm a priori, fdhming Academician Miam, that all Isn- 
~ ~ r a h y b r i d i z  pndifitwilllmdDpowYordriniPn~ 
m e - b r s e  w % Chinese "ma -horse, it will find 
itself in the position of a brtuneteller, and can never become 
w.exa& rsc#emze. . - 

Only tbw utilisathn of-the cumulattpe data of actual history, 
archeob#&, hgubtics and Pathropobgy can decide the ques- 
tion of the presence of real hybridbation between languages. 

It would be ermneOU8 to think that all investigations by N. 
Ygi. Illlar-r are based on these theoretical assertions. 

The third assertion is the sequence of stages in the develop- 
ment of human thought he erected, 
In the report 'The Linguistic Policy of the Japhetic Theory 

and the Udmurt f N. Ya. Marr outlines three 
stages in the development of human thaught: (1) totemic, (2) 
cosmic and (3) t e c ~ ~ .  
The Wt s-, or toteabism, is dated by Marr as cohid-  

iqg wtth tb perW of prhittve communism (See &Changes 
in the Tahniqws of Iangmge and ~hought?**) 

This level L duuacterimd by the image conception of totems 
or  secret magic forces. The productive forces of collective 
work in [these] images. This level corresponds to 
the period of pre-&gical thought and kinetic [gestu~e] speech. 

In another mrk,lcWhy It is do Wicult to Become a 
Theoretical Linguist, * N. Ya. lVIarr chalpacteriaes pre- 
logical thinkhg inE the 40Uowhg way:. 

a***men tha@t i mythical terms, in so-called 'pre- 
logical' thinkbog. Strictly spealdag, they did not W h k '  yet, 
they merely perceived mythically +**" ** 
Let us ttrrn to thp works of Vhdimir nyich Lenin and see 

haw he characterizes the process of human cognition. Lenin 
my s: 

=The approach of the (human) mind to a particular thing, the 
casting of its image (= understanding) is not a simple, direct, 
mirror-dead action, but a complicated ambiguous, zigzag- 
ging one, incbding even the possibility of the withdrawal of 
plumbay f m m ;  -re than that: the possibility of trags- 
formation (and unnoticeable, unconscious t r a n s f o r m a G t  
.me a-ot notion,. the idea intophantasy (in final 
analysis = god). "$$' 

sreover, On incomeC'methododof verWCaUon is griSt to 
the mill of the enemies of Marxism who consider uf 
theses gene- mpmvable. Hence, this is not a mere 
trifle a s  is thought by some comrades. 

*N. Ya. Marr, a~ontributio& to a Semantic Paleontology 

$: YL Marr, selected wOrljS, Val. I, 259. 
?History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 

(Short Course, p. 109. 
-r, 8elected Works, Vol. V, p. 495. 
**Did., Vol. If, p, 441. 

in Non-laphetic Language Systems, Selected Works, Vol. ttl6IiI, p. 400. 
XI, p. 285. $amLenin ,  ~hllosophical Notebooks, 1947, p. 308. 
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If the great scientific giant, the Marxist V. L Lenin, af- 
firgked that -in the process of cognition there is only the 
possibility of phantasy's flight from reality, then N. Ya. 
lldarr in acorrecting" Lenin, created a special .totem@ stage 
of thought whkh represents the absolute flight of pbantasy 
from realm. 

It is perfectly clear that the point of deprture of this Marl 
scheme has nothing to do with krx ism.  
The hypothesis of four initial elements emerged nkessa- 

rily from the igpWsis. of the existence of a totemic strage 
of tt#rught, because the elements, according to Marr, were 
techniques of addrewing the totem. 

If, following Lenin, we deny the possibilitg of the exis- 
tence of a totemic stage of thuught, then all grounds for the 
four elements disappear. 

The cosmic -which N. Ya. lPVT eq\tates with the 
origin of voiced speecr4,represents the culmination of to- 
emism. F e  conception of three elemental forces-the 
upper, m i w e  and n-r s3lg-mak88 its w c e .  At 
this stage the productive totems. axe replaced cult [to- . 
tems]. '*** The sun, A says N. Ya. Marr in the article @The 
Science of Language Viewed on a World Scale, and the Ab- 
Ithan;ian Lanpmge, A 'was a deity like the sEqr and, as a part 
of it, was known by the same' name. 

At the technological stage, In connection with the growth 
of proldzlcti-8e forces, the names of objects and taols appax 
in their true meaning; 

The artifictaliQ and abstmwtnetw of such an outline, ut- 
terly unrelated to any concrete historg, is completely oWiou8 

The fourth fundamental assertion of N. Ya. Marr is 
theory of devdapment of word meanings, closely related to 
the outline mentimed above. 

As  has been mentioned, voiced speech, according to Mam, 
begins at the stage of cosmic thinking. The names of the 
upper, middle and n&br We8 were transferred to ado- 
gous pheno- such as cloud, -pbaoa, - bird, either acwrd- 
ing to the law of caliing prts by the whk10 or  according to 
association of images, far example, circle, me,  soul, e. 
The word meaning dsy w@s k.ansferred also to parts of the 
body, such as hand, e~re, leg, etc., and to abstract con- 
cepts like conscience, faith and others. La paesing over to 
usage in everyday ecolyomic life, the same terms become 
the names of correspoItding persons or things. 
Thus, the essence of N. Ya. Marr'a semantic theory is 

reduced to translEo&ions of the original name of the cult 
totem. 

Such a theory, strengthened by the theory of the four ele- 
ments, opened for N. Ya. Marr new and extensive po~sibi- 
lities for arbitrary and a priori elaborations. 

It is not without interest to note that for Marr element 
analysis was most intimately related to this developmesltal 
outline of meanings and subservient to it. Let us leok at 
some examples to see how he m a n w e d  the four elements 
in connection with the scheme outlined above. 

In his article @[~ontrmtions] to a Semantic Paleontology 
in Non- Japhetic m g e  Systemsw t N. Yor. ldarr jwh- 
poses such words as Russian "konA [horse& u ~ @ A  [eye] 
(0-kon), @ogonA [fire], Turkish *gyun'-day, German 
'Hundw -dog and Russian Ulronuraw [khel].  The kinship of 
these words, according to N. Ya. Marr, is determined 
first of all by the fact that they all contain the element 'S", 
and secondlv by the fact &at the consecutive development of 
such meanings is quite easy to deduct fmm the outline he has 
sketched. The word "opn" [fire] is an or ighd  attribute 
of the cosmic term 5qpr sky'; from here it is extremely 
easy to deduct the Turkbh WOM agpunb--day, because "day" 
is a natural derivative of @the upper sky. ' If parts of the 
body, according to Marr's outline, were closely connected 
with cosmic names-totems, then it is not difficult to-add 
here the word 'okoA [eye], andpince or- domestic 

*M. Ya. Marr, Selected Works, Vol. IV, p. 61. 
tv , VO~.  11. PP. 272-3. 

animals were also totems, n a e *  there is nothing to. 
prevent the inclusion here of the German word QHundA- 
d&g,. But according to the laoP of functional semantics the 
word for &g was transformed: to the word for horse (cf. 
bm-ura). What then stops us from concluding the series 
with 'ken" [horse]? Such is N. Ya. Marr's uncomplicated 
M e c U c ~  of development. 

He* we also become convinced that the infestigatinn d 
real historic ties between Rus~ian, Turkish and German and 
the study of the development of word meanings in close re- 
lathonship to the actual history of these peoples aad of their 
material culture has acbally been replaced by an artificial 
scheme. It b not concrete historical facts *-are used 
as evidence, imt the idea of poten- possible transforrm- 
tions in the meaning of the names of cosmic totems. 

These bar fundamental theore- assertions a re  t.Be - 

quintessence of the entire sysbm of arguments which N. Ya. 
lldarr utilhes as soon as he tries to prove, with the actual 
data of language, any theoretical thesis, whether his own 
or  a b(birxist one, whether it concerns the development of 
langmge by stages, the eamectlm of language - with -t, 
or  the social significance of language formrs. 

In this coxmecion the question arises: can anything a t  all 
be demonstrated thrmgh the use of such obviously worthless 
means? Anybdy'wbo understands eveo a li-Wk abed lagbag@ 
and Marxism will say that no nmtt&r what arti£icbs nre used 
nothing can be p m v d  .here. 

Prof. A. 8. Chikobam ia absolutely right when he says .that 
the pmctical problems of Soviet Hnpbtics are not solved 
by Marr. 

Tens of thousands of workers in the field of language hr 
the Suviet Union have already become convinced that f q -  
element analya31is and abstract developmental schemes of 
the meanings of -mrdjs cannot help practical endeavor. 

Under such circmwhnces it is quite ajpopriate to men- 
tion the qmarkable words of our leader Comrade SWh, 
spalen in November, 1956, at the first All-Soviet Stakbam- 

I gations. 
- * J.V. Stalin, Problems of Leninism, 11th edition, p. 502. 
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vite Conference. 
'The facts of science, * says Comrade Stab,  'have always 

been checked bp practice, tqr experience. What kind of 
science is W science which bas lost contact with practice, 
with experience? if science were what it is made out to be 
by some of am consemtive comrades, it would have dis- 
appeared long ago from among mankld. Scienee is called 
science predsely b e m e  it does not ree-e . fetishes, 
is not afraid to raw its hand against the obsolegcent, the 
old: it listens sensitively to the voice of ezcperience and 
practice. A* 

It would nat ham some of our conservative comrades to 
keep them r ise  words of our leader ComSaQ Stdin. in 
mird Tbeg have succeeded in making a fetish of Academi- 
cian N. Ya. Marr's crudest errors and have regarded 
criticism of these errors as a crime against IMazxWm. 

If the research metbds of Academich N. Ya. lllbrr do 
not correspaad to the requirements of the lYlarxist dialecti- ' eal method, where should one loot for a solution? m e  
solution consists in utilhbg in linguistic researchthe Man- 
isQ dialectical method, the chief features of which have 
been excellently presented in Comrade Stnlln's inspired 
work Dialectical and Historical MaterWm. A 

Does the above mean tbat N. Ya. Marr ehould be com- 
pletei rejected and Soviet lhgdstics hilt anew? 

[WJthinL h t  such a comclusioxi would be ernm-. The 
problem would be corrktly solved 3f Soviet lhpists-lmdeer- 
took a re-emmhtim of N. Ya. Bdarr's theory in order to 
determine what is -valuable and productive in it and to re- 
ject all the patently gtmneous theses, p--ly the four 
fundamental theoretical assertions discussed abbre. We 
must further develop the progmssive side of N. Ya. m ' s .  
theory, us- the Marxist dialectical method in our investi- 



Either Forward or Backward * 

1. The Causes of Btagnatisn in the ~eveiopment of Soviet 
LiRmlistics. - 

The editors of the newspaper Pravda initiated a most 
timely free discussion *in mder through criticism and self - 
criticism to wercome the stagnation in the development of 
Swiet linguistics and to give a correct direction to further 
scientific work in this field. * 

Stagnation characteriees our linguistics and is actually a 
reality. This can be confirmed sonrewhat by a small but 
typical fact. In November, 1949, the: N. Ya. Mrrrr Institute 
of Laqpmge and Thought of the U.8aS.R. Academy of Sci- 
enca o r w e d  a conference of linguists with the particiw- 
tion of representatives from scientific institutions of a num- 
ber of Union republics and provinces. Aad then Suddenly 
and unexpectedly, several thpretical reports weire scratched 
from the confereirce's agenda (about development by stages 
in language, on content and form @ language) because we, 
the liaguists, turned out to be unable to prepare these re- 
ports at the necessary scientific level, 

What is more, we speak of development by stages in lan- 
guage, but do not know what stages there are. We speak of 
class Langzlages, but we do notsknow how #hey are-related 
to Bthnic and national languages, and to this day we have not 
a single work which shows the nature of any class laqwage 
or prwes the legitimacy af even speaking of such. We sped 
about the paleontologic method aided by Marr's four elementr 
but nahdq,besides No Ya. Mur himself,bns used these ele- 
ments particularly seriously, nor are they used XIOW (the 
illiterate yercises of certain *liaguistsa are, of course, 
not counted). And so on and so forth. All  this has led to 
stagnation in the development of Soviet linguistics. This 
e+ins why the Indo-Europeanists feel so free here, while 
we, the students and followers of Academician Marr, are 
in a state of utter c o ~ i o n .  

The basic and main cause of this stagnation is that all 
criticism and self -criticism is utbkly lacking among us 
linguists. Those *discussionsb which have taken place in 
recent years in connection with the well-known decisions 
of the Party on ideological questions, and the discussions 
in our press have either been of too general a character or 
have been limited to the aanalysis* of some mistakes of in- 
dividual linguists. The linguist whose mistakes underwent 
*analysism (we use the term in quotation marks because the 
participants in the adiscussionsw simply repeated in their 
own words what had already been said in the press, without 
contributing anything sfgnificantly new of their own) some- 
times left the meetings unsatisfied. 
This happened because the person criticized did not al- 

ways receive comradely help and suggestions from the crit- 
ice as to huw 'oile should do further research on the lin- 
&tic problems in question. In these adiscussionsa th8 
fundamental problems of language study were not discussed 
on their merits and not even raised, while thorny issues 
were avoided. 

In short, these adiscussionsB were more frequently car- 
ried through for form's. sake and in order that everything 
might remain as before until the next just statement in the 
paperb: if no articles were forthccuning, that meant there 
was nothing to discuss, and everything was @in order ! a 

*Pravda, May 23, 1950, p. '4. 

1 It is characteristic that from l9& to 1950 there was in 
the U. S. S. R. Academy of Sciences not a single meeting, not 
a single discussion at which the problems of comparative 
historical grammar were discussed. And this regardless 
of the f ~ c t  that cfuring those very years the workers at the 
Academy af Sciences were almost fully occupied with com- 
piling comparative grammars of a number of languages, 
.until finally, in April, 1950, without any broad or even 
lfinited discussion or specific a d y s i s  of the work done by 
a large staff, the Presidium of the U. 8. S. Re Academy of 
Sciences *declaredn m t  it was wrong even to raise the ques- 
tion of this work! 

Thus it turns out that Soviet linguistis s h d d  not under- 
take researbh on similarities and divergences. between re- 
lated languages, but ahauld limit themselves to o general 
denial of the notorious prw-language. This means that in 
compnrative linguistics, whose imporbee was related U h l ~  
by Fa Pngels, we &arm ou~selvles in the face of barrgeois 
linguistics with itg mrtous reacticmiiy racist' atheories.s 
The ~tudy of conaections between related languages is 
turned wer as a monopoly to this bourgeois linguistics. 
This is where timidity in the face at theory and un-Bolshe- 
vist fear at difficulties lead as. 

Some perplexity among linguists was aroused through the 
absence at criticism of No Ya. Marr's work from a mrx- 
ist-lenlniat position (there-was no lack of vicious c r w m  
from the I n Q - E ~ o m b ) .  .And this criticism was ab- 
sent because we, the students and followers of Academician 
Marr, considered it auntimelyB and alleged that it could 
support and encaurage the hopes of the partisans of bour- 
geois lbgubtks. For example, several substantial diver- 
gences between Academician Marr's statements and the 
theses of the classics of Marrdsm-Leninism in a number of 
linguirstic prablems were glossed over (*classa languages 
in pre-elass rarocietg, the origin of voiced speech, the 
autochthony of the Turks in Asia Minor, etc, ). 

The most i&8tonishi.g thing about the behavior of our lin- 
Wts is the almost complete neglect of the specific state- 
ments an languaere in the works of the originators of Marx- 
ism-Leninism and the total absence of concrete investiga- 
tioner sbrthg from the correct linguistic suggestions of 
Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin, What is more, it was of- 
ten tacitly assumed that in case of divergence between the 
clarasics of Marxi&m-Leninism and Marr, it was not the 
former which were right but the latter (particularly on the 
question of the origin of articulate voiced speech). 

And all this in spite of all the repeated and widely bown 
demands of No Ya. Marr himself. 

Of all the controversial questions of Soviet linguistics we 
will dwell below only on the question of development of lan- 
guage by stages. 

2. Remarks on Stages. 

What is the development 6f language by stages, what is a 
stage in the development of language and what should our 
attitude be toward Academician Marr's theory? 

What is involved is the recognition or rejection in prin- 
ciple of the legitimacy of even raising the problem of stages 
in the development of language. Some Soviet linguists ad- 
mit that this problem is stated correctly by Academician 



M-r, although he did not give it a correct solution. Qther 
Soviet linguists, including Prof. A n .  Chilrobava, consider 
tig~t this is not a legitimate problem for l ~ t i c s .  The 
essence of these differences can be formulated briefly in 
the following manner. The partisans of Academician Marr 
consider, in complete agreement with the theses of mater- 
ialist dialectics, that language develops not only by evolu- 
tion, i. e., by quantitative changes in various aspects and 
facets of language, but also by revolution, by skips and 
mutations, i. e. , by the transition of this language from one 
qualitative state into another, ending the evolutionary path 
of development, all of which in the long run is determined 
by the corresponding changes in the means of production of 
a given society. 

Thus a stage is a definite, ualitative condition in the de- 
velopment of laaguage, a pe of its evolutionary develop- 
ment before the explosion of old and the emergence of a 
new qualitative condition. k 

But the opponents of ~ c a d e h c i a n  Marr, including Prof. 
Chikobava, ismme on the contrary that language in its de- 
velopment knows no stage jumps, i. e., transitions from one 
qualitative condition to another. Thus they break with the 
basic positiom of materialist dialectics, with the basic the- 
ories of Marxism-Leninism regarding the laws of develop- 

and society in general. 
Academician Marr's inspired contribution was that in full 

with the theses of materialist dialectics for the 
the history of linguisticghe fully stated and 

attempted to solve thq question af the development of lan- 
guage by stages or through sldgs. The statement of this 
problem and thgattempt to solve it (we agree, completely 
u n s u c c e s ~ y )  is in full agreement with the following lines 

I of KO Ildar;rr: '**Wthcqh the more developed languages 
have laws and-definitions in common with the least developec 
ones, it is precisely the divergence from this universal and 
general element which constitutes their development.* 

3. The Theory of Stages in Mongolic Studies. 
I 

Without here undertaking an examination of the condition 
of the theory &'stage development in Soviet linguistics g e q ~  
erally (as this will, of course, be illuminated in the articles 
of other participants of our Pravda-sponsored discuwion), 
we would like to describe how matters stand in this respect 
in the specific study of Mongolic languages. After the derath 
of Academician Mar4 we, the students of Mongolic, deIved 
deep in the study of Mongolic phonetics, syntax and vocabu- 
lary, and a s  a result have reached the following conclu- 
sions. 

(a) At  an earlier stage of their development Mongolic 
languages were cbaracterfeed by the fact that agglutinaffon 
(the addition of endings and suffixes to the stem and root 
without changing the latter) occupied in them a subordinate 
role, since the chief meam of expressing lexical and other 
categories was .the internal change of the word, cowe]~tion- 
ally called by us *inflectionow Such *inflectionw in our opin- 
ion replaced in r a W r  remote times a diffused (differentiat- 
ed) condition of language, about which for the moment we 
can only guess (but it was a period when men could not yet 
differentiate *thou-you, 'I-wew or "caffle-herder-cattle 
owner*). In a definite period of social dwelopment, in con- 
nection with changes in the social consciousness of men, 
diffused speech is replaced by *inflection, as a rersult of 
which appear the differences: bi-q* and ba--*we;' ti (now 
chi)-*tho~~ t a - u y ~ ~ ; B  &ge(now dei%)-ato carry, to 
drag; &uga (now &oo)- "to store, to barg in a ditch;" 
deegii (now deii"u)-ato car- on one's personm and daqu 
(now dzu~)--~to carry in one's Wethiw from the once undif- 
ferentiated word tigns or tygna-ato listen, to eavesdrop, 

to scoutm in the period of *inflection* there came tigna (now 
cbagna)--*to listenw and tagna-*to scout, to eavesdrop.* 

In all these examples the phonetic differentiation is ac- 
companied by a differentiation in meaning of the several 
variants of one old word. Consequently we get Marrian 
semantic clusters (true enough, completely different in con- 
tent from those which were established by N. Ya. Marr 
from Japhetic linguistic data), i. e., sometimes entire 
groups of words which can be traced to one commoq root 
or, according to N o  Ya. Marrss terminology, an archetype. 
Archetypes of this kind,& which there is a considerable 
number in the BAongolic languages, undoubMy bring us 
close to Marrian elements, presented by Prof. CMkobava 
tn a very simplified and partly distorted way. 

Moreover, perhaps we would not arbitfarily and without 
justification compare Mongolic words with Georgian, Celtic 
or American, taking into account som quite dubious seman- 
tic derivatives (deflections) and cl rs of the kind *hand- 
woman-water* and particularly [avo 3 ] all that N. Ya. Mart 
with excessive zeal traced back to We should remem- 
ber K. Marx and F o  Engels' indicatio tbat the *real Mon- 
gols busy themselves more with rams) (Ebmeln) than with 
skies (Himmeln) . * I 

For the discovery of the phenomena reported abwe, we, 
the students of Mongolic languages, are indebted to Acade- 
mician Marr3s theory of elements and semantic clusters, 
the theory of functional semantics, which occupied a large 
place in the thhkhg of that scholar and to paleontologic anal- 
ysis, which need not necessarily be reduced to the manipu- 
lation of the four elements. 

(b) In that period in which the early Mongol tribes began 
to take over a nomadic cattle-raising culture, some extreme- 
ly essential cbanges began to occur in their speech, which 
led the early Mongolic dialects to a transition from one qual- 
itative condition (stage) to another. The new qualitative con- 
dition of early Mongol speech is characterized by the fact' 
that in the latter eirdlectionw is dying out as a significwt de- 
vice of language; the synharmonia of vowela becomes only a 
formal-phonetic system lacking any substantive content in 
lieu of the [earlier] meaning category. At this time, ag- 
,glutination, having driven out ahflectiq becomes the chief 
meani ~f expressing the l v e ' s  new grammatical and 
lexical categories. The whole history of Mongolic languages 
for approximately the last two thausand years consists of an 
unf4gging baffle of two opposites: the old (~indection* sur- 
viving until today a s  synharmonia of vowels) and the new 
(agglutination)-a battle in which the new is gaining more and 
more of a victory wer  the old. The gradual reduction in 
the importance of ainflectionw is expressed in the gradual 
change in the vocalic system, in the breakdown of the vow- 
els' synharmonia. 

Consequently, Mongolic (and Turkic) languages were not 
agglutinative from the beginning and we tend to connect this 
transition of these languages from one qualitative condition 
(stage) to another with the transition of early Mongol tribes 
to nomadic cattle herding, a s  it is fact that these events 
generally coincide chronologically and this can hardly be 
accidental. 

4. The Types of Changes--Stages ~II Language. 

Not every change by stages in language must be.accompn- 
ied by a change in typology according to the table by levels 
(amorpho~8nes~-aggl~t ion-~8~t ion ,  a s  it seemed to 
N o  Ya. Marr in 1926-28), particularly after the primitive- 
commune stage was left tar behind (a fundamental mistake 
of No Ya. Marr is that his changes by stages occur b s y d  
the threshold of ckilhmtion and somehow stop in the periods 
of the formation and existence of class societies). After 

Emphasis mine. - -  05. ii, 



all, the ancestors of Kant and Hegel with their inflected 
speech wandered about in the skins of wild animals at  a time 
when in the aamorph~usp Chinese language there was already 
a rich and very varied literature on all branches of knowl- 
edge of the,times (we do not even speak of modern Chinese, 
a s  according to Marr's 1926-28 scheme this language would 
be considered less developed because of the absence in it of 
inflection, than the language of the ancient Germanic 
peoples) 

Even simple observation, not research, will show that 
changes by stages occurred: (1) in Chinese-within the 
framework of the same typology, without inflection o r  ag- 
glutination; (But with what o extraordinary power does #inflec- 
tions reveal itself in that language in the form of sound to- 
nality,, to a degree unknown in any other language in the 
world! This is why it is completely unpermissible to de- 
scribe this m@hty language of a mighty people with the 
terms @amorphouss or slacking in formp and to pitch it into 
a h a p  with the least developed kqua@s of the world. ) (2) 
in Indo-European languages-dthin the framework of the 
same inflected typology (it is indubitable, for example, that 
that which occurred with Russian in the Pushkin period re- 
presented a stage change in the language, although inflec- 
tion still remained); the same can be observed in other 
languages of the world. 

On the other hand, not every typological change in lan- 
guage can be the representation of its transformation by 
stages, a s  can and does occur under conditions of hybridiza- 
tion of languages differing, tspologicaliy but a t  same 
stage of development (Mongolie languages at  p e i r  meet- 
point with dialects of the Chinese and Tibetan languages in 
the Kulnmor and Am& regions or with Iranian [dialects] 
in Afghanistan). After all, the path of formation of lan- 
guages is quite variable. After all, in a small territory 
K. Marx and F. Engels found three ways in which national 
languages were formed: #***in any developed contemporary 
Ianguage speech which arose spontaneously became a nation- 

a l  tongue, sometimes due to historical growth of language 
from ready-made materials, a s  in Romance and Germanic 
languages, sometimes through the hybridization and mixing 
of nations, a s  in English, and sometimes through the eon- 
centration of dialects into a single national language, con- 
ditioned by economic and political concentration.* What 
then can be said of the many languages beyond the limits 
of Western Europe, particularly languages of earlier per- 
iods, about which N. Ya. Marr wrote: #***the more archaic 
the type of community, the easier the coming together and 
the separation*** 'b 

One cannot find the correct path by comparing, for exam- 
ple, Chinese with German without taking into account the 
concrete history of the languages under investigation; one 
car, abtain results only when one compares the language of 
contemporary Germans with that of ancient Germanic 
peoplhs, or by juxtaposing modern Chinese with that spoken 
in the third century B. C. Languages of different systems 
aad typology can be compared while seeking generalizations, 
only after they have undergone individual historical investi- 
gation which takes into account the concrete history of the 
social development of the peoples, carriers of the language. 
Academician I. I. Meshchaninov's attempt to find a solution 
for the problem of development by stages through a compar- 
ative study of certain syntaatic indicators (subject-predicate) 
in some languages of our North, F a r  East and the Caucasus 
was unsuccessful because s o  far we know nothing of the past 
conditions of these languages, 

Either forward from Marr-under the shining arch of a 
Marxist-Leninist science of language; or  backward from 
Marr-into the past: to the Marr of 1922,to whom we are  
apparently called by Prof. Chikobava, or, what is even 
worse, into the fetid swamp of bourgeois linguistics. A 
third path (#Marrisxl~,~ for example) does not and cannot 
exis t, 

Against Stagnation, For the 
Development of Soviet Linguistics* 

By Professor F. FILIN 

The great October socialist revolution provided linguists 
with great possibilities for freeing their creative work from 
the narrowness and one-sidedness of traditional linguistics 
and from many of its unscientific fallacies. It armed Soviet 
linguistics with a genuinely scientific method of research, 
that of Marxism-Leninism. 

The outstanding scientist and linguist Academician N. Ya. 
Marr played a distinguished role in the struggle for progres- 
sive Soviet linguistics and left behind a rich linguistic heri- 
tage, During the Soviet years of his creative work Academi- 
cian N. Ya. Marr formulated the new teaching on language, 
which he designated thus to distinguish it from old, bour- 
geois linguistics. 

Academician N. Ya. Marr was able to note the general 
contours of materialist linguistics in its application to the 
analysis of a wealth of factual material of various languages 
of the world, first of all the languages of the Soviet Union. 

And yet, a s  the newspaper Pravda correctly states in its 
editors' note to Prof. A. Chikobava's article, Soviet linguis- 
tics is in an unsatisfactory state, is a t  a standstill a t  the 

present' time. This is expressed first of all in the sharp 
&J of lbguage theory behind the needs for further develop- 
ment of the language culture of the Soviet people, in the 
lack of proper deductions from the historical development 
of languages and their present state, in a kind of disorder 
in our linguists' theoretical thinking, and in their impotence 
to solve major problems of the science of language. 

The reasons for this unsatisfactory state are, generally 
speaking, correctly indicated in the articles by Prof. N. 
Chemodanov .and Prof. G.Samheyev published in Pravda, 
May 23, and for this reason I shall not dwell in detail on 
this question. I shall only say that one of the major reasons 
for stagnation in linguistics is the lack of the needed critical 
evaluation of the obsolete and erroneous propositions of 
Academician N. Ya. Marr, the danger of a dogmatic ap- 
proach to the heritage of our outstanding linguist, It is per- 
fectly obvious that appropriate critical work must be done. 

But on what foundations should this critical work be per- 
formed? The answer is perfectly clear: on the foundations 
of Marxism-Leninism. This incontestable proposition is 
formulated also in Prof. A. Chiknbava's article, published 
in Pravda May 9. The works of Marx, Engels, Lenin and 



Stalin, the basic statements of the classics of Marxism- 
Leninism on language and thought must lie at the basis of 
Soviet linguistics. 

However, .Prof. A. Chikobava interprets the tasks of 
Marxist-Leninist linguistics in an extremely peculiar way. 
The main line of his criticism of Academician N. Ya. 
Marr's teaching is aimed at  denying the unity of the lan- 
guage-building process, stage development, the paleontology 
of speech, the class nature of language in a class society; 
it is aimed at upholding the 'comparative-historical* (for- 
mal- comparative) method of bourgeois linguistics. 'Pna lat- 
ter (defense of the formal-comwative method) is the prin- 
cipal aim of his article and, incidentally, also of Comrade 
Serebrennilrov's article in Pravda of May 23. True, Prof. 
A. Chikobava writes that *comparative-histor ical analysis 
needs to be perfected,. but the path this work of perfecting 
is to follow remains the author's undisclosed secret. 

Just what is the formal-comparative method?' 
The acomparative-historicaP linguistics advanced at  the 

beginning of the 19th century was a step forward in the study 
of language. It paved the way for determining correlations 
among related languages of a given afamily.w 

Such established correlations which made up the common 
stratum in the languages of a gfamily* placed liuguistics on 
a firmer historical base and allowed the classification uf 
languages according to the degree to which they were relat- 
ed to one another. For the 19th century (with the probable 
exclusion of the end of the past century) comparative ling&- 
guistics was a considerable advance in the study of speech. 
F. Engels was entirely right in his brilliant criticism of 
Mihring when he noted the successes of this linguistics. It 
does not, however, follow from this positive evaluation of 
comparative-historical linguistics by F. Engels that one of 
the founders of Marxism shared the theoretical premises uf 
the bourgeois science of language. In defending the *corn- 
parative-historicalB method, the opponents of Academician 
N. Ya. Marr's theory (including Prof. A. Chikobava) al- 
ways refer to the passage cited in F. Engels' polemic with1 
e i n g ,  but 'forget* F. Engels classic piece of research 
called the 'Frankish Period,* in which the theoretical prem- 
ises of the *comparativistsn are virtually shattered asunder. 

The *comparative-histor i c e  method (especially with the 
appearance of works by the German linguist A. Schleicher) 
concealed contradictions in itself from the very beginning, 
contradictions which later led bourgeois linguistics into a 
blind alley. On the one hand, correlations were establbhed 
between languages within the confines of a *familyA or 
%ranchn which, in the majority of case~acttlally existed; 
on the other hand a faulty, idealistic approach was estab- 
lished to the very essence of speech, to its historical de- 
velopment. 

The fact of greater or less closeness of certain languages 
to one another cannot be denied and never was denied by 
Academician N. Ya. Marr. For example, the Slavic lan- 
guages (Russian, Ukrainian, Bezorussian, Polish, Czech, 
Bulgarian, etc.) are close to one another. The Slavic lan- 
guages have traits in common with the Baltic (Lithuanian 
and Latvian), Germanic, Romance, Wian, Iranian and 
several other language groups comprising the Indo-Euro- 
pean system (*familys in the obsolete terminology) of.lan- 
guages, even though the common nature of these traits is 
considerably less than amqng the Slavic languages them- 
selves. 

But how can the common nature of these traits be ex- 
plained historica4y1 The comparativist answers: if there 
are regular correlations among two or more languages, 
these languages are related. 'Two languages are called 
related when both are the result of two different evolutions 
of one and the same language formerly in use, wrote A. 
Meillet, head of the French bourgeois school of linguists, 

who died in 1936. * 
On the basis of assumed *relationahipA all Indo-European 

languages can be traced to a single aancestor,A a 'proto- 
Indo-European language.' In precisely the same way, the 
Finno-Ugric, Turkic, Semitic and other language systems 
are alleged to have had their own *protb-languages.* Ac- 
cording to the *comparative-historical" method, the *proto- 
languagem was spoken by a *proto-people? who lived in a 
comparatively small territory, the *proto-homeland. 

But how did the numerous modern languages of different 
systems develop from a 'protol-e ? " The compara- 
tivists answer: by a prolonged evolutionary process of 
fractioning which is allegedly a general law in the history of 
languages. Thus, for example, because of overpopulation 
of the area they occupied (or for various other reasons), 
the 'proto-Indo-Europeansm at one time moved from their 
aproto-homeland* (searches for which are still being unsuc- 
cessfully conducted in various parts of Europe and Asia), 
and began to split up into groups. Correspondingly, their 
language was subjected to a splitting-up. From the *proto- 
Indo-Europeansm came the aproto-Germans,B the 'proto- 
Balto-Slavs,. the *proto-Indo-Iranian~,~ etc. The 'proto- 
Balto-Slavs broke up in turn into the *proto-Slavs* and the 
"proto-Baits,* and the *proto-Slavs* broke up into new 
groups among which were the aproto-Russes.* The *proto- 
Russes* broke up into new branches, etc., on down to the 
modern speakers of the numerous Russian, Ukrainian and 
Belorussian dialects. 

On these premises the entire ancient and middle period of 
the history of peoples is portrayed as  a continuous stream 
of break-ups, of endless migrations, of conquests of alien 
territories, of complete amihilation or absorption of neigh- 
boring tribes and peoples. 

We note that modern data of Soviet history, archeology, 
ethnography and anthropology reject this entire scheme as 
unscientific, though pf course cases of break-ups, migra- 
tions and conquests which actually took place in the past 
are not denied. 

But how does one determine the peculiarities of the *pro- 
tolanguage ,b which is the main goal of the 'comparative- 
historicals method? For this, words and forms compared 
within a system or group are traced to a uprotolorm" by 
means of a peculiar arithmetical equation. The totality of 
'protoforms" is alleged to have constituted the bas& of 
We "protolanguage. All the historicity of the bourgeois 
comparative method in linguistics is reduced to the recon- 
struction of "protoforms, " while the very mechanism of 
areconstruction* rests wholly on the idealist concept of , 
changes in speech a s  being a purely immanent, evolutionary 
process entirely independent of social conditions, of the pe- 
culiarities of thought. It is all the same to the comparativ- 
ist, for example, under what socio-historical conditions 
Russian " ~ o r o n a , ~  Bulgarian 'vrana, A Polish Ywronan and 
Kashubian @varnaS were obtained from the hypothetical 
*proto-Slavic form": 'vorna* [raven]. In essence, the real 
history of tribes and peoples does not exist for the bourgeois 
acomparative-historical* method: real or supposed speech 
changes are described a s  though they occur somewhere in 
space. This is understandable when one considers that thd 
comparativists regard language as  a self-sufficient "organ- 
ism,* independent of everything. 

It is no accident that the 'geneallogic classification of lan- 
guagesm advanced by A. Schleicher and championed by Prof. 
A. Chikobava is based on a concept of language as a kind of 
biological organism with a certain admixture of the well- 
known biblical legend of the Tower of Babel and the "mixing 

*#A. Meillet, Introduction to a Comparative Study of the 
Indo-European f;anguages, 1938, p. R). 



of languages and certain other vestiges aB 'Imythological 
tbtlught.' 

As for the history of peoples iitseg, the historical prem- 
ises or  coqciusionra of the corn- are- not o r w c a f -  
ly related to lhgubsW d y ~ ~ b  itself or to its results. The 
are'a rirlul-Of w e ,  an aexterna.lw U t o r y  of hmgmge 
which is usually altugether absent from the works d the 
c o ~ ~ .  The desire to re& a t  all costs within 
the colsfines of "purely lbguWicB analysis leads to attacks 
on an appmaeh to language ors a social pbgnomenon, re- 
flectbgihe struggle of antagonistic classes in a class soci- 
ety. ?he eror of Praf. A. Chikobava, according to whom 
a national lrrasuage is allegedly af a supra-class nature, is 
related precisely to the essence of the acomp%nrtive-his- 
torical method. 

We -.to what ltas beea saki above that the *comparative- 
hisboricalB method dealer almost exclusively with descrip- 
tion of the 8901vOnn of sound changes and gralamatical 
forms. It ignores the laws of vocslbulaTy and semantics 
(allegedly accidental phenomena not subject to generaliza- 
tion) as well as qualitative changes in the very content of 
thd &page. Hence, this method should more accurately 
be called the fprmal-comparative rather than the compra- 
tive-historicqf method. 

The f o r m a l - c o m ~ t i v e  metbod has atS21 another side 
logically ensuing from it and haofas far-rerrchirrg scientific 
and political eoaaSequences. 

Employing this method, the compnratbbts Hexplains 
only what ie co~unonr to a system or gratyp of hguages,  
igmrbq what is unique, pec\rllsr to o m  hqpage only. 
Moreover, thid uniq~benes is what cornpisas tbe main part 
of the pmtkuhr hqpge.  The aexplaaatlonm of the com- 
pmqtivtsts reduaes a y  to the r e c ~ t r u c t i o n  of apr&- 
formsew That which can be traced back to. a "protolan- 
gmge* comprises the @prfm6xdU* stratum of the lasgguage, 
wWe that which does not enter into the ap~tolaqpage"  
scheme irs either bomnved or vague, ~ ~ l e .  But with 
respect €o borrowings-real gr more often supposed-the 
comparativbt is given free rein for all sorts uf conjectures 
ancl political speculations. 

For example, the umcienttfic tmWa has been estab- 
lished in botirgeois limgubtics of r;e%;arding a large group of 
words in tlre Slavic -s as Borrowed from the Ger- 
manic the word "bultS 
(tree) ttgy, character]. 
Because of its'absence in other In&-European languages 
except the Germanic, th18 word emmot be *tracedB to a 
"proto-Indro-European form* and, ccwsequently, it is "not 
primordial, * in the $laic languages but is borrowed from 
the Germaikic languages. But why list a u p e  that it was 
not the Slats who borrowed from We Germanic peoples, but 
vice-versa, the Germanic peoples from the Slavs? It turns 
out that this cannot be supposed because allegedly the Ger- 
manic peoples were' always more cultured than the Slavs and 
borrowings by "cultaredB peoples from uunculturedw cmes 
do not occur! Thus, such words as W e b B  [grain, -or 
bread], avadmp [ important], eronpaw, [ar~xipr], aiebam 
[bud and many others turn out to be aalien* for the Slavs. 

Let us recall also that the notorious *NormanB hypothesis 
a& others like it in the language aense rest  precisely on 
the formal-comparative method. 

What, then, is the comparativist's notian of a language 
which actually has existed and does eadat now, including the 
Russlan language? Any concrete hguage is alleged to be 
composed of two parts. One part of the h q g q e  came to 
the people it aa a heritage from the 'proto-peoplew 
-this is the primordial part. The aprimord.ial* stock is 
the basis for all changes, all innovations in'the lanlyase. 
The other part is c0118Qqj borrowing, But what in such a 
case is left a people speakfng their own language if even the 
basis of the aprimorWB part of their speech was not ere- 
ated by them but by a aproto-people? millenia remote from 

them7 -They can onty freshen up the heritage they have ac- 
quired and borrow from their neighbors. 
Thus. the formal-comparative method reduces the 

language-building activity and originality of a [given] people 
to n;ero, and provides extensive opportunities for all sorts of 
cosmopolite disputations. 

But let us imagine for a moment that a apmtobpage*  
did actually exist a t  one time. In such a case fhe question 
naturally arises a s  to what were its historical roots, what 
was the relationship of the Qpmtohgmgas" af various 
&familiesn to one another. Formal-comparative UngublAcs 
(with the exception of certain dissidents of bourgeois linguis- 
tics who sketch fantasies on the theme of a world apmtolan- 
guages) considers this question out of placb, ruled out. Con- 
sequently, after the restorat3.m of *protofo]~m8~ science 
has nothing more to do; the world of the unknowable lies be- 
yond this! 

For the comparativist the rewtionships between languages 
of different afamiliesw are reduced merely to external in- 
fluences, to clashes. Each 'familys af languages has lived 
its own closed, inner life s h e  W e  immemorial, enduwed 
by nature (or by God) with its own special qualities. It is en- 
tirely understandable that such a atheoryB was widely used & and is used by those who love racist ranting. It is known, 
for example, that the 'factsw af formal-comparative method 
played no small role in the formulaUop1 dt the '' race theoryw 
of the Hitlerite *masterss who held that the "highly cul- 
tured' *proto-Indo-Europeans ('proto-Aryana in their ter- 
minology) language was preserved in ib purity and inviol- 
ability only in the German language. The formal-cornpara- 
tive method provides all grounds for use by the racists, 
whether its'champions admit it or not. 

Lasfly, I shall point out that the complete blind alley into 
which acomparative-historical' lingahtics ha8 turned is even 
recognized a s  such by certain contemporary bourgeois lin* 
gubts. The well-known French linguist J. Vandries pub- 
lished an article in 1946 in which, paying his due to the for- 
mal-comparative method, he a t  the same time writes that 
this method has completely exhausted itself and that nothing 
more can b e expected of it. 
lh defending the formal-compative method against Acade- 

mician N. Ya. Marr's paleontology of speech, Prof. A. Chi- 
kobava and others a re  dragging soviet linguistics backward 
to a path long ago traversed by the science of lmguage. 

The obsolete canons of bourgeois linguistics ceased to sat- 
isfy more discerning linguists even a t  the end of the past 
century. The Russian student of the Caucasus, N. Ya. Marr, 
occupied first place among them. At  the beginning of his 
scientific work several native languages of the Caucasus 
which had not yet been subjected to research by the method 
of formal-comparative linguistics seemed, according to the 
notions of the priests of science a t  the time, to be languages 
a w i t h ~ t  clan and tribe,' languages which did not relate to 
any language afamUy' whatsoever. The young N. Ya. Marr 
set himself the task of tracing the inner relationships of the 
Georgian language with other "homelessw languages of the 
Caucasus; he even attempted to complare the Georgian lan- 
guage with languages of the Semitic afamily.B After long 
years of research, the fundamentals were laid down for Ja- 
phetic linguistics, for the doctrine on the Japhetic system of 
languages. A study af basic phenomen8 of the Japhetic lan- 
guages, backed by work on monumentxi of material culture, 
led N. Ya. Marr even before the revolution to conclusions 
which were incompatible with formal-comparative linguistics. 
Analysis of survival characteristlks of Japhetic speech 
showed that in the distant past the Japhetic languages were 
closely connected to the languages of other 'familiesm a t  the 
early stages of their development. 

This led in turn .to a broadening of the subject under inves- 
tigation, to emergence from the confines of a single Japhetic 
afamilym-somethiag which warr already contrary to tradition- 
al linguistics. Elements began to be found which were com- 



mon to the Japhetic non-Japhetic languages and which 
could not be explained in terms of the '%heoryA of borrowings. 
fn particular, No Ya. Marr was intrigued by the presence of 
words common to ~usd ian  and to the Japhetic languages 
(such a s  apechat' [seal, stamp], #sPlos [fat, grease, 
lard], [book], ayd others in their early me-s, 
meanings which do not correspond to their modern mean- 
wfsl. 

The very legitimacy of such juxtapositions was backed by 
the facts of ancient history, archeology and ethnography, 
a s  well a s  by special sound correlations which were re- 
garded sceptically even then by the comparativists who did 
not allow (as even now) for even the possibility that there 
could be by type of m&al r e l a t i o d p s  between different 
language #familiess other purely external influences, 
borrowings. 

The results of many years of research were summed up 
by Academician N o  Ya. Bdarr in his work 'The Japhetic 
Caucasus qrnd the Third Ethnic Element in the Creation d 
the Mediterranean Culture* (1920). Here Academician N. 
Ya. Marr advances the following hypothesis: the Indo- 
European languages of the Mediterranean area were forlJirsd 
a s  the result of the hybridhatibnd the Japhetic languagqs 
with the original bdo-Europem ones. Howeve$, this hy- 
pothesis was soon rejected by Academician N. 'Ya. bdarr 
himsell inasmuch a s  it did not explain hats_ the aborigid 
Japhetic and Indo-European languages were formed which 
together formed a hybrid. In this w6rk AcademicIan N. 
Ya. Marr still did not break with the qprotolanguage hy- 
pothesis' or with/bourgeois genealogical chssification d 
language8 (whicn'is precisely why ha&, A. Chikobava 
commented favorably on the work). 

After 1920, nOt cea~iag his investigation of language ma- 
terial, Academicirm N o  Ya. Marr began % serious 81- d 
the classics od Marxism-Leninism. N. Ya. Marr csnw in 
the application of Mlandst-Leninist methodology to p c -  
tical research work the only reliable wry out ob the blind 
alley which formal-comparative l ~ t f c s  had entered. 
This was the decisive turning point in Marr's creative 
scientific work, and a t  the same time it marked the win- 
ning of the creation of progressive Soviet Ungubtics. Hy- 
potheses were advanced which have already been elaborated 
on in the article by Academician I. I. Meshchzminou m- 
lished in Pravda, May 10. * Hence, I need not deal with 
this matter. 

I will only note that the new met@odologg required tb 
creation cb a new technique of linguistic research. T U  
new technique of Academician N o  Ya. hhrr took the farm 
of the pleontologg of speech with analysis according to 
elements. However, it still proved to be far from perfect. 
Mocking Marr8s paleontology of speech and juggling with the 

+Current Digest of the Soviet Press, Vol. II, NO. 19, pp. 8-11, 

facts, the adherents of the formal-comparative method di- 
rected the brunt of their criticism at  discrediting the entire 
factual side of Academician No Ya. Marr8s research work. 
However, their arg;uments were not at  all convincing. 

Naturally, there is much in the works of Academician 
No Ya. Marr that is subject to dispute and is erroneous 
even with respect to facts, but these vital shortcomings in 
the essence of his work await more thorn- invesUgzrtion. 
Marr8s errors must be disclosed and eliminated from cur- 
rent linguistic work, but this must not be done in the way it 
is done by Prof, A. Ch&&ava and Candidate of Philological 
Sciences B. Serebrennikw. What is the value, for example, 
of Prof. A. Chjkobava's accusations that Marr fostered 
racism, accusations based on Y-y'D selected quota- 
tions? Because in Marr's stage classification of the l@- 
guages of the wqrld (which absolutely represents an unfin- 
ished scheme and which is ermneous to the extent that it is 
based solely morphological 'wtures) the Chinese or 
~eorgia/n 4 e s  appear a t  stages preceding the Indo- 
Europeh languages, Prof. A. Chikobava hastens to draw 
#the following conclusisn: Academician N. Ya. Marr denies 
these languages (Georgian and Chinese) [the possibility of] 
further dwelopment . 

This conclusion does not in the least correspond to real- 
ity: unlike certain cofnparativists, Academician No Ya. Marr 
did not equate the content of a language and its form. He 
wrote the follawiag regarding the Georgian languages in the 
world*** The Georgian language is capable of conveying con- 
cepts of abstract thought fully and without distortion. Works 
of both the Asiatic and European cultured society are easily 
translatable into Georgian. It also possesses sufficiently rich 
means for natlonalieing achievements in the applied sciences 
and technology. In it is the leaven of internationalism achieved 
by dint of enormaus laborom* 

Academician N. Ya. Marr believed that there were great 
possibilities for a tempestuous growth and flowering at lan- 
guages in a sociallnt society. His expression, #a native 
tongue is a powerful lever for a cultural upsurge* became 
an enchanted phrase which corresponded to the content of 
Marr's investigations. What we need is an appropriate 
critical appraisal of the real and not the imaginary errors 
of m r ,  

It is not an easy matter, but it is possible to end the stag- 
nation in which modern Soviet linguistics finds itself, A 
Marxist-Leninist science of language must be built up not 
without Illlarrr, but with his heritage and relying on what is 
most important, what is basic: the works of the great sci- 
entists, Marx, Engela, Lenin and Stalin. 

*N. Ya. Marr, The Cieorgian Language, Stalinir, 1949, pp. 
11-12. 



On Certain of N. Marr's General Linguistic Theses* 
By Gr. ICA 

I welcome the decision of the editors of Pravda to open a 
discussion on linguistic problems 'in connection with the 
unsatisfactory state of Soviet l ingui~tics.~ 

I also feel it necessary to express great satisfaction with 
Am. Chfkdmva's brilliant article @On Certain Prdolems of 
Soviet Arn. Chikobava raises a number of 
problems daringly, profoundly and from many points of 
view. In critichfng many linguistic problems as Academi- 
cian #. Marr conceived them, he exposes their un-Mandst 
trend and nature. The author of the article indicates cor- 
rectly that %e fundamental statements of Marx, Engels, 
Lenin and Stalin on langusrge and linguistics have been re- 
placed in the work of many linguists by Academician N. Ya. 
Marr's incorrect premises on linguistic theory. In case 
after case, lip service to Ildandsm-Leninism *ns out in 
reality to be defense of N, Ya. Marr's fundamental errors.' 

It may be that nowhere here in the U.S.S.R. has every 
statement of No Marr been so canolrieeed a s  In ~ r m e q  
where his every remark has been made into infallible dogma. 
For example, .it was here that A. Garibyan and E. Agayan 
considered Marrism and Marxfsm to be 'synonymous. More- 
wer,  they frequently preferred the former to the latter and 
reference to various of Engela* propositions which contra- 
dicted those of Marr encountered mute hostility. Very: 
detrimental was the effect of G. Serdyuchenko's articles in 
the press anti his addre= to the presidium of the U.8,S.R. 
Academy of Sciences co-ordinating session of all the acade- 
mies, a s  was also the article by N. Bernilrov and I. Bragin- 
slry in the newspaper Kultura i z h h ,  etc. The earlier 
approach by Literaturnam gazeta was particularly tenden- 
tious. All this produced an incorrect o-ntatian; and really 
initiated 'the stagnation in the development of Soviet linguis- 
ticsw to use the expression of Pravda's editors. At the 
'%metime, a situation has arisen in which it is becoming im- 
possible do positive work on the immediate tasks of our moth- 
- e . c l  s lhp i s t i c  development. (See A. -C h&obavava's article. ) 

I shall not refer here to N. Marrss role as a student of 
Armenian and Georgian bulturesL partly a s  archeologist 

ethnographer, hter as creator lapheti&logp, 
meaning the theory of the genealogic kinship of the aQ- 
called Japhetic languages, the number of which was gradu- 
ally broadened to include not only Caucasus languages but 
subsequently others a s  well (Basque, Etruscan, Urartu, 
Elamih, etc.) until their imagined genealogic connection 
with the Semitic ones disappeared. By JapheUc languages, 
N. Marr understood a stage in the development of all lan- 
guages all over the world. Here the comparative historic- 
al method of study, correct though not exhaustive, was re- 
placed with the famaus element analysis. The search went 
on in all language8 for four unfortunate elements and for 
them alone, with an arbitrary analysis of words. In my 
book Wayasa-the Cradle of the Armenian~,~ I wrote the 

at  the risk of its being slandered by the @c,ritics' 
fallm% (which happen), about 'these elements. Weginning with 
1923-24, in his discussion of linguistic and ethnogenetic 
questions, N. Marr refused to recognize kinship between 
languages, their genePlogic classification, [language] fam- 
ilies and sucb@s well a s  the factor of migration. But his 
universalism in proposing just one single glottogonic proc- 
ess, with its development by stages and 'paleontol~,s 
which, if you please, are based on four rnoi.pho-phonetic 
elements initial for all languages-all this was erroneously 

*Pravda, May 30, 'IB5b, pp. 3-4. 

elevated in contrast to the real tangible history of given 
languages with their peculiarities, regularities, relation- 
ships, etc." ' With such a universal approach, unhistoric and cosmopol- 

1 itan, N. Marr compares not only languages of any kind 
whatever, words in their contemporary phonetic condition 
(consequently, regardless of the fact that they might have 
changed beyond recognition), the structure of language, 
and so on, but also the most minute peculiarities of these 
individual languages. For example, modern Georgian is 
closer structurally to contemporary New Armenian than 
it is toold ~eorgia&,which is of course an accidental co- 
incidence; in an article (Trom Pyrenean Gurias) @the dia- 
lectic peculiarities of the Guria patois of Georgian and the 
Saletian dialect of Basque (in Spain-G.K.) are shown in 
relaion to each o t h e r 9  

One might recall here Marrss insistence upon the eternal 
class nature of language, even in the period of savage 
hordes or in the primitive !clan coxpmunity, although later, 
during the Baku discussion, he was forced to retreat be- 
cause of stnrng opposition, saying: Whenever there is a 
collective orypnization founded not on blood, then I use 
the term cclass'*** I took this term gclasss and used it 
with a different meaning; why not use it? t 

On the question of practical linguistic development in the 
I period of the proletarian revolution and later, N. Marr 
I expresses opinions which are  inconsistent with the inter- 
ests of the proletariat and the revolution. Thus, for exam- 
ple, he says: a***unless the revolution through which we 
are  living is a dream, there can be no talk of any palliative 
reform of language or grammar, nor consequently of writ- 
ing or spelling. Not reform, but radical reconstructfan, 
the shitting af this entire superstructural world onto new 
tracks, to a new level and stage of development of human 
speech, into revolutionary creativity and the creation of a 
new language.* 4- 

All this is expressed beautifully, of course, and, more- 
over, has application to revolution. But, again, it is not 
scientiiric or historic nor is it concrete in deal-, with a 
given language. 

For example, contemporary Russian spelling rather con- 
tributes to a tshgle national, highly cultured and elaborated 
orthoepy, and does so without any sharp break with earlier 
writiug. The introduction of such allegedly &folkB pronun- 
ciations as dyz  in lieu of a t e n  [life]; shto [whaa, while 
chevo [of what], chemu [to what] continue to be used; 
petachok or pitachok [ instead of legitimate pyatachok-a 
fire-kopek coin] ; etc. , wil l  hardly make for progress. A 
revolution in spelling must be undertaken where pronuncia- 
tion greatly differs from spelling, a s  in English, or where 
because of its complexity writing has become the attribute 
only of scholars or of a few individuals, a s  in Chinese, 

Where a revolution in language is concerned, its needs, 
its historic inevitability must be demonstrated. After all, 
gFammar is not directly connected with changes in social 
structure and production. It is good to speak of a new stage, 
but for the speaker [of a language] is it not a matter of in- 
difference whether he forms grammatical relations accord- 
ing to the pattern-pishu [I write], pishesh [ you write], 

' 

I *N. Y a  M a r ,  Selected Works, Vol. IX, p. 411. 
tN. Ya. Marr, bntribution to the Baku Discussion on 

.Japhetidology and Marxism, Baku, 1932, p. 39. 
e m o r b ,  Val. 11, p. 370-1. 
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pishet [he writes], etc., or the pattern--yra [I] pish, ty 
[you] ish, on [ he pi&, etc. , the pattern--dam [the house], 
doma fob the bout&\, domu [to the house], etc., or accord- 
ing to the pattern-Idno [motdon picture theater] (stands), 
kin0 (the building of the kino), lrino (I went up to the mo) ,  
ldno (I sit in the kina)? Finally, there are hmgmges like 
Georgfan where the verb must inevitably -bear -in itself 
a rehtiomhip to the object (direct or indirect) when a word 
for the object is also present. For example, s-tsem-s 
("givesw) where final defines the third person of the $14- 
ject,- while the fh s t  %. superfluously indicates again the 
existence of another word side by side, i. e., the ob)ect, 
which is indicated. 

One may ask if one can force a Georgian not to use these .. 
objectival prefixes any laager. And wi l l  the actual gram- 
matic coasciousness of the Georgian tolerate such an ab- 
rupt change now? What for? It would be the same a s  if we 
were to try to abolish with a stroke of the pen the use of the 
animate gender in the Russian language and were to say #I 
see the axm a s  we say CI see the Wle,- or if we abolished 
the masdine,  femhhw and neuter genders. This did not 
take place in E-h in the Middle Ages, but the groundwork 
had been laid in h e  sbsence af gender endings. Cau(#~aW 
moulltainee~s contime to ~~ masculine, feminine, 
animal and obpct genders, while Bantu languages grmp, 
ncmm accorcllng to outward appearance (round, flat). 
Modern Arm- in the Ararat [region], a s  dis-gd 
from all-other modem and archaic Armenian dialects, men 
uses the genitive case (ending in for words of time. 
One may ask, can one reject all these ancient phenomemh d 
formal grammar in ordm to create a new level in the de- 
velopment by stages (which one?) of language? 

we  db.np€ even always. ehaqge the vocabulary. Our reVBIU- 
tionary practice in the post-October period certainly did I&& 
follow the predicted pa# of transformation by "stagesw d - 

language, grammar, orthography, etc., a s  suggested by B. 
Marr. 

~p ropm,  ~ ~ . ~ s o i h e t o s a ~ a ~ e n ' w o r d s s b o t d p ~ o -  
netics. Many enthusiastic admirers of N. Marr defend the 
positSon that every phoh6tic change is socially c o n d i t o ~ .  
This c%n refer to those cases where such a change ig used 
for stem formation (word formatton) or for the exprelpshi ' 
of gra-tfc.nl function, but in other cases as ahere, fsr 
exiunple, [ s d  shifts] occur as a consequence of paIs4ai.1 
ization, metathesis OF assixnilision, they do not have 
significance. In a letter to Bloch, F. Engels once referred 
to this crude eocidogbing in [dealing wfth] sound shifb. 
Actxially, what sounds in the Russian language did we &mge 
and for what purposes? \ 

In tbas connecstion one would also like to call attention 20 
the phonetic qspect a# N. Marr's elements-SAL, BE., 
R01, YON. The question is: were such souncts possible fn 
the earliest times in the mouth of a savage? After a13, 
animals make diffuse and Wc-mJae noises tyd such 
hominfd isoullrhs, complete with closed syllables, could H- 
ly have been worked out and urnred distinctly. And W e  
do not even mention that am- African savages (Bushea,  
Hottentots) @&re have survived up to six kinds of suction 
and clicldng gutteral "som&," sirnilas. to b k e ~  crfes. 
SO that even accordhg to historic phonebcs, there could 
be no m h  elements a s  ML, BER, etc., and if con- 
temporary nahes af eertain tribes have such a phonetic 
appearbce, it does not fvUow that hundreds of thaaaWU 
of years ago the* pronunkiatbnq was the same, even if oae 
postul@d the existence d these elements against [the evi- 
dence d) the entire 'histoe af human speech formation. 

But N. Marr not d y  sets down what the elements were, 
he makes their changes depend directly on the ideolqgy of 
the times. fn the artiele *Language and ThoughtD he 
writes: qdeological changes determine phonetic shifb. 
Because of this, the .initial lhguistic elements, four in 

r * [In Russian an animate masculine noun bears the form 
of the genitive case when used in the accusative. ] 

number, have undergone numerous changes in the procew 
of their development. Following the same hw of opposites, 
they reach in their development the state of a single sound, 
be it vowel or consonanLS* Until his death, N. bdarr con- 
tinued in a completely arbitrary manner in his investiga- 
tions to subdivide words into these sound fragments and tn 
all the languages of the world, to give them arbitrarp 
.meanings which he needed for his predetermined explana- 
tiom. 

He never showed the specific historic development, in- 
evitable for every word. The late form in existence was 
considered phonetically fit for such element analysis at the 
sacrifice of a study of its history. Thus neglecting sound 
laws, N. Marr aestablishes" the community of the words 
Japhet, Prometheus and Karapet. But the Armenians 
borrowed the last word from Iranian, where lkara means 
aclan,D "tribe a s  well as "armyb (similar to Georgian eri  
-apeople,m aa rmg  also to Russian polk [army, regtment] 
a d  German V~Ik-~people~X; and Persian pet (Georgian- 
speti) means ecommander,m #chief .. Consequently, [in 
~e r s i an ]  karapet meant 'clan chief ,* #tribal leader,' and 
the origin of Armenian karapet-aprecursorS has no rela- 
tion whatever with Semitic Japhet and Greek Prometheus. 

Thus arbitrarily, ignoring the specific characteristics 
of each language, one can relate any words and establish 
their kinship. Only if one does not know the history of the 
[Russian] word andcam [hand] can one divide it into the 
elements and %a. For the syllable ru was once 
nasal&& (p)  a s  it still is in Polish and was written with 
a large jus,f and thus cannot be regarded as similar to the 
verb root anwhit* [to destroy] (from the root ru, also 
found in Latin= ru6-to destroy). Through such mi t r a ry  
manipulations, words meaning *handp in different f-s 
are transformed into new phonetic combinations meaning 
'~013~811, * 'water, 'strength, * 'cunning, 'P and the like. On the 
basis af such element "analysisn all basic peculiarities of 
German as well a s  Gothic are explained as traits [held] 
in common with ptrticular Caucasus languages of the same 
Japhetic system: German and Svanetian, also Gothic with 
Megrelian and Chau (#Language and Thought*). 
In the same work M. Marr connects the origin of dialectics 

with the Germanic language system, a s  if dialectics could 
not have existed In a different lbquistic milieu of t . .  
He says: =In the main section of our report on the develop- 
ment of thought, attention should be called f,o the fact that 
after the Greeks, philosophy and the theory of cognLtia 
receive theirigreatest Wec t i o  development (be it ideal- 
istic or m a ~ ~ c )  in an endronment in which German 
was @@sent German-a language Of ap older-. system than 
Greek. This is no coincidence. * r(Emph&sis mine-G.K.) 
This apprcmch ts undoubtedly wrong. Neither the age of the 
language system, nor the German language itself is rele- 

I vant here. The development af dialectics has no relation to 
the fact that Hegel and Marx spoke German. They would 
have created this dialectics if they had thought in Russian, 
English, French, etc. Consequently, this is pure coinci- 
dence. ' 

Among "definitely confirmed theses@ N. Marr includes: 
"The singular did not exist at  first and the plural developed 
from the same form a s  the shguhs. But nevertheless plu- 
rality came first and then later singularity, a s  its part, as 
its 

From the study of the category of number in [many] h- 
guages we know very well that this munerical catego as "I, well a s  others, was originally quite f a y  represented 
ancient languages as  a part of concrete original thinking. 
In the most backward langtlages af savages we notice the 
word designation not only of the concept of singleness (using 1 m y  sign), but plso af duality, when this one word indicates 

a. Marr, Selec Works, Vol. III, p. 100; I X G i e n t  letter tor ~ a l i z d e o 4 .  
SIbid. 

**-, p. 98. 
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the paired quality of the object, and also triplicity, and in replace language. The future language is thought grow 
some places even a fourfold quantity a s  among the Maori of in a technique free from nafUTal matbr. No language 
New Zealand. Gradually triplicity and even duality die out withstand this, not even voiced speech which is still c 
in language and singleness and non-singleness (the plural, nected to nature's norms.s * 
i. e., more than one) are kept. This happens because a These thoughts of N. Marr are either an enormous sci- 
word, endowed with particles to indicate number, gender, entific prophecy' or equally boundless A c W y ,  
distance and definiteness actually become a burden for con- N. Marr seems not to reject the accompaniment of thought 
crete thinking. Later on number was indicated simply by various signal activities-hand movements and such- 
through a separate word, a numeral, and this term content- in 'manuals speech, [or] sound images and their expres- 
ed itself with two numerical categories-singular and plural. sion in voiced speech, etc. After all, we cannot deny deaf- 
This is undoubtedly progress in the development of language mutes the act of thinldng and similar association with the 
and thought, although a word designated a s  plural can refer idea of motion. 
to two objects (which logically is not plural [more than WoD. According to N. Marr even voiced speech yields its 
A s  we can see, not everything was taken into account by N. (communication-G.K.) functionp to new inventions, al- 
Marr in dealing with the number category in language. mu@ it is thereby forgotten that this physical action also 

Later N. Marr notes that 'there were no persons in con- is conditioned and accompanied by us through the concep- 
jugation: no first, or second***consequently there could be tion of language in sound. But N. Marr tears language 
no conversation, i. e., no colloquial language. And if the from thought, which [actually] reveals to us two sides 
two first persone were absent, obviously there could be no (form and content) of one process of man, historically e m -  
third person a s  a grammatical c a t e g ~ r p * * ~  * Only later do orated, and man's highest process. He says: 'The future 
verbs acquire personal endings from pronominal particles, language is thought growing in a technique free from nab- 
which had developed from independent pronouns, those for- rsl matter? It turns out, according to N. Marr, that 
mer #totem substitutes voiced speech still connected with the norms of human 

It is not clear how it can be that there were no designa- nature will give way to thought transmitted ough a new 
tions-for persons in voiced, spoken language, which takes technique. One might a s k  and how will thought of 
its inception from communication. These designations need ours take place aoutside of nature? * Diihr wrote in 

e-ple, in Russian (pisal -pU) [he wrote-they wrote), 

I 
not necessarily have appeared as particles a s  [they do], for part about thia when he We who can only thinlr with 

the aid of speech has never yet experienced what abstract 
or in French, where persons are not indicated (mangeowe and nuine thought really means." To this ~ n g e r  
do not yet knaw the person or number). But the designa- this be so, animals are the most abstract a.nd 
tions of person are indicated thraugh the addition of personal genuine of thinkers, a s  their thoughts are never disturbed 
pronouns, which now become formally functional little words. by the meddlesome intervention of language. t 
Further, N. Marr says that 'generally there were no con- I understand even scientific phantasy if it is based on cer 
jugations and declensions although there was voiced speech tain preliminary, ,scientifically verified data. But the 'sci 
and people understood each other perfectly without need for entitic prophecyn of N. Marr presented above has rather a 
such grammatical burdens a s  morphology, the study of speculative lining and, .it seems to me, is completely un- 
forms." t However, we should not regard the concept of materialist and unhistorical. 
'formm narrowly a s  is done by many Indo-Europeanists and Finally, in connection with the above indicated ideas of N 

I 
see in it only the form of the actual word. B men communi- BdaM. regarding the independence of thought from @e spe- 
cate through voiced speech and understand each other, the cific elements of language and its control over its Uupb- 
form can include also accent, word order and sound shifts tic formulation, let us present his notions about the mor- 
within the word and finally a simultaneous gesture of the phologic classification of langagues. They coincide with 
hand. 

In the old science of language, according to N. Marr, 
&there were laws of phonetics-of sound phenomena, but 
there were no semantic laws-laws of the origin of a given 
meaning, laws for the intelligibility of speech and later of 
its parts, including words. The meanings of words re- 
ceived no ideological explanation.* $ 

This proposition is generally correct but is left hanging 
in thin air because N. At¶arr offers no 'semantic lawsm and, and Current Tasks of the Japhetic Theor$# N. Marr wrote 
when studying changes in word meanings, he does so, not 'Changes in thought are [seen in] three systems of voic 
on words of an original (related) root, but in words out- speech stmcture emerging in toto from various economic 
wardly aimill., accidentally selected frgm my languagtfl systems and their corres~nding social structures: (1) pr 
whatever and theref ore non-histor ically :ascribing an tive communism, with a synthetic speech structure, with 
auxiliary function to the technique of speech, be it voiced polysemantism of words, without distinction of stem and 
or manual. * functional meanings; (2) a social structure based on the 

At  the end of the book * w e  and Thought,' N. Marr appearance of various economies with social division of 
declares: 'Laaguage exists only ins- a s  it is revealed labor, i. e., the division of society by professions, the 
in sounds; the action of thought takes place even without stratification of a single societg into productive-technologic 
revelation (but in sound images, a s  internal speech-G.K.). groups representing primitive forms of guilds. To it corre, 



morphology. '"c 
At first glance, this is a thoroughly materialist approach- 

a view of major shifts in the thinking of organizational 
systems of voiced speech dependent on the different systems 
of socio-economic fgrmations and production. But in reality 
there is much schemathation in N. Ya. Marr and a direct 
connection between formal linguistic constructs and socio- 
productive conditiolls. The immanent significa&e of-the 
specificity of voiced language is completely ignored and its 
acclimatization over a very long period in the structure of 
the sentence, in speech, in other words in Ismguaee. The 
first kind--the @the& or amorphous (lacking affixes) is 
characteristic now of Chinese and SuQnic Negro languages- 
although econoxpically, culturally, and where production is 
concernedthv stand on quite different levels. The language. 
of the EskSmos is @te rich in the use of affixes, but their 
social condition is primitive, [ devoted to1 commud herd- 
b q p d  it is only now, thanks to Soviet organhation and orn 
national policy, that this language and dthers like it are being 
enriched because, as a lioguist once said, 'all languages 
have resources for the formation of new words. The need 
for them has only to arise. Finally, contemporary English, 
not to mention others, is iosingfts grammatical particles and 
thereby in part coming closer to the f&st type; does this 
mean that English a8 well as  contemporary. Chinese are 
b~ckward languages, qualitatively equivalent to Sudanic Negro 
languages of the same type? One thing only strike8 [US]: 
a developing typology of the amorphous-aggluthative-inflec- 

exfancis from eastern Asia to western Europe to tb 
es  of the Atlantic, although even in this area there is F 

some lack of dformity. 
As is known, this trinomial typological ,view of h q p g e s  

was at the basl8 of N. Marr's w s i s  by stages with the 
initial constant elements SAL, BER, ROI and YON, which 
developed dffferently in a given language as they subsequently 
evolved. A theoretfcal hadling of this phenomenon's esuws 
is given in Comrade A. Chhbava's article and I shall not 
deal with it here. 

In the field of general linguistics N. Marr touched an many 
problems and qpestions, but the examples given above are 
quite sufficient to canmy an objective idea of their indhplr- 
table mterinlisrn . 

Linguistic problems are numerous and very broad in scope, 
and mturally this is not the place to linger os  all of them, 
We have in mind specifically: the or- of hguage with 
the interrelation of gesture and voiced speech, the a- 
ferentiation and hybridization of languages, the questfan of 
'protohguages, * the r d e  of classes in class society, 
language and thought, hmgmge and writing, the structure 
of hqpage and social development with its productioa .Id 
ideology, hquage as a superstructural category, imma- 
nene  of changes, the different levels of changeability in 
vocabulary and, on the other hand, of construction- 
typology with sound olnd morphological content, artificial 
languages, linguistic policy, langxlage of the future, etc., 
etc. 

The contrhtions of Academician N. Marr consist mainly 
in tbat he posed linguistic problems materialistically in 
his approach to language as part of the cultural superstruc- 
ture and particularly in his critique of the idealist position 
of the Indo-Eoropeanfsts, who pretended to spread their 
methods of investigation to other language syatems. All 
these schools with their emphasis on the primacy of either 
form or the spirit or soclal psychologism, etc., with the 
limitations of the formal methods of comparativism, 

*No Ya. Marr, Selected Works, Vol. III, p. 71. 

naturally could not become a genuine science of language 
for us. There could be no truly materialist theory there 
[among the Indo-Europe~ts]  and N. Marr criticized 
them severely. But was he himself successful in treat- 
ing, at least in general terms, in a tangible treatment, 
a truly materialist Marxist linguistics based on dialectical 
and historical materialism, using all the accumulated 
material examined? As has been seen above, we cannot 
give an affirmative answer to this [question]. Too much 
is still declaratioe and speculative. Much is only touched 
on and a finished, truly Marxist treatment of even the 
main problems or aspects of linguistics is still lacking. 
Doubtless, the participation of many Marxist linguists is 
needed and it will probably take a long time. 

On the other hand the role of Academician N. Marr a s  a 
student of Armenian and Georgian [cultures] and an 
investigator of the several contiguous areas of scientific 
interest [relating] to the peoples of the Near East, partic- 
ularly the Japhetic peoples of the Caucasus, is enormous 
and incontrovertible. Here he is Unguist, philologist, 
historian and archeologist,and with his enormous erudition 
and production (several hundred works, large and small) he 
was a true innovator and initiator of a new and scientific 
study of Georgian and Armenian [cultures]. His role is in 
no way minimizedq by the new, better-founded genetic 
determination of the Georgian language a s  related to the 
Caucasus ones, given by I. Dzhavakhishvili (*The 
Primordial Nature and Kinship of Kartvelian and Caucasfan 
Languagess), nor by my work on the genesis of A r m e m ,  
[viewed] not as  an a ~ r y o - ~ a p h e t i f l ~ ]  hybrmed in 
equal proportions as claimed by N. Marr, but a s  pr-ily 
'ABianic. At the same time wedo not deny the fact of 
migration for w i o u s  tribes and peoples-it has been noted 
in the care of the English (from Germany Bulgarians (from 

an,# the Volga), Hungarians, Turks, etc., in very ancient 
times of the Cimmerians, Scythians, w i a n s ,  Etruscans 
(from Asia Minor), etc. Marx said about the movements 
of nomads: "**the pressure of surplus poplation on 
productive forces forced thebrhriana from Asia's pla- 
to invade the ancient civilized state* Hawever we cannot 
explain through migrations many qyestions whieh are of an 
ethnogenetic, productive, cultural, etc. nature. 

1 Now the problem is to elad stagnation in our Soviet 
linguistics. For this we must critically review many of 
our premises, approaches and theories, incl- the 
general linguistic conceptions of Academician N. Marr. 
Soviet science must achieve in linguistics, in concrete 
language development in our multinational motherland a s  
well as  in formulating a general linguistic discipline, a 
genuine science of language in the light of Marxist-Leninist 
theory and methodology. Even in old Russia we had 1-0 
tic scholars outstamling for their time (Potebnya, 
Shakhmatov, etc. ) . Today bourgeois linguistics is at an 
impasse and only Soviet science enjoys all conditions 
famrable for its flourishing and dominance. We should 
ahways keep in mimi Comrade StaUn's statement= *Science 
is called science precisely because1 it knows no fetishe~, is 
not afraid to lift its hand against the obsolete, the oId,Bnd 
it listens carefully to the voice of experience and practice. " 

We must now be convinced of one thing, that our discussion 
on the pages of Pravda wil l  reveal at this historic moment 
for Soviet linguists the possibility of *a correct direction of 
future scientific work in this area. (Pravda). 

*K. Marx and F. Enaels. Works. VoL M. D. 278. 



Pressing Problems of Soviet L i n g u i s t i c s *  

How to Use the ScienUfic Heritage of N. Ya. Marr. and dialectical materialism. This is a very. serious fact, 
I pnd the reason the discussion opened on the pages of 

*Fifteen years of Soviet life bave flown by at  such speed 
that they measure a whole century in content, creaZing 
before our eyes an epoch of world hporhace, an W r i c  
epoch, not [merely] rare but unique. 9 

These expressive words of N. Ya. Marr from his report 
aTransformations in the  technique^ of Language and 
Thoughtm (published in 1933) can be a m e d  wlth ~ c u l a r  
effect to creative 15 years in Soviet science, which have 
elapsed since the death of the founder uf the n e w . ~ t i c s .  
It seems perfectly natural therefore, to think now about the 
need for a broad discussioh of N. Ya. Marrss basic thesea- 
in order to divide the incontroveMle part of his work, 
confirmed by the facts, from the doubtful and erroneous, 
which is not in agreement with the actual reality contained 
in the concrete linguistic material collected and studied in 
recent times. 

N. Ya. Marr himself frequently repudiated his own 
constructs, lf he saw that they disagreed with the facts. 
ThM characteristic of his scientific work can probably be 
seen best in the works of 1926. 

There in the introduction to "S es  in the Development 
of Japhetic Theory. a collectio3of works] published that 
year, he states openly that it was ua collection***of articles, 
most of which reflect opiniond given up long ago and some 
only recently, [opinions] which for us, in large measure 
*** are a l r e  dead and in @e mortuary, 'a kind of 
'bouquet' [made] of falIen leaves already withered. * $ 

In almost every Marr article M lQ26 we find a b ~ p t  and 
categorical armomcements of a complete change in methods 
of work, the very way in which questiolis were posed, etc. 
At this time N. Ya. Marr speaks of a number of major 
changes and turns, of a new view of facts which he himself 
had earlier given a different interpretation, of diametrically 
opposed explanations, etc. 

Without dwelling on N. Pa. Marr's numerous other state- 
ments in the same spirit, let US note merely that shifts were 
observed in his creative work both before and after 19%6, so 
that we have chosen that year only a s  the most.vivid illustra- 
tion of the famous linguist's penchant for c u e  in his 
diversified activity. 

From what has been said it is alreaUy perfectly obvious 
that the whole of N. Pa. IUlaPr's scientific heritage cannot 
be used equally well, p o u t i ~ l y  since he was first active 
a s  a bourgeois scientist yd only later spontaneously adhered 
to the Marxist-Leninist point at view. Major rihortcomings 
in the work of Soviet Ungubtll result Iargely from the fact 
that many of them do not separate in this heritage the 
extremely valuable accomplishments d the Zate academician 
from his erroneous theses, many of-which he himself 
repudiated about 25 years ago. 

This inability to distingui& within Marr9s heritage can 
unfortunately be observed even anlong certain linguistic 
specialists, not to mention representatives from other 
sciences, and is to be explained by the continued presence 
among Soviet scientists of occasional formalist vulgarizers, 
incapable of rising to a genuine understanding of h@torical 

- - 
Pravda. It is quite timely and m-essa r~ .  

Prof. Am. Chikobava's article, a very sharp, harsh and 
needed one, in our opinion, poses some quesUans on the 
wrong plane. We do not intend to enter in dire& polemics 
with the author and shall limit ourselves merely to a 
feasible elucidation of*several urgent questions of the day. 

Two Kinds of Questions Treated by Marr. 

M. Ya. Marrss ideas were extremely versatile and diver- 
sified. Nevertheless, if one rises above the detatler, one 
can divide into two categories the fuudamcWal questions 
which interested him and which are in a strict sense l h -  
tic in nature. 

To the first belongs all that is connected with initial ap - 
petrrance, the origin of language in-general, with 'the 
humanization of the ape* under the influence of primitive 
work processes, the very first steps of mankind in this 
direction. 
Into the second should be placed all questions connected 

with the study of the gradual development and spread of 
voiced languages and language systems in a relatively 
later period (approximately from the so-called Awignacisln 
period-some 25,000 to 30,000 years ago). 

Naturally, all the questions of the first kind are very 
controversial and present such enormaus difficulties for 
their final solution ,that it is hardly possible to expect here 
convincing results In a short time. Probably many years 
wi l l  yet pass before mankind learns to understand even 
partialiy the question of origins of the first communicatiag 
gestures and of the simplest articulate sounds-the initial 
gesture and initial voiced speech on earth. 

The first attempt to make sense of these extremely 
anclent phenomena more or less graphically was W e  by 
N. Ya. Marr and reduces itself basically b the theory of 
the original elements, which he tried to discover in the 
vocabulary of contempora~y languages with the help of the 
so-called upaleontologic analysis* ('element analysiss). 

Regardless of the extraordinary ingeniousness of the basic 
idea, this attempt could not produce anything of practical 
value in view of the extremely 'worn out, * 'effaced* nature 
of the ancient roots after their long Me, and the complica- 
tions in almost every word in the form of various suftixes 
and prefixes, etc,, that is, the general obscurity s\lfround- 
ing ancient phenomena due to the accumulation of new, more 
powerful ones. In additton, N. Ya. Maxr himself hesitated 
a long time in his choice d the number of elements, decidd 
iag first on 12, then three or five such initial units; finally 
he stopped at  four-for parely empirical reas&, although 
he admitted that he could not explain why there were just 
four gf them. It must be ea4 that very many people- 
linguists, archeologists, ethnographers, historians-tried 
to include the 'four elementsA in their work, regardless of 
N. Ya. Marr's awn warnings that the otigin of elements goes 
back to times in which prevoiced 'speech prevailed, that 
formal paleontologic abaly8.W 'leads md has everywhere 
led to an endless number of errors, ** that 'to a)i2lre the I iaphetic t6eory in history *** F. very dttl ldt .  t 

I *Ibid*, Vol. Q p. 17. 
ta., Vol. IIt, P. 174. 



It is regrettable that all these warnings wsnt I m h W :  and 
'element aaalysiss assumed some very ugly forms in the 
hands of various ki&s of vulgarbiers who had xbo idea how 
complex these problems were. 

In this reespect one must w e e  fully with Prof. A. 
Chikobava and &nit that one of the major weaknesses of our 
UquWic work bas been the distortion, the domwns2cal 
use even to t& day of 'elementsm by o c c a s h d  vulgarhers, 
regadlea8 of repeated critical sta-tements 9 the prws by 
such an authoritdive perm as Academician I. I. Meshchan- 
hov, who has many times stated that such practices had to 
end. 

Wftbout touching on any of the other problems raised by 
N. Yam Marr in the course of trying to explain the initial 
or&: of speech, let lrs turn llm to p s t i o n s  of t h m "  
type, connected with the study af later distribution srnd 
development of languages and their systems. 

Here the contribytions of W. Ya. W r  are enormous. 
However, for a correct tmdersCandiag of this [codtributiotlr]; 
familiarity with a wide range of factual material in many 
languages of different systems is absolutely essential. Thfs 
is why many persons have completely underestimated or 
~r~ in a d i s t o M  aoJ N. Yo. IUrr's excene~t ms 
In this field. Obvtmy, even berg some things have W m  
obsolete in these 15 Y-8 and ~0~ be r e m r k d ,  *i 
main outllae of the picture d r a w  by N. Ya. Marr i~ an- 
doubtedly correct, as can be confirmed by the enormous, 
volume of factual matterm drawn from different m e s *  

This is not the m c e  to go into detail on this. We shnrl 
only say that this picture has no relation whatever to the 
'four elementss or to any other unproved or erroreous 
the8e~* As for * -mess of the @o-onic mb(l. .Bd 
the devebpment d lplylnees by s e e s ,  one should Mkafe 
the rather d r m  mCe*hw m r m d i a g  these mcep(q 
which ~ ~ o t  be W P M  with mY ~r~~ a d i w  ~ c W  
the earlieat p e r i d  ~~ thou%Bts human -0 
In latertt-esj m e s  F@seme only bm-t b w  
of such -1~  trace^ *h a m b e  revwed.*& 
a fPmt QPl as a result of meticulous r c f e n e  
 tion; on; SO-88 they amnot be discovered a t  a- 

It dmuld be r e a d ,  by the my,  that the af 
his if[e N. Y.0 mr used the term I'bvelo~ment bg w e s m  
much more ~ ~ ~ i l y .  h his earlier works we fhd  a Werent  
situation: he de*e**l~ dbwed p e m  
geratfons, to use his own expression, considering thb 
'an mavoidable methodological tec&dque. s * 

merefore,* from everlrtbiag in these early w O ~ ~ S  ~~ 
be talcen literally. It is -1~ difficult to establm an 

c ~ ~ ~ ~ N h n ~ e  among varbus of Ya. mr's d a -  
tions and terms, when to the exaggerations mentioned 
('wefie- d the streas*) is added the fact re- 
ferred to, that his views evolved rapidly. We cannot see in 
his works a f o r m y  finished theory, ~ U P P ~ Y W  answers for 
all questions. He too spoke of this repeatedly. 

Let us Take the Valuable, Reject the Obsolete. 

No Soviet scholar can deny the enormous contributions 
[made by] N. Ya. Marr in various fields of linguistics. 
These contributfons afe in no -7 l m t e d  to Caucasus stud- 
ies;  the^ are b e o m m u  b r m r  have basic mr- 
tance. (Here we have not mentioned many of N. Yam 
Marr's indisputable and important accomplishments of a 

c-cter* a s  well a y  of his basic errors* 
There is no way d stating all this within the limits of a 
newspaper article.) 

DiscU8Sion should not consist in rejectfng Or most of 
N* Yam m r ' s  g e n e d  Meas and his results but in f i ~ W  
out bow to select &om the lote schob 's  enormous scientific herim rbPt is of due, the ObSokte ad 
erroneous, ah - the n o t o r i ~  a~lasses* ( a ~ m s - b m  

*]bid., V O ~ ,  p. ll8. - 

formationss in N. Ya. Marr's words) in pre-clnss sooiety 
(paleolithic I). This task is very diffi~u2t; but it is feasible; 
it will necessitate among other thing8 a new edition of N. 
Ya. Marr's works. The existing one is totally unfit for use, 
because articles are printed in it in no recogpieable omkr 
and without editorial explanations and notes. This leaves 
the young* inexperienced reader completely helpless and 
at  the mercy of lb¶arrPs thought, powerful but stormy and 
not always consistent, eternally searching. Volume V of 
the Selected Works is compiled in a m c u l a r l y  unsatis- 
factory way and contains the largest number of obsolete 
articles. One should also add that the specific examples 
chosen by N. Ya. Marr to support his frequently profound 

, ideas are,in the majority of cases,unsathfactory and fail 
completely. This is understandable: he had no time to 
search for carefully refined examples-in the heat of 
struggle he used the first weapon a t  hand. All this shows 
that'one cannot recommend the 'indiscriminate5 reading of 
N. Pa. Marr's work to a beginner: it can do more harm 
than good. 

the ~ w ~ i a  compa~ative Method. 

Tl, qyestion of the historical .compprative method in 
' 

wufstics,  ~ l r e ~ d y  broached by prof. A. chik~vava, needs 
to be mentioned. N. Ya. Mmr never denied the legitimacy 
of swh a method. On the contrary, he even planned to 
extend its [sphere of] application and produce a comparative 
grammar d various syetems. Nevertheles8,he objected 
frequently to the abuse of formal sound correspondences 
within the framework of any single system af langrtpges. 
[This abuse] can be observed even now among foreign 
1-ts (particularly ~o -Europeads& and partly also 
students of   in no-~gric). N. Ya. Mafr's statements on 
this method contained no few exaggerations, but there Plw 
was and is  Very much that is valuable and incontr~f~ertible. 
Specifically, it is to him that we are  obligated for rejection 
of the reconstruction of eprotolanguages; of fantastic I'proto- 
peoples. m y  his ideas permit one really to understand 
the error in such reconstructions, based on tracing back 
the several languages in a system to an ancestor-hnguage, 
which was thought of a s  the main trunk from which branches 
e v e n m y  emerged [as] the individual languages of a given 
qsystem. The process of w e  formtion is 
complv~bly more complicated this gross and actually 
false picture-only N. Ya. Marr determined this. How- 
ever, thanks to his harsh attacks on the comparative method 
af the Ind(1-EuropeWt8, many linguists received the im- 
pression that dl a c o m ~ t i v i s m n  should be most rigornusly 
avoided. This is,& course incorrectpren from N. Ya. 
lVIarrss point of view, because without comparison of forms 
in var io~.  languages, ~d OII a h i s to r id  plane at  that, 
there be no scientific linguistics. 

But one should not ascribe too much importance to f o r d  
phonetic correspondences without semantic analysis and a 
consideration of the actual historical conditions under which 
a given word or grammatical form, etc., appeared. Nor 
should one reject the examination of noticeable similarities 
(lexical and others) in the material composition and structure 
of languages of different systems. Only then will the require- 
ments which N. Ya. lVIarr set for linguists be fulfilled. He 
only wanted them to reject the narmn,iormal comparativ- 
ism of excessively orthodox Indo-Europeanists with whom 
he had occasion to struggle; he did not want tdal rejection 
of the comparative method. This is why, in sp ib  of Pmf. 
A. Chikobava, we think that this method is applicable alsa 
to the new science of language-but in a basically new, 
completely different version, allow@ one to speak of a 
certain approximation of linguistics to the actual history of 
m e - h  the sense of a Precbe mM of Westjgation. 

Unfortunately, because of his stormy and multiple a&- 
ities,it was simply impossible for N. Ya. Marr to prwide 
models of such comparative investigatio~~s of the new tgpe, 
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and none of his students and folluwers were inclined in this 
direction. Besides, a scholar like Academician I. I. 
Meskhanhov, who toak N. Ya. Marr's place, attracted 
his numerous students primarily in the direction of a pro- 
found study of aptax which in itself is quite important and 
interesting but whicL is only one sfQ of the question; it 
has not furaished ad fmpetus toward full development of the 
comparative method tn the sense discussed above. Here 
work still lies ahead but@ course, neither within the 
framework of Uelement analyw, nor with the prospect of 
a return to protolanguage notions. 

From what has been said above it seem sufficiently clear 

that the large scientific heritage of N. Ya. Mrrr is very 
uneven. One cannot reject the d t h  which lies in this 
heritage, but neither can one bllradly, forlrmlly, consider 
everything the orQinator of fhe general science of language 
said and wrote unalterable and tntnttmle. 
Ii we adopt the only correct policy of serious, saber 

evaluation of the great accomplishments and sirmiifcant 
errors of N. Ya. Marr, Soviet linguists wil l  succeed in 
quickly e lhhat ing the shortcomings mentioned. We know 
the way to it is led by the LeninistStalWst science a€ the 
historical process, of which the science of language must 
also be a part. 

Let Us Develop Soviet Linguistics 
0, the Basis of Marxist- Leninist Theorv* 

The Role of Academician N. Ya. Marr in the History of 
Qaviet Linguistics. 

The Soviet science of linguistic culture, of language a s  
the direct reality of thought (K. Man and F. Engels), a s  
the most important means of human communication (V. 
Lenin), as a tool af development and struggle (3. Stalin), 
must occupy an important and hanorable place among those 
social sciences which, guided by a precise knowledge of the 
laws of social development, are  called upon _to make an 
active contribution to the building of a new, socialist cul- 
ture for humanity. 

In the light of the philosophy of dialectical and historical 
materialism, in the light of what Marx, Zngels, Lenin and 
Stalin taught, Soviet Uqpistics sees more deeply and 
broadly the general prospects for investigating the historic 
laws of the development of hvnran speech in general and the 
individual languages of the world in particular. 

It was natural that on the new paths of Marxist investiga- 
tion all basic theses and categories of bourgeois linguis- 
tics had to undergo critical revision, re-evaluation and 
change. The task of creating a general theory of material- 
ist, Marxist Uqpiistics was posed sharply and urgently. 

One of the first linpbts in our country to recognize this 
task soon after the great October socialist revolution was 
Academician N. Ya. Marr. Be set boldly about making it 
a reality. 

A scholar of unusually wide scientific horieons, historian, 
ethnographer, archeologist and linguist, with an excellent 
knowledge of many languages of various systems, N. Ya. 
Marr began energetically to clear a path for the elabora- 
tion of a general materia4st science of language. He 
impetuously over came old scientific traditions, courage- 
ously admitting his numerous previous and equally nwner- 
o m  new errors and freeing himself of them. 

The role of Academician N. Ya. Marr ih the development 
of Soviet linguistics is very great. He was the first of the 
linguists of prerevolutionary training to rid himself of 
many prejudices of the bourgeois-idealist science of lan- 
guage, and he waged a fierce, uncompromising battle with 
them in the name of materialist linguistics. Be attempted 
to destroy the whole system of bourgeois formalist compar- 
ative-historical linguistics and to replace it with a new 
universal comparative-historical conception which described 
from a materialist point of view (utilizing data from the 
most different languages, representing the most diverse 
types) the general paths of the development by stag~qs of 
language and of its dialectic connective, thought, beginning 
with the stage at which voiced speech originated. 

*Pravda, m e  6, lm, pp. 3-4. 

One cannot but be astonished at  the great daring of the 
Soviet scholar, the grandiose nature of his  plan^, the 
significance of the results he achieved. The name of N. Ya. 
Marr has. entered the history of Soviet philological science 
as that of an audacious innovator, the creator of a new 
materialist conception of the development of human speech, 
the orQinator of a broadly ramified linguistic trend, 
divided into numerous currents. 

Although we contemporary Soviet ljnguists can no longer 
regard much of linguistics with the eyes of N. Ya. Marr, 
neverthelesg to a greater or lesser d ~ e 5  Academicinn 
Marr helped and is helping all of us to see and recognize 
in new the goals? tasks and paths of Soviet linguis- 
tics. 

I c t  linguists- are continuing the 
war o ca e c r when.in the4strunale with 

VY 

ourgeois - idealist cs ey are  elaborating a I Leerialist r.bZ%iidC m- eni in ism. 
In the histbry of the development of Soviet linguistics, 

N. Ya. Marr incontrovertibly occupies first place among 
our country's linguists. 

On the strength of this, the followers of the great Soviet 
scholar began to transform his theories into dogma and to 
view Academician Marr -.a compulsory and unavoidable 
bridge beheen all  Soviet linguists and the classics of 
Marxism-Leninism,mn in those question8 which Academi- 
cian N. Ya. Marr himself never touched on. 

Complex, contradictory a q i n  many points of emphasis, 
very distant from the practical tasks of contemporary 
philological education,the doctrine of N. Ya. Marr, with- 
out any critical evaluation, hah3 become in recent years the 
training ground of all young Soviet linguists, who have 
absorbed it a s  the PIlll expression of Marxist-Leninist lin- 
guistics. In connection with this, a gulf developed between 
that theory of general linguistics learned by the young 
investigators and t h e  current problems and questions a s  
yet unsolved, which frequently come up anew from the 
lMhg needs of Soviet culture. These were questions of 
technical linguistic specialization .which they encountered 
at  every step in their scientific practice and for which they 
could find no answers in the doctrine of Academician N. 
Ya. Marr. 

-tagnation in the development of Soviet linguisticsw 
(Pravda, May 9, 1950) became evident to wide circles of 
Soviet plblic opinion. 

If one should penetrate the thicket of words about the two 
orientations in Soviet linguistics to the living, h i s t a r ~ y  
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specific multiplicity of scientific trends in the field of 
Soviet linguistics, then, leaving aside obsolete, archaic 
tendencies and moodb3 among our mts, one must admit 
that among Soviet students of hngu49 thred fundamental 
attitudes toward the doctrine of Academician N. Ya. Marr 
and his significance for contemporary Soviet linguistics 
are sharply delineated, 

I. According to the first point of view,the Marxist general 
theory of language has already been created by Academician 
N. ~ a .  mrr. . It remains only to apply it to various 
languages, to the investigation of various concrete linguistic 
questions, Yill out its banes, a s  it were. 

Here are  some of the most tBpical formulations: 

- 
&a political sense the doctrine of N. Ya. Marr, gener- 

ated by Soviet society, is (in specific linguistic data) 
a component agd organic part of the ideology of socialist 
society. (Emphasis in all quotations, mine-V. V. ). If 
one excludes the uninteIllgib18 reference to the 'specific 
linguistic material+? then one is left with the affirmtion 
that in all questions of linguistics every Soviet person, 
every member of Socialist society, must follow blhily Etnd 
indisputably the doctrihe of N. Ya. Marr. 

'The enormous body of data accumulated by the old lia- 
quisticsm can be critically utilhed only on the basis of the 
methodology of N. Ya. MaFrys doctrine, on the basis d 
Marxism-Leninfsm. And here, when the methodology of 
N. Ya. mr 's  doctrine is not equated with Marxism- 
Leninism, then Marxism-Leninism comes out second best. 
Such an attitude toward Academician N. Ya. Marrys 

doctrine contrrrdicts those appeals which Academician Marr 
himself directed to hi8 students, ~cademichn lUIaFr fox@& 
vigo~w8ly against 'passive acceptance* of his work. 

The representatives of thia point of view are quite 
numerous all over the Union, 

II. According to the second point of view,the f p d t i o n s  
of Mandst lhgubtics have been laid down and established 
in the works of N. Yam Marr; a Mandst-Leninist science 
of lamawe in all its basic theoretical theses can be 
tread &ly on the basis of Academician N. -r9s 
conception, only on the basis of the creawe development 
of his heritage, In accordance with this, N. Ya. Marr 's - 
new science of language acontinues to develop and to be- 
come more prediseq t 

As one of the main 'refinemenq there occurred at  the 
end of the thirties the change or,more correctly, the re- 
placement of N. Ya. Marr 's paleontologic element 
analysis with an equally anti-historical, formal compara- 
tive analysis of so-called #sentence structurem in languages 
of different systems. Academician 1.1. Meshcbminov 
wrote the following about it: aPaleontologic analysis ac- 
cording *** to the four elements dropped out some ten 
years a ~ o .  as not corres#ukdina to the basic theses of this 
analmi& The naleontol&c apboach to language envisages 
-ve shifts in it. This had to happen &u-to the 

- 

original word roots. In the progressi6 maxch of the 
histaric process they turned into stems of a growing number 
of words. Under such conditions the four mentioned ele- 
ments coqld (3 -V. V.) be, considered applicable only in a 

definite *rid of the development of human speech. These 
m f G s e l f .  
His followers during the last 10-15 years have concentrated 
their work primari6 on the historidly recorded languages 
of written and oral sljeech and particularly on their present 
condition. Paleontdlonic analysis was included in 3ust such 

In this declaration, the hesitation and lack of precision in 
settling the question are remarkable: paleontologic analysis, ' 
so very fundamental in N. *a. Marrys doctrine, 'dropped 
out some ten years ago, while at  the same time it did not 
drop off; it is , being used but #has been restrictedm to a 
narrow framework. What kind of a framework is it? On 
the one hand, it is #the tracing of changes in linguistic 
forms in each separate language. But since the beginning 
of the 19th century any history of languagejrega~dless of its 
methodological base, has dealt with this, and never has 
this activity been known a s  'the paleontologic analysis of 
Academician N. Ya. Marr. m c t l y  in the same way,the 
ajuxtaposingm study of the formal grammatical -logy 
in languages of different systems has little to do with Marrys 
speech paleontology. Thus)the seal of Marr is left, but a 
new meaning is added to the whole set of corresponding 
questions. Only the general principle of juxtaposing and 
compsring the structures of languages of different systems 
is here inherited from Marr . 

In this connection,MarrYs term apaleontologdc .analysism 
frequently acquires among this group of representatives of 
the new science of language a meaning completely contra- 
dictory to that given to it by Academician N. Ya. Marr. 
For example, in the article 'The Problem of Stages in the 
Development of Language, * Academician I. I. Meshchaninov 
writes that the analysis of a word's semantics, analysis of 
the meaning of a morphologic indicator (for example, the 
formation of such [Russian] adverbs a s  atailcorn" (secretly], 
'iskonim [ since time immemorial], etc. , from nouns), 
analysis of the transition of a word from one part of speech 
to another, etc. , deals with 'a speeif ie manifestation in 
its histori-cally recorded Me. This will be what we usually 
call paleontologic analysW** at In this case, apaleontologic 
analysisa in no way differs hom that which traditional for- 
mal comparative-historical linguistics calls historical 
analysis of a word, a form, etc. Even the criterion of 
ualitative c e in the meaning or function of a word, etc. w ere express no more clearly than in many conceptions 

of bourgeois comparative - historical linguistics. 
Frequently admissions are made in this connection: #The 

formal description of linguistic structure should not give 
grounds for a one-sided emphasis on narrowly formal 
dys is .  Marr demanded that one reveal in #e form under 
investigatioq-its content, .its social designation, which a s  
vet are inadeauatelv reflected in scientific investfprations. 'Dt . - - .  

Thus, -st&& frbm several of Academician N. %a. 
Marr's theses, t he  representatives of this b-ch of the 
new science of language 'develop and ref inem the basic 
ideas of Marr in such a peculiar way that nothfag,or almost 
nothhg,of Marr is left in them. The result is that Marxist 

* 1.1. ' ~ e s h c h a n i n o v , ~ ~ h e  W o r b  of N. Ya. Marr on Langu- 
age, YJ Anniversary Symposium of the Academy of Sciences, 
Devoted to the Thirtieth Anniversary of the Great Socialist 
hevblution, 1947, pp. 784-5. 

t1.I. Meshchaninov, 'The Problem of Stages in the 
Development of Language, YJ Journal of the Academy of 
Sciences, Division of ~ i t e r a b r e  and Linguistics, Vox VI, 
Ro. 3, 1947, P* 173. 

$1.1. Meshchaninov, *Marr - the Creator of Soviet 
Linguistics, Journal of the Academy of Sciences, Division 
of Literature and Linguistics, Vol. No. 4, 1949, p. 293. 



linguistics has so far not been built by N. Ya. Marr and 
actually cannot be built on the basis of his doctrine. alone. 

Here is another illustration. 
On the basis of the formal-mlogical comparison of 

typological and sbage analogies. Then 'the concept of stage 
will be refined. " 

It is apparent that these critical observations cannot re- 
"place the Marxist, historical-materialist treatment of the 

languages of various systems, a chart of development Oby question of development by stages of Ianguage and thought, 1 
stages" of sentence structure was elaborated by represent- 
atives of this branch of the new science of 1-e. This 
formal syntactic development Oby stagesB of sentence 
structure is a completely different reckoning by stages than 
the one found in Academician N. Ya. Marr's doctrine. 
Of course, the delimitation of several types of sentence 
shc tures ,  characteristic of different languages in the 
world, is important for linguistics. But to make a given 
type of sentence structure the basis for characterhing 
the whole structure of the language, and to determine the 
stage of its development according to this criterion, is un- 
historical. In this case the concrete historical-materialist 
study of the whole syntactic structure uf the language is 
replaced by the analysis of subject-object relations within 
a type of sentence (i. e. the clarification of relations of 

conditioned by the laws of social development. After all, the 
problem of stages in linguistic development was broached 
(true, fro-m an idealist position) even by A. A. Potebnya in 
the 960s md ,808 of the 19th century. 
Thus 'the problem of stages in the development of languaw 

in its new formulation, radiw different from N. Ya. 
Marr's doctrine of stages in the development of linguistic 
semantics, collapses. Here, too, special attention must be 
called to the complete subtitutian for Academician N. Ya. 
Marr's doctrine of the development of the vocabulary and 
semantics of language by stages connected with social c@vel- 
opment of a completely different, formal doctrine of the 
development of sentence structure by stages. The form was 
left the same, but it was given a compleeteQ? differeqt 
content 

subject and predicate or, more simply still, of the predicate Even the editorial of k e s t i a  akademii nauk, Otdeleniye 
[in relation] to subject and object). What k more, such literatury i yazyka (Vol. VIII (1949), No. 6, T h e  Present- 
d y s i s  does not require from the investigator an intelligent, day Position and Tasks of Soviet Lhguisies") states that 
live Qowledge-i. e., a social undersCanding-of the Ian- 'the elaboration of problems of development by stages of the 
guage under analysis. world's languages from the positions outlined by Academi- 

One of the partisans of this formal linguistic exercise c.ian N. Ya. Marr has stopped almost completely (p. 506). 
admits: &An obviously incomplete picture was obtained: Thus on many $u~dmmtal queskions the development and 
subject-object sentence structure was equated with the refinement of Academic@ N. Ya. Marr's doctrine, has not 
structure of the language as a whole. " * And at  the same 

' yet given such reliable and tangible results as could be 
time, a s  is generally known, different kinds of sentence bold$ presented in university lecture halls under the name 
structure (and therefore, allegedly also different stages in of Muxist-Leninist general theory of language (compare th 
the development of sentence structure) can coexist in the evolution of Academician L I, Meshchaninov'.~ views in the 
same language, for examplqin contemporary GeorgiPn or books &The New Science of Language, * 'General Linguis- 
Chukchee. In this connection, Prof. A. S. Chikobava cor- tics'' and 'Parts of the Sentence and Parts of Speech "), 
rectly states: 'Apparently, the elaboration of a chart of Meanwhile some linguists mechanically unite very dif- 
development by stages can lead to tangible results only if it ferent points of view under the name of a single *conceptian 
is erected not deductively and a priori, but inductively, by of a 'new science of lanpage' created by N. Ya. Marr and 
languages, taking full account of the history of these lan- I. I. Meshchaninov and which is Soviet Marxist linguistics, " 
guages. ***" All this is simply to illustrate the idea k t  many &he  

Naturally, 'mder the hfluence of fncontmveW1e 1inf@- representatives of the new science of language in their m n  
tic facts, in 1947 Academician I- I. Meshchaninov had to give scientific activity do not try to solve the fundamental 
up his cbart of the formal develo~ment by stages of sentence problems of generallinguistics solely on the basis of N. Ya. 
structures. He became convinced,on the one hand,that Marrss doctrine, but actually depart from his main theses. 
sentence structure can remain outwardlJI the same, that Marrrs problem-setting is important for them, but not his 
'its meaning changes;' therefore, very little had m e t h o d o l ~ .  That which they dogmatically accept in Marr9s 
been paid until then to the meaning aspect of sentences. 0x1 specific linguistic doctrine most frequently is beyond their 
the other hand, various sentence stru~tures coexist side by direct, real scientific-research interests (Marrfs theory 
side in the same language. Therefore, 'stages and tram- of the origin d Ianguage, of manual and voiced speech, the 
formations in them" are  a s  yet undetermined. 'To define general principle of linguistic development by stages, 
the various stages and their transforma.tions, given the sometimes comparative paleontologic analysis and such). 
complexity of their dialectic conditioning, must ***[be done] A munber of very general and frequently very valuable 
first of all by analyzing the historic path of the lanIW%Xe's ideas of N. Pa. Marr'&out language and thought and about 
development ilslllg specific and checked data f ~ ~ m  language and society a r e  an attempt to apply the teachings 
each separate language***' (with co-me d%Vessiom to of ~ P x i s t -  LenMst classics to linguistic theory, but they 
Languages of other systems). ' ~ i t f o ~  bgr stages be sometfmes lead to obviously erroneous conclusions due to 
traced through the data of individual even indi~id- the antihistorical way in which the class nature of language 
ual l@Whtic g r o w  ( a m e s ) .  Perhaps it will be possible is understood. Alsqthe rejection of the genealogic classi- 
to reveal also a general scheme of tmnsitio- by sws*  " $ fication of languages ('theory of protolpogunge*), the call 

A new path in the study of stages is indicated: the of for the juxtaposition df languages of warGus systems, the 
a given language in its historical then the Commr- effort (almost completely forgotten among the majority of 
ison of languages of a single group (family) and,as a last linguists of this kind) to 'connect" linguistics with history, 
step,comparison of languages of different systems in their archeology and etbno&raphy--all these do not, of course, 

exhaust the whole essence and the whole content of Marxist . 
of Literature 

to foreign bourgeois linguists like I. Trier. In practice, 
that is,through their works, one can see that in their own 



scientific research practice they do not admit the possibiliQ 
of limiting themselves to the general linguistic theory created 
by No mrr. Nevertheless,they call upon Marr's 6 e  
even while they are  rejecting his basic conclusions and 
princfglw. The name of N. Ya. Marr seems to them suf- 
ficient guarantee for the Marxist nature of all their theories, 

m. According to the third point of view, Marxist-Leninist 
general Ungubtics cannot lock itself within the framework 
of the so-called new science of language and [cannot] be 
wed on it alone, The new science of language did not solve 
all the problems of Marxist theoretical Ilnguis#cs; it did not 
even solve many of the most urgent current problems of our 
cmtemporary Soviet life (for example, the language of a 
socialist nation, the basic regularities in the development 
of languages of s o c f i t  nations, the formation of 
in baargeois nations, the general literary language of a 
people in the period before the formation of nations, and many 
others). The solution to many questions p r o p ~ ~ ~ e d  bg 
Academician N. Ya. Marr, and later by hia followers of 
Werent  tendencies, cannot be considered final and Marx- 
ist. In N. Ya. Marr's doctrine the fundamental premises 
and categories of Marxist-Leninist linguistics are e ther  
in no way illuminated or are  presented in obviously erron- 
eous-, distorted interpretations contradicting €he theories 
of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin. 
The creative elaboration of Marxism-Leninism in the 

works of J. V. Stalin during the fifteen years since MaM.'s 
[death], our ever-deepening study of Marxist-Leninist 
philosophy, the growing interest in the problems of W~C- 
tic logic, the accomplishments of Soviet historical science- 
all this cannot but be reflected fn radical changes in tke 
actual phrasing of many linguistic problems when compared 
with that period of the Soviet era when Academician 11Vlarr 
was alive and working. Why then must the Marxist 
investigation of all W problems of general linguistics and 
of a.ll those erroneaasw solved by N. Ya. Marr (for ex- 
ample, the question of the origin of langaagre, of the single 
langPage in mankind's future, of the historical regula-ies 
in the development of language in pre-class and class 
societies, etc. ) a@ those which remain unsolved sad even 
those never raised by Academician N. Ya. Mrr- [ww 
must they] be considered the creative development at the 
linguisFtic heritage of N. Ya. Marr and not simply the 
elaboration of Marxist linguistics on the basis of ~ B O -  
ries of lVlarx, Engels Lenin and stdin? 

1t is particularly- within the frame- 
work of the new science of hnguage tor those liqpids who 
are  concerned with the study of contemporary hmguqp, 
the concrete history of a given language in connecth wtth 
the history of the given people, o r  with the iwestigatjna & 
a group (family) of closely related languages. Such are  
the majority of our linguists. In Academician N. Ya. 
Marr's theories one can find numerous sharp, interesting, 
valuable ideas referring to this whole set of questions) but 
one can find there neither a precise and complete dialec- 
cal-materiallst definition of those liuguistic o r  historical 
concepts which a research linguist of this kind can use as a 
starting point nor a broad, consistent reconstruction of the 
history of any language or group (family) of languages 
which would satisfy the requirements of contemporary 
Marxist science. For example, our Slavic linguistics ob- 
viously needs vitalization and renovation. One can resolute- 
ly a r m  that Academician N. Ya, Marr's doctrine has not 
answered concretely and cannot answer the question of how 
to study Slavic bmguages in their history, in their relation- 
ships, m u W  influences, subdivisions and differentiations 
from oldest times, since the very times of origin of the 
family of Slavic peoples and languages. 

The concepts of 'social convergence" and esocial diver- 
gence* of languages are very general and historically in- 

various socio-economic formations, in various kinds of 
productive relations, in all the.multipUcity of concrete 

1 historical conditions. (Ire cannot accept as clear the 
aamelosions drawn from Academician N. Ya. Idnrr's 
general propositions by Academician I. L Meshdpminov (I 
am replacing the reference in the quotation to Romance lan- 
guages with corresponding parallels from Slavic languages): 
'If Slavic languages. including Russian and Ulcrainian. arose 

of the respecthe peoples, lahi. natioh. ~ h &  are created 
1 the historically formed similarities between languages 
1 which are  classified by groups." (Pravda, -16, 
1950. ) 

It & bard to imagiae what this conclusion contributes 
to a graduate student or a budding Slavist. But here is 
what it means to a learned linguist and here is how this 
principle of convergence and divergence of various languages 
is used in actual practice: In his 'Grammar of the Literarg 
IQ&dMan-Cherkess Languageb (1948), Prof. N. F. 
YalPovlev deals with the ancient connecttons gf Cherkess 
tribes, speakers of a language Qf amorphous &mcture, with 
the Eastern Slavs (this amorphous structure of the Adighe 
language 'was still alive and quite strong" even in the 13th- 
15th centuries A. D. but was connected,according to 
YalPov18vr, with the sagb of savagery of the people "before 
the appearance and development of pastoral tribe$'). He 
writes: *Place names such as Cherkassy in the Ukraine 
and Navocherkassk in the Don region serve as roof of the 

%mE- participation of Cherkess (Adighe) ethnic elemen 
formation of the Ukrainian people. " * 
This kind of opinion and conclusion frequently leads the 

studsnt of the history of Slavic languages into an impasse, 
and one should not be greatly surprised at the swan in 
the area of Soviet Slavic linguistics. 

Nor should one be astonished a t  the fact that many Soviet 
investigators of specific languages, not finding in Academi- 
cian N. Ya. Marr's doctrine any firm answer to the question 
perturbing them and honestly #inking Academician N. Ya. 
Mkm's attempted answers impracticable and 3utside their 
kem (as a consequence of ignorance or inadequate lmowledge 
of many other languages of various systems and their 
history), sometimes follow the path of least resistance in 
their specific research work, turning themselves over 
to our own bourgeois linguistic traditions or unwisely call- 
for help from foreign Varangians, turning to the'"theoriesS 
of West European idealist linguists. 

Of course all such anti-Marxist errors, deviations from 
the hig4-y of Soviet materialist linguistics (of which I too 
am guilty) must be criticized and rejected resolutely, 
severely, thoroughly and with full knowledge of &he matter 
a t  hand. 

One cannot Wnk that Academician N. Ya. Marr's doctriae 
is the only panacea for all lhguistic illnesses. For ex- 
ample, in research on the history of the Russian literary 
laaguage a thorough study of the Marxist-I-eninlst classics, 
their independent creative application to the uninvestigated 
questions of the language's history, and the combination of 
linguistic interests with hlhral, historical, philosophical 
and literary ones, will contribute more than N. Ya. Marr's 
doctrine, which almost never touches the question of 
historical regularities in the development of literary lan- 
guages from the point of view of historical materialism. 

Rwgone need not reject all that is theoretidlly valuable 
and practically useful in the works of Academician N. Ya. 
Marr. It is necessary to re-examine critically his lin- 
guistic heritage, to take into accdunt the extremely valuable 
scientific research effort of Marr and simultaneously his ' 
vulgar materialist errors in general linguatic theoretical 

definite. Academician N. Ya. Marr did not clarify the 
main types and laws of such convergences and divergemces e Tsulilddze Kutaisi State Pedagogical Insti- 
in various epochs of development in human society, in I - b 5 % ~ h ~ , ~ 8 1 8 ,  p. 136. 
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master the method of materialist ciial~ctics. 
this broad program, as a part of it, will naturally 

enter also the task of creative development and critical re- 
examination of the linguistic heritage of Academician N. 
Ya. Marr. 
On Attitudes Toward the Pre~volutionary Liaguistic Heritage. 

The accomplishments ,of the preceding history of native 
m s i a n  -tics be appraised depending on the vnriou 

& vier as to whether m t  & drwe  
been created in our country or  whether it is #ill in process 
of creation. A great many representatives of the new science 
of h-e reject &most p r o * ~  - 8 ~  p=- 
science. %dulgencesw are issued o w  for Lomonosov and 
Potebnya, while N. G. Chernyshevsky is viewed a s  N. Ya. 
Marr's predecessor. The views and accomplishments of 
individual Russian linguists of the past are  analwed not in 
their complex contradictions- in relation to their general 
world view, as a reflection of the social and historical con- 
ditions of society's life and elPss ~ e - n o t  in connection 
with the concrete historical study of the struggle between 
materialist and idealist  id^^. in ths mtorg  of ~ ~ s i a n  social 
tfrnught and Russian philological science, but only "on the 
basis of the methocblogy of Academician N. Ya. Ildarr's 
doctrine. This is why even questions of the priority of Rus- 
sian philological science of the past, which in many areas of 
linguistic research was far ahead of Western European bour- 
geois Unguistics, do not arise for the followers of N. Ya. 
Marr. Their rejection extends formally to the whole area of 
Russian prerevolutionary theoretical UquUtics, It is self- 
evident that  such rejection in no way precludes following 
(sometimes very uncritically) the theories and theses of Rus- 
sian bourgeois l i n e t s ,  for wmple,  the works of A. A. 
Potebnya, A. A. Shakhmatov and others on syntax. 

Academician N. Ya. At¶arr is himself in no way guilty of 
such contempt for the history of native Russian philologieol 
science. Nevertheless, in no other area of Soviet humanities 
is such nihilism regarcling the accomplishments of Russian 
prerevolutionary philology SO widespread as in the field of 
linguistics. And yet, after the discussions of the last few 
years on ideological questions, we all remember the remark 
of Comrade A. A. Z hdanov on Marxist philosophy: 

"Marxist philosophy ***is an instrument of scientific re- 
search, a method penetrating all natural and social sciences 
and enriching itself with the data of these sciences as they 
develop. In this sense Marxist philgsophy is the most wm- 
plete and decisive negation of all previous philosophies. Wtt 
to negate, as Engels emphasized, does not mean just to say 
410.' Negation includes successian, means the abrption,  
the critical reworking and unification in a new, higher syn- 
thesis of all tbat is advanced and progressive, tbat bas al- 
ready been achieved in the history of human thought. n* This 
point of view might also have @en used in undertaking 
appropriate critical appraisal of Academician N. Ya. 
Marr's linguistic doctrine itself. 

V. I. Lenin wmte: 'Marxiam is d i s w h e d * * * m  a won- 
derful combination of complete scientific sobriety in the ma- 
lysis of the objective state of things and t&e objective course 
of evolution with a most definite recognition of the importance 
of revolutionary energy, revolutionary creativity, revolu- 
tionary initiative of the masses and, of course, of individual 
persons as ~ e l l * * * ~ t  

In concluding this subject of attitudes toward our leading 

was corner- 

but the mathematical method they discovered is recognhed 
today as a scietntific method. Mayer and Helmhoite.were not 
rev~iutionaries, but their discoveries in physics Ue at the 
foundation of science. Nor Were hzMrCk and m h  reV0- 
l e a * e ~ ~  their evolutiOw put biolO@* 
8*ace On its feet***hy it not be mt, re- 
m e a s  of Hegel's consemtism, he was able to work out 
a Scientific metbod, called Wectical? 

"No, the w c h i s t s  will prove nothing this way but their 
own ignorance. n* 

In the l e g  article & h v e h  Wemii muk* Otdelen 
literatury i p y k a  [ J O ~  of the U. 8.8. R. Academp of 
Mences, Dimion of Literature and LinguisticsI (Vol*-s 

s: '**SN. Ya. 

a 
N. Ya. Marr's doctrine. On the contrary#, one can definite 
say that antihistoricity in the reconstruction of the history 
of a specific language is a characteristic trait of the over- 
whelming W o r i Q  of the works which subscribe to the new 
-Science of w e *  

The question naturally arises: is it possible, from within 
the vicious circle of Academician No Yam -'s new sci- 
ence of language, to study, describe and explain the struct- 
ure of such a developed -9 for -pie, modern 

little. And in this sense Prof. A. 5. Chikokva is correct, 
albeit ~ c o m p ~ m i ~ i n g l y  harsh: #All the positive things that 
am being done in this connection b r e ~ a r a m n  of m r s  

dictio-ies, be they for's-1 use Or in *- 
m e ~  the ekboration of rules for the U t e = ~  me, etc. ) 
are being done despite the linguistic theory of Academician 
N* yaw Marr, for the simple reaen  that in solving the -Y 
pmblems indicated we cannot expect any help from element 
analysisn (Pravda, May 9, 1950). 

Actually the problem of the sentence in its relation to 

b ~ r o b l e m s  of Philosophy, f947, Val. I, 
thought, the problem of historical regularities in the o 

pp. 259-60. and development of various kinds of sentences in 



balcmghg to different agstems and  if^ the history of a par- 
ticular -, fman the point of view of dialectical and 
historical materialism, are completely unsolved in N. Ya. 
Marr's doctrine. In his *General Course on Languagew 
Ma- offers the following definitioc of the sentence (appar- 
ently for structures of all inflected languages): 'The sen- 
fence is an expression, by means of words which signalize 
notions and ideas, of a definite thought reflecting the mutual 
relations of the words in the sentence; the relationship of 
objects find formal expression through word albrnation es- 
pecially for that purpose -- what in grammar is called de- 
clension. This is achieved not only through expression of 
the mutual relationships of the objects but also through 
agreement of the words designating these objects, just as 
in life the members of any prodactive organhation are co- 
ordinated. * 

Tbie general materialist orientation of this definition of the 
sentence ih unniin)nlrable. But equally- qmbtakable ig 
the mechanical, vulgar, straight and direct transfer of 
general sociological categories and ideas into the sphere of 
grammatical relations, which is typical of Marr's material- 
ism (the analogy between-word concordance and the concord- 
ance in life of the members of any productive organisation). 
In addition, Marr's definition of a sentence -stands outside 
history and therefare is static and metaphysical. This is why 
Soviet Unguists do not use this Marrian definition of a sen- 
tence. 

In his work 'General Linguistics, Academician I. I. 
shchaninov defbedthe Sentence a s  follows: 'The sentence**+ 
represents an integral grammatically shaped unit, exprgse- 
ingthedirectreality~fthought.~t ItisbownthatMurat 
and Engels characterieed language as the direct reality of 
thought4 Therefore Academician I. L Meshchaninovys 
definition of the sentence is unclear and imprecise. After 
all, the m e  can also be rsaid about the word, and, if 
amit" is u M  in a different sense, about b g m g e  as a 
whole. This is why in another of his worlcs, ' 'Parts of the 
Sentence and the Parts of Speech, Academician L L Me- 
shchaninov preferred to use the definition of the sentence which 
was given by Academician A. A. Sbakbmatov. 

Naturally, in the theorepad study of the problem of the 
sentence in its relation to thought,from the position of dh- 
lectical materialist logic, it is necessary to start from the 
Leninist theory of reflection and from the leads given bg 
V. I. Lenin in his article =On the Question of Dialectics. 

From this point of view one should describe the main kinds 
of sentences in every language in their relalion to r e  and 
the forms of thought, taking into account the over-allpedi- 
arities of a given language's atnrcture and the possWe oon- 
flicts and lack of connections betmeen form and content. 
According to the nature of the [various] reflecUons of 
ty, one can distinguish the modal varieties of sentences, for 
example, in ma-:  the imperative, diverse meaning 
variants of the interrogative, etc. The category of modality, 
expressing the relation of speech to reality, remains coma - 
pletely unexplored in the context of a general Marxiet theory 
of language. And yet, the importance of its dialectical mate- 
rid%& ihrification is obvious. It is wel i  known that elab- 
oration of sentence theory in ideaU&,West European bour- 
geois linguistics is in an impuse. According to one of the 
latest dada t ions  (that of the German Romance language 
scholar, Lerch), the number of different definitioxm of the 
sentence is already above 200. 

The words of F. Engels on dialectical logic are vell luxma 
'Dialectical logic, in contradi~tinction to the old, purely 
formal logic, is-not content to enumerate and iwthpose 
without connection the forms of movement of fhought, i. e., 

*N. Ya.. Marr. 'General Course on Lanauane. Selected 

the various f ~ r m s  of tlaaaght and inference. On the contrary, 
it deduces these forms one from another, it established 
between them a relatiomhip of subordination and not of 
coordination; it develops higher forms from lower ones. * 

Naturally, this same problem is faced also by the general 
theory of language in view of the dialectical connection 
between laaguage and thought. In this context the s M y  of 
simple and compfex sentences, as well as that of more com- 
plex syntactic units,has hardly begun in Soviet linguistics, 
either in relation to living modern languages o r  in relation 
to the history of forms and types of sentences in the history 
of individual languages. In any case, Academician N. Ya. 
1Vhrr's doctrine cannot be of any assistance in this area. 

One can derive much more valuable leads from the words 
of Academician N. Ya. Bhrr on the question of the lldarxist 
theory of the word and its meaning, on other questions of 
semantics. Wow,  says N. Ya. Marr, have no other mean- 
ings *beyond those generated by a given order, created by 
a given economic life and the world view emerging from 
this structure. "t One must admit that the materialist doc- 
trine of Academician N. Ya. Mmr concerning the word and 
its meaning, 'the laws of semantics, is a qualitatively 
new stage in the history of the treatment of problems in 
historical lexicology. And this represents an even greater 
accomplishment of Marr when one considers that our na- 
t h e  science even in the prerevolutionary period, transcend- 
ing its contemporary bourgeois West European Uquistics 
in this field, proposed and defended the principle of.regu- 
lari (and not accident) in the semantic changes of womb 

e works of A. A. Potebnya and Academician M. M. la? 
POkrovl3ky). 

N. Ya. Marr propoiwid the theses about the historical 
changeability of the category 'wordn itself, about qualita- 
tive transformations in its social perception, conditioned 
by the history of material culture, the history of the means 
of production, and connected with various stages in the de- 
velopment of thought. Nevertheless, N. Pa. Marr was not 
able to determine the historical regularities of semantic 
c-es in words at the various stages in the devebpment 
of a language and [was unable3 to connect these regularities 
with the laws of the history of the life of society discovered 
by Marxism. He used a very' dubious and unreliable, almost 
a fantastic instrument-paleontologic element analysis, 
Ehwever, there is reason to believe that N. Ya. Marr (as 
distingubhed from the majority of his followers), in theory, 
did not consider the paleontologic element analysis he used 
to be universal, equally applicable to @I stages and in a l l  
periods of a hgwap's dwelopment; i e, [it was not] corn- 
pletely metaphysical. 

#***The technique of word construction was not only 
formally but also ideologically different, as thought it- 
self was at various stages of human development,' wrote 
Academician N. Ya. Marr. 'The point is not only tbat be- 
fore the telegraph, the telephone and the airplane there 
were no corresponding words but also that words were not 
put together as they a m  [now]. Nor were the words put 
together as are the more cpmmon words, for example, iq 
the Russian word 'sosd.tel' [creator], 'sovest' (conscience1 
 these words [belong] to periods of logical thinking, 
words hilt according to a plan, thought through logically, 
and not through association of images and the functions 
connected with them. "$ Essentially Ulis means that [in 
deal-] with the concrete history of the led@ systems of 
any developed language, for m p l e ,  Ru~~ian,  paleontologic 
element analysis is generally inapplicable (even from N. Pa. 
Marrys point of view). 

In the area of the W r y  of a Lmguage, Academician 
N. Ya. Marr's doctrine gives some very general indications 

- - .  
Works, Vol. II, p. 49. 
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of the need to proceed in the historical study of the vocabu- 
lary from the real filiation of meanings 'established by 
their evolution, which keeps step with the evolution of the 
history of material culture and social relations. ''* Wlt for 
use in the study of the contempodry lexical system 
(vo&bulary) of any language, one can extract from Aca- 
demician N. Ya. Marr's doctrine only some abstract sug- 
gestions to study words in a language system in connection 
with the social world view, as 'a product of social life, " 
to take into account the mutual influence of lexical and 
gramma$ical meanings as well a s  the dialectical connection 
between word and sentence. Such statements do not [exact- 
ly] contradict the main theses of Maqdst-Leninist classics, 
but they do not give a worked out lldarxist definition o r  
description of the word and of meaning on either a philo- 
sophical or historical linguistic level. 

. We do not even have a s  yet a completely satisfactory and 
full definition of the word for even modern Russian and lan- 
guages of the same system; we still lack a description of 
the meaning content o r  the semantic structure of the word 
at various stages of the development of lan-e and for 
languages of different systems; we still do not have a 
thorough and many-sided historical materialist explanation 
of patterns in the connection between the meanings of words 
and the history of social ideologies and: material culture. 
Consequently, in the area of word semantics also, the mod- 
ern investigator of the living [spoken] hguage is forced 
(while taking into accouut the general principles of the 
semantic doctrine of Academician N. Y. Marr) to turn 
directly to the guiding instructions of Marxist-Leninist 
classics for a correct dialectical materialist and histoz3cal 
statement of the word a s  a linguistic unit designating and 
generalizing objects and phenomena of reality [which are] 
reflected in social consciousness. 

It is natural to proceed from here to the question of graq- 
matical categories as direct o r  indirect reflections of social 
experience. What does Academician N. Ya. Marr's doc- 
trine offer the Ssviet linguist in this direction? Not much. 
In Marr's w o e ,  a language's grammatical structure also 
touches very closely upon the laws of isemantics. "Seman- 
tics possesses its own grammar with its own morphology. " t 
The socially conditioned,qualitative transformatians in the 
semantics of words are  connected with radical qualitative 
c b g e s  in the grammatical structure of language. In this 
area too one can discern the materialist direction of Aca- 
demician N. Ya. Marr's theory. Grammatical categories 
and meanings, according to Marr, are generated by social 
life and reflect objective reality. Btxt how? This remains 
unclear. N. Ya. Marr pointed to the fact that in inflected 
languages (such as Russian) grammatical meanings acquired 
a very abstract character. %fleeted morphology, whether 
it be declension o r  conjugation, " writes Academician Marr, 
'appears to us as an expression in the superstructure, of 
course, merely a s  a reflection of external relations between 
objects in space o r  time, expressed with the aid of signs, 
which mean nothing more bhan these merely abstract re- 
latiom, without reference to objects and their peculiarities 
in a social or individual context. ".$ 

N. Ya. Marr distinguishes a later 'grammar divorced 
from lifem and ancient grammar, apparently immersed, as 
it were, in life. In the most ancient stages of linguistic - 
development,grammatical forms and categories apparently 
reflect directly social relations, the real content of life. 
Tue threshold of the stage separating these types of gram- 
matical 'thought" is unclear in N. Ya. Marr's [works], 
which is  perniciously reflected in the ideas about historical 
grammar hell@ by the followers of the new science of lan- 
guage. -Thus, I Prof. N. F. Yakovlev, in his "Grammar of the 

*Ibid., VOlm Ttl, pm 242. 
t=, Vol. I, p. 190. m, -- Vol. 11, p. 310. 

I Khabardin-Cherkess Literary Language; writes: "Originally, 
at the initial level of development of the primitive commu- 

I nity, due to the direct connection of language and thought 
with man's material activity, logical and grammatical forms 
coincided with their real content. In a class society, due to - - -  - 

ormation of language into a superstructure, gram- I Z t & % r m n  and the forms of thought find themselves in 
many cases in contradiction both with each other and with 
their real content (p. 26). 

The most remarkable part of this reasoning is the state- 
ment that lapguage became a superstructural category only 
in class society. What is the root of this mistake? In such 

I @laws" of the direct emression of class relations in e r a -  
I &tical catemries a&ordine to Academician N. ~a'.' Marr's - --- 

I doctrine: '**'*~e~rees of co&mrison Pre of social or-. 
They are  a superstructure of a class, estate, order. At 
that, the word utilbed now to indicate a higher grade, be 
it comparative o r  superlative, once expressed not one o r  
the other of the higher grades of that idea,which is [now] 
expressed through an adjective with which it has coalesced 
(sic-V. V. ), but [it expressed] membership in that higher 
stratum, be it an estate o r  a class, which was ruling, with- 
out any additional indicator (suffix o r  prefix) [and] its name, 
[its] totem-was socially evaluated as q high degtee. The 
suffix, a word with the same function of forming a degree 
of comparison, actually indicated membership in the cor- 
responding ruling stratum*** Degrees of cosiparison, like 
aaectives generallyy receive [definite] form only after clan 
society***" * 
Can one apply this theory about the grammatical category 

[viewed] as a simple, direct activi of passive reflection 
&enin, aPhil~s~phical  Notebooks" Tin Russian] (1938), 
s. 336), even if it  be of social origin, to the study of con- 
temporary languages? Obviously not. 

One could point also to a series of linguistic categories 
which did not receive any dialectical materialist e~rplanation 
in Academician N. Ya. Marr's and his followersy doctrine 
(for eaainple, the so-called "meaning categoriess) but even 
as it is it is clear that Academician N. Ya. Marr's theory 
does nc$t give the student of living modern languages a Marx- 
ist method for the study of their grammar and vocabulary. 

I The History of Language and the Doctrine of "Stage Transitionsn 

According to Academician N, Ya. Marr's doctrine each 
language makes up one of the links of the single glottogonic 
(language forming) process: "It is the result of complicated 
historical blendings, " "of convergences and divergences" 
of vsrriow languages. So too, for example, is the Russian 
language. According to the words of Prof. F. P. Filin,who 
collected AcademiCian N. Ya. Marr's comments on the 
Rusian language, many tribes and peoples, later nations, 
united one way or another through, a community of socio- 
economic conditions, took part in both the process of crea- 
tion of the Russian language a s  well a s  in its further devel- 
opment up to the present. 

Given such views one cannot really speak of the originality 
[independent existence] of the Russian language, the Russian 
people and Russian culture. In the struggle with bourgeois 
nationalism it was important to N. Ya. Marr to emphasize 
strongly the international foundations of the Russian language, 
its primordial connection with other languages in the U.S.S.R. 
"From this the new science of language draws the 

I conclusion that there is historical community [oneness] 
between Russian and the languages of many other Union - - 

natioUtie8; genetically they are  interwoven among them- 
selves in the preceding stage of developmenLst One thing 
* 

* Sd.9 P. 278. 
tF. Filin, 'Genetic Mutual Relations of Russian with the 

Languages of Other U.S.S.R. Peoples in the Works af N. Ya. 
Marrys Symposium of the All-Soviet Central Committee on 
the New Alphabet [Dedicate-d to-] N. Ya. Marr, Moscaw, 1936, 
P* 130. 
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only is not explained; why the grammatical structure and 
the material composition of Russian and, for example, of 
Georgian or Esthonian, are completely different. Given 
such methodological purpose in Academician N. Ya. ~ r ' s  
doctrine in proving the 4c9mmunitys of a l l  languages in the 
world, the complex &hybrid natureb of every hngmge, one 
can understand his statements that Yhguages of one an& the 
same class in different countries, given an identical social 
structure, display more similarity of type to each other thass. 
do languages of different classes of one and the same country 
or one and the same natfon,a* 

This thesis is, of course, antihistorical. Thus, in a feudal 
e rg i t  is possible that different languages co-exist among 
different social groups af one and the same people (usw@y, 
true enough-for different social functions), but,in the peri- 
od of capitalist development,within the nation's borders 
there reigns a language common to the nation. In addition, 
N. Ya. Marr thought that a hguagess grammar was created 
by a class. and not by the people. All this tells us that 
Academician N. Ya. Marr's dochine cannot serve as  a re- 
liable and incontrovertiblebase for the reconstruction of 
the history of a language. 

In this case one must start directly from the theories of 
Marxist-Leninist classics about kinds of productive rela- 
tions, about socio-economic formations, about reguhritle8 
in social development in the feudal era, during feudalism's 
decay and the emergence of bourgeois relations, about basic 
class contradictions and divisions in every era and types at' 
social world views historically conditioned by social r&- 
tions (after all #whatever a people's pattern of life-so tbe 
pattern of their  thought^,^ according to'J.. V. Stalin's aphor- 
istic formula).t It is on this foundation that the concrete - 
history of each language must be erected-while taking in* 
account the individual historical pecularities of its develop- 
ment. And yet, in this area of investigation, for example, 
in relation to literary Russian of the feudal era, conditima 
in our country are  obviously in a bad way, There is much A 

talk of the all-Russian basis of the literary language of 
Kievan Russia. However, the class basis and class diffq-  
ences in ancient literary Russian, in its lexical and s e w -  
tic system, a s  well as the survivals in its structure and 
vocabulary of preceding stages of development,are left un- 
clarHied, uninvestigated. 

Academician N. Ya. Marr % dhctrine can offer us evai 
less positive [help] in solving the question of the formation 
of national languages and their paths of development in cap- 
italist and socialist society. The new formulation of the 
question of the nation, the formation of national languages, 
the growth &.national languages in capitalist and socialEst 
societies, given in the works of V. I. Lenin and J. V. Stalin, 
was not sufficiently utilized by Academician N. Ya. Marr. 
The teaching of Lenin and Stalin on national languages de- 
fines the fundamental historical varieties or types of na- 
t i d  language formation and the fundamental historical 
regularities in the functioning of these processes. 

Essentially, a national literary language is a qualitative1 

popular foundations. J. V. stah 
d new system of literary language, whose roots go eep in 

's thoughts on bourgeois 
and socialist nations introduce essential new corrections in 
the Marxist theory of the formation and development of na- 
tional languages. The study of class stratifications in the 
language of a bourgeois nation and of the class orientation of 
the various styles in the national literary language under 
conditions of bourgeois development are intimately connected 
with the elaboratian of a historical study of style in literary 
language, the study of styles a s  systems of expression for 
class ideology. This task was completely alien to N, Ya. 
Marr. 

Meanwhile, under the influence of the same struggle 

*N. Ya. Marr, Selected works, Vol. n, p. 415. 
t History of &e Communist party of &Soviet Union 

(Short Course), p, 116. 

against bourgeois nationalism, one can observe in Academi- 
cian N. Ya. Marr's doctrine some overt distortions of the 
-&farxist understanding of national speech. 

For N. Ya. Marr the national hguage is a class 
[phenomenon], be it a feudal, bourgeois or petty-bourgeois, 

- *so-called national Zangusrge which claims to be cd the whole 
people."* "There is no common national language, but there 
is a class langmge****T 

In his article 'Writin$ and Languages N. Ya. Marr in- 
troduces some refinements in his previous understanding 
of national language not only a s  a class, bourgeois [fact] 
but a s  a .#dead and***sWizedn language. He writes: 
#In 'Language and Writings emphasis was placed on the fact 
that when education turned into a weapon for ideologically 
lulling to ,sleep vital wofking class mwments, writing 
(previously the property of only the ruling classes) was 
given to the masses, democratized just in order to quiet 
the class conscious stirring of the working people and to 
enslave ideologically the oppressed, to forestall or liquidate 
incipient revolutionary movements of exploited social 
strata+** In reaity, thoughthe national written language 
was bourgeois or feudal-bourgeois, nevertheless,in the per- 
iod of its growth and flowering,it was in no way dead and 
stab~ized; it ras a live stan&rdized language of the ruling 
social stratum. It could not be otherwise: it was created 
by social strata once young, drawing their creative organ- 
izing forces from the tools of a new high technology that 
theyhad conquered. These strata carried language to a 
wider and more creative community, s m l i n g  with the 
limited ideological views and sluggishness of social strata 
historically doomed to destruction. $ 

Lenin's teaching of two cultures and two nations within 
the borders of each nation in the period of capitalist devel- 
opment remained unknown to N. Ya. Marr. This is why 
he held on to his peculiarly phrased theory of #a single 
streamb in the evolution and understanding of the several 
paths of development of the literary,naUonal linguistic cul- 
ture in the capitalist era. It is self-evident that N. Ya. 
Marr could not have used Stalinss teaching about the social- 
ist nation and, a s  the basis of it, have posed the question 
of regularities in the development of languages in socialist 
nations. 
All this indicates that Academician N. Ya. Marr's doc- 

trine has lagged far behind Marxist-Leninist theory of 
social development, just the one which mustunderliethe 
building of a Marxist history of language. Such a truly 
scientific, Marxist, materialist history ob language can be 
contrasted without fear by Soviet linguists with any other 
history of language elaborated from idealist bases (that ,is, 
all kinds of bourgeois idealist histories of language). 

The Study of Groups (Families) of -Related Languages. 

After over 100 years of almost unchallanged dominance, 
bourgeois formal comparative-historical linguistics has 
now reached an impasse. The antihistorical theories of 
aprotohngmge~,s which lead deep into Biblical tales and 
idealist romantic illusions about a single initial human lan- 
guage, were dealt some shattering blows by N. Ya. Marr. 
To the majority of N. Ya. Marr's followers it seemed that 
under these blows the concept of #kinshipn between hnguagea 
and the concept of a group or *familyw of related lmgwges 
should have dlso collapsed. The concept of * p r o t o h . ~ ~ ~ ~  
in buurgeais West European linguistics is a metaphpka 
one. It does not rest on any historical material fuudatioa 
and is utilized in the formal and simplified reconshetion 

, of the common or initial language of very distinct families 
axid groups of languages, which came into being in very dis- 
tant prehistoric and historic eras. Naturally, the term @pro- 

Ya. NIarr, Selected Works, Vol. 11, p. 355. 
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to-* and the concept which goes with it must be re- 
jetted by Soviet -ac~. But does this mean that, along 
with the concept of and a~ro to -homeU* 
one s h a d  throw out thme incontrovertible facts of materi- 
al Mity  and closeness, of material kinship of such langu- . 
ages as, for example, the Slavic: Russh ,  Polhh, Czech, 
etc., or even more closely: Russht~, Belorussian and Uk- 
rainian (where we presuppose a common Slavic base)? a- . 
concrete historical explanation of all these phenomena of 
vioualy not. These facts demand explanation. There is no 

kinship and connection between h g u g e ~  and groups (fami- 
lies) of languages which led to their geneologic classifica- 
tion in N. Ya. Marr's doctrine of the development of lan- 
guage by stages. N. Ya. Marr was looking for new avenues 
for the solution of all these problems, on the principle of 
thesis and antithesis, very frequently falling into "contra- 
dictory general statements. * 

By radically denying the geneologic classification of Ian- 
guage, he m t e d  to discover the historical stages of the 
hybridhation of langusrges a d  peoples on the wide expanses 
of world history and [hoped to] find here the explanation for 
the emergence of systems of related languages. 

The significance of N. Ya. Marrss wort in this field con- 
sists in his utilization, for the solution of ethnolinguistic 
problems, of the immense bodies of data from archeology, 
ethnography and the history of ~ltaterial culture. However, 
the principle of aconvergences and 'divergencew of lan- 
e w e s  and people% suggested by Academician N. Ya. Marr, 
based on paleontologic element analysis of the most diverse 
tongues, did not lead and cannot lead to a concrete histori- 
cal interpretation af the facts of *oneness,# structural simi- 
Inrities, the material Linship of such groups of languages as 
the Slavic, Romance, banian and sucht that is, those facts 
which are not so much the product of formal comparative- 
historical Indo-European linguistics and its methods as  they 
are the very [facts] which gave rise to this field of bow- 
geois comparativism. 

N. Ya. Marr assigned too little significance to the internal 
processes of uniform change in languages, united for social 
and historical reasons through a common lexical body and 
structural features. This is why N. Ya. Marr was unable to 
give either rt satisfactory historico-methodological explana- 
tion for the o m  of linguistic "kinship# or to reveal the 
concrete-historical conditions for the emergence of individ- 
ual -tic systems or of diminutive linguistic groups, 
united through the presence of more or less close material 
bonds. Academician Marrss views on the process of devel- 
opment by stages of a common human language, on systems 
of languages "accordiag to the periods of their emergence,# 
on the genesis of individual languages, such as Russian, etc., 
chDllged constantly in connection with the instability gf the 
results of paleontologic element amlysis. The linguistically 
Gurgible community of the more closely "relateds 
and groups of languages remained without specific explana- 
tion u, With the r e j m a a  of @e-lO@c a d y ~ i s ,  even 
quite unexplainable for the new science of language. 

And Yet nObOdY can the trmnendw imporknce af the 
historical study of the material ties between related lan- 
m e s  of the same type. While rejecfiq with N. Ya. Marr 
the antihistorical and reactionary theory of uprotolanguge, * 
Soviet lhgubtics cannot be content to repeat the 
h g e l y  erroneaus history-by-stages and ethnopnetic in- 
ventions of Academician N. Ya. idnrr. In recent times it 
[soviet l-Bcs] has even completely ceased research in 
this area and has begun to await timidly new discoveries 
from the archeological gnd ethnolgenetic investfgamns of 
Soviet historians. This situation undoubtedly demands a 
radical change. 

It is self-evident that the material kinship of languages 
consists not only in the community of a certain port of the 
vocabulary (including here also the mfi-formm morphemes) 
but also in a greater or lesser similarity of grammatical 
structure. In revealing the historico-social foundations for 

the emergence of such familes or systems of languages (as 
the Slavic ones), Soviet lingdstics must also take into 
account the fact of the subsequent general trend of 
linguistic changes in the corresponding groups of related 
peoples (as well as with the actual, historical bonds be- 
tween these peoples). Nor is there any need, ile figur- 
out out the 
the differences, for 
dialects, to refer constantly and without fail to the blend- 
ing of these peoples and languages with other peoples and 
languages (for example, south Russian pronunciation of un- 
accented "ow as aaw-under Chuvash influence, R'ussian full 

. vocalism-survival from languages of the pre-Indo 
European stage, etc.). 
Thus, comparative-historical grammars of Slavic, Ger - 

manic and other Indo-European languages were buried alive 
by N. Ya. Marr and his followers. To replace the old in 
this field, Academician Marr and his school did not offer 
anything new, [anything] more or less historically reliable !: 7 
and based on fact, beyond certain hypotheses. ,<:;; , 

Among contemporary followers of N. Ya. Marr, the con- '"" 
stant references to social convergence and divergence, $$+( 
while explaining -tic kinship, while explaining [the 

+.;' presence] of common W distinct linguistic processes and , l . ~ . * ~  

phenomena among such peoples as  the Slavic, Germanic, ..?'~'r 
ek., have become an irresponsible game b e c a ~ e  of the absence \. 
of new concrete investigations in the field of mutual influences : 
and hybr-tion of languages of different systems at the most % 
ancient stages in their developmept. kh 

The partisans of Academician N. Ya. Marr 's doctrine +'x 5, themselves, if they wanted to become historians of the most 
ancient period of any language, for example, Russian, were $' 
forced to adopt an eclectic halfway point of view, hesitating ,?I..; 

between Academician N. Ya. Marr8s doctrine and tradition- ??\ 
al bourgeois comwrative-historical linguistics. In this I .;,s 
connection,the following commentg by Prof. F. P. Filin in cj: his a t l i n e  of the History of we Russian Language Before .i { 
the 14th Centurym is quite characteristic: '.' - L .:gi 

T h e  Slavs, as any Indo-European group of peoples, took cud, 
shape over thousands d p a r s  in the process of convergence 
and divergence of many and multi-ethnic human communi- 
ties. In this connection,the new science of language was 
confronted with a whole series of extremely complex prob- 
lems of Slavo-Cimerian, Slavo-Sarmasian, Slavo-Celtic 
and other connections***Apparently, even before the full 
emergence of clan structure, the Slavic tribes gradually 
took shape from numerous and unstable commyities*** 
With the definitive establishment of clan structure, ethno- 
linguistic relati- become somewbat stabilized. To this 
same period one must ascribe the final organization of 
Slavic groups of tribes as  a definite linguistic unit***# r: Thus the prerlence af a common base for all Slavic lan- 
guages is admitted. But at once stipulations are added: 
-here is no tprimordial' in Slavic languages that 
could be trac=ck to any ideal probllllguistic unity. # 

And yet "it is indisputable that in many cases the several 
variants of one and the same phenomenon represent changes, 
in common initial form which once belonged to all Slavic 
-es rind dialects. 

Here, for all to see, is admitted the presence of a com- 
mon linguistic base or of a common linguistic fund of #all 
Slavic -ges and dialects. * Thereby is admitted the 
historical ahship. of slavic 1~nylges ,  revealed in simi- 
lar or identical Focesses of development in their systems. 

There is even less reason to deny, for example, the close 
kinship of languages in the Eastern Slavic group: Russian, 
Belorussian, Uhrrainian,and their development from a com- $ 
mon source. The editors of the ORussian-Uhrainirm Dic- 
tionary' were completely correct when they wrote recent- 
ly of Uie mai&n w e :  #Emerging from a s m e ,  
Eastern Slavic root, reflecting and conf irminp the eternal 
friendship and brotfierly bonds of the Russian and Ukranian 
peoples, their languages during centuries developed in 
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mtual connections and unity. 
, Thus, Soviet linguistics cannot undertake to deny a kin- 

ship of languages which is material and not metaphysical, 
[which is] historically shaped in specific historical condi- 
tions;'[nor can it deny] a certain uniformity in their devel- 
opment which is connected with this. It ia therefore obliged 
to concern itself in addition to the stage study of language 
also with the comparative study of historically emerging 
systems of related languages [and this] on new methodalog- 
ical foundations-the Marxist history of material and spirit- 
ual culture. The comparative-historical study csf systems of 
related languages (Blavic, Germanic, Iranian, etc. ) must 
be revived for a new life, illuminated by the bright light af 
Marxist methodology. 

Conclusion. 

A general; Marxist linguistics must be created thmu@~ the 

- comradely efforts of Soviet specialists in various languages 
on the basis of creative utilization of the thinking of Marx, 
Engels, Lenin and Stalin in the concrete investigation of all 
languages of the world in their genesis, social history, their 
historical connections and mutual influences. The scientific 
heritage of Academician Marr must be utilized, but ~ a r x -  
ist linguistics is much deeper, wider and fuller than Acade- 
mician No Ya. Marr3s 'new science of language. It is im- 
possible to transform Academician Marr's theory simulta- 
neously into a dogma and a guide to action. N. Yam Marr 
himself was against it. He wanted his doctrine to meet %ot 
only acceptance and passive assimilation but also a creative 
revolutionary attitude and, if necessary, r eworkin$c**other - 
wise there is only one direction-backward. A11 basic the- 
ses and conclusions of Academician N. Ya. Marr's linguistic 
theory must be critically re-examined in the light of Marx- 
ist-leninist linguistics. 

On the Ro: d to a Materialistic Linguistics* 
By Professor L. BULAKHOVSICY 

I.-Since "language is the most important means of 
human communication* (V. I. Lenin) and language as a 
"weapon of development and struggle* (J. V. S t a h )  is one 
of the important elements of human relations in general, 
Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin did not neglect questions 
of hqpistics in-their diversified activ-ity. 

We have the materialist theory of We origi. of l a n w  
presented in Engels' work 'The Role of Labor in the Pro- 
cess of the Ape's Transformation into Man. * The state- 

idely 
o r  

V. I. Lenin's theory of reflection offers a key to an 
understanding of bnguage as one of the forms of nature's 
reflection in rnpprs corntion moreover, in the Process 
and development of cognition. V. L Lenin's obeervath 
about the generalizing nature of words is very important: 
#Any word- (speech) already generalizes *** Emotions 
indicate reality; thought and words are the same. "t 
what maderialist semantics is, or, more correctly, what 

the direction is in which it should be elaborated On COmpaF- 
ative historical foundations, is taught by the numeraus 
observations of the Marxist classics d e d w  a i & ~ a * i c u u  
s o c i o l o g i a ~  important words* The Marxist classics k v e  
m y  observations of prime impomce  d d b g  with *le - 
as well: about translations, on the style of agitational 
literature, on ridding language of unnecessary foreign 
words and exp~essions, etc. 

V. I. Lenin determined the ldadhg social £actor of the 
formation and dissemination of literary languages in 
bourgeois society: &All over the world the epoch of the 
final victory of capitalism over feudalism was associated 
with national movements. The economic basis of these 
movements consists in the fact that the conquest of the 
intel'nal market the bourgeoisie and sb t e  unification of 
territories with a population speaking the same language, 
accompanied by the elimination of all obstacles to the 
development of this a d  to its,liternV utfl*atifJ4 
are  needed for the complete victory of commoditg P ~ U C -  
tion. b g ~ e  is an edremel~ im~o*t means of human 
communication; ,the unity of language and its unimpeded 
development are important conditions for trade which 
would be free and broad,corresponding to contemporary 
capitalism, and for a free and broad grouping of the 

[as well asbf inally, 

conditions for the close link of the market with each and 
every boss, salesman, o r  purchaserem* 

Comrade Stalin has given the classic definition of a 
nation, which is extremely important for linguistics: &A 
nation is a historically formed. stable community of 
eople which arose on the basis of common language, 

Ferrltory, economic life and psychological make-up which 
is manifested in a common c d k e . "  t 

The whole enormous national construction of the U. S. 5. R., 
the colossal, historically unprecedented fraternal unity of 
people speaking Werent  languages and the most benevolent 
and persistent attention to their languages-all this is 
fully illuminated by the theory of Lenin and Stalin. 

Comrade Stalin has formulated a view of mankind's future 
world language accurately and most convincingly. 

A model of a thoughtful investigation of hls to r id  dblect- 
obgy can be found, unfortunately unfinished, in F. Engels8 
"The Frankish Dialect" ( in the article "The Frankish 
Period"), 

Firmly and decisively Engels recommended the compara- 
tive-historical method a s  the method of linguistic work: 
"The matter form of the &ive ipnguage# become 
intelligible only when one traces its emergence and gradual 
development and this is impossible it one neglects, . first, 
its own obsolete forms and, second, related languages 
living and dead. Obviously we are dealing here with a 
philologist who never heard anything about scientific 
linguistics, which has undergone such great and fruitful 
dyelopment in the last 60 years-and this is why bh. 
Duhring is looking for "the highly instructive elementsa 
of linguistics not in Bopp, Grimm and Ijietz but in the late 
Heyse and Becker. *+ Let us compare with this Engel's 
letter to hssa l le  (1859): 

"Since I have been here I have been busy primarily with 
military matters and from time to time-turned to my old 
hobby-compa~tive philologgo mt if one is busy a 
day with noble commerce, then in such an enormously vast 
science as philology one cannot transcend the bounds of 
purest amateurism. ~f once I harbored the daring idea of 
mrk-ng out the comparntive g-- of m v i c  l-e*, 
I have long since given it up, particularly after the task 
was-accomplished with such brilliant success by MikloHid. "** 

*V. L Le or 01. I&, p. 368. 
t J. V. Sta%,"&, ',, Q 296. 
SF. Engels, A-ing, 1950, pp. 303-4. 

** It Marx and Fa Engels, 'Works, Vol. XXV, @Letters, * 
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- .  
to all this one adds the significant &erU contained 

in the works of such serious Marxists with philologid 
. inmsts and W i n g  as P. W r g u e  and F. M e h m ,  y d  
of 'such lhajor writers as M. Gorky who stood firmly on 
materwjst positions, then one can say with sufficient 
justilication that we have at our disposal e v e m g  needed 
for the development of materialist m i c s .  
IL - We must answer the questim: is a lot of scientific 

material accumulated earlier already obsolete? Does it n~ 
longer bave any significance in lhpbts9 actual hvestiga- 
live work? 

Strictly speaking, the discussion concerns primarw the 
comparative-historical mew Academician I. Meshchan- 
h v  in his list of negative aspects of our linguistics says: 
@The formal comparative method and the reawnary  
hypdhesis a protohngwqp have not pet been shaken 
affs**" 

I consider that #is position is unfounded and harmful 
primwily for those possibilities which we have of elabora- 
Ung a materialist linguistics, the princ@les of which 
go back to @gels. 

The most frequently [heard] and the weightiest objection 
to the comparative method, an objection which has become 
a cliche, is that this method presupposes the &tence of 
a vmtolanguage" and is directly connected with "racial- 
ism" from which comes "racism, " that is, tbe preaching 
of hatred of one race's representatives follr another. 
The concept af Oprdolanguage" has long since been 

criticbed in Indo-European linguistics itself. $ut no mat- 
ter  what is said on this subjet, the @proto-" or 
*protofanpages* under &cussion hive of caurse nothing 
to do wkth the mean- wriW by '_2ndo-Europeanists* 
to this *protolanguages a s  some kind of a single language 
of m a n h d  or somethhg similar. Use of the concept of, 
"proltolanguage' to apply to a m c r e t e  group of related 
languages is in no wa related 20 whether languages can 
be traced f r o m d  multiplicity to singleness or vice 

, versa, and can be so related only through misunderstand- 
ing, 

Moreover, the last questba murst be seffled dialectically 
and not with that superficial, @rectness with which it is 
regretably not infrquent%y skated and resolved. 

In the historg of lgngtmgm, i;e., of tribes and peoples 
who carry them, it has very oftes happened that a process 
took place either from miltipU~rtJr ta uniformity or, the 
reverse, from uniformity to fragmentation. When all is 
said and don& we are conWmd that this process will be 
resolved by the main h i s to r id  hctors in favor of uniform- 
ity in the distant future. Where the facts of u e  (and 
not abstract considerations) force us to deal mqre with 
factors of di££er&Won and where with the opposite is 
determined by the concrete materS8;1. 

Furthermore, language race ake not directly con- 
nected. By language the Negroes & Morth America are 
xinmistakably Indo-European; the Jews who use so-called 
'Yiddish8 a s  a native totongue-and those of tbe Romance 
branch who use a mriety of Spanish are also Indo-European 
of the Germanic branch; inversely, Hungarians, Esthonians 
and other peoples who speak bguages of another system 
are hard to distinguish mthropologicallg from other 
Europeailsir,but in a linguistic sense they are definitely not 
Europeans. 

Whichever way and by whatever methods one studies the 
history of the languages of a given syhtern, races are here 
irrelevant, although the simple factmeeds no proof that 
the h q p g e s  of a given system are distributed mostly 
among s?me ethnic groups and not others. I£ fascists and 
bcist- l ike rogues in science found it necessary to use the 
existence of linguistic families for conclusions of a racial 

volumes had a~mared (in German) of a comparative gram- 
mar of Slavic &ages by Fr. ~ iho ld ic ' ,  ~hollettes;l852, 
and Theory of Stems, '1859. 

- 

or  even racist kind, what has science to do with this? 
What is more, the comparative-Wtorical method does 

not necessarily imply the w e  of h e  concept of a 'proto- 
languages ns the most ancient language of a given linguis- 
tic system: there are various points of view on this. men 
amon$ 'Indo-EurogeanistsW there are few who believe now 
that the comparative-historical method is adequate even in 
@onetics aad morphology to reconstruct this entire 'proto- 
languages (tor the hdo-European group, this would mean 
an antiquity of about 5000-6000 years). But, if the facts of 
contemporary languages are compared with the documen- 
tary &&,it is actually impossible, if one is thorough, to 
avoid re-creathgtbe post  ancient state of the languages of 
the given p u p  in one trait or another. But all these are 
purely concrete questions and the debate does not concern 
&em now. And when discussion centers on the closeness 
of such an incontrovertible type as the Slavic, Romance 
and similar languages, the reconst~ction of their group's 
most archaic condition reaches very high probability. 

'bother  objection [states] that the comparative- 
hirstorical metbod is formalistic: it is alleged that they 
work with it while separatfng sounds from meaning. This 
objection is the result of taking technically simpmied means 
of prer~mt+tiaa for the essence of the matter. It ignores 
the simplest thing, that even phonetics camof absolutely 
cannot be studied in its comparative-Wrical context with- 
out etymologizing, tbat is,wiithout comparing the meanings 
of words (whether this is done well or  badly is another 
q u e s w  see below) and without allowing certain changes in 
meaning, that is, in the meaning component of the word. 

The comparative-historical method has a quite dissimilar 
appearance in the works of various authors. l4Imeover, 
my m i n c e d  supporter of this method can point to a number 
of its deficiencies, unresolved di£ficulties and* certain 
authors, ideological components unacceptable from a Max%- 
ist point of view. 

We cannot the'refore keep from asking ourselves, what do 
we accomplish objectively by defending the particular sig- 
n i f m c e  of the comparative-historical method, if only as 
one of the linguistic methods in the field of the history of 
language? What is it ithat speaks in us? Our training? 
Habit? Inertia? Inability to evaluate the perspectives opened 
from other positions? Inability to overcome survivals of 
bourgeois IhWhg? Hardly. He who has dealt long and 
frequently with the facts of his science, who has seen how 
these facts yield bo certain methods of hvestigation and 
stubbornly re£use to yield to others since they cannot, 
(and after all this something happens to all others who have 
a sufficimtly serious preparation in the corresponding field 
of science), he naturally is convinced that the approaches 
with which he handle8 the facts (as long as there are none 
better) bre just those which cannot be rejected without harm 
to the work at hand. 

The comparative-historical method has rendered the great- 
est services in the field of linguistic science. Its practical 
usefulness has not been exhausted. There are still very 
many questions concem'ing Indo-European languages and 
those of other systePds which can and shodd be solved by 
ex@qrrSgg it. The limits of its usefulness, its degree of 
perfection a d  the possibilities of improving it-all that is 
another matter. We tliink that the comparative-historical 
method sbuM not be transformed into a bugbear by label- I 

ling it %ourgeoq because this will have no useful effect 
t 

except to harm science, which demands thoroughness and 
adaptability in handling facts. 

The value of this method consists in just this: when piles 
of motley linguistic facts taken at a given moment are ap- I i 
proached with intention to compare the present condition in I 

one way or another with preceding ones, one can proceed 
with confidence from a scientific premise which has proven 
itseff in most cases, [namely] that phonetic correspondences 1 
between the preceding and subsequent conditions must have 
occurred consistently. Speaking in general terms, that is, 
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excluding several essential refinements-if comparison 
shows a definite correspondence in three words, then one 
should expect md can get conf i r~ t ionfor  it in dozens and 
hundreds of other words. 

80 far a s  we how, there are  no differences in principle 
about this method between uIndo-European~" and the 
majority of sp-wialis$s in other linguistic system~-students 
of Pinno-tfgric, Sepnitic, Turkic and other languages who, 
with complete auccess, that is, with direct resulb, have 
u U e 8  this basic approach of the comparative-hktorical 
method. The discussion rather concerns one or another 
detail than it does principle. The importance of this 
principle for the linguist working on the history of languaCre 
was not denied even by N. Ya. Marr. As to how he used 
the concept of phonetic law and whether the concrete 
regularities he discovered are accurate, that &,do they cor- 
respxxi to the facts, that is a separate matter. On this 
point the floor can be held competently only by sldents of 
Kartvelian and speclalists in other Caucasian languages. 

But even the ,notion of phonetic regularities operative in 
language, a s  it was worked out around the eighties of the 
19th century,has been refined many times in investigative 
practice: its biological explanations have long shce  been 
rejected by the neqgrammarians even in bourgeois science; 
among the attempts made to find a more satisfactory explan- 
ation there are many which are completely unacceptable from 
the standpoint of materialist linguistics and some about 
which the last word has not yet been said. 

Much was done in Europe and in Russia even before the 
revolution to determine the methods of comparative-histori- 
cal analysis. For example, a definite role was played by the 
efforts, continued in Soviet times, directed toward the 
rational elaboration of a series of tekhniques dealing with 
aanalogiess which cut across phonetic regularities and with 
related phenomena, particularly in the area. of morphology. 
The method has undergone a most careful verification 
through linguistic geography which emerged from dialectol- 
ogy a s  a scientific discipline, which thoroughly studies life 
in the social context of individual words, etc. 
III. -Can the comparative-historical method be replaced 

a t  this time by another? I will not speak of a purely histori- 
cal one: it does not raise any objections on principle= 
has been and will be successfull~used, for example, in the 
Russian language field. But-this method (the documentary 
history of language) does not lead far beyond mere emphi- 
cism and has in no way offered anything to deserve any spew 
cial endorsement a s  theoretically or practically new. 

N. Ya. Marr contrasted the comparative-historical tech- 
niques with his method of paleontologic analysis according 
to the four elements (earlier a larger number). Let us not 
argue about this method, what has concretely been achieved 
with the aid of this method and-what can still be achieved. 
The languages which I know are basically not in the category of 
relics which the We  academician wanted to reveal. But, 
work- in the Ukraine, I could not and still cannot bypass 
N. Ya. Marr's work-it appears to be the only one dealing 
directly with the Ukrainian language. I will not dissimulate; 
almost all this is .quite strange for me and' for many omers 
familiar with it. It has a strange title: OJaphetic Dawn on 
'the Ukrainian Farmstead. (Grandmother's Tales about the 
Hog Little Red Sun). Dedicated to the Second All-Ukrainian 
Convention of Orientalists. (4Farmsteadm in the period of 
collective farms 1  he very first page is strange: *For 
some-Venus of Milo and Vladimir the Liffle Red Sun, for 
others-the goddess Motyga or, what is the same thing, the . 
goddess Ruka with the Hog Liffle Red Sun. Something is not 
right: there is no liffle sun of the feminine gender. But it 
is not our fault that in some places mother-truth has been 
covered with a fig leaf and the sun turned int0.a thing of very 
doubtful gender: neuter; notwithstanding a perfect awareness 
that the sun is feminine and that it is impossible to hood- 
wink our contemporaries by turning her, while she is stil l 
a woman in the ~onsciousness of primitive matriarchal soci- 

ety, at once into a bearded representative of humanity."* 
The etymologies are very strange. For example, the 

Ukrainian onomatopoetic verb "khryu + k-ati" [to grunt ] is 
taken, and at  the same time -0-k-atin is menhoned, 
and-I can only quote, it is difficult to rete& *Later, the 
connection of 'hog' a s  a cult creature in relation to the to- . 
temic subjects of the same 'tribe, ' more precisely of a def- 
inite socio-economic group, no longer Scythian-Celtic but 
of ~'RoX union, emerges in the Ukrainian 'rokha' (hog) 
(from here crokhs--the grunting of a hog, crokhkati' to wt, 
crokhkaniya'-grunting), while roq ( t rook), rok,for thip 
meant 'sun' and eventually 'little sky. "t Thus it is af- 
firmed that ukhryukat" [to grunt] and 'solntse" [d are 
somehow related through meaning. 

The whole article consists of such etymologies Qby ele- 
ments;' the reader, if he cares to, will find them by open- 
ing any of the first 75 pages of the #Learned Notesw of the 
Ins tme  of Ethnic and National Cultures of the Peoples of 
the East for 1930, Vol. I. 

Academician I. I. Meshchaninw,in his article written 
for the discussion, is actually ready, to repudiate element 
analysis completely. This is good and it would appear that 
this'question might be bypassed as  obsolete. But the mat- 
ter is not by any means a s  simple a s  it seems. Take any 
page in any work of N. Ya. Marr after about 1925; 
-cross ouiiything referring to "elementsw and decide wheth- 
er  ten or even five per cent of other material and statements 
would be left that are free of the theory on which the whole 
element method is based. 

What I am talking about now is extremely serious: one 
canpot shake it off, cannot dismiss it with abstract phrases. 
The question is not completely settled by rejecting elements; 
many other [questions], sharp and important, are connected 
with it and one must settle it, looking the facts in the face, 
a s  they are. 

Efforts to create semantics. a s  a real science have been 
made for many years but have not given great results. Of 
course, it is not now what it was a t  the beginning of the 
century; but the state of linguistic science in this area is 
very far from the legitimate demands made upon it and this 
is hardly disputable. 

Did Academician N. Ya. Marr give us another, more 
perfected sematics? His efforts were not directed toward 
the present day. Marr's interests lay in discovering the 
oldest stages of human thought as  reflected in language, and 
the enthusiasm of his creative efforts a s  a linguist [lay in] 
re-creating, making clear the forms of man's uprelogical" 
thought. 

Did he solve this problem? Are the "meaning clustersw 
he discovered convlncin&as he claims? Are these notions 
and their connections characteristic of &prelogicalW thought? 
We cannot and should not ascribe to the fabulously distant 
antiquity with which Marr dealt, those correspondences in 
meaning with which we deal today, a+ we are perfectly 
willing to tolerate [for antiquity] at  least some of "the mir- 
acles' which are impossible for the cultured person of to- 
day to recognize. But if we take one or another of these 
archaic &meaning clustersw in a scientific context, and not 
in one of, let us say, artistic phantasy, while following the 
intuition of even a major scholar, we have no right not to 
ask for proof, that is, a body of scientifically elaborated 
data which allow of many-sided and repeated verification. 
Not everyone is competent to make such a check in the field 
under discussion; the floor belongs to the experts in Kart- ' 

velian and other Japhetic languages of the Caucasus, and 
to them alone. 

But if  they too, like the outstanding student of Kartvelian, 
A. S. Chikobava, could not see these amiraclesp and, af- 
ter many years of work in this field (although they undoubt- 
edly studied the works of Marr long and carefully), were 

*N. Ya. m r ,  selected W5Fks, Vol. V, p. 224. 
t g . ,  p. 234. 



unable to see that which to him seemed already praved, 
then serious doubts are quite legitimate for us, who are not 
students of the Caucasus. Does the semantics of extreme 
antiquity he defends correspond to what really existed in 
that antiquity? - 

Among Marr's semantic *clustersw there are some the 
novelty of which arouses no ahnishment. They have been 
and are observed (while taking into account the differentia- 
ting morphological criteria) in languages easily accessible 
to us all. 

It is not hard to agree, for example, that the term 
aeemlyaw [earth] lies at  the basis of words'for @nhV [base], 
that the terms for uvremeni' [time] and #godw [year] are 
connected with each other, that words meaning aspace* 
.quire the m a m g  of 'pkce. etymolf%iCd action- 
ary of any of the Indo-E~o~ean  nm-Indo-bopean u- 
guages will fully confirm this kind of statement of N. iYa. 
Wr .  But of his other jmpositi011~ cannot but as- 
to&h us, and we naturally ask how and by what is it proved? 

'It occurs to one that the e x i a ~ c e  of a new semantics, 
c ra ted  Precisely amow =, -MY documented d firm- 
1~ based on the method of dialectical m8&rlalism, - is not yet 
something we can be prold of a s  a fact d our scientific re- 
aliVa The Program af this important branch of linguistics 
and its method (not declaratio~fs teswing to good inten- 
tions but in concrete application) is something which even 
today must still be createdJ which amits its workers and 
requires considerable effort and of whole scientific teams at 
that. 

Can on@ say that the maberialist theory of the origin of lan- 
a s  given by Engels should be revised because we now 

have another one which is also materialist? One need only 
compare what Engels has to say an thb s\;lbject with such 
statements by N. Ya. Marr: 

'Comrades, a most profound misunderstanding arises 
when the orein of language is r ~ r d e d a s  coinciding with 
the aPPmanCe of voiced ~ c h ,  but it is no less fmdamen- - 
tal an error when lanPWe is mpp0sed from the first to have 
had a conversational m~tfoo which is primary. Lan- 
guage is a magic instrument, an instrument of production 
in the first stages of man's development of group production; 
language is an in~tmment of ~r0dUction. The need and the 
~ossfiility of 1-e as a means of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m u n i c a t i o n  
is a very late matter***- 

These and similar slabmenu by (were are m n ~ ) ,  
widely plbliched in ~ m ~ h l e a ,  articles and boob mi- 
der the label of the latest word in materialist linguistics, 
force us (no matter how their author corrected them in the 
process of his work or how they were corrected by his fol- 
lowers) to reject them openly, com~lete l~,  once and for all. 
Let us stick to the Cuncorrected* Engels, or, if he'be # c o ~ -  
rected, * then with someth- incomparably more collvinc@. 
W. -However, it would be a serious error to think that 

the efforts of linguistic thought made in connection with 
Marr's heritage turned out fmitless and that Soviet science 
has nothing to call its 0- true ck*ian. That which is 
summed up today a s  'the new science of languagew and 
which includes quite disparate elements of different d w e e s  
uf persuasiveness and diverse value was created partly by 
N. Ya. Marr himself, by his s@denb who criticmy 
worked over his heritage (the most imPfJr@t of them is M- 
doubtedly Academician I. I. Meshchanin0v)and least o_f all 
by his direct f o l b e r s ,  i. , those who unguestioningl~ ac- 
cej?ted all that he a q h t ,  even in the last pe r i d  of his 
vity befg~e his death. 

1. I. Meshchaninov, freeing hhnself of mnY of errors, 
took over from his teacher, amow other things, three in- 
t e r e s t~  of first-class scientific s i @ f i c ~ c e .  He raises the 
problem of constructing a comparative grammar of many 
~U-Y amrelated and solves this problem by _ 
using vast materials from lantPages of the Soviet Union un- 

*N. Ya. Marr, Contribution to the Baku Discussion on 
Japhetidolagy and%larrdem, Baku, 1932, P. 
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tU recently unwritten. He tries to illuminate the morphology 
and syntax of fhe unrelated W e s  he commres by deal- 
ing with grammatical categories-as a- suspension of the cor- 
responding facts ob thought (in the broad meaning at the word). 
Ideas (or concepts or groups of concepts) suspended in spe- 
cific forms or syntactic combinations he considers a s  stage 
ideas, that is, corresponding to e w e s  in the development 
of human thought in its dependence on the stages of econom- 
ic development (labor activity). 

All these currents in our science are fresh and new, and 
what we find on these topics in his boqlrs, particularly the 
one which came out in 1945, ESentence Parts and Parts of 
Speech,W deserves the most careful attention. 

However, there is every reason to believe that I. I. 
w&cmovhi$nself Qes not pretend that his works be 
considered, figuratively speaking, a s  walls of the future 
edifice uf materialist linguistics already faultlessly and 
firmly erected. Nor can we consider them so. And when 
Pravda, opening the discussion, invites us to state our opin- 
ion freely axid directly, then we must say: of the three men- 
tioned basic tendencies, the first is closest to success. A 
grammar of ianguages which are of genealogically unrzlated 
systems is p o s e l e  and will undoubtedly become an inter- 
esting parallel field in our science, a s  is clearly shown by 
the works of Academician I. Me&chaninov. Has fhe author 
been able to give a convincing explanation of the forms and 
word combinations of psleo-Asiatic, American andother lan- 

es which he so carefully examines in his books and whigh 
il now have been poorly studied aqd little known ? It is pos- 

bible tbat Academician I. Meshchaninov is close to the truth in a 
number of cases but the danger exists that with the techniques 
of direct, or as one would say, surface analysis (that is, with- 
out taking into account the history of the respective laqmge) 
which he is employing, one cannot obtain reliable data: 
many explyations of %is k@d are iU,sory just a s  were 
similar explanations of forms in Indo-European languages 
at  an earlier period in science, when it still lacked the com- 
parative-historical method. As for development by stages, 
that is, attempts to find a more or less direct reflection of 
economic eras  ip the facts af j w @ ~ s e d  (compared) forms 
andword combinations of languages of different system-, in this 
respect it seems to us  that we are offered very little that 
is convincing. So far the situation in these fields is pretty 
much the same a s  in phonetics, about which F. Engels 
wrote: ?t will hardly be possible for anybody, without 
being ridicul-***to explain the economic origin of High 
German vocalic changes which divide Germany (in dialect 
,tters) into two halves. m 

One should not think, however, that appropriate researches 
are erroneous in rinciple since the reflection of socio- 
economic %? v o c a b m  is a sarcefi-&,ptable 
fact. ( ~ ~ d ~ ~ i ~ u  m r  correct met&&logi&y i. 
concentrating his search- primarily in this field) and 
morphology, no matter how complicated it becomes a s  a 
result of historical accretions, nevertheless is actually 
dependent on lexical. elements in language (particularly, 
for example, in agglutinative W e s  of the 'pasting to- 
gether* qpe). 

Valuable results can be found to have been achieved along , 
the road of the 'new science of language. ' The role it 
played, together with N. Ya. Marr and after, deserves full 
sympraw as consonant with the grandiose linguistic devel- 
opment of the U. S. S. R. But in its scientific essence this 
doctrine is directed to the far distant past,and its connection 
with the present emerges not from it itself, but is created 
only as  a result of the powerful demands of life. If one 
turns to the valuable things that have been created in Soviet 
tinies in the province of ~ u s s f ~ n ,  uhini.n and Belo- 
russian, one is forced to observe that the new science of lan- 
guage, although it had no few adherents, cannot flatter it- 
self with the resultb which can be directly traced 50 its in- 
fluence. Not in the flowering of dialecto1ogy a s  mass sci- 

*K. Marx PM ~ngels,  Letters, 4th edition, pp. 975-6. 



entific entcnprips of Unhn linguistic institutes, nor in 
the history of ,Mterug language4 created and energetically 
improved in Soviet times (the undere8timation in this con- 
nec- of the role primarily of Academician V. V. Vino- 
padov seem. unjust to us), nor with the work on hgmge 
of writeis, particularly contemporary ones; which is ccm- 
nected with this discipline, nor in the diversified lexico- 
logical work comected with life, which, true enough, /ig 
still in great ~ e e d  af broad generalizations which are 
ripening, nor in good descriptive grammars (here it seems 
one can speak of even more extensive accomplishmenfbF-ap 
plicable to many languages in the Union), nor in the improve- 
ment d texts for middle schools, do we seem, to find any 
direct accompWahments of the 'new science of hgpage. 

V. 4 8hcq&,i like to talk d at least some prospects of sci- 
entUio development in linguistics, 

In a multixbgml cow-, where bilfngualLm, that is, 
free we along 1RStb the name tongue of literary Russian as 
well, is by no mame gn exceptional fact, the problem nf bi- 
l@mWm in a lhgubtic context and particularly in the . 
living contest af the present would appear to arise of its 
accord. O e  cannot fail to consider it a - g a t  deficienq; , 

therefore, that although in follasPing Academician N. Pa. 
YlPrr they talk a lot about the hybrid nature of Longusgaa, 
Soviet lhgubts u r d o ~ t e l y  are almost uninterested 1. Unt ,. 
area 06 specific questions which is directly related to Wgt 
woblem. 

How is bibpalism formed and reflected in a c W * s  
speech? Preclaely what kind of bilingualism is it, t e, , 
does it refer primarily tb language types? what are the - . 
forms of bihgdiarn fn.tb~ family? How does it look in 
live commWic2tim PBd under the influence ot the schoc& 
etc, , etc, ? The hybrid character of al l  the world8s lah- 
m e s  is beyond any .doubt, tmd-Marrss passionate def-8~ 
ofofti& #elrib L Wly jwlifi@. But with all his enormow 
experience fn this connecf$on srnd given such an excellent *F 

ject of cibsewawlpn abs tbe Caucasus he so excellently hew 
(if only with its . inhtpin of laqpagesw-DagestPn), 1Ilrrr- 
was unable to place h b  gene@. thees of an historical mbuw 
on the firm foundation of a rjgorously or-ed, scien-4 
cally systemtied description of fact. ' Perhaps Marr dM 
not do this becaw, while ha9bning to dFaw g e n e r a l h a m  . 
from prospects which attracted him of penetrating the re-. , 
mote ant&uity of langrtages, he, as an exceptional p 1 y W  
anrl a man of enormous personal experience, did not f&d 
,that he needed this work. However, we must contrast tBIb 
scientific intuition of even a very great expert with s a m m  
thing more durable, tangible, proven and verified. Thh 
must aad can be done. We have at aur disposal data-and,. 
strictly speaking, extremely spar- data-dealing almost 
exclusively with the languages of the Indo-European sysOs,m. 
This is clearly inadeqyate. We need incompaMbly more 
material. 

One am and should also place on the firm ground of obmr- 
vation that which refers to the tendenciei of living laquapa 
to draw closer to each other. In passing, I will observe that 
I do not see any basis for the critical observations which 

A. 8. Chikobava makes about LIur8s thesis that amankind, 
proceeding toward economic unity and a classless commu- 
nity, cannot help applying arti£icial means, scientffically 
worked out, in order to accelerate this broad process, w. 

. 

sArtllfcial meansw are not necessarily *coercionw as the 
critic t h W ,  

A. S. Ch8robava undoubtedly knows no less than others 
that there are no literary languages that are not artificial, 
that their organ&ation and realisation in the life of peoples 
presupposes factors of very strong conscious iptervention 
and that the school (can it be considered a means of coer- 
cion?) is the p r h a q  factor in their penetration to the 
masses. One can also auppose with great probability that in 
a hjghly cultured, classless environment, which the com- 
snuniet society wi l l  be, the conscious aspect of socio-cultural 
processes wil l  be much w s r  than wbat we are observing 
nim. 

Of excepti~nal importance from a materialist point of 
view (and in this respect there seem to be no differences of 
omion) is the fate of lexicalogy and of lexicogr~phy,rhich 
is most intimately connected with it. It would be unjust to 
underestimate in the latter field - those great successes of 
our acience which are wholly ascribable to the Soviet period. 
But all these succegses are still inadequate for the scale 

of socialist construction of our time in an enormous coun- 
try with its constantly growing ~ientific forces. 

qTher Dictionary of Contemporary Literary Russianw of 
the U. S. S. R. Academy d Sciences has great merit, but 
only the first two letters have appeared. There is as yet 
no Ukrainian-Russian dictionary of the Ukraine Academy 
of Sciences; there b no Belorussian-Russb or Russian- 
Belorussku Academy dictionary and so on. Neither the 
Russian historical nor the FI$Pafnian historical dimon- 
d e m  have been rnade (put Mo shape for printfag), eta, etc. 

In the theoretical aspect, the &ruggIe with errors and 
ill-intentbed distortions should not be carried on by 
s t a t e m e  alone. Soviet linguists must categorically show 
in the area of their 8pecialty the strength of the dialectical 
zmte~iabst method w y h  was placed in their hands (its 
s b r w  in other areas has long since been proven through 
p w e ~  results), and this demands, of course, great 
km@edgaj czdptive thinking Wattention to a multiplicity 
od. facts, am- them also atrifles. 

ob, the Wst conditions for the flourishing of linguistic 
,-me cmmists first and most of all in turning not to the 
p o l w o g y  of speech, a scientific disctpline having its 
rf&ftts to consideration (but to incompably less considera- 
tbn tharn it has enjoyed until now), but to questions of living 
languages. In the Soviet Union, a country of numerous 
pwoples e4oyhg equal rights, there is of course, enough 
rftb which to occupy oneself; there is (enough data] to per- 
fect the method. Scientific theory must be verified and 
justified through practice. 

*The data of science have always been verified through 
practice and experiencew (8. Stalin). 

Materialist linguistics must start from reality, and anlp 
reality will determine its growth and true strength. 



The discussion taking place on the pages of Pravda on the 
condition and paths of further development of Soviet linguis- 
tics has confronted a l l  Soviet linguists, including students 
of the history of the Russian language, with extremely sig- 
nificant problems of general linguistics a s  well a s  the con- 
crete historical study of particular languages. 

It is clear to Soviet linguists that their work must rest 
on the principles of dialectical and historical materialism. 
But there are  major shortcomings in the creative application 
of these principles to the solution of specsic problems, 
particularly the historical study of a given natioml language. 
A bold development of criticism and sel fhi t ic ism is the 
chief means of rectifying these shortcomings. 

It is necessary to determine to what extent the doctrine 
elaborated by Academician N. Ya. Marr offers the method- 
ological premises for an exhaustively prdound study of 
each language. This verification will be carried out on the 
results of the study of Hussian, not only because of its 
special role in the cultural development of peoples in the 
Soviet Union, but also because the Russian language has 
been studied in its historical development by representatives 
of various schools, including N. Ya. Marr himself and the 
adherents of his linguistic theory, 

The Russian national language is rich in dialects. The 
Russian literary language, documented since the 19th cen- 
tury, has a complicated aria peculiar historical develop- 
ment. Therefore, the juxtaposition of initial theoretical 
positions and of concrete results of the work on the histo- 
ry of the Russian language by representatives of various 
schools makes it possible to determine the importance of 
N. Ya. Marr 's theory in its study. 

Quite a few of Academician N. Ya. Marrys theses are 
really incontrovertible; they proceed from the principles of 
historical materialism. The decisive one is the recognition 
of language a s  a superstructural phenomenon on a socio- 
economic base, specifically, a means of formalizing and ex- 
pressing the ideology of a given social collective. I shall 
not enumerate these theses, since it is not they which are  
now an object of controversy. The controversy hinges on 
whether there are in Academician N. Ya. Marr's linguistic 
theory any major theses which contradict Marxist-Leninist 
methodology. 

It should be stated clearly and definitely that there are a 
number of such theses, that they must be pointed out, sub- 
jected to principled criticism. The way will thereby be 
cleared for a fruitful development of general linguistics a s  
well a s  of the historical study of particular languages. The 
first such thesis is the treatment of the class nature of lan- 
wage. 

Prof. A. S. Chikobava correctly indicated that Academi- 
cian N. Ya. Marr used the concept of 'classs in an un- 
Marxist fashion, thathe saw evidence of classes in the prim- 
itive -communal structure. 

Despite N. Ya. Marr, the question of a language common 
to a given nationality must be settled not abstractly for all 
times and all peoples, but specifically and historically. The 
following thesis of N. Ya. Marr is fully correct only for a 
feudal society: 'In studying the documents of language, both 
ancient and most ancient a s  well a s  modern and most mod- 
ern, one takes into fu l l  account that the given document was 

*Pravda, June 13, 1950, p. 4. 
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written in the language of a given social class and is not the 
language of the whole people in its totality. #* In the capital- 
ist era, when nations are formed, each nation is characterized 
by a common language, which one of the characteristic 
traits of a nation; For purposes of class warfare the strug- 
gling classes utilize the ideological aspects of the common 
language (the semantics of a definite category of words and 
of a definite phraseology), but by no means its grammatical 
structure. 

In the period of early feudalism, when the relationship 
between lords and peasants bore, in large measure, the 
character of external coercion and the relation between the 
lords themselves was closer, the literary (written) language - 
played the role of a language common to the lords. This 
literary language could even be alien to a given people (as, 
for example, was Latin for the Germans-the language not 
only of the church but also of literature, which was most in- 
timately connected with the church, and of education in gen- 
eral). Consequently, in the period of early feudalism there 
could be a significant difference between the speech of the 
ruling class and the speech of the socially lower classes, 
not only in the vocabulary, particularly in the semantics of 
socially saturated words, but also in the grammatical as- 
pect of language. 

This difference between the literary language of the lords 
and the speech of the lower classes, which was chamcter- 
istic of feudal society, is also wholly applicable to the Rus- 
sian language. This is confirmed, for example, by the in- 
vestigations of F. P. Filin. He says: '***The old Russian 
written language basically reflects the speech of the city 
population or, even more narrowly, the speech of its social- 
ly highest classes -princes, their bodyguards, boyars and 1 the strata of the monasteries and churches; The language of , 
the rural population, of the basic masses of Eastern Slavs, 
is represented in writing indirectly, only in so far as  one I ; 
can speak of a certain community the speech of the upper 5 
and lower classes of the population, nt But the question of 
what does the difference between the speech of the lords and j 
the speech of the socially subordinate consist in is not 1 

raised methodologically. In the above-mentioned work, in 
characterizing the language of tenth an d 1 lth century writ - 1 

ings of a businesslike nature ("Russkaya Pravdam [~uss ian  
~aw] ,  charters, treaties), P. P. Filin, states very hesitantly: 
"***The language of 'business documents' reflected the 
speech norms of the ruling strata in the population of old 
Russia which developed from an all-Russian linguistic 
bases (emphasis mine, S. N. ). $ 

Two questions remain unclear for the reader: 
First. As F. P. Filin, an adherent of Academician N. 

Ya. Marr's linguistic theory, sees it, what is an 'all- 
Russian linguistic base?" Does this concept differ in fac- 
tual linguistic content (and not according to the interpreta- 
tion of this content's genesis) from the content of the term 
'all-Russian languages a s  the Indo-Europeanists (A. I. 
Sobolevskg, A. A. Shakhmatov) understand it? Did !cad- 
emician N. Ya. Marr's general linguistic theory help to 
make the understanding and the a c w  analysis of this con- 

*N. Ya. Marr, Selected Works, Vol. 1, .p. 262. 
tF.P. F U b ,  The Vocabulary of Literary Russian of the 

Ancient Kiev Period, Leningrad, 1949,- 
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tent more thorough, more closely corresponding to actual 
reality? 

Second. How did the aspeech normss (according to this 
formulation we are dealing not with particular lexical or 
phonetic distinctions but with a deeper distincticln) of the 
dominant strata differ from the aspeech normss of the 
%ash masses of Eastern Slavs? a 

Unfortunately, the existing monographs and general 
treatises give no answers to these important questions 
either theoretically or in the investigation of specific ma- 
terial. The linguistic theory of Academician N. Ya.  mar^ 
was of no hctual help in handling this matter and actually 
could not offer help in view of the erroneousness of the - 

basic premise. 
Academician N. Ya. Marr correctly thought it necessary 

to relate stages in the development of language with stages 
in the development of society and thought. However, his 
primary interests in the period of the emergence of lan- 
guage and the first stages in its development lead to his 
outlining stages of thought (and language) onIy for pre-class 
society: totemic and cosmic. The absence of sound evi- 
dence for the outlining of these stages has been convbchgly 
shown by B, Serebrennikov. * 

Neither N. Ya. Marr nor his closest followers actual& 
dealt with the stages of development in thowht and langwq$? , 

in the history of class society. Students of the Russiao lap- 
guage, however, deal primarily with the development of 
thought and language in a society possessing writing (from 
the tenth century to our days), that is, in different periods 
in the development of class society. 

Investigation has s h o a t  the dynamics of. dialects and 
the character of literary Russian, the laws of the develop- 
ment bf the Russian literary language and its mutual rela- 
tions with dialeats ,are different in different periods, We 
can distinguish four periods: 

(1) The period of early feudalism. 
(2) The period of the Liquidation of feudalism and af r ishg 

capitalism when the Russian nation is eperging with a com- 
mon language-an extremely important criterion of a nation, 

(3) The period of capitalism, The struggle of the revolu-. 
tionary-democratic trend in the development of Russian 
culture against the bourgeois trend develops at this time. 
In the process of this struggle certain words and turns of 
phrases (and also syntactic constructions) were selected 
from the nation's common language and acquired a revolu- 
tionary-democratic meaning. Also, a certain number of 
philosophical and political terms were created, expressing 
the philosophical and political views of democrats and so- 
cialists and used by them in the class struggle against the 
bourgeoisie. Despite prof. N. S. Chemodanov, this 
process in no way leads to the 'disintegration of the common 
national language into 60 class languages. 

(4) The .period of construction of socialist society. In this 
period a single literary expressing socialist ide- 
ology gradually displaces the local dialect traits which had 
been preserved until men in phonetics and, to a small de- 
gree, in morphology and vocabulary. In rare cases [this 
literary language1 absorbs occasional words from the dia- 
lects and makes them part of the national language. 

Historians of the Russian language, in collaboration with 
philosophers and with the historians of Russian culture, must 
ascertain these regularities in the development of language 
and thought dialectially connected with it. Without ascer- 
taining these regularities the study of particular periods in 
the-history of literary Russian, a s  well a s  the elaboration 
of general courses, lacks a sound methodological base, 
which in practice leads to subjectivity and erroneous concep- 
tions as  happened in V. V. Vinogradov's uOutlines of the 
Historv of Literary Russian. 17th to 19th Centuriesb (1938 

- 
such as  the assertion of Prof. G. Sanzheyev: -**that which 
occurd with Russian in the Pushkin period represented 
a stage change in that language, although inflection still 
remained. "* I 

Closely related to the problem of stages in the development 
of languages stands the question of the origin and develop- 
ment of existing national languages. 

How is the problem of the origin and development of the 
Russian language stated and solved by the representatives of 
various linguistic trends? What does Academician Marr's 
linguistic theory offer toward the solution of this problem? 

In solving this problem, the major task consists in ascer- 
taining the initial material from which the Old Russian Ian- 
guage ( Eastern Slavic tribal ~anguages) was formed and its 
earliest piths of development. 

Academician N. Ya. Marr and his followers state that all 
the world's languages developed from the four root-words 
SAL, BER, YON, ROH, which were the most ancient totemic 
tribal names. According to N. Ya. Marrys theory, these 
initial elements subsequently change phonetically in various 
ways as  a result of different elaboration (in respect to dif- 
ferentiation and clarity in the pronunciation of their com- 
ponent diffuse sounds) as  well a s  in consequence of their dif- 
ferent hybridizations resulting from the mixing of the ear- 
liest human communities. Therefore, four-element analysis 
is applicable to the words of all the languages in the world; 
it reveals the original composition and meaning of words. 
As an example, one can take N. Ya. Marr9s analysis of the 
word m l k a  [mermaid] which convinces us of its utter ar-  
bitrarin%ss, as the make-up (origin) of this word is ex- 
plained, without any linguistic reason, without taking into 
account the means of Old Russian wordformation, in two 
ways: rosh > rus, therefore rus-al-la, or: rosh > ru plus 
the first element (sal): ru-sa-. 

It is obvious that this KeoTdoes not offer a key to the 
solution of the problem of the origin of Russian, because, 
according to this theory, the initial material is the same for 
all languages. No wonder Academician I. I. Meshchaninov, 
refefring to himself in the third person, writes that they 
''consider such analysis unsuitable for periods of devel- 
oped speech which have worked out more complicated 
stem structures. These students pass over in silence the 
question of the existence of these elements, in their Mar- 
rist sense, in the structure of language during the most 
archaic periods of its development,"t&it is, he actually 
joins in the criticism of this most important thesis of Aca- 
demician N. Ya. Marr, offered in Prof. A. S. C hikobavals 
article. 

As is shdwn by history and the factual material of language, 
human language was formed in various places on the globe 
where the necessary conditions were present and therefore 
the initial material of aboriginal human groups was dif- 
ferent. 

The overwhelming majority of Soviet linguists, regard- 
less of their attitude toward N. Ya. Marr's linguistic theo- 
ry, do not deny either the historical facts of blending of 
primitive communities with their dialects into one commun- 
ity with a relatively common language (with prolonged re- 
tention of traces of m h  of groups making up the new ' .community) or the afragmentationp under certain conditions 
of a relatively uniform language into several languages. 

- (On the divergent dialects is expressed the mutual interac- 
tion of each of them with the languages of the groups which 
were their neighbors. ) 

Prof. A. M. Selishchev, whose attitude to N. Ya. Marr's 
theory is negative, and Prof. F. P. Filin, a student of 
N. Ya. Marr, have the same explanation for the emergence 
of a certain unity of the Slavic languages as  a result of the 

~ r a i d a ,  May 23, 1950. 
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ademician N. Ya. ~ a r r ~ s  Heritage," Pmvda, May 16, 1950. 
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convergence of human groups. L; !: - 8 ~ i  

But one cannot agree with the thesis that the only means 
of obtaining common linguistic elements Is the process of 
hybridiza'tion, as Academician N. Ya. Marr affirms: 'Lan- 
guage is a social phenomenon socially acquirwP**withoat 
the formation of social groupsand their need for organhed 
communication, without ooncertbg sound symbol$ and 
meanbus and without their blend- with onra amthr. no 
lannusr& could have arisen. much iik m v  &e have -r I I I - - 
develomd further. In this senare. the mofe common words 
€bere k e  in many of the hgmgeta which oar ezist, the 
more evident and easily ascertainable the formal conaec- 
tbn between languages strewn over distances, the 
more r w n  to affirm that these common features are, a 
very late contribution, that their gruwth in particular lan- 
lIunees is the result d very late, frequent. repeated e- 
bridbati0a8~ (emphasis m-, 8. R.), 

somestudents of the hlacbm of Russian. followhz A d -  
emician N. Ya. IyIpyr, exaggerate the r d e  of h y b k ~ t i o n  
in the developmeat of Russian. They explain, through the 
hybridization of the Eastern groups of Russian tribes with 
the speakers of tribal languages of a different tgpe, those 
phonetic phenomena of South Russian dialects . which could 
have appeared [and, according to all the data, did appear) 
as a result of Lnternal developrn~nt. For example, N. P. 
Grinltova explains through such hybridinration the reduction 
of unaccented vowels (akanye) and the palatalisation of gut- 
bra1 consonant8 (k, g) in South Russian dialects. See her 
conclusion oa the origin d -ye: * *In the l@t of the 
aforementioned coluriderat+ms, South Russian akanyd can 
be viewed as an ancient and characteristic feature of Emb 
ern Russian tribal languages. It evidently reflects very . 
ancient strata and the hybridization of them Eastern Ram- 
sian tribal languages with languages of the, most archaic 
typologies* (emphasis mine, 8. N. ). 

. A ilruxlllt h~0ri.n must, first d W, take into account' 
the internal movements, the internal changes in language, 
con-by movements of social life of *convergings 
human communities. Certain lexi and grammatical 
farms can be created indepe > y by the speakers of 
close (*relatedm) lalanguages from an identical initid' ma- 
terial' tbropgh internal movement stemming from similar 
conditiom of social life. 

It follows from what has been a i d  that the comparative 
study of h q p g e s  of different systems, as well as of lan- 
guages of a single group, the Slavic in particular, is not 
only expedient on the basis of a Marxiat-Leninist method- 
ology but also necessary. Comparison of Lansuages must 
be \radertaken at similar stages of their development. Only 
such a comparison wffl guarantee the uniformity of the 
cornwed linguistic facts with their ideological-and gram- 
amtical aspects. 

86k6 cipigsrisan, of, course, has nothfag to do with that 
compwatim-btorical method, the representatives of which 
proceed only from phonetic or formal grammatical analo- 
gies, ignoring the specific history of hnguages. 
All the above lea* to the conclusion that in the future 

development of Soviet linguistics, resting on the method of 
dialectical sad Bistorical materialism, on the works of 
Marx, En~els, Lenin and Stalin, the many valuable theses 
uf Academician N. Fa; Bdarr's theory, which is undoubtedly 
materhllbt in it8 foundation, must be widely W. 

Birt this ose lrmst be creative and critical, not concealing 
and whitewashing (under the guise of incompleteness or the 
need for f e e r  verification) btlt res-tely rejecting the -er- 
roagoue theses of his theory. 

is just through sac.an aetude to Academician N. Ya.. 
bbsfrss heritage that the posiUve aspects of his doctrine will 
give us ~iE,~$duihle:.. help in raising Soviet linguistics to a - 
m - e a l  level worthy of our great at(ItPllnist eya. 



On the Class Nature of L a n g u a g e *  

In his article #On Certain Problems of Soviet Linguistics, * 
Prof. A. 8. Chikobava says that the very 'concept of a 
'class language' is, if one takes into account the Wic f-- 
tion of a hquage, self-contradictory and scientifically in- 
consistent,' that #there are no class languages. '? 

Is this so? Is it true that the languages of all times and 
peoples are not of a class nature? To clarify this question, 
one must first define what a class is and then view language 
concretely, under definite historical conditions. 

An exhaustive scientific definition of class is given by V. 
I. Lenin. uClarrases,w he sa$s, #are called those large 
groupe of people differing according to their place in a his- 
torically defined system of social production, according to 
their relation (for the most pwt fixed and formalieed in 
laws) to the means of production, according to their role in 
the social organizmtion of labor and, consequently, accord- 
ing to their means of receiving and the dimensions of their 
share of social wealth at their dispo Classes are grsupe 
of people, one of which can appropria % labor of the 
other, due to the difference in their place in a specffic or- 
ganization d social economy. 9 
This is the scientific definifion of class. 
What is the Error 'of Academician N. Ya. Marr? 
There were no classes in the primitive commune. Thb 

hss been convincingly proven in J. V. Stalinss work #An- 
archism or f b c ~ m ? *  'There was a time,' writes Cam- 
rade Stalin, #when men struggled with nature as a group, 
on principles of primitive pommunism. Then their propear- 
ty too was communist and, therefore they almost did not 
distinguish between 'mine-' and 'thine:' their tJllnltinr m a  
communist. a** In his work 'On Dialectical and Historical 
Materialism, Comrade Stalin, characterking the primitive 
commune as  classless, says: 
'In the primitive commune the foundation of production 

relations is the public ownership of the means of production. 
Fundamentally, this corresponds to the nature of prodt&he 
forces in this period. Stone weapons and the bows and rr- 
rows, which appeared later, excluded the posafbility of a 
struggle with the forces of nature and predatory antmnls on 
an individual basis. In order to gather the fruits in the for- 
est, to catch fish in the water, to build any kind of shelter, 
men were forzed to work together if they didn't want to die 
of starvation or become the prey of rapacious beasts or 
neighboring societies. Labor in common leads to common 
ownership of the means of production as well as of the good@ 
produced. There is as  yet no notion of private ownership 
of the means of production, unless one considers private 
ownership of certain productive tools which are also wea- 
porn of defense again& wild beasts. Here there is no ex- 
ploitation; there are no classes. 

It is clear from the above that people in this social for- 
mation had no class consciousness either, and, consequent- 
ly, there was no class differentiation in language. There- 
fore, Academician N. Ya. Marr is wrong when he says 
that language was of a class nature from its very begin- 
ning. N. Ya. lVIarr reached this erroneous conclusion be- 
cause his very understanding of class was incorrect, unsci- 

*Prav e 13,-4. 
tab&m, #On Certain Problems d Soviet Lin- 

entific and un-mrxist. 
Classes arise in slaveholding society. Two antagonistic 

classes are discernable: slave owners and slaves. Their 
class consciousness is different. 

Language is upractical.***.truee cogniti~n,~ "the direct 
realbation of thought. '* In so far as language and thought 
form a dialectical unity, class consciousness is unavoid- 
ably reflected in m e  also, forcing the class differen- 
tiation of the latter. In some cases, clam differentiation 
can be so obvious that it is striking. Such a fact can be 
b e r v e d  in Latin at the time of the second Punic war. 
According to P. ratargue, at that time Latin 'split up in- 
to aristocratic speech-sermo nobilis-and plebeian- 
mrmo plebeius. 't 

Under feudalism class differentiation in language is 
quite noticeable and results from class stratification in 
soc&ty. In the feudal period many peasant dialects 
emerd, usually different from the language of the lords. 
Thus, for e%ample, the French of 17th century feudal no- 
bility is radically different from the language of the French 
bcmgeoisfe and peasantry. This aristocratic language, 
n y s  -e, separated the nodies from the other classes 
like a wall. The nobility, deliberately and ostentatiously, 
wwld not understand the language of the bourgeoisie and 
of the artlams and was contemptuous of it. Undoubtedly 
tbis language had a clearly expressed class character. 

It is just such c l a s ~  languages in feudal Armenia and 
Geoq$a that N. Ya. mrr wrote about in his works. He 
%icmred t h t  fn ancient Armenia there were two types d 
h g u q e s :  keyan (Old Armenian spoken by the secular and 
ecclesiastic feudal lords) and reyan (peasants' and artiaansp 
dialects). N. Ya. Mqrr justly saw a clasa chkracter 
thb differentiation of language. Prof. A. 8. Chikohva 
failed to upset this conclusion of N. Ya. Adzlrr and concen- 
trated all h b  criticism on 1IElarrSs erroneous view that, 
from its very beginning, hmguage had a class character. 

Further on, while mentioning the capitalist era and the 
formation of bourgeois nations, A. 8. Chikolwrva affirm 
tbat #there are no class languages. A 

Prd. -A*. CMcobavaps 86tement contradicts the Truth. 
The histom ob lanauaae shows that. in the formation of' 

mtioas and &tid-h&mges, the eklier linguistic dif- 
ferences exist&g upder feudalism gradually disappear. A 
linguistic community appears, stemming from community 
of territorp, community of economic, political and cultural 
life. A common psychological make-up (anati~nal charac- 
term) is formed. 

The nation's community of language is a completely in- 
disputable fact, which can be illustrated by the history of 
the Russian language. The formation of the Russian na- 
tion and of the national Russian language took place over 
several centuries (from the 14th to the 18th century). 
In the 18th century the Russian language, as the national 
language of the Russian people, had become relatively uni- 
fied. This fact is also cbnfirmed by M. V. Lomonosov. In 
his work 'On the Utility of Church Books in the Russian Lan- 
g ~ a g e , ~  he wrote: &The Russian people, inhabiting a large 
territory, speak everywhere a mutually intelligible lan- 
guage in towns and villages, irrespective of the large dis- 

guistics, ' Pravda , May 9, '1950. 
-.I, ~en-4 rks, 3rd edition, Vol. XXW,  p. 337. I *K. Marx and F. Engels, works, Vol. IV, p. 20, 434. 

** J.V. S m ,  m, Vol. f ,  p. 314. t Paul Lafargue, Language~evolution,  Academia 
tt J.V. S W ,  -ems of Leninism, 11th edition, p. 555. series, 1930, p. 31. 
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tances. "* While emphasbing the unity of the Russian na- 
tional language, he adds: @As opposed to this, in some other 
couutries, for example in Germany, the Bavarian peasant 
understands but little the one from Wcklenburg or the Bran- 
denburgian the Swabian, although they all belong to the Ger- 
man people. m 

The testimony of Lomonosov indicates that Russian had 
taken shape a s  a national language by the middle of thel8th 
century while German had not yet jelled, since the Gerinan 
nation bad not yet taken shape; 

But the community of hguage  doas not mean that the na- 
tional language is not of a class raabre. hqsmuch as  there 
are chases and a sharp class struggle under capitalism, 
there i8 class ~ consckousness a s  we% whkh iss reflected in 
language. In st class society the mtioRaL.hngwage express- 
ing social ldleollogy & practice, ampher, a C ~ S S  differen- 
tiation-also. Class conscbumeas *ia m&kted in the most 
varied ways inside the common mtic~@ language. 

In solving. the problem of the ekss ,nature of language, 
Prof. A. S. Chikdrava takes inta ammat d y  w e  of its 
functions-a mearms of soma;Eim* starts from the 
formal aspect of - . a landlord,. a 
worker, a peasant, lSaderBtmd wa an&&$:a.;- -El the phonetic, , 

morphologic an8 s y a b c t i ~ . ~ W s s . ~ ' g m - U y  the 
same, then, according to the language must conse- 
quently be one and not d a ~&m~mttwe. 
N. Ya. Mar* never &e ~oorlsal aide of speech, but 

he always gave prime emphasis t~ the most essential thing 
in language-its semantks, its GQnWnt, its close connection 
with thought. Elrpreecrsing class axmaciousness, l a m e  it- 
self becomes class tn aatme,. 

The class nature of hgaqp appaws not in its phonetic 
or mS~phologic structure, Zwt iq -tent. Into the same 
words (for example, frembm, ,eqWlty, brotherhood and 
such) the bour$eoWe and th9. gqmIeterr18tcread differed m . w -  
hgs. V. I. Lenin ezpsed the claim nature of the bourgeois 
use of words moat mercUes@lya 

The class nature of a na-3 language can be seen most 
clearly in dictioaary work, Fag easim-ple, the interpretive 
dictionaries of literary Ru88Wi 109 the prerevolutionpy 
period distorted, hid and. C- in all kinds of ways the 
class essence of intermWmal pditpcai ahd philosophical 
terminology: revolution,' clam mty, agitation; propagan- 
da, idealism, materialf;sm, etc. 

The class name  of pre-$woWbmry literary Russian was 
expressed, by the m y ,  also fs tbe fact that after October 
the people discarded all .thqt waar &lealogically alien and un- 
acceptable. The Russian language wag cleansed of lexical 
rubbish, was enriched witb many new q r d s  which reflect 
the new socialist life, the new w a l d  vkm, Our language 
has become ideologically diffeqe*, distinct from prerevo- 
lutionary speech. 

The National language in S ~ c i a l ~ t . , $ ~ ~ i e t y ~  
Prof. A. S. C h i k o b 8 ~ a % i ~ ~ - M . I ~ M ~ : n R f  want to . . 

-see the reflectjnn of C ~ S I  ~Wh€agwage. By 
denying the class nature of language, he makes the mistake 
of absorbing uncritically the old bgubt ic .  heritage. For if 
langwige be a non-class phemrneaon, then all which was 
written in this language before the great October socialist 
revolution can be taken at its facet value. But this is not 
so. 

The national language in s o c ~ i s ~  fsooietp finds itself in a 
completely different position. As a result of the victory of 
socialism in our country,. the s ~ i v a l s  of capitalism are 
disappearing from the people'slthinldng, and, a s  a result, 
the national language becomes really one single language, 
common to the whole people and not of a class nature. This 
can be observed in the development of any language of a 
socialist nation in the U . S. S . R. As applied to socialist na- 
tions, A. S. Chikobava's thesis is correct. 

*The Works of M. V. Lomonosov, With Explanatory Notes 
by Academician M. I. Sukhomlinov, Vol. IV, 1898, p. 229. 

And precisely this circqnstance-the existence of a single 
national language in every socialist nation-raises with all 
sharpness the question of its further perfection as  a most 
important tool of culture and of the struggle for communism. 

One of the guiding principles in the development of literary .' 

languages of the socialist nations of the U. S. S . R. must be 
the principle that language is of the people and accessible 
to them. 

The literary language must be enriched throughathe use 
of tbe inexhaustible sources of We people's speech. The 
people are the creators of language. They refine the lan- 
guage, retaining in it what is valuable, bright, colorfa, 
precise and accurate. And onr literary language must be 
enric-hed with these pearls of popular speech, particularly 
the style B f  artistic literature. 

A..'M. @or&, a magnificent connoisseur of the Russian 
b g a q e ,  insistently advised writers not to forget #tire 
bsic, spoken Rolrssian language. One should sometimes 
read #e byl-s [epic poetry], fdk  tales and generally 
be tho- familiar. with the language sgoken by the 
mam1s. .. mere is mtlleh there that is musictal and expan- m., ".:: . "  ' 

- P'Inal1p9~6f cwr enormous camtry, this process of re- 
wganb@tbn& Buggage is nuw )akinn place, the process 

-wards, their complete annihilation 
new words in their stead. 

an emormous process is underway of 
c r e a m  caaapletefy new word forms, new proverbs, dog- 
&e ra  and faMepr*** We should collect all this."* 

A. M. Tabtoy teUs hoar he acquired 'the real Russian lan- 
guage only when. he turned to the sources of the Russian 
speech &'the people, to thebasic Russian language. 

The Conteaaporary Language of Russian Literature 
e of contemporary Russian artistic literature The lwlguag 

is q ~ i ~ t - i v e l y  distinct from the prerevolutiokry one. Our 
IitemWe was enriched with linguistically and stylistically 
b ~ m t  works A. M. Gorky, M. wlokhov, A. Fadeyev, 
A. Tolstog, IC. Fedin and otbers. The contemporary Rus- 
s h n  language is reflected in them in all its brilliance and 
beauty. 

But, a].- with this, there are also no few works which 
need considerable improvement in language and style, a s  
they are written carelessly, with numercnis  grammatical 
and eryntactic errors. One should not forget that artistic 
prmduCtio~ are now read by millions of working people 
and t&a" they learn literary Russian and m s t e r  its riches 
from them modMs. This is why the respcmsibility of the 
writec bas grown izhmeasurabIy at presene he has be- 
come te t@aehr d millions of working people. In educa- 
ting &pi64 people in a Chmmunist spirit, he also teaches 
them.&& *literary -6. 
In aamWton wlth &fs, one of the urgent k s k s  is the 

the hngmge of Soviet .artistic literature. A. M. 
C3a?~wdbks i d b a t e  Wxt literary criticism paid little . 
attentbaa to -ge and underestimated the significance of 
the wo~d  a s  the basic material of literature. Almost never 
does orfttcfsm take up analysis and appraisal of the lan- 4 
guage of artistic works. The linguists also have departed 1 
from the present day. This is why the study of the hguage 1 of Sodet artistic literature is badly off. Thfs is also con- 9 

firmed by the fact that during the last ten to 15 years we have 
not had a single- substantial scholarly work in this field. I 

4 This discussion must make a break in this respect; it must 1 
€urn the attention of critics and linguists to the study of the 
language and style of contemporary artistic literature. I 

The journslistic style of contemporary literary Russian is 
an original phenomenon. Never in all its history has this ' 

style flowered so a s  it has in the Soviet period. 
Precision, clarity, truthfulness, a pr h ip l ed  orientation- 

these are the basic qualities of the language of Bolshevist 

*A.M. Gorky, Uncollected Literary and Critical Articles, 
pp. 176-7. 



A wonderful characterization of the and stfie of 
Vladimir Ilyich's works has been given by Comrade Stalin. 
'Only Lenin could write about the most complicated things 
so  s-Y and clearly, concisely and daringly-where each 
sentence does not sgak,  but shoots. "* And further, Corn- 
rade S t a m  says that in Lenin's speeches athere is unusual 
streng;th of conviction, simplicity and clarity of argument, 
short sentences understandable to all, the absence of Or=- 
mentation, the absence of bewitching gestures and effect- 
seeking phrases striving for an impression***"t 

A model of precise, clear, compact, scientsic-journalist- 
ic style can be found in J- V. Stalin's articles, reports and 
speeches. M. I. Kalinin, who knew Russian speech well 
and was a superb orator, said: if they asked me who 
knows Russian best of all, I would answer-Stalin. One 
should learn from him economy, clarfty and crystal ~ l r i t y  

language of and Stalin, the existence of magnificent 
conditions for social participation-all this has led to an un- 
precedented flowering of language and style in Bolshevist 
journalism. And yet, its language remains unstudied. We 
don't have a single scientific work on this topic. This is a 
serious deficiency in the work of Soviet linguists. 

During the Soviet period the collective farm village has 
undergone a radical change economically and culturally. Al- 
most all Soviet peasants a re  literate. The books, movies, 
radio and newspapers have entered the daily life of our col- 
lective farm peasants. The Communist Party and Soviet 
government a re  steadily raising the cultural level of the masses 
of collective farmers. The thinking of the collective farm 
peasantry has also changed. Now the peasant is no longer 
an ignorant and browbeaten muzhik stuffed with supersti- 
tions, a s  he was under Tsarism, but a conscious citizen of 
his country, understanding political events. 
In connection with this, enormous changes took place in 

the language of the collectivized village. The distinguishing 
peculiarities of dialects and jargon inherited from feudal- 
ism a re  disappearing: dialects a re  changing, coming closer 
to the literary language. But these new processes in the 
language of the collectivized village have not yet been inves- 
tigated by Swiet linguists. Following an old tradition, eur 
linguists a re  still looking for the archaic in dialects and 
show little concern for the new. This is why we do not have 
a single serious piece of research in the new elements in 
the language of the collectivized village, which were gen- 
erated by socialist conditions of life and socialist way of 
thinking. This is also a major shortcoming in the work of 
Soviet linguists. , 

The discussion about fundamental questions of Soviet lin- 
guistics must improve not only the study of general prob- 
lems, but also the working out of theoretical and practical 
questions of contemporary Russian and of the other national 
languages of the Soviet Union. 

A critique of Some of The 
Theses of the - ' ~ e w  Teaching on Language" 

By Professor P. CHORNYKH 

he inadequate development of thorough, principled 
ticism and self-criticism among Soviet linguists and 
incorrect tactics of representatives of the so-called 
ew science of languageB toward the #heterodoxm have led 
the creation of an extremely tense situation in linguistics. 

The last few years have probably been the most difficult 
period in the history of Soviet linguistics, particularly af 
such branches as the comparative grammar of Slavic Ian- 
guages pnd the historical grammar of Russian. Moreover, 
the presence of stagnation, of *freezing," in some branches 
of linguistics is quite unfavorably reflected inthe elabora- 
tian of others and also, in some measure, in the teaching of 
the native language in schools, as well as in the area of 
elinguistic practice" -- the practical development of nat- 
ional languages. 

There can be no disputing the fact that the characteristic 
atures of Russian and the peculiarities of its development 

e 

s 

However, a materialist elaboration of a comparative gram- 
mar of related Slavic languages, with which the historical 
grammar of Russian is intimately connected, is hardly fea- 
sible without presupposing the common origin of Slavic lan- 

guages, without an all-Slavic (even if very relative) linguis- 
tic unity in prehistoric times. The comparative-historical 
study of Slavic languages leads inevitably to the conclusion 
that such Unity did eirist in the distant past. That which dis- 
tingashes the Various Slavic languages from each other a t  
the present time, [namely] differences in the pronunciation 
of many words and divergences in grammar and vocabulary, 
can, at least in the majority of cases, be explained and con- 
vincingly a s  a consequence of the fragmentation and splinter 
ing of a certain unity. 

Without presupposing the original unity of Slavic language 
we -would hardly be able to explain satisfactorily the observ 
ably startling closeness of contemporary Slavic languages. 
How could this have come about unless in the distant past 
the Slavic peoples had passed through a period in which they 
s@e a common language? Never in historic times were the 
Slavic peoples united within the boundaries of a single state. 

But this simple presupposition is decisively rejected by 
"the new teaching on Language," which proposes a universal 
thesis that language always and everywhere develops only 
from amultiplicity to uniformitym and demands in the final 
analysis that the similarities between languages of a given 
family (Slavic, Romance, Germanic, etc. ) be explained only 
a s  a consequence of the aconvergences of languages (during 
an undefined period), and that the differences between these 
languages be explained chiefly a s  reflections of the 'diver- 

vives in 
ce prehistoric times when Slavic 
time to jell as Slavic. 
sized that aconvergencesm and 
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'divergences* in languages of a given family result from 
corresponding transformations in the economic arrd erocial 
life of the peoples of a given group, but the matter is usual- 
ly limited to unproven general statementrP. Not a single 
linguist of N. Ya. Marr7s school has so far been able to 
show through specific examples from the history of a given 
language how the phenomena of *convergencew and 'diver- 
gence* can be even ultimately due to the &v@lopment of the 
material tern. It remains the solemn duty of 8oviet linguists 
to work out srreh a recon8tructioa of the history of Russian, 
or of any -lavie or non-Slavic lqpage,  such an elab- 
oration of historical grammar: a r e c m s t r u c t i ~ s e d  on 
the deve10gment of the social structure and mial thought 
of the people spddng  the hqpage, and on the development 
of chas struggle-in short, an e basis of the 
Marxist-Leninist thewy, hi- =tical materi- 
alism, Stdin's brilliant defiaitioR a s  *a w-pon 
of development axid struggle. w 

The idea of adtfferentWion,s tka fragmmtation of origi- 
nal linguistic unity, with Which the fate of the comparative- 
h i s to r id  method fn l-tics is iaseparably lioked, does 
not contradict such a reconstructien of the history of a given 
language. Of course', in thb field u m  must always take in- 
to account the actaal h i s to r id  txwkdiw in which any lin- 
guistic @oup develops. Under -went condims the de- 
velopment of languages can mmmtb or dittarent character. 

However, there are hardly say @riaus reasons to con- 
8Wer * r 8 a c t i ~ *  the V Q ~  concept of an Initial linguistic 
community, a lingubtkc unity wltwm dierappearande under 
certain circumstances conrld actually lead to the emergence 
of group8 of'orighally related hgmges. 

In any case, the concept of the fragmentation of initial 
unity by itself, the of digv8bprrSent from sia%bne~s 
to multiplicity (mtnrally up to certain hirsltorical limits, 
within a rigorously defined histtorha1 framework) did not 
seem *reactionary* to F. Zhgels, who approached this 
~ o b b m  from the v8n- pofnt of a materialist mderstand- 
ing of history. Through hidB famous work 'The Origin of 
the Family, Private PmprW and the 8ta&,* he even helped 
to popularize tbis idea. It may be sufficient to recall the 
following from Engel'~ a f ~ ~ e m ~ n t i m e d  boo%: "The 'example 

- of North AlmerW bdhm how an opigiaally sin- 
; gle tribe gradually spread8 over an enorlfious land mass; 
haw tribes ramifying become peoples, whole groups of 
bhs ,  how -8 C-, not becoma  m u b l l ~  
unintelligible but losing almarst all trace of the original 
uniW**. * 

1x1 theif crimue of the 'pro-e theory." Academi- 
cian N* Ya. rornd bier st'&knb d-f~ emphasized that 
the concept of the development of a group of langugges from 
a wotalaqwge, the ncrtim af m i p  laagusrges within a 
group, is a tenet of racist idm1w because from the ad- 
mission sf the isolated of language families de- 
veloping a s  a result of the ~ ~ ~ i 8 t o n  ob ancestral inn- 

it is onu a am to the of the 
inquality of -sPldthe *p**md some languages 
(d peoples) over others- Ef, for -mpk, One were to ad- 
mit Indo-Euro~m m e s  (of what@ver had 
from their verJ be(linniag been b f l @ C t d  and that 
testifies to the a a w ~ e d '  of these -8s ahen 
comp~red with amorphas ~gg ldmt ive  ones, one comes 
to the co~clusion that Indo-Etuopa~n m e s  Were initially 
higher than others. 

However, the questioD is whether all w g e o i s  lwists 
acce@ the theory of f m e n b u o n  of the initial 1-s- 

tic d t y  r e a ~  do hold that M o - E ~ o p ~ o n  -ges must 
neces-il~ have k e n  inflected from the very first and 
inflection is a higher or even ideal form of grammatical 
skucttlre. One can say without exaggedion there are 
vem few such linguists left nowadays. 

* We e Origin offbe Family, Private Property 
and ~ e k a $ ' l i t 9 ,  p. 98. 
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On the contrary, no matter how startling [this may seem], 
the doctrine that inflective structure existed 'from the start* 
in Indo-European h p a g e 8 ,  that Indo-Mopean languages 
became Indo-European only fiom €he time they became in- 
flected and (what is particularly significant) that in- 
flected languages were superior to others, is now cog- 
nected mostly .with such names a s  N. Ya. Mars and I. I. . 
Meshchaninov, despite their repeated but unproven assertions 
that the new theory of how human epeech developed starts 
from the idea of qualify and %ships of all the globe's lan- 
guages. 

As is well known, according to N. Ya. Marr's doctrine af 
the development of languages Wby stages' (a doctrine which, 
by the way, was recad several times and finally, in the 
words of Academician Meshchnhov, remained unfinishedb 
there was at first neither agglutination nor inflection. 'In 
the period of primitive communismmhuman speechwas gram- 
matically amorphous, which, simply stated, means that 
words were neither declined nor conjugated and had no in- 
flection, affixes ox prefixes. In-time, at  a new stage of so- 

< cial development, agglutinative structure emerges in con- 
nection with *social division by trade%' and there appear .b- 
sides amorphous alm agglut@~tive for "pasting togetherw). 
h g m g e g  po~188sb31ng declenskm and c&onj\t&atton ht with 
weak innection. Stfll late~-in the period of "estate or class 
souiety,s to use the Blame W r  terminology-along with 
amorphous and agglutinative fanguages there appear wme 
with internal inflection (for example, Bemitic) some with 
external inflection (Indo-European). Thus, according to 
Marr, Indo-European languages are a cmming achievement 
in the development of human speech. 

In his article @On the Question of Linguistic Stages,# I. I. 
Meblchmhov once wauki have liked to go even farther than 
N. Ya. Mars and assert that nowadays (grammatically) the 
most progressive of the Indo-European languages were 
French and English, which according to hW were the latest, 
seventh, highest stage in the grammatical development of 
human speech. * 

The adherents of the @new teaching on language," when 
criticizing the theory of fragmentation of languages, usually 
rely on. a famouzs .statement N. Ya. h r r  made in 1924 in a 
short note which included no factual material, whatwer, called 
*The Mo-European Languages of tbe Mediterranean. 
[There he states] that Indo-European h g e s  emerged not 
a s  a consequence of the fragmentatian of the Indo-Europkan 
protohqpge, but a s  a result of the transformation, the 
regeneration of the Japhetie languages of the ~editerranean 
in comection with the discovery of metals and their wide 
econoaiic utilhation. nis irs an intereating and scientifical- 
ly fruitful idea, but one demanding substantial proof. To 
speak specifically of Eastern mv ic  languages, one can state 
plainly that hardly anybody will be able to prove a s  an uncon- 
trovertible fact that they come, for example, from Scythian 
m e s s  for the simple r e a m  that at first, in antiquity, 
several distinct peoples speaking different languages were 
apparently called Segthlnns. Among these peoples there 
may possibly have been $lavs too. Second, and most im- 
portant, r e  lmmr little of these [ Scythian] languages. 
It is true that for quite a while we have had some (if very 
sketchy) data which permit raising the quest- of some 
possible connections of Slavic and particularly Eastern Slav- 
ic wfth segthinn, non-Slav* m e s .  Thereforepone 
could a'dmit that Slavic languages emerged from non-Slavic, 
n o ~ l - h d o ~ h r r o ~  ones in the process of their hybidi.P- 
tion or econvergences at a certain stage of the social and 
economic development of the prehistoric population of Mid- 
dle and Eastern Europe. But this does not seffle the ques- 
tion of common Slavic linguistic unity in the past. 

T ~ U S  the or^, pointed -inst the allegedly *repc- 

* J<ruMlal of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences, Division of 
Social Sciences, 1931, pp. 881 ff. 



tionary* idfa of protolanguage, against the theqry of lin- 
guisti.: fragmentation, can itself be utilized in no lesser 
degrse than the latter a s  an ideological platform of imperi- 
aliam's colonial policy, granted the desire somewhere in 
the imperialid West on the part of some *eager seekerw 
after ideological justification of aggressive plasm. In the 
given caw, the counter agent mu& be the doctrine, emer- 
ging from the fundamental theses of Marxism-Leninism, of 
the equality of languages (in the sense of equal develop- 
mental capabilities given equal social and economic wem- 
ises), of the equal value of all the worldps languages a s  
means of communication, a s  weapoqg of development and 
struggle. 
The article which Academician ~ e s h c b i n o v  contribslted 

to the discussion (Pravda, May 16, 1950) includes no nw 
arguments, nor any new thoughts on the question of proto- 
languag~, this matter apparently being considered long 
since fhaUy settled. On the contrary, in this article tgo 
the author operates 8s formerly with such excessively gent 
eral concepts a s  'convergenceb and #divergenceb in Lan- . 
guage, strengthening his reasoning with such agweasiaqs 
a s  Yreactionary hypothesis. c l a y  such reasonbag 
can be is to be seen from the folluwing quote about R a m  
mame m s :  'if Romance -s, lacludhg F ~ e w  
4 8panhh, arose fmm the blending of several other Lur- 
gwqp15) aad reveal a3umerous(?) common features, then in 
these mweqing so-called Romance languages similar ilf- 
gmdiats (?I) participate in the same way in which my- 
--Wd in the toremation 09 the respective people8, later 
nations.' (Emphasis mine -- P. Cb)* 

For thb reams, in the sbmnce of sufficient clarity in , 

the very raierfng of thls question, I. I. Meshchaainnvas 
statement that; *the rajection of protolanguage is the begin- 
ning of materhUt linguisticsa reinsbins unclarified. 

In ttre afo~ernentbned article of Academician M a s h c ~  
there Is nothing significantly new about another extremely 
important question which in his article is.classified among 
'problems requiring rsfhmeslt and additional the 
questim of the four elements and thee phonetic 

A s  b well ~~, the lhgubtic aspects of N. Ya. Marrpa 
theory are built wholly on sm -open premise that sU 
words in all the world's languages always consisted and 
still do consist of these four elements (although mostly in 
a greatly modified form) a s  a consequence of the f u n c t m  
of some universal phonetic laws not limited by either UPne 
or space. With the aid of these laws one can prove whatl 
ever one wishes. 

It is not surprising that lately there have been more a d  
more persistent rumors alleging that Marr ?s followers $am 

*Lt Meshchanhov, 'For a Creative Development of Acs- 
demiciau N. Ya. Marr's Heritage, Pravda, May 16,1950. 

. given up or are ready to give up the doctrine of the four 
1 elements. We have quite a few more or less decisive state- 

ments -by I. I. Meschaninov, beginning about 1948,*rejecting 
(sometimes fully, sometimes partially) this doctrine. In his 
latest contribution to the discussion, Academician Meshchan- 
inov confirms again that upaleontologic analysis, which. 
traces quaitatbe changes in language, makes it possible 
wen without element analysis to approach the developmental 
history of different laaguages through the use of their own 
data. Again it remains unclear what this permissiaagrant- 
ad 1EnetUiprts to engage in upabntologicalw study of particu- 
lar languages #through the use of their own dalzgw means: 
[is it] recognititm of the phonetic laws ascertained before 

1 Yur and M e s h c ~ o v ,  thpt is, In othr words, admission 
i of the comparative-historical method fnto linguistics, or is 1 it something else? 

But is not the rejection of paleontological analysis with ' the utilhtion of the four elements also the rejection of the 
1 singlenness of the glottogonic (language-forming) process 
' wad consequently, in some masure, of criticism of the 

8pr~tolanguageb theory? After all,the critique of the theory ' of linguistic fragmentation was most intimately connected 
with the doctrine of a single uglottogonic process .n And this 
whole doctrine was ehbo~atedon the bpab of elemeat analysis. * * *  

I We see that many of the fundamental theses offered by the 
teaching on languageb did not survive the test of time, 

mt they turned out to be either obviously erroneous or more 
I or l e ~  controversial. The doctrine of four-element anal- 
grsh takes first place in these rankhi. 

Uatiwhrately, the 'enthusiastsn of the 'new teaohing on 
hpageD will  probably never make up their minds to give 
up four4ement analysis m y ,  because this analysis &B 
c ~ r ~ e q t i y  evaluated as  the keystone of Marrss theory. Four- 
element analysis is the chief argument in the arsenal of the 
#new teachfag on language. In case of a definitive rejec - 

. tion d ti& weapon, 'the new teaching on languageb mud be- 
' come a k W  of repository of particular, diverse, though 
soaxmtbes.verg interesting observations;. aphorisms and gen- 
eral atabrnahtbi, which wil l  await proof a s  before. 

B v e m  the rsq expression 'the new terchinj~ on lang&e,@ 
I tb RgliPDe Llf W. Ya. Marr's theory, cannot but be considered 
&mole@ in ayr day. Its use is in no way justified. Aatual- 
lp, in mat respect is this linguistic doctrine 'QIXWW? If . 
it is sew in relation to formal, idealistic, bourgeois linguis- 
tieea, then why not call such a doctrine simply 'Soviet lin- 
gt&&ics, the Marxist-Leninist science of language? Is it 
%ewW in, relation to Soviet linguistics? There is only one 
M e t  Ungubtics because there is a single theoretical base 
for %--the general methodologid statements and the spe- 
CM;i&lj UnguistS.c statements of Marx, Engels, Lenin and 
#ah, There can be no 'new science of language* along- - it. 



On Marxism in Linguistics* 
By J. STALIN 

A group of youthful comrades has suggested to me that I ex- 
press my opinion in the press on linguistic problems, par- 
UCularly where Marxism in l-tics is concerned. I am 
not a linguist and, of course, I cannot fully satisfy the com- 
rades. A s  for Marxism in linguistics as well as other social 
sciences, I am directly concerned with this. I have therefore 
consented to rep$ to a number of quesUons asked by the com- 
rades. 

QUESTION: Is it true that language is a superstructure over 
a base? 

Answer: No, it is not true. 
The base is the economic structure of society a t  a given 

stage of its development. The superstructure comprises the 
political, legal, religious, artistic and philosophical views of 
society and their correspomihqg political, legal and other in- 
stitutions. 

 eve^ base has its corresp0nding superstructure. The base 
of the feudal order has its o m  superstructure, its political, 
legal and other views and the institutions correspondhg to 
them; the capitallst base has its superstructure; the socialist 
has its superstructure. If the base changes and is elimiaated, 
then its superstructure changes and is eliminated after it; if 
a new base is born, then a superstructure corresponding to it 
is born after it. 
In this respect lWPWe differs radical$ from the super- 

~tmcture.  T e e ,  for -1% Russian society and the Rus- 
sian language. During the past 30 years the old capitalist 
base has been liquidated in Russia and a new, socialist base 
~ o n h ~ ~ c t e d .  Correspondingly, the superstructure over the 
capitalist base has been eliminated and a new superstructure 
created correspon*g to the socialist base. Consequently, 
the old political, legal, etc., institutions have been replaced 
by new, socialist ones. Despite this, however, the Russian 
language has remained basically the same as it was before 
the October revolution. 

What changes occurred during this period in the Russian 
language? To a certain extent the v o w m r y  of the Russian 
language changed, in the sense that a large number of new 
words and expressions wel'e added which had appeared a s  a 
result of the development of a new, socialist mode of produc- 
tion, the appearance of a new state, a new socialist culture, 
a new public opinion and moral* and, finally, a s  a result of 
the development of science and technology. A number of words 
and q r e s s i o n s  underwent a change in meaning and acquired 

significance. A c~~ number of obsolete words disap- 
P a r e d  from the vocabulary. As for the basic,lexical fund and 
the gramma-tical structure of the Russian language, which 
comprise the basis of the m e ,  after the elimination of 
the capitalist base they were not onb not eliminated and re- 
placed by a new basic lexical fund and a new grammatical 
structure, but, on the contrary, were retained in their en- 
tirety and remained without any serious alterations. They 
were retained precisely as the basis of the contemporary 
Russian language. 

To continue. The superstructure is generated by the base, 
but this by no means signifies that it merely reflects the 
base, that it is passive, neutral and indifferent to the fate 
of its base, to the fate of classes, to the character of the 
system. On the contrary, having put in an appearance, it 
then becomes a most active force which contributes vigor- 
ously to the formation and consolidation of its base, takes 
all steps to assist the new order to drive the old iase  and the . 

+ P r a v d a , p p .  3-4. 

former c F s e s  into the dust and liquidate them. 
It could not be otherwise. The superstructure is created 

by the b e  to serve it, to help it actively in taking shape and 
growing strong, to struggle vigorously to get rid of the old 
base and its old superstructure which have outlived their 
time. The superstructure has merely to renounce its role 
as servitor, to switch from the active defense of its base to 
an attitude of indifference to it, to an attitude of an equal 
approach to the classes for it to lose its quality and cease 
to be a superstructure. 

In this respect language differs radically from superstruc- 
ture. Language is generated not by one base o r  another, by 
the old base o r  the new within a given society, but by the en- 
tire historic. development of society and the history of the 
bases over the centuries. It is created not by any one class 
but by the whole society, by all classes of society, by the 
efforts of hundreds of generations. It is created not to meet 
the needs of any one class but of the whole society, of all 
classes in society. This is precisely why it is creaked a s  
the language of the whole people, a s  a society's single lan- 
gusrge, common to all members of the society. In view of 
this, role of language as a servant, a s  a means of com- 
munication for people consists not in serving one class to 
the detriment of other classes but in equal service to the en- 
tire society, to all classes in society. Strictly speaking,, this 
is the reason why language can serve equally both the old, 
dying order and the new,emerglng one, both the old base and 
the new, both exploiters and the exploited. 

It is no secret that the Russian language served Russian 
capitalism and ~ u s s i a n  bourgeois culture before the October 
revolution just a s  well as it naw serves the socialist system 
and the socialist culture of Russian society. 

 he same holds true of Ukrainian, Belorussian, Uzbek, 
Ka-, Georgian, Armenian, Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian, 
~oldavian, Tatar, Azerbaidzhanian, Bashkir, Turkmenian 
and the,other languages of the Soviet nations which served 
the old bourgeois systems in those nations a s  well as they 
are  now serving the new, socialist system. 

It carmot be otherwise. Language exists, it is created, to 
serve society a s  a whole in the capacity of a means of com- 
mmication for people, to be common to the members of a 
society and one and the same for the society, serving the 
members of the society equally, regardless of their class 
m i t i o a  L a w e  has onl~r to depart from this position with 
respect to the entire people, language has only to show pref- 
erence for and render support to a particular social m u p ,  1 

to the detriment of other social groups of the society for i t  
to lose its quality, for it to cease to be a means of commun- j 

ication of people in a society, for it to become the jargon of 
a particular social group, for it to degenerate and doom it- 

I 

'I 

self to extinction. 
In this respect language, while differing fundamentally 

from the superstructure, is not, however, different from the 
tools of production, machinery, say, which can serve both 
capitalism and socialism equally. i 

To cmtinue. Superstructure is the product of a single 
epoch in which a given economic base lives and operates. 
Hence the superstructure lives a short time, is eliminated 
and disappears with the liquidation and disappearance of a 
given base. 

But language, on the other hand, is the product of a great 
many epochs, during which it assumes shape, grows rich 
and develops, is polished. Hence, a language lives incom- ! 
parably longer than any base and any superstructure. Strict- 

1 
lp sneaking, this is why the birth and elimination not only of ' 
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one base and its superstructure h t  of several bases and 
their corresponding superstructures does not lead histori- 
cally to the liquidation of a given language and its structure 
and to the birth of a new language with new vocabulary and 
new grammar. 

More than 100 years have elapsed since Pushkin's death. 
Within this period feudalism and capitalism were eliminated 
in Russia and a third, socialist order arose. Consequently, 
two bases were eliminated together with their superstruc- 
tures and a new, socialist base came into being together with 
its new superstructure. However, If one were to take the Rus- 
sian language, it did not experience any clear break and pres- 
ent day Russian differs little in structure from Pushkin's 
m P w e .  

What did change in Ftussian in this period? The Russian 
vocabulary was considerably augmented; many obsolete words 
disappeared from the language; many words changed their 
meaning and the grammatical structure of the language im- 
proved. A s  for the structure and grammar ot Pushkin's lan- 
guage a s  well a s  its basic lexical fund, in all fundamentals 
it remained the basis of the Russian language of today. 
This is fully understandable. Really, what sense would 

there be if language's existing structure, its grammar and 
basic vocabulary were to be destroyed and replaced with new 
ones after every upheaval, a s  is ordinarily true of the super- 
structure? What would be the point if 'water, ' *land, " 
'mountain, " "forest, " "fish, " 'man, " "to walk, " 'to do," 
*to produce, " 'to trade, " etc., were to be called not water, 
land, mountain, etc., but something else? What purpose 
would there be if words were to change in the language and 
word combinations in the sentence were to change not accord-. 
ing to the existing grammn-r but according to a totally differ- 
ent one? Of what benefit to the revolution would such an up- 
heaval be in language? History generally does nothing sig- 
nif icant without a special need for it. One may ask, what is 
the need for such a radical change in language if it can be 
proved that the existing language with its structure is in the 
main wholly suitable to the needs of the-new order? The old 
superstructure can and must be destroyed and replaced with 
a new one in a few years' time so a s  to give scope to the de- 

ty9s productive forces. But how can an ex- 
destroyed and a new one erected in its 

e. The superstructure is not link- 
man's productive activity. It is 

tion, through the medium 
the superstructure does 

mental level of productive 
but after changes in the 

for changes in the base. Hencg 

practically limitless. 

Thus: (a) a Marxist cannot regard language a s  a super- 
structure over a base; (b) to confuse language with super- 
structure is to commit a grave error. 

QUESTION: Is it true that language has always been and 
remains of a class nature; that a single, non-class language 
Common to a whole society and a whole people does not exist? 

Answer: No, it is not true. 
It is easy to see that there can be no question of a class 

language in a society without classes. The primitive clan 
society did ndt have classes and hence there could not have 
been a class language in it. There language was general. 

. There was a single language for d e  whole collective. The 

"'I 
objection that a class should be understood a s  any human 
collective, including the primitive commune, is not an- ob- 
jection but a play on words not meriting refutation., 

As for subsequent development from clan languages to 
tribal, from tribal languages to the languages of peoples and 
from the languages of peoples to national languages-every- 
where, at every stage of developmen$language, a s  a means 
of codhmunication for people in society, was common and 
single for the society, serving the members of society equalls 
regardless of social position. 

Here I have in mind not the empires of the slave-owning 
and medieval periods, say the empire of Cyrus and Alexander 
the Great, or the empires of Caesar and Charlemagne, which 
did not have their own economic base and were temporary 
and unstable military and administrative combinations. These 
empires not only did not possess but could not have possessed 
a single language understandable to, all membersof society. 
They were a conglomeration of tribes and peoples who lived 
their own lives and had their own languages. Consequently, 
I am not referring to these empires and their like but to the 
tribes and peoples which comprised the empires and possess- 
ed their uwn economic bases and their awn languages, which 
had developed in very ancient times. History shms  that the 
languages of these tribes and peoples were not class languages 
but languages of the whole people, common for the tribes 
and peoples and understandable to them. 

Of coursqalong with them there were dialects and local 
tongues,ht the single common language of the tribe or  people 
predominated over them and made them subordinate. 

Later on when capitalism appeared and feudal disunity was 
overcome, when the national market was formed, peoples 
developed into nations and the languages of peoples into the 
languages of nations, History shows that national languages 
are  not class languages but are common to the whole people, 
common to the members of nations and one and the same for 
the nation. 

I stated above that a s  a means of communication among 
people in society a language serves equally all classes in 
society and in this respect is, in a manner of speaking, in- 
different to classes. But people, particular social groups 
and classes, are  anything but indifferent to language. They 
try to use language for their own interest, to impose their 
own s ~ c i a l  vocabulary, terminology, their own special ex- 
pressions, upon it. Theuppermost layer of the propertied 
classes, divorced from the people and hating them, stand 
out particularly in this respect. Such are the aristocracy of 
the nobility and the upper strata of the burgeoisie. 'Class" 
dialects, jargons and salon Ulanguages" developed. The 
literature [on the subject] not infrequently wrongly qualifies 
these dialects and jargons a s  languages and refers to "the 
language of the nobility, * language of the bourgeoisie, " 
in contrast to 'the language of the proletariat. or the 'lan- 
guage of the peasantry. " Strange as it may seem, it was for 
this reason that some of our comrades reached the conclu- 
sion that a national language was a fiction and Ulat only class 
languages actually existed. 

I maintain that nothing could be more erroneous. Can 
these dialects and jargons be considered languages? A m -  - 
lutely not. This is, first of all, because these dialects and 
jarmns do not have their own grammar and basic lemcal 



fund. They borrow them from the national language. Second- 
1% beause the dialects and jargons circulate within a nar- ' 

row sphere among the upper strata of a partidax class and 
are totally worthless as a means of communication for peo- 
ple, for society as a whole. Wbat do they actually have? 
Tbey have a selection of certain specific word6 which re- 
flect the spscific tastes of the aristocracy OF the uppem st=- 
ta of the bourgeoisie; a certain number of expressions and 
turns of speech distinguished for their refiaimemt, gallantry,. 
and free of the acoarsew expressbns am3 fQures of speech 
of the nati0j.d ~ ~ t l m l l ~ r , ~ ~  certain number of for- 
eign words. .Everything ic,, hawever, that is, the great 
majority of words and the grammu,are toln from the na- 
tied Islrgrrcrge, common to the whole: people. Consequeaw 
dialeqts and jargons are azunific&&m of the common nation- 
a1 lsurguage of the -8, agw lacking In bdependence a8 
hnguage~ and are doomed to stagnation. To belime that a- 
1- and jargons can develop into Mependent b g m g e a  
which are able to drive a& and m@am the national language 
is to lose sight of historical pemqmtive a d  depart from the 
Bdarxist psitian. 

Marx has been referred to and ooae place has hem cited 
from his article Woly nrtars whQllF6 he wrote tbat the baur- 
g e i s  had his "own hgmge, ' ttrart this hgmge 'is the pro- 
duct &.the bourgeaisie, that i t  ,b p81pme8ted with the spirit 
gf mercanWm and of b q b g  W selling. With this quota- 
t@n some c o m a s  woufd.lpre to grove that Marx allegedly 
believed in the class, nature of bgaage and denied that a 
single national U @ a $ e  existed. If these comrades had ap- 
proached the question ob.jecW6ly they shauld also have qvaot- 
ed another plPca in the sme article m l y  YIPr' where Marx, 
referr- to the way8 fn which a airq'ie national language is 
formed, speak8 of the ucmsntration of dialects into a single 
natio-1 langrpage resulting from eccmmic and political con- 
centration. 

Mrrrx, .conseq~~bffy, a4WWd W need for a s le nation- 
as lower a1 m e  as tbe superim firm to which diale+ 

forms, were subordbmte. 
In this event, what cam the language of the bourgeois be,. 

which in Marx's wb~%b @i. the met of the bourgeoisie. * 
Did Max% consider it a laagfnrge just the same as a nathonal 
languap with its own sgercW hmguage structure? Could he 
have considered it to be Bukh a language? Of course not! , 
Mair isimply wanted k, sag.. th%t the bourgeois had profaned 
the single national with its t~odmhry  of cheap , 
commercia&m, that. the bayleois, consequentl~had his 
own cheap commercial j a m .  I 

The result is that these com& have distorted Marx's 
point. They distorted it by quroting bfarx not as Mandsts but 
as pedants without looltfng thg srssence of the matter. 

References y e  made to Bagels a d  to th6 quotation from 
his pamphlet conditioin Of tbc c-s in 
where Exigels says that '***hi the mume of time the British 
worgtng class has become an 0-19 diirerent people from 
the British bourgeoisie, that .the wwkerrs speak a different 
dialect and have different ideas and nottom, different mores 
and moral principles, a ditf8-t rdigiun and different Hi- 
tics from the bourgeoisie. ' On the b h  of this quotation - 

' 
certain comrades have concMed that Engels denied the need 
for a national m e  Common to the whole people, tbat he 
consequently advocated the 'clasrs naturem of. language. It' b 
true that Ewgels is here speakW not of a language but of ,a 
hlect ,  fully comprehending that a dialect, @s a ramification 

,, of the national language, cannot repme the national language. 
'But evidently these comrades are not very sympathetic to, 

I the existence of a difference between lmgmge and dialects. 
' It is obvious that this quotation has been inapprdgriately 

cited since Engels is here qmkhg not d "class. -es * 
' 

but principally about class ideas, notions, mores, moral 
, r ' principles, religion and politics. It is perfectly true that, the 

8: ideas, ndhns, mores, moral  principle^, reughon and poll- 
, ' ,  tics of the bourgeois and proletariat a d  w6CUy opposite. 

,But what has the nationat knguage or the Y~las~ '  oatare of 
, - , , 
r I 

" 
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language to do with this? Can the presence of class contra- 
dictiom h society serve as an argument in favor of the 
*class naturew of langrrage, or against the need for a 8h4rLe 
natioxml lnngupga? Mapism bolds that a common lPlynee 

. 

is one of the most imp6rtant characteristics of a nation, , , 
knowing well that there are class contradictions within a ma- 
tion. Do the aforementiW comrades recogniee tbiEl Marx- 
ist thesis? . 

They refer to Laiargue and poht out that in his pamphlet 
'Language ond Revolutionw Lafargue recognizes the Wass . , 

naturew of hnguage. They all* thpt he denies the need for 
a national language common to the whole people. This is not. 
true. In reality Lafargae speaks of a 'noblew or @aristmnSic' 

and af the ajargans* of various strata of society. 
But these comrades forget that L a f m e ,  while not interested ' 
in the differerne betneen a lmguage and a jargon and calling 
dialects one moment 'artificial speechw and anather 'jargo&* 
defitdbly says in his pamphlet that %rtifIcial speech which 
dWb@shes the ar&tocracp~came from the language af 
the people as a whole, spoken by the barge&, the crafts- 
men, th@ city a d  the country.w 

Caeeq-tly Lafargue recognizes the existence a€ *and need ' 

for a hngmp of the whole people, fully mare of the subord- 
inate nature and dependence of the 8aristocratic 
aud other Wects and jargons upon the laaguage df thqwhole 
people. 

It tuims out tbat reference to Lafargue misses the point. , 

Reference is made to the fact that at one time the feudal 
lords in lh@and #for centuries* spoke Rench while the , 

En@&& people spoke English, and that this circumstance is 
allegedly an argument in favor of the "class mbww of Ipn- 
gpage and v i a s t  the need for a language common to the 
whole people. Thts is not an argument, huwever, but a kind 
of W o f e .  Firstly, all the feudal lords did not speak French, 
at that time, but only a small upper stratum of Eng&h feudal 
lords attached to the court and in the cmUes. 88~ORdly~ it 
was not some special 'class they sm but ordinary 
French common to the whole people. Third, it is lcnuwn that the 
affection of French later disappeared without a trace, yielding: 
to the English hnguage ofthe whole people. Do these comzde~ 
maintain that 'for centuriesw the English feudal lo* com- 
m d  with the Englishpeople throughthe medium dinterpret- 
em, (thatthey did not use English, that an Englfshlanguage did , 

notthenexist for thewhole people, that atthattime the French ' 

language was anythbg more importint in EBgland than the , . 
. m e  of the salon, current only in a narrow circle of the 
upper layer of the EbgIlrrh aristocracy? How can one deny* , 

the existence of and need for a hngtage common to the whole 
people on the basis of aach-anecdotal *arguments?' 

At one time -sfan aristocrats also flirted with French at ' , 
the Tsar's court and in the salons. It was their btxwt that 
while spaaLfllg-mian they hiccuped in French, that they ' 

c d d  spdt RU88ian d y  with a French accent. Does this, 
mean that there was no cornmoll Russian language in Russia , 

at the time, that a language common tn the whole people was , 
a fiction at that tZme whereas *class hnguages" were the ' 1 

reality? > I  L ,  
Here our comrades make at least two mistakes. . - 

The first mistake is that they confuse hguaga axxi super- ' 
structure. They hold that if superstructure is ota class na- , 
ture, them lan-e too should be of a class nature and n ~ $  I, 
common to the people as a whole. k t  ~havealredy remarked ,. 
above that hqguage and superstructure are two Werent . 
coacepts and that a Mmcist qarmot admit of their contusioq., '# 

The second mistake is that these camrades regard tpe , 

contradictory nature of the interests of the ljourgeoisie and 
the proletariat, their violent class mrfare, as tbe dis-, . 

integm%ion d society and the break of all ties between the ' ' ,: 

hostile classes, They maintain that since Bociety has I 

fallen apart and there is no longer a single society but only . ' 

clab,ses, a single haguge for .aOeiety, a national kmguge, ' . 
ts also superfluous. What then rehaina if society has , ' 

fallen apart and there is no longer anational languap cop- ' 
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mon to the whole people? Classes and 'class h g u q e s s  - 
remain. Every @class language" will, understandably, bave 
its own @class" grammar, -a aproleta.rian* grammar, a 
abaqp$)is" grammar. True, such grammars do not exist 
in reality but these comrades are not embarrassed by this. 
They believe that such g~ammars will appear. 

There were once @Marxistss among us who maintaiped 
that the railroads which remalned in our country after the 
October revolutionwerebaurgeois, that we Marxists ought 
not to use them, that they should be torn up and new "pro- 
letarian" railroads built. For this they earned the sobriquet 
of *tro-. *. 

Of course such a primitive anarchistic view of society, 
classes and language has not- in common with Mantiam. 
But there can be no doubt whatever that it exists and still 
lives in the minds of certain of our codwed comrades. 

It iB; of cmr&?, wrong to say that because of the existence 
of a violent class struggle society has allegedly split into 
classes which are economically no longer associated with 
each other fn one society. On the contrarg. A s  long as 
capitalism exists the bourgeoisie and the proletariat wil l  
be connected with each other by every ecanomlc.tie as parts 
of a single capitalist society. The bourgeoisie cannot Uve 
and grow rich without hav- hired workers at its disposal; 
the proletariat cannot conthue its existence without birhg 
out to the capitalists. The termination of all economic ties 
between them siPnifies the end of any pmduction. The end 
of all production, moreover, leads to the ruin of society, 80 
the ruin of the classes themselves. It is understandable 
that no class wil l  want to undergo annihilation. Class 
struggle, therefore, no matter how acute, cannot result ia 
the disintegration of society. Only ignOrance in 
problems and ui;ter failure to comprehend the nature of 

could hape m s t e d  to certain of our coml'adm 
the fairy tile about the disintegration of society, about 
aclas8w hqgmges and aclassR grammars. 

Furthermore they refer to Lenin and recall that Lenh 
recognized the e$i&nce of two cultures mder capitalism, 
the bourgeois and the pmletariaa, tbat the slogan of a 
national cukture under capitalism was  a nationalistic dogan. 
All this is correct and Lenin here was absolutely right. 
But wbat has the @class nature* of language to do with this? 
They cite Lenin's remarks on tno cultures under capttLlfsm, 
evidently desiringto make the readsr believe that the 
presence of two cultures in society, bourgeois and pro1gta.r- 
ian, means that there must also be two languages, since 
language is associated with culture; consquentl9,-- 
was denying the need for a single national languaget Leain 
was consequently holding a brief for 'cla9sW languages. 
Here these c o h s  make the error of identifying and 
confusing language with culture. But c d w e  and 
are two different things. Culture may be both bourgeois 
and s o c ~ t  whereas language as a means of communica- 
tion is always common to a whole people and can serve 
both bourgeois and socialist culture. Is it not true that 
Rues-, Ukrainian and Uzbek are now serving the socialist 
culture of these nations just a8 satisfactorily aa they served 
their bourgois cultures before the October revolution? T m  
thew c o m e s  are profoundly in error when they declare 
that the presence of two different cultures leads to the 
formation of two different languages and to the denial that 
a single b g w g e  must exist. 

When he spohe of two culture8,lenin was proceeding fmm 
precis- that thesia -that the presence of two cultures can- 
not lead to the denial of a single m e  and thqformation 
of bnguages, that language must be single. When the 
members of the Bund charged Lenin with denying the need 
for a national language and treatfag culture as 'WtiOdesg 
Lenfn, as is IcM,- a b m y  pmtested and declared that he 
was fighting bourgeois culture and not against a 
national hngmge, the need.for which he considered in- 
disputable. Certain of our comrades have strangely wan- 

red into the footsteps of the Bmdists. 
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A s  for a single language, the need for which it is alleged 
that Lenin denied, we o m t  to heed the following words of 
Lenfn: 

@Language is an extremely important means of human 
communication; the unity of language and its unimpeded 
development constitute one of the most important conditions 
for an organbation of trade which will be really free and 
broad corresponding to contemporary capitalismand for a 
free and broad m i n g  of population according to all 
individual classes. * 

~t turns out tbat the esteemed comrades bave distorted 
Lenin's views. 

Finally they refer to Stalln. They cite a quota#on f& 
to the effect that *the bourgeoisie and its nationalistic 

parties have been and rema.5n the cardinal directing force 
of these nations in this period. * All this is correct. The 
bourgeoisie and its nationalistic party really do control 
bcmgeois culture just as the proletariat and its internation- 
a m t  party control proletarian culture. But what does the 
*class e r e "  of language have to do with this? Surely 
these comrades must know that a national language is a 
form of national culture, that a national language can serve 
both bourgeois and socialist culture. Can it be that our 
comrades are not aware of the well-known Marxist formula 
m t  contemporary Russian, Ukrajnian, Belorussian and 
other cultures are socialist in content and national i x ~  tom, 
that in language? Do they agree with this Marxist 
formk? 

The mis- our comrades make here is that they fail to 
see the difference between culture and language and do not 
understand that the content of culture changes with each new 
period in society's development while language remains 
basically the same language throughout several periode, 
serving equally both the new culture and the old. 

Hence: (a) language as a means of commmication has 
always been and remains one and the same for society and 
common to its members; (b) the existence of dialects and 
jargas does not refute but confirms the existence of a 
lauguage common to the whde people of which t31eg are 
ramjficatim and to which they are subordinate; (c) the 
formultr of the 'class nature* of language is an erroneous, 
w-mrxist form-. 

QUESTION: What are the characteristic features of a 
-? 
Answer: Language is one of those social phenomena which 

operate all durhg society's existence. It is @rn and develops 
with the birth and development of society. It dies together 
with the death of society. There can be no language outside 
of society. Hence language and the laws of its development 
can be comprehended only if -$hey are studied in indissoluble 
connection with the history of society and with the history 
of the people to which the language under study belongs and 
which is the creator and the bearer of this language. 

Langmge is a means, a device, by which people comrmni- 
cate with each other, 8xc-e id- and achieve mutual 
understanding. Being directly connected with thought, Ian- 
gage registers and reinforces in wordsred in combinati0n.s 
of words ~II sentencegtbe results of thought, the ~~~~~s 
of man's cognition, and thus makes it possible to exchange 
ideas in humpn miety. 

The exchange of ideas is a constant and vital necessity 
since without it it is impossible to organize the joint activ- 
ity of people in combatting the forces of nature, .in striving 
to produce essential material goods, and it is impossible 
to achieve success in society's productive activity. Con- 
sequently without a language understood by society and 
comman to its members, society ceases to produce, disinte- 
grates and ceases to exist as society. In this sense lan%uag$ 
while a means of communication, is at the same time a 
means of society's struggle and development. 
All the words of a language are known to comprise to- 

gether the vocabulary of a language. The main part of a 



language's vocabulary is a basic lexical fund which includes 
all root words as its nucleus. It is far less extensive than 
the language's vocabulary. It lives very, long, for centuries, 
and gives the language a foundation, for the formation of new 
words. The vocabulary reflects the state of -. The 
richer and more diversified the vocabulary, the richer and 
more developed the language. 

Vocabulary itself, however, is not yet the language, but 
rather the building material for the language. Just a s  on a 
construction job the building materials do not constitute the 
building,@though the building cannot be built without them, 
so the vdcabulary of a language is not the language itself, 
although no language is conceivable without it. But a w- 
age's vocabulary receives its greatest significance when it 
comes under the control of the language's grammar, which 
determines the rules for word cha,nge~t, the rules for word 
combinations in sentences and thus gives language a 
harmonious, intelligent- character. Grammar (morphology 
and syntax) is a collection of rules of word changes and 
word combinations in the sentence. Consequently it is 
precisely thanks to grammar that hguage has a chance to 
garb human thought in a material linguistic covering. The 
distinguishin% trait of grammar is tbat it sets rules for 
word changes,baving in mind not specific words but wad 
in general without any specificity. It sets rules for sen- 
tence formation haviag in mlnd not specific sentences, say, 
a specific subject, a specific predicate, but all sentences 
in general, irrespective of the specific form of one 
sentence or another. Consequently, abstracting from the 
particular and concrete both in words and in sentences, 
grammar takes the general element at the basis of word 
changes and word combinations in sitntences and erects 
gramnatical rules and laws from it. Grammar is the 
result of the prolonged abstractive work of human t h i n k i ~  
asr index of the tremendous successes of thought. 

In this respect grammar is like geometrg, which estab- 
lishes its laws on the basis of aWracu2ins from specific 
objects, regarding abjects as e e s  lac- concreteness 
and determining relatiow between them not as the concrete 
relations of some concrete *objects but as the relations of 
bodies in general lacking specificity. 

Unlike the superstructure, which is connected with 
production not directly but through the medium of the 
economy, language is directly connected with man's pro- 
ductive activity a s  well as with every other activity in all 
spheres of his work without exception. Hence the lan- 
guage's vocabulary, as most sensitive to change, is in 
almost constant change. 'Language moreover, unlike the 
supers-cture, does not have to mait for the liquidation of 
the base 'but makes changes in its vocabulary before the 
liquidation of the base and without regard for the state of 
the base. However, the vocabulary of the language changes, 
not a s  the superstructure and not through the abrogation of 
the old and construction of the new, but by expanding the 
existing vocabulary to include new words which have 
developed in response to changes in the social order, alang 
with the development of production, culture, science, etc. 
Moreover, notwithstanding the tact that usually a certain 
number of obsolete words disappear from a vocabulary, a 
far greater number of new words is added to it. A s  for the 
basic lexical fund, it is retained in all essentials and used 
a s  the foundation for a language's vocabulary. 

This i8 understandable. There is no need to destroy the 
basic l e a i d  fund if it can be profitably used over a number 
of historical periods, to say nothing ofthe fact that the destruc- 
tion of the basic lexical fund accumulated in the course of 
centuries, since it is not possible to create 2 new basic 
lexical fund within a short period, would lead to the paralysis 
of language, to the utter disorganieation of communication 
among people. 

A language's grammatical structure changes even more 
slowly than its basic lexical fund. The grammatical struc- 
ture, worked out in the course of ages and having become 
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the language's flesh and blood, changes even more slowly 
ttran the basic lexical fund. Of course it undergoes changes 
in the course of time. It is perfected, it improves its rules 
and makes them more precise, it is enriched with new rules, 
but the bases of grammatical structure are retained for a 
very long time, sincejas history shows, they can success- 
fully serve society fof; a number of eras. 
Thus, the grammatical structure of language and its 

basic lexical fund are the foundation of a language, the es- 
sence of its identity. 

History records the great stability of language and its 
colossal powers of resistance to forced assimilation. Some 
historians, instead of explaining this phenomenon, go no 
further than to express surprise, but there are no reasons 
for surprise here. The stability of a language is explained 
by the stability of its grammatical structure and basic 
lexical fund. For hundreds of years Turkish assimilators 
sought to maim, destroy and annihilate the languages of the 
Balkan peoples. In this period the vocabulary of the Balkan 
bguages underwent major changes8 nany Turkish words 
and expressions were absorbed: there were 'similarities* 
W 'divergences,". but the Balgan languages held out and 
survived. Why? Because the grammatid structure and 
the bask lexical fund of these laaguae~es were retained in 
the essentials. 

It follows from all this that hnguage, its structure, can- 
not be regarded as the product of any one epoch. The 
structure of language, its grammar and basic lexical fund, 
is the product of a number of eras. 

It is to be assumed that the elements of the contemporary 
language were formed-far back in antiquity before the slave- 
owning period. This language was not complq  it had a 
very sparse vocabulary, but did have its own grammar, 
primittipit is true, but grammar nonetheless. 

Suhequmt development of production, the appearance of 
classes, the appearance of writing, the inception of the 
state, which had need of a more or less well-organized 
correspondence in order to govern, the development of trade, 
which had even greater need for such correspondence, the 
appearance of printing equipment, the development of 
literature, all this made great changes in the development 
of language. In this period tribes and peoples split up and 
separated, intermingled and intercmsed, an$, subsequently, 
national languages and states appeared, revolutionary up- 
heavals occurred and old social orders gave way to new ones. 
All this made even greater changes in language and its 
development. 

It would, however, be profoundly erroneous to believe that 
the development of language proceeded in the same way as 
the development of the superstructure: through the destruc- 
thon of the existing and the construction of the new. Actually 
the development of language occurred not through the destruc- 
thon of the existing language and the construction of the new, 
but through the development and improvement of the main 
elements of the existing language. Moreover, the transi- 
tion from one qualitative state of a language to another took 
place not through an explosion, not through the destruction 
at  one blow of the old and the construction of the new but 
through the gradual and prolonged accumulation of elements 
of the new quality, of the new structure of the language and 
through the gradual dying off of the old quality's elements. 

They say that the theory of the development of language 
by stages is a Marxist theory since it recognhes the neces- 
sity of sudden explosions as the conditions for the transition 
of language from the old quality to the new. This is, of 
course, false, for it is hard to find anything Marxist in 
this theory. And if the theory of stage development really 
does recogniee s\idden exploshs  in the history of the 
development of a language, so much the worse for it. 
Marxism does not recognhe sudden explosions in the devel- 
opment of a language, the sudden death of an existing lan- 
guage and the sudden construction of a new bguage. 
Lafargue was not correct when he spoke of the &sudden revo- 
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luticm in language which occurred between 1789 and 1794* in 
France (see Lafargue's pamphlet "Language and Revolution*), 
There was no language revolution, much less a sudden one, 
in France a t  tbat time. Of course, in that period the 
vocabulary pf the French language was broadened with new 
words and expressionsf a certain number of obsolete words 
disappeared, the meaning of some words changed, and 
nothing more. But such cbanges do not in any 11peasure 
determine the tiate of a language. The main thing in a 
language is its grammar and basic lexical fund. But the 
grammar and basic lexical fund of French not only did not 
disappear during the French bourgedis revolution but re- 
mained without essential cbanges. Not only were they 
preserved but they continue to this day to live in present- 
day F ~ n e h .  I am saying nothing of the fact that to liquidate 
an existing language and a new national hgmge 
('sudden language revolution! ") a period of five or sk yeor= 
is sbrt to the point of being ridiculous. Centuries are 
required for this. 

l h r x b m  maintains tbat the transition of a languaga from 
an old qualitative state to a new occurs not through an 
explosion, not through the destruction of the existing lan- 
guage and the creation of a new one, but through the gradd 
accumulation of elements of the new quality, consequently, 
thmtigh the gradual dying off of the elements of the old 
quality* 

In general it should be dmwn to the attention of the corn- 
rades who have been attracted by the notion of explosion# 
that the law of the transition from an old q d i t y  to a new 
through an exploeion is not only inapplicable to the history of 
a languageys development, but it is not always applicable to 
other social phenomena of a basic or superstructure nabre. 
It is obligatory for a society divided into hostile classw. But 
it is not at  all obligatory for a society which does not ham 
hostile classbrs. In eight or ten years' time we made the tran- 
sition in our country's agriculture from the bourgeois system 
of individual peasantry to the socfa.list, collective farm B p s -  
tern. This was a revolution which liquidated the old bourger- 
economic order in the villages and set  up a new socialist or- 
der. However, this upheaval was not accomplished through an 
explosion, that is, not thraugh overthrming the existing au- 
thority and creating a new regime, but through the gradual 
transiticm from the old bourgeois system-in the villages to 
the new. And this cauld be done successfully because it was a 
revolution from above; the upheaval was accomplished on the 
initiative of the existing regime with the support of the main 
masses of the peasantry. 

They sa that numerous cases of the hybridieation of 
h g u a g e s ~  have occurred in history give pnnd. f o r  
the belief t hybridization results in the formation ob a 
new language by means of an explosion, a sudden traasttion 
from an old quality to a new quality. This is quite wrong. 

The hybridization Q£ languages must not be regarded as 
a single decisive act which produces results in several 
years. The hybridization of hqpges is a prolonged pro- 
cess which goes gn for hundreds of years. Hence there can 
be no question here of any explosions. 

To continue. It would be quite wrong to thinlr that as a 
result d the hybridization of, say, two languages, a third 
new language is obtained which is not similar to either of the 
hybridized languages and differs qualitatively from each of 
them. In actuality, in the process of hybridieation, one of 
the hnguages usually emerges victorious, preserves its 
grammar and basic lexical fund and continues to develop by 
the internal laws of its uwn development, while the other 
language gradually loses its quality and dies off. 

Consequently, hybridhation does not produce a third new 
language but retains one of the languages, retains its gram- 
mar and basic lexical fund and gives it a chance to develop 
by the internal laws of its own development. 

True, in the process the vocabulary of the victorious 
hguage  is somewhat enriched at the V s e  of the defeated 
h q p g e ,  but this does not weaken it, but, on the contrary, 
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strengthens it. 
This is what happened, for example, with Russian, with 

which the hnguages of a number of other peoples blended in 
course of historical development and which always 

emerged victorious. 
Of course, Russian vocabulary was enriched in the process 

from the vocabulary of the other languages, but this not 
only did not weaken but on the contrary, eariched and 
strengthened the RussMn language. 

A s  for the national originality of the Russian language, it 
experienced not the slightest damage, since, preserving its 
grammatical structure and basic lexical fund, the Russian 
language continued to mwe forward and to improve by the 
internal laws of its own development. 

There can be no doubt that the theory of hybridization can 
ghe  nothing substantial to Soviet linguistics. If it is true 
that the main task of linguistics is to study the internal laws 
of a language's development, then it mast be recognized that 
the theory of hybridization not only fails to meet this task,l 
but does not wen pose it. It simply does not notice it o r  
fails to understand it. 

QUESTION: Was Pravda right in opening a free discussion 
of linguistic problems? 

Answer: It did the right thing. It will become clear a t  the 
end of the discussion in what direction problems of Ungubt&s 
will be resolved. But it can already be mid that the discus- 
sion has been of great benefit. The discussion has made it 
clear, first of all, that both in the center and in the republics, 
a regime has dominateh in linguistic bodies not typical of 
science aad men of science. The slightest criticism of the 
state of affairs in Soviet linguistics, even the most timid 
attempts to criticize the so-called "new teachingA in lin- 
guistics was persecuted and stifled by the directors of 
iinguistic circles. Valuable scholars and research workers 
in linguistics were removed from their positions and reduced 
in status for criticism of the heritage of N. Ya. Ma.rr and 
for the slightest disapproval of his teachiq. Linguists were 
moved up into responsible positionsaot according to their 
qualifications in the field but as @ey gave unconditional 
recognition to N. Ya. Marr's teaching. 
It is universally recognized that no science can develop and 

mflaurish without a struggle of opinions, withaut free criticism. 
But this universally recognized rule has been ignored and 
trampled upon most unceremoniously. A self-contained 
group of infallible leaders has  developed which has begun to 
ride rou@-shod and behave in the most arbitrary manner 
after guaranteeing: itself against any' possible criticism. 

An example: the so-c;alled "Baku courseA (lectures which 
N. Ya. Marr delivered in Baku) which the author himself re- 
jected and forbade to be republished was, however, at the 
orders of the caste of leaders ( C o m e  Meshchaninov calls 
them 'gupilsA of N. Ya. Marr) republished and included 
without any reservatims among the textual aids recommended 
for stiuknts. This means that the students were cheated 
by beiug given the rejected 8courses as a worthy text. Were 
I not convinced of the honesty of Comrade Meshchaninov 
and other linguists, I should say that such behavior was equi- 
valent to wrecking. q@ 

How could this have happened? This happened because the iq~z 
Arplrcheyev-like regime established in linguistics cultivates gk3$ 
irresponsibility and encourages such disorders. I+ Y a 

The discussicm has proved extremely useful mainly 
because it has brought to l&ht thi8 Arakcheyev-like regime 
and smashed it to bits. 

But the usefulness of the discussion does not end here. 
The-discussion has not only smashed the old regime in 
linguistics. It has also brought to light the incredible con- 
fusion in viewg on the most important problems of linguis- 
tics which reigns among leading circles in this branch of 
science. Before the discussion began, they were silent 
and ignored the unwholesome situation in linguistics. But 
after the discussion began, it became impossible for them 
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to keep silent and they were compelled to stand forth in the 
pages of the press. Well? It turned out that N, Ya. Marr's 
teaching contained a whole series of gap, mistakes, in- 
accurately formulated problems, incompletely elaborated 
theses. One may ask why is it that the 'pupils" of N. Ya. 
lbrr have spoken up on this score only now, after the 
discussion baa begun? Why did they show no concern for 
this earlier? Why im it that did not speak openly and 
honestly on the subject earlier, as befits scientists? 
Recognhing acertaina errors of N. Pa. a r r ,  the Ypupils" 
of N. Ta. Marr, it -rs, think that Soviet linguistics 
can be ttlrtber deweloped only on the bash of the &refined* 
theory of N. Ya. Marr which they comider llQlrxist. 
Please preserve us from the aMarrism" of N. Ya. Marr. 
N. Ya. Marr really did wmt to and tried to be a Marxist, 
but he did not succeed in becoming a MaRdslt. He was 
merely a simplifier and vdgmiser of Marxism, like the 
followers of the 'Proleblt* or *RAPP. * 

N. Ya. Marr introduced into bguhtks an erroneous, 
un-Marxist formula of hguage a8 a tmperBtructure. He 
confused hbmelf; he canfused Ungubtics. It is impossible 
to develop Soviet UnguUtks on the -is of an incorrect 
formula. 

N. Ya. Marr introduced into lingubtkrrr another formula, 
also wrong and un-Mwxi& regmcbg the a ~ h s ~  naturew of 
languap. He confused himmlff b rcapfused Lbguistics. It 
is impossible to develop Unjg&t&e on the -is of a smrmg 
formula which contmdkb the history of peoples and 
languages. 

N. Ya. Marr introduced Wo linguistics an Immodest, 
boastful, arrogant tone, a& characteristic of Aharxism'and 
leading to the whole- and irrespuwible rejection of 
everything in lhgubtics bebm N. Ya. hdarr. 

N. Ya. Marr noisily Xulmtnated &gainst thd method of 

coxupaxatfat 'historicai analysis as @ittealist. " Nonetheless 
it must be said thawtwithsttuiding its substantial hfhort- 

She method of comparative historical aaalysfs is 
co-%?m still be than the really idallst four-element analysis 
of N. Ya. Since the former is an immtus to work, 
to study bmgmges, and the second is an impetus to lging on 
top of ths wen and readhi$ -ups about ihe notorious 
four elements. 

N. Ya. &bur arrogantly dismissed any attempt to study 
groups (families) of hngmge~91 ps a manifestation al the 
theory of the 'pro ' * It cannot be denied, how- 
eyer, b t  - x * i i m  exaxnpl~~of such =tiom as 
the Slavs is by003d dispute, that the study of the hquW.ic 
kin&ip of these nations could be of great benefit to Ilnguis- 
Ucs in studying the laws of the developmait of hmguqp. 
Understandably, t&e -gpmtohguage" theory has 110- 
to do with this matte3. 

To listen to N. Ya. Ma-, and particularly his “pupils3 I 

one might tkinh that there was no linguistics before N. Ya. 
Mara, that UngWsUcs began w#h ths appearance of N. Ya. 
Marr's %ew teaching. * Bdarx and Engels were caslsiderably 
more mobst. They- believed that their dialectical mhabrialism 
w m  the met of the dmerOgment of sciences, philosopby 
inclded, w e r  precedbg periods. 

Thus, the dfrscureeria was a- of benefit to the extent that it 
braught to light ideological lacunsre in Soviet linguistic8 
It is my belief that the sooner oru lhgubtics frees itself- 
of N. Ya. IWrr8s e r m ,  the sooner it can emerge from the 
crisisr in whieh it nuw finds itself. 

The liq(uibattion of the Akakcheyev-llle regime in Ungubtics, 
the repudation of N. Ya. l&rrys mistakes and the inculcation 
of ldgnism in ~ C S - s u c h  4h my opinioqtb way whidh 
would xraalre it posaitde to b&ill new health in Soviet Un- 
gufstics. 

A Fighting Program for  thle 

Elaboration of Marxist Linguistics* 
I 

By Professor T. LOMTEV 

In J. V. Srpllnys article 'On Manism in Linguisticsm the 
most important problems of linguistic8 are stated and set- 
tled in wise Stalinist fashion, with exhaustive thoroughness: 
problems which through the diecussion on Pravda's pages 
have excited not onv scientific circles but also wide areas 
of Soviet public opinion. 

Comrade Stalinys article is a most valuable contribution. 
to linguistics, a concrete program for the elaboration of 
Ahrxfst l-stics, a classic model of how to solve the most 
complex problems of linguistics. J. V. Btalin's article 
marks a new period in the development of the science of b- 

like a m e -  beam it illuminates the p & ~  of f ~ -  

ther development in Soviet linguistics. J. V* stalin's new work wil l  job the precious of the 
most outstanding classics of Marxism-Leninism. It is a 
brilliant example of creative development of Marxism- 
Leninism in linguistics. 

Questions of language and super structure, language and 
classes, vocabulary and of language 
in different periods of society's history, which frequently 
were topics of discussion among linguiWs,were extremely 
muddled and overgrown with a large number of incorrect 
theses. J. V. Stalin's disclosure that language is not an 
ideological superstructure, that it is not a class phenomenon, 

introduces radicd changes in the theory and method of lin- 
guistic science, creatively develops Soviet linguistics and 
raises it to a higher level. 
Questions of Theory in Linguistics. ' Starting from a ncm-Marxist formula of language a s  super- 
structure, N. Ya. Marr advanced a series of hypotheses for 
the theory of linguistic science which were erroneous in 
principle . 
If language is an ideological superstructure it must cor- 

respond to each given [ socio-economic] base and meet its 
needs. If in the development of mciety one base is re- 
placed by another, then the given language or languages 
with their characteristic peculiarities corresponding to the 
given base are also liable to be replaced by a different la- 
guage or languages with characteristic peculiarities cor- 
responding to the different base. The development of lan- 
guage is a single process on a worldwide scale. 

The incorrect general theses,which are a vulgarization of 
the idea of a materialist explanation of the development of 
language,naturally turned out to be in obvious contradiction 
to well-known md l o ~ s t a b l i s h e d  facts, testifying to a 
multiplicity of languages, each of which had its own gram- 
matical peculiaritiee and its own vocabulary-a multiplicity 
which could not be reduced to the scientifically established 
[ socio-economic] bases. This patent contradiction was re  - 

ra solved by N. Ya. Marr not by rejecting his initial vulgar *P yda, June 27, 1950, p. 3. 
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materialist positloll m lmguage u sapretruoture, bat by 
piling up an W foundation nek c-cts which turned 
out to be thoroughly formalist and idealist. 

1. It ie gexkemlly known that N. Ya. Marr pbposd a 
chart of the development of languages, pyramidally drawn, 
with its base line down. According to N. Pa. Marr's the- 
ory,~lrlgtaally there were numerous mollusc-hqpges 
'whose further development consists in eonvergehce and 
generalhaticin tbrmgh hybridhation. Convergence of lan- 
guages must conclude with the creation of a siugle world 
language. Common features of 'related Impages are the 
re& not of genealogic separation along the pure lines of 
wbat was initially a single p r o t o ~ e ,  but the rewt of 
convergence and hypt.idbatton of initially U c t  langmps. 

N. Ya. lularr affirmed that each separate l a q p a p  was 
not a massive whole which appeared in its entirety by bur- 
geoning off from a single original h q p g e  which had aleo 
m e n  life to other related,hguag&s. Ehah langaage iar 
formed a s  a result of the ble~ding sf various hmgmgag and 
contabs fxaces and deposits of all  the world's knguages. 
The grammtioal and lexical data of each given langw@ 
are the aggregate of s&ata, the Iayers .of data from all pro- 
ceding languages, whose hybridbation and mllring bak 
place on a world scale. 

The definition of those elements in every hqpage wh&B 
testify to the unity of the given Mgmge with all tha mwM9s 
bpages makes up the main content and purpo~!~ of linguls- 
tic theory. N. Ya. MaPr consiuered ML, BER, PON, R 0 9  
%nd all their phoaetic variations to be such element#. 

Clearly, the vulgar materialist premise that bmg~qp U 
in the mqmr9tFucbrre led to an antihistorical, miverml ' 

scheme of pyraFda1 development fram multiplicity to 'Peaity 
ibdepmdent of ihe actulal course of soeiety*s deve]t6pmat, 
amf to the-assertion that antihi&orical, universal els3Trerrsts, 
existed in aU langusses of the world. 

IUhwxbt-wt  science, which examines language 
a s  an isolated realm, but in iradissoluble relation with the 
development of society's life coinnot fakl to recognhe mWkW 
regularities in the development of lamgqp in dlfiarent 
ods of develqbent of society*s life. The formulattcm a& -' . 

any one universal scheme of language development  fa^ a& . 

times and peoples Wwi.tably leads to devkaticm from Mmx- 
ism and essentially becomes an expression of formal- a d  
idealism fn l ~ c s .  

Language goes where social life goes, and the smn8 way, 
If the material and socio-political condftiom of a tribet@ 
life lead to it8 breaktip into two new tribes, the two didacts 
can emerge from oh@. Engels wrote that in primitive @om- 
munist society each tribe was characterbed by a 88gmmte 
dialect peculiar only to thie tribe. &Actually tribe and dia- 
lect essentially coincide; the forhation of new t r i b e ~  and 
dialects through fission too$ place in America only recently 
and has .hardly stopped even now. 'bS , 

If the materia! and socfal conditions of a society's life 
lead to the d i c a t i o n  of several tribes into a whole, then 
the W e c t s  of these tribes will also be unified in a single 
ianguage. 

In chracterieing the transiffon of primitive communiist 
society to class society, Engels vote: #Let us look now a t  
what happened to clan structure with this social upheaval, 
It turned out to be imp&& when confronted with the new 
elements which had grown up without ita cooperation. Its 
prendise was the comm- existence of the members of .a 
single c l q  or tribe on the same territory, populated by them 
&clusively. This had long since ceased. Everywhere clans 
and tribes were mixed together; everywhere among free 
citizens. then lived alaves, clients, foreigners." Clan ele- 
ments, says Engels, 'were joined by masses of new popula- 
tions, alien to the clans; they could become a power in the 
land, a s  happened in Rome, and they were too numerous to 

*F. Engels, The 0- ofpe Family, Private P-rty and 
the State, 1949, R. Q3. 

permit gradual incorporation fato the consanguine clans and 
tribes. "* 

It follows from Engefs' remarks that if for given reasoars 
the socio-economic development of a people proceeds along 
'the line of its breakup into two peoples, then two languages 
will develop fn them circumstances; if a people's socio- . 
economic development follower the course of its merging 

' 

with another to form a single people, then one language wffl 
be formed from two. And, #in the process of hybridhation, 
one of the languages usually emerges victorious, preserves 
its grammar and basic lexical fued an8 continues to develop 
by the internal laws of its own development, while the other 
language gradually loses. its3 quality and dies off, 7 and that 
acons@quently, hybridization does not produce s) tbird new 
hgwge but r k b b s  ane af the languages, retains its gram- 
mar and basic lexical fand and gives it a chanee to develop 
by the internal laws od its om deve1ap$nentH (1. V. StaUn).,? 

A theory of pyramidal convergence of languages designed 
to account for all times and peoples is false. It leads to a 
view of Ianguage development independent af social develop- 
ment and is a reflection of formralism in linguistic theory, 
a departure from the principles of Marxist materialist +e- 
ory in favor of idealism. Formalism, deviation from dia- 
lectical materialism fowards idealism consists in ascribing 
a single schematic direction ki the development of language, 
while the development of mciety's life is in actuality char- 
acterieed by different regularities in different periods in 
#he life of hagaan miety. During its historical develop- 
ment t~ibes and nationalithe broke up and separated, mixed 
and hybri&d. 

2. It is generally lb&n that N. Yam Marr proposed the 
idea that language develops by Bgipg. According to N. Ya. 
Msrr9s theory development lakes play@ thraugh quantitative 
accumulation in language, which must end in an explosion 
and the transition to a new, highex quality, to new, higher 
languages in skip fashion. In N. Ya.. Ujrr'ls opinion ea&b 
g i v a  language is a definite quality corresgonding to a given 
base and represents a level in the development from Imer  
to higher; determination of the stage~chsrrtcbristics of a 
lmguage is the first task of .the investigator, while the dia- 
tributim of languages by stages a s  steps in the movement 
from lower to higher is the main content of liagulstic the- 
ory- 

From N. Ya. Marrss point of view, the multiplicity of 
hguages  is explained by the fact that some lhguktic blocs 
b r a  away from the single, worldwide process of conver- . 

gence of languages in the process of their skip-like transi- 
tion to a higher level in the direction of forming a single 
universal language. 
Thus emerges the need to define the grammatical struc- 

ture of individual languages and their groups a s  the unavoid- 
able product of a given level in the progressive develop- 
ment af languages towards a single world language. The 
amorphou811ess of the Chinese language corresponds to a 
primitive communist society and is proof that this language 
halted at the primary stage af the language-forming proc- 
ess, while inflection in Indo-Emopean languages corres- 
ponds to class society and testifies to their being the latest 
product in time of the world bgage-forming process 
headed toward the creation of a single world language. 

It is perfectly clear that such a statement of the problem 
is inseparably and indissolubly tied to the W s i o n  that the 
grammatical structure of Mividual lmguages and their 
groups are of different value, no matter how the adherents 
to this view may disclaim the charge and no matter what 
noble quotations from N. Ya. Marr's works they use in 
justification. 
The scheme ibelf af distributing grammatical indices of 

all the worldSs languages which also reflect their national 

*Ibid., 114-5. 
S h l h ,  'On Marxism in Lingrmistie~,~ Pravda, June 20, 
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form in a'sequence by stages from archaic to riiaodern or 
from lower to higher is incorrect. It presuppodes only one 
universal explanation of the different htional forms in all 
the world's languages-the different times a t  iphich they 
broke off from the process of the cofiverghg o# languages 
in the direction of the creation of a single world language 
and the different stages a t  which they took shape from the 
standmint of progress in the skip-line replacement of some 
languages by others. It cannot be denied that particular 
grammatical indices did not form simultaneously. But to 
distribute the world's languages according to the various 
rungs of a sequence by stages is to deny that national forms 
of language come into being depending on the specific mate- 
rial and social conditions in the life of peoples. The idea 
of classifying all the world's languages according to a 
sequence by stages is inseparably connected with the non- 
Marxist premise of Language a s  ideological superstructure, 
and is a scheme torn from life, from the specific history 
of individual peoples, 

Dialectical materialism, which examines the development 
of language in inseparable connection with the development 
of social life, requires that a pePidbation'd the language- 
forming process be worked out which would conform with 
the Marxist periodhatton of the development of man's pro- 
ductive activity and similarly with activities in all other as- 
pects of his work. If in the process it turns out that the 
amorphous character of Chinese or  (the inaectian of Russian 
are  present in all formaticws undergone by these people in 
their primordial habitat beginning with the primitive com- 
mune and ending with tke socialist, then this is proof not 
that the Marxist periodieation of the -ge-forming proc- 
ess  is false, but that amorphousness or Wlection or any 
other purely grammatied chracterizatio& is not the inevi- 
table product of a given stage of the bgmge-forming proc- 
ess  and cannot serve to indicate that a given language be- 
longs to a given stage3 but: is a product of the specific his- 
torical conditions of soctety's life on a given territory and 
indicates the peculiarities in the development of languages 
under various specific historical conditions. 

If language, a s  Comrade Stalin teaches, 'is directly linked 
to man's productive activity and not only to his productive 
activity but to every other activity in all aspects of man's 
work, A then it cannot be the representative of any one stage 
because, not being an ideologic& superstructure, it is not 
the offspring of any m e  base. '#***-, its structure,' 
says Comrade Stalh, 'cannot be regarded as the product of 
any one epoch. The structure of hngmge, its grammar and 
basic lexical fund, is the prodact of a number of eras."* 

The universal scheme according to which the grammatical 
structures of particular languages rise from an archaic, 
lower state, be it the amorpbousnes~ of Chinese or some 
other grammatical peculiarity of a given language, to a new, 
progressive state, be it the inflection of Indo-European or  
the nominative-active grammatical structure of these and 
other languages, contradicts the principles of the theory of 
Marxist materialism and is one of the er rors  in principle of 
N. Ya. Marr's theory. 

Academician I. I. Meshchaninov admits that "the problem 
of language classification by stages and the temporal ar-  

m rangement of these stages still remains unsolved. St i l l  this 
refers only to the plan itself and not to the basic proposi- 
tion" (Pravda, May 16, 1950). t 

The admission that the numerous schemes for arranging 
the grammatical structure of individual languages in a se- 
quence by stages proposed by our linguists turned out to be 
useless does not convince Academician I. I. Meshchaninov 
that the very phrasing of the question is erroneous. Aca- 
demician I. I. Meshchaninov does not lose hope that in the 
future he or somebody else will be able correctly to classify 

the existing living languages on the rungs ;of a ladder by 
stages, failing to observe that the task may not legitimately 
be stated in this way. 

Thus, to state the problem of development by stages a s  a 
problem of placing languages in a sequence by stages leads 
to a formulation of language development divorced from the 
specific histories of the societies speaking these languages 
ind is a reflection of formalism and idealism in N, Ya. 
Marr's linguistic theory. Wch a statement of the problem 
must be discarded and not maintained, a s  Academician I. I. 
Meshchaninov attempts. 

3, I£ Ianguage is a superstructure on a base, a s  incor - 
rectly affirmed by Marr, then a common national language 
cannot be inherited; it is created anew by the bourgeoisie 
in the capitalist period and is limited only to the confines of 

I the ruling class, the bourgeoisie. 
The bourgeoisie a s  a ruling class consolidates its language 

in literature; the literary language emerging in the capitalist 
period, bourgeois in origin, becomes national, that is gen- 
eral f o r  ail social functions including the function of commun- 
icatioa between the various classes while the poplar  lan- 
guage inherited from previous periods is not national be- 
cause it allegedly is not uniform: it consists of dialects. 
This pOint of view is also shared to some degree by Aca- 

demician V. V. Vinogradov. In his article for the dis- 
cussion he writes: 'The teaching of Lenin and S t d b  on 
natimZ languages defines the hdamental  historical vari- 
eties or  types of national language formation*** Essential- 
ly the national literary language is a literary language of a 
gualitatively new mstem, deeply rooted in the popular 
soil, ** It is clear from this statement that the national 
language is not inherited but is formed, that it is a literary 
language since the latter is a common language and not a 
popular one, since the latter contains dialects. 

If language, a s  Akxism teaches, is not an ideological 
superstructure on a base, then the common national lan- 
guage is not a product of capitalist formation, but is an in- 
herited community; this mutual intelligibility is .a product 
of the people a s  a whale and not of a class. In the period 
of capitalism's victory over feudalism the native speech of 
a people becomes consolidated in literature and science 
and becomes national. The national language is the native 
language of a people which has become the instrument not 
only of local communication but also of communication in 
a nation's literary, scientific and political life. 

Lenin teaches that 'for the complete victory of commodity 
production, the bourgeoisie must conquer the internal mar- 
ket, territories with a population speaking a single lan- 
guage must be united into a &.ate while eliminating all ob- 
stacles for the development of this language and its con- 
solidation in literature, 9 

Thus, the basic premises of N. Ya. Marr's linguistic 
theories have nothing to do with the theory of Iyharxist mate- 
rialism. Comrade Stalin's brilliant work 'On Marxism in 
Linguisticsm creatively enriches the Marxist-Leninist sci- 
ence of language and is a fighting program for the scientific 
activity of all Soviet linguists. 

It contains a Bolshevist evaluation of Marr's doctrine, 
whose role in Soviet linguistics was overestimated by the 
author of these lines, even though he did criticize its basic 
errors. 
Questions of ~ e i h o d  in the Science of Language.' 

If linnuistics is more than mere empirical knowledge 
and is science, a scientific discipline, it must have its 
theory and its method of investigation. It is said that all 
sciences have only one method-the method of dialectical 
materialism and therefore it is not right to raise the ques- 
tion of method in linguistics. However, this is true in one 
respect only: all sciences have a s u e  method of cog- 

*Ibid. *V. Vinogradov, #Let Us Develop Soviet Linguistics on the 
~ ~ ~ e s h c h a n i n o v ,  .For a Creative Development of Aca- I Basis of ib-toLeninist Theory,. Pravda, m e  6, 1950. 
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nition-the method of dialectical materialism; nevertheless, 
although all sciences have a single method of cognition, the 
method of dialectical materialism, they have different 
methods of investigation. Consequently it is theoretically 
legitimate to raise the question of method in linguistic sci- 
ence. 

If the theory of linguistics defines the subject of this sci- 
ence (that is, the nature of language and its development) 
and explains the phenomena with which this science deals, 
then the method of linguistics is an instrument of investi- 
gation of linguistic materials. 

In the present discussion we are  dealing with two meth- 
ods: the comparative-histor ical, elaborated by traditional 
linguistics, and the paleontological, developed by N. Ya . 
Marr . 

The comparative-historical method, a s  indicated by J. 
V, Stalin, bas serious shortcomings, but it also has its 
merits. 

This method is called historical because it is used in 
reconstructing the history of languages; it is called com- 
parative because comparison is the technique used in recon- 
structing the history of languages. If the data of several 
languages of a single family are  the result of distinct evolu- 
tions of a body of data initially belonging to a single source, 
then the technique of reconstructing the histories of these 
languages can only be the factual comparison of the facts of 
these languages; the data from other languages, which do 
not stem from the same source, have nothing to do with the 
matter. Thus the word @gorodP [city, town] sounds @gradP 
among Southern Slavs, 'grad, gruds among the Western and 
@goroda among Eastern Slavs. These words are  the result 
of different phonetic evolutions of one and the same word, 
which initially had the form @gordW andmeant fence, which 
is proven by the Lithuanian word @gardasn having the same 
meaning. 

The reference to Lithuanian serves to confirm the recon- 
struction of this word's history. in Slavic languages, be- 
cause Lithuanian and the Slavic languages a re  the result of 
distinct evolutions of what initially was a single source. 

The data of a given language which has no parallels in re- 
lated languages cannot be utilhed by the comparative-his- 
torical method a s  a source for the historical study of the 
language. For example, the word 'IronB [horse] exists in 
Slavic languages but cannot be found in other Indo-European 
ones. It disappears from the body of data which can Be 
utilized by the comparative -historical method for the recon- 
struction of the history of Slavic languages, The compara- 
tive-historical method cannot be used in reconstructing the 
history of a language which has no kin among languages. 
Such a language offers no data for use by the comparative- 
historical method. 

The limitations of the comparative-historical method con- 
sist in its permitting the comparison of that fact- evidence 
of related languages which stems from one basic source, 
the existence of which is beyond doubt. However, the theory 
of science has established that within related languages 
there is factual material which, although an inseparable 
part of the basic lexical fund and the mor~olcgical  inven- 
tory of the language, can be remnants of some other source 
which took part in the formation of a group of related lan- 
guages. Thus, if the data of related languages stem not 
from one source but from several, of which only one is basic 
then the linguistic evidence of the given language can and 
must be studied by comparing it with the data of those lan- 
guages which preserve the remnants of the same sources. 
It follows from this that the linguistic data of each given lan- 
guage must be studied through comparison with data from 
various languages, not only related ones, but also unrelated. 

The comparative-historical method investigated scientifi- 
cally only whole sense units in language (words, mor- 
phemes). Such elaboration of linguistic data is quite legiti- 
mate, but it is not enough. It cannot be denied that certain 
words which today are  viewed a s  whole, indivisible sense 

units could have arisen from several sense units (words). 
This has long been known; for example, it was established 
long ago that the Russian word %erloga. [lair] is made up 
of #berm which originally meant sheep and goats and "logs 
(cf. ulogovea [lair]). 

The conclusion follows from this that through comparison 
one can study not only the data of whole sense units (words) 
in the contemporary language system but also their parts, 
if at  an older stage in the development of the language they 
functioned a s  separate meaning units. 

Meanwhile the techniques of the comparative-historical 
method are  not prepared to handle the linguistic material. 
This does not mean, however, that the techniques of com- 
parative historical analysis of whole sense units and their 
connections in language must be simply rejected. They 
must be reorganized, enriched and developed. 

The comparative-historical method subjects to compara- 
tive study data of the same meaning from related languages; 
one can juxtapose the Russian word @matn [mother] with 
Greek and Latin smater,a Armenian @maira and so on and 
make certain deductions, but one cannot juxtapose the Rus- 
sian word 'kens (horse) with Latin ucanisa (dog) a s  these 
are  words of distinct meanings and have no relation to 
each other. However, scientific theory has established 
that the content of comparable data can change historical- 
ly. , Those sense -units which to modern thinking seem not 
tobhave any mutual relation could have had the closest 
ties in most ancient times. 

It follows from this that one can, compare data not only 
of relatively similar meaning, that is, data having the 
same sense content, but also data with different meanings, 
because one must consider the peculiarities of primitive 
thought and opinion. Remembering that names changed 
from objeqt to object because of similarities in their func- 
tions in social production (cf. aperos-goose feather and 
'perob-pen), one can also compare those words which 
today have different meanings, but which could have had 
similar meanings at  an earlier stage. If the horse ful- 
filled originally the same domestic function a s  the dog, then 
the dog's name could have been transferred to the horse. 

, This makes it possible, while taking into account the irreg- 
ularity of the correspondence of Latin k and Slavic s, to 
establish a close connection between the Russian word 
@konn [horse] and Latin 'canisa-@dog: whose origin has 
not yet been clarified by the comparative-historical meth- 

1 od. 
I Thus the traditional comparative-historical method has 

serious shortcomings a s  a research tool and does not cor- ' respond to the present state of linguistic theory. However, 
it also has merits which must not be underestimated, since 
there can be no doubt that a good deal of positive knowledge 
has been acquired precisely through this method of inves- 
tigation. 
&me Conclusions. 

The traditional comparative-historical method of re- 
search must not be rejected. but reorganized and perfected, 
while preserving all the valuable techniques and approaches 
for the study of linguistic data which have been created 
through the application of this method. 

N. Ya. Marr did not follow this path; @N. Ya. Marr in- 
troduced into linguistics an immodest, boastful, arrogant 
tone, not characteristic of Marxism and leading to the 
wholesale and irresponsible rejection of everything in lin- 
guistics before N. Ya. Marrn (J. StalinL* 

He began to reject completely the comparative-historical 
method with all its achievements in the technique of hand- 
ling linguistic data. He began to fulminate bombastically 
against the comparative-historical method a s  'idealista 
and began to advertise the paleontologic method, which 
he had formulated, a s  the only correct application of 

I *J. V. Stalin, .On M d m  in Liaguis t i~s ,~ Pravda, June 
20, 1950. 
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Marxist dialectical method to the data of speech and re- 
lated social culture. 

In contrasting his paleontologic method with the com- 
parative-histor~cal one, N. Ya. Marr began to search also 
for fundamental differences in the techniques of compara- 
tive s M y  of linguistic data. He reached the conclusion 
that words or forms a s  complete meaningful units in sys- 
tems of contemporary languages could not be the object of 
comparative study, because such handling of the data would 
allegedly lead iuevitably to the re-establishment of a proto- 
language. For example, the comparison of the Russian 
word 'rukan [hand] with Polish 'renlrrr; Old Slavic 
uronka,@ Lithuanian Uranka* must lead to the conclusion 
that the initial form for these now different words was 
the same for all Slavs-Uronka. * In each such mrticular 
'fact, N; Ya. Marr saw me reflection of the protolanguage 
theory of divergence. And yet in reality these facts testify 
not to a single protolanguage for all Slavic languages but to one 
source (along with other sources), which has left traces in the 
Slavic languages and which, a s  a result of differences in the de- 
velopment of these languages, underwent various changes. 
Similar processes are  at  work even nowI 

The French word 'partia,'[party] is in Russian * part&' . 
in Belorussian 'partyya;' the French word "dictaturea 1 dic- 
tatorship] becomes ediktatura* in Russian, "dyktatura" in 
Belorussian, etc . 

Nobody will draw the conclusion from Such facts that 
French, Russian and Belorussian stem a t  the same time 
from one protolanguage,but one cannot avoid the conclusion 
that a word from one source can acquire different meanings 
and forms in different languages. 

Having incorrectly diagnosed the juxtaposition of whole 
sense units of related languages as a reflection of the proto- 
language conception of the development of language, N. Ya. 
Marr rejected in principle the juxtaposition of whole sense 
units in contemporary languages and proceeded to four-ele- 
ment analysis of the data bf all the world's languages inde- 
pendent of their actual historical connections. 

And yet we juxtapose the linguistic data of P given stratum 
of any language with the linguistic data of a different stratum 
of the same language or of any other language only when it 
has undergone historical study and its meaning and evolution 
have been clarified in a given layer of given languages. The 
Russian word %onn [horse] and the Ukrainian &kinn origi- 
nally had only one form-%on. To ignore this is to re- 
ject firmly established facts, to deny the incontrovertible 
possibility of distinct evolutions of the data of one stratum 
in different languages. 

It follows from this that the Ulurrinian word "kinb [horse] 
cannot be separated from Russian 'konn nor its identity 
suggested with Breton (in France) %is--dog, a s  is done by 
N. Ya. Marr. 

Such antihistorical juxtapositions of N. Ya. Marr were 
taken up by bourgeois Ukrainian nationalists a s  proof of the 

not only of entire words a s  separate sense units but also of 
their parts,if at  an older stage of the language's develop- 
ment they were whole sense units, were distorted by N. Ya. 
Marr due to the .antihistorical nature of the very universal 
scheme of pyramidal convergence of all the world's hn -  
guages through hybridization and blending and due to the in- 
sistence tlmt universal elements a re  present in all languages. 

The result of the distortion of principles of the compara- 
tive-historical study of linguistic data is the so-called four- 
element analysis. It is not something accidental or margi- 
nal in N. Ya. Marr's method. 

i 

According to Marr the data of contemporary languages 
can be studied comparatively only after the primary sense 
units, the four elements, have been first established in each 
contemporary sense unit. As a result of this, there emerged I 

f;he technique of four-element analysis which resulted I 

\ 

in utter rejection of historical analysis of whole sense units. I 

The technique of paleontologic analysis was placed into I 

a mutually exclusive relationship with the tecnhique of 
I 

comparative-historical analysis. t 

Four-element analysis became the universal means of in- 4 

terpreting the linguistic data of languages of all peoples and I 

times. If the comparative-historical method with all its ! 
shortcomings 'is an impetus' to work, to study languages," $ 
the paleontologic method 'is an impetus to lying on top of 
the oven and reading teacups about the notorious four ele- 3 , 
mentsw (J. W i n ) .  * 

No breakup of a contemporary sense unit into more pri- i 
mary sense units is correct unless the history of its devel- I 

1 
opment and changes is considered. If the history of such 
a word a s  ' rubn [hand], according to the data of those ! 
languages in which it functions a s  a whole sense unit, in- 
dicates that this word originally had the form 'ronlcsr* 1 

'4 

meant 'to gather,n then it cannot be broken up into more 
primary elements 'ruw and %a" and on this ground to in- 
sist that "run in the word 'rukaw and O1ruW in the word 

J 
i 

"ruslom [river bed] are the same. This is not science but 1 
play in% games. 

Nevertheless, Soviet linguistics cannot reject the very 
principle of determining some particles in contemporary 
sense units which represent traces of more ancient sense j 
units. But the technique for determining such W i c l e s  ! 
must rest  on the historical data of the meaning unit in which 1 
the particles a re  located. This means that Soviet linguistics i 
c w o t  reject the principle of reconstructing the history of 
the sense unit a s  a self-sufficient unit of contemporary lan- 
guage. i 

The primary form of a given word as an integral unit of 
meaning can and must be reconstructed if its initial form 

t 
II 

differs from the contemporary. There is no retreat from 1 
Marxism in this, no return of any kind to Indo-Europeanism ! 
or to a rebirth of bourgeois linguistics a s  the Marrists q 

tried to scare us [into believing]. The disclosure in a con- / 
temporary sense unit of its component parts a s  sense units 

absence of any closer relationship of Ukrainian to Russian of older periods, can and must be made, if they actually 
I 

; 
and its orientation toward the languages of the West. exist in it. At the same time it must be regarded historical- ? 

N. Ya. Marr did not take into account the different evolu- ly a s  an integral sense unit. There is here no retreat from j 

tions of whole meaning units in the data of .the same level of Marxism, no return to element analy sis,to the formal mech- I 

I 

different languages and described the results of these evolu- anistic vulgarizing method of N. Ya. Marr. I 

tions a s  independent facts. Thus N, Ya. Marr placed to- Following strictly the method of Marxist dialectics and 
gether Russian "rukan [ hand] with Russian 'rokn [fate], the theory of Marxist materialism, Soviet linguistics mush I 

ignoring the fact that the form 'rukaw is the result of very reorganize, refine, enrich, create new approaches and tech- I 

late changes and that in ancient times it sounded differently. niques of studying linguistic data and follow daringly the 
In every language N. Ya. Marr took ready-made words and path of innovation and creativity, widen the topics of sci- 
broke them up into elements, ignoring the changes they had entific research work, raise new questions in science, study 
undergone in the corresponding stratum of a given language. the questions sharply raised by life. 
This leads to the numerous errors  in etymologies of indi- A s  a rpnk-and-file linguist I can find no words to express 
vidual words which we find in the works of N. Ya. Marr. those feelings of gratitude toward Comrade Stalin which f i l l  

A l l  these distortions in the method of N. Ya. Marr's lin- me. J. V. Stalin has offered extremely profound general- 
area of linguistic science which lead to new 
of all individual questions on which we a re  



With feeling of deep gratitude to Comrade Stalin we will 
give all our forces and lormledge to the cause of creating 
scientific research works needed by Soviet science and So- 

, viet public opinion; following unswervingly Stalin's guiding' 

indications is the only basis for the emergence of Soviet lin- 
guistics from stagnation, the foundation of further success- 
e s  of the Marxist science of language, the durability and 
viability of its conclusion, its connection with the work and 
struggle of the Soviet people for the victory of communism. 

For a Leninist-Stalinist Path of 
Development in Soviet Linguistics* 

e: BY Professor G. AMNLEDIANI 

The Causes of Stagnation in Soviet Linguistics. 
The free discussion which has developed in the pages of 

Pravda an the questions of Soviet lingui~tic~which b;Ps ma- 
tured and even become urgent, meets perfectly the desires 
of all Soviet linguists. In this field of science questions of 
t h e q  and practfoe concern deeply not only the lbguialic 
scholars, but also the wide masses of our intelligentsia- 
particularly the artists of the word and the many millims of 
teachers and Istudents. 

This remarkable discussion acquired truly international 
significance when J. V. Stalin submitted his article 
Marxism in L ~ i s t i c s m  which i n i t W  a new era in the his- 
tory of soviet linguistics. 

The importancp of t h b  discussion is enormous. Its devel- 
opment is being fdluwed with intense attention by the entire 
Soviet public, all the world's linguistic science, and by our 
friends and foes. 

The discussion opened with an article by the majar student 
of the Caucasus, Prof. Am. Chikobava, who has repeatedly 
criticized Academician N. Ya. Marr3s entire theory. The 
discussion revealed that a regime not characteristic of sci- 
ence had dominated in linguistics, and that Marr's teaching 
contained a whole series of serious mistakes and blunders,. 

All of N. Ya. Marr's students (m few exceptions) hsid 
themselves only with chorusing their teacher's declarative 
statements which were inadequately grounded and thus use- 
less in linguists' research or living practical activity. 

At each step his followers referred to Marr, frequently 
without any need. At best, knowledge of 1Ylarr9s works writ- 
ten after 1924 was considered by his followers to be the ac- 
ma of linguistic wisdom. A s  a rule such linguists were the 
heads of linguistic departments in higher educational insti- 
tutions, One can imagine what teaching cadres they pre- 
pared and what such teachers could teach the school childred, 

Running riot particularly of late, the Japhetidologists mo- 
nopolieed all Soviet linguistics ('we claim the whole area of 
linguisticss--they said). They tried to remove from work- 
sometimes not without s u c c e s s a  number of famous lin- 
guists (Endzelin, Vinogradov, Freiman, Peterson, Bula- 
khovm, Acharyan, etc. ) who had never stopped enriching 
Soviet linguistics with their works. The remarkable worb- 
of Fortunatov, Simkhmatov, Beaudoin de Courtenay, and 
others which had brought world fame to our science, were 
forgotten or ignored. Only isolated linguists in one republic 
or another remained outside the Japhetidologists' reach; on- 
ly in Georgia were they almost the whole body of linguists. 

The Japhetidologists left fallow the enormous linguistic 
heritage of comparative linguistics, a s  though the heirs of 
everything of value created in the past were anybody except 
us. The old linguistics, however, (both foreign and native) 
has to its credit enormous achievements, useful for our 
work a s  well. 

The rejection by Soviet linguistics of a useful heritage 
(along with the circumstances mentioned above) played a 
doubly negative role. Our linguistics, our schools and all 

our language development suffered from this. 
The traditions of good Russian grammars came to an end. 

Special steps had to be taken to raise the level of literacy 
in schools at  all levels. There was no good, stable Russian 
grammar till 1938,and,when it appeared under Prof. L. V. 
Shcherba's editorship, it had a portrait of Academician 
Marr right alonside the portraits of the pillars of Russian 
grammatical thought (Lomonosov, Vostokov, Buslayev, 
Potebnya and Shakhmatov). Yet Academician Marr had no 
relation whatever, beyond a negative one, to the elaboration 
of Russian grammar. 

It seems strange when we read in Prof. Chikobvg: "A can- 
siderable number of N. Ya. 1Msrrr3s works are devoted to 
the struggle to create a materialist linguistics. Oae might 
think Marr wrote a number of works intended to establish a 
materialist linguistics In reality, however, almost since 
the beginning of the '20s, he rarely wrote a'work devoted 
wholly to the consistent development of any one idea. Fre- 
quently the title of a Marr article does not correspond to 
its content,and particular statements are not connected with 
each other. 

To the deleterious activity of the Japhetidologists were 
a+ed our own serious errors a s  well, exposed in Comrade 
Stalin's wonderful article; the main one was that we, fol- 
lowing Academician Marr, mistook language for super struc - 
ture and even considered the fact that he raised the problem 
of the superstructural nature of language to be Marr's in- 
controvertible merit. The argument that "to confuse lan- 
guage with superstructure is to commit a grave errorn (J. 
E#alin) is deeply convincing. It was also our error that in 
attempting to prove the non-class nature of language we did 
not proceed from the fact that '***everywhere, at  every 
stage of development, language, a s  a means of communica- 
tion for people in society, was common and single for the 
society, serving the members of society equally, regardless 
of social positionn (J. Stalin). * ' 

Our hesitancy on the question of the class nature of lan- 
guage could not but contribute to the -tion in our sci- 
ence. Only now, after it has been explained that '*** 
people, pmticular social groups and classes are  anything 
but indifferent to languagen and that 'language and the laws 
of its development can be comprehended only if they are 
studied in indissoluble connection with the history of society 
sund with the history of the people to which the language un- 
der study belongs and which is the creator and the bqarer 
of this languagem (J. Stalin), t did it become clear why the 
impression has developed that in variow languages and in 
different periods language could be of class nature. 

Comrade Stalin's elucidations shed new light also on other 
cardinal questions of linguistics, which had remained un- 
clear so far. Our science thereby received unshakable 
support for its development through the elaboration of 
Comrade Stalin's brilliant thoughts on the basis of linguis- 
tic data. 

arxism in Linguist i~s ,~  Pravda, June 20 - 



Difficulties in the Development of avie t  Linguistics. 
Soviet linauists are being asked to find ways of raising 

(loviet lingukics to a higher level, a height worthy of the 
Stalin epoch -as are [men inl other fields of Soviet science 
and tec&ology. Stagnation in soviet Ungubtics is part of its 
growing pains, not of decay. 

What does the peculiar nature of our difficulties consist 
in and how can they be overcome? Unfortunately, one must 
note that these difficulties and the means of overcoming 
them were stated weakly and sometimes even incorrectly& 
the .discussion articles before J. V. Stalin's statement- 
both by the Uopponentsw of'Marr3s linguistic doctrine, a s  
well a s  and particularly by its 'defenders;' and this could 
not help in overcoming difficulttes. 

In Marxism-Leninism we have been given the philosophical 
and ideological bases on which to erect any Soviet science. 
We have a tremendously rich heritage of comparative-his- 
torical linguistics a s  a g ~ a t  science with almost a century 
and a half's history of its exceptionaUy pawerful develop- . 
ment in which our leading lingaists occupy an honorable ' 

place (Vostokov, Buslayev, Potebnya, Foz-tuatov, Beaudoin 
Qe Courtenay, Endeelin, Shcherba anU others). 

Moreover, what & this w e  irs of decisive significance 
for the further deve10penk csf Soviet &guiatics, [we-] 
the foundation-laying and W y  programmatic statements of 
the Lenin-Stalin theory on natium W national languages. 

And all this remained inaccessible for Uwr, who 'really 
did.want to and hied to be a Marxist, but he did not succeed 
in becoming a MarxistA (J. Stalin). 

Under such circumstances, moreover, the greatest and, 
because of its consequencgthe fatal mistake of Academician 
Marr was his uncoational decisfon to fence himself off 
tight1 J from * I n d o ~ E ~ m ~  (that is, comparative -his - 
torical linguistics) which broaght with it the self-expulsion of 
Japhetidology, a s  a general science of language, from the 
great science of lhguistics. 

=There can be no mention of reconciling the new theory 
with the old on mawrs  of m p l e  d e s s  the Indo-European 
ist rejects his main tenets, wrote Mur.  *r consider the at- 
tempt by some very few o$t my stdents and particularly my 
folluwers to erect a bridge between the two theories more 
disastrous than the desire a@ tthe meat majority of Indo-Ewog 
pean ljnguists to ignore entirely Japhetic linguistics. ** 

Such statements of 1YIarr, frbqgently repeated, 'served a s  
a signal to his students inadeq\10~blp familiar with the uold'D 
school to shun this school not only ideologically, 'on ques- 
tions of principles a s  they were taught by their teacher, but 
also by remaining unfamiliar with It, by5not knowing its 
basic principles. There was no sbortage of critichm of 
*olda linguistics, but of criticism almys couched in the 
teacher's words. The teacher knew what he was rejecting. 
The students became familiar with the #old* science only 
through the sharply polemical works of Marr. 

The works of Academician Marr in the new period even 
show that their author broke in his search not only with his 
own research practiee,using the #OM* methods of compara- 
tive linguistics (and, true en he no langer wrote any %, such work~),ljut abadoned a180 @-end ob the latest ~w~rlrr- 
plishments of the 'oldn science. Mhd his f a h e r s  cornid& 
ered this normal and, imitating the teacher, ignored all the 
classical linguistics of the past. 

There is no other way to explain the contemptj so harmful 
for our science2f or something like the remarkable phonetic 
laws of Werner or Fortunatov, which have enormous signi- 
ficance in etymological exploration. 

The less *obedientm of followers, of which unfortunately 
there were few, trying to assimilate critically the achieve- 
ments of earlier linguistics on the basis of Marxist method- 
ology, have been achieving significant results. 

Even aIndo-Europeanistsw who do not share Marr'sviews 

*N. Ya. Marr; Selected W o r b ,  Vol. I, p. 219. 

but have worked honestl *'have given m e t  linguistics a 
number of most m d s t u d i e s .  I have in mind, far/exam- 
ple, the works of such leading Slavists a s  Academic* V. 
V. Vinogradov, Prof. L. A. Buhkhovsky and also Fof .  
Am. Chilroba~ and others. 1 

One cannot say the same about some of Marr ,s follbwers. 
Thus, for example, Prof. N. Yakovlev literally dates a pho- 
netic change with a definite year saying that at the present 
time after the Great Patriotic War (1947) one can notice the 
loss of guttural quality in the phoneme Olr*. 

The attempt of Comrade B. Serebrennikov to show the 
superiority of the comparative-historical method to element 
analysis should in every way be welcomed. In view of the 
nature of his discussion article he had a chance to ahow the 
enormous =priority of the former over the latter. How- 
ever, although he might have chosen any one of many thou- 
sands of terms of social significance and thus demonstrated 
to the reader the great force of comparative linguistics 
even in the etymology of words, he limited himself to one 
fnsiptficant term. And he, almost apologizing, mys the 
following: #Pe~haps it m d s  paradoxical, but the compsr- 
ative method is much-more useful a s  proof of the Marxist 
idea of development than Ildsrrr 's notorious four -element 
analysis. 9 

Is that how one should.talk in this decisive moment in the 
development of Soviet comparative l&qpistics, thereby 
subjecting it to doubt or guess as to whether it is *useful 
or not ? 

Let us take Marr3s series of words cited bv him. f  us- 
sian] on fire] -kon [ horse] -Lon-&a cennel] ; Ar - 
menia& (woman) [ R u s s i a n ] ~  dip] . Ac- 
cordhm to the laws of the *amazingly well-developed meth- 
&lo& of co-rative-histor icai i i ng~ i s t i~ s  (I&r),each 
word leaves the ranks of this *emptyA series and lines up 
in another, meaningful one. 

For example, Armenian @-woman-quite legitihately 
corresponds to the word zhena [wife], present in all Slavtc 
languages and consequently indicating the cornmuni of all ___l%iit_ and not only through this word alone 

an enormous number of words and the language 
structure; moreover, the very different phonetic and Inor- 
phological versions oi this root (zhen) in the Slavic h- 
guages reveal such meanings, so indicative of social rela- 
tions among the speakers of these languages- that no other 
material documents are capable of giqing us some idea af 
them in either Mstoric or prehistoric times. For example: 
in Old Russian shena means woman; the aame of a person , 

of the male a-zhene comes from the root zhep, indi- 
cating a person of the female sex; similarly zhenitba (wed- 
ding), ehenits (to marry), words for male -are 
from d r o s t ;  SexMan hnka (female), Old Russian 
and Czech Henima (ccmcuMne)~d Slavic zhenimshit (con- 
cubine's sdn-ch Peakha (bride) and so on. Each of 
these meanings p o i n t s m i t e  social positions of a per- 
son of the female sex, about which one could talk at'lengh. 

The same root (zhen) can be found, according to all the 
uamumlnga r\rtes,in the Germanic languages, for example: 
~ o t h i c ~ ~ ,  *ho (woman, wife); E*& queen and 
a- ( d i s i i  woman). etc. Similarlv diverse are the - -  
meanings of this root fd'classical ~ r e e k ,  for example: 
gpne (from guan)-woman, wife, servant girl, housekeep- 
er, concubine, lady, female mortal, a s  contrasted with 
aimmortal goddes~ ,~  and so on. Here too the changes in 
woman's position are revealed. 

An analysis of a word accidentally handled by the com- 
parative-historical method (thanks to Comrade Sere- 
brennikov) gives such a completely real picture of the his- 

W m n  A. Maillet, *the h a d  of In@- 
Europeanism,* as an honest opponent (Selected Works, Vol. 
IV, p. 226). 
iB. Serebrennikov, *On N. Ya. Marr's Research Methods, * 

pkvda, May 23,1950. 



" of woman's social position that one c d d  write a 
whole volume and more about it. 

Not a s  rich, but nevertheless an analagous picture is of- 
fered by the other woru  in this series (ogon-kon-konura) 
in so far a s  these terms do not have so much social signi- 
ficance. But if one should transcend the limited frame- 
work of Comrade Wrebrennikw and take any term with 
sodial significance (for example the followw words re- 

' called st random: trud [work], rabota [labor], zor 
[*me{, muahn l p e a k t ] ,  r aath], 
picable , miiiiimother], otets 
- 

'-1, doch 6 ~ ; ;  
vdova [wiG]) ,  we wouldthen be confron.with an enor- 
mous number of meanings r a t i n g  social, class kinship ' anti other re-. 

If one were to take only the word trud [work] which in 
Old Russian had such memhgs a s  illness, sorrow, 
sufferfag, concern, effort, exploit, etc., while in a social- 

In this way the comparative-historical method reveals 

, historical method can hardly be evaluated a s  a reactionary 
2 posi t iqas  some of our opponents think. Even such an his- 

torical-etymol_ogical analysis,which we have not' presented 
vividly enough here and which does no€ yet sfand h&h enougb 

' theory trying to preserve its pl~ity,, natural because he con- 

One should again consider,-especially because of its ex- 
treme importance, the matter of the influence of this doc- 
trine on the Soviet school and thereby on the improvement of 
the whole Union's speech. To the extent to which the interesb 
of the new &&r@e were directed primarily into the past, 
to that extent they served the cultivation of contemporary 

+- speech poorly or not a t  all. Marr himself and his ~tudents 
.-:-? talked a lot abaut developing written languages for the un- -& written languages of the Union, but actually they needed this 
I pp - only for the scientific recording of texts. 
+$;< 

:&e 

More than that. The new doctrinqas it stands, acted a s  
a brake on the improvement of speech. 'It demanded a radi- 
cal break in the grammatical system. It demanded the elim- 
ination of traditional grsrmmntical terminology. Marr used 
his authoritative voice to shake up school grammar, that 
foundation of literacy a d  correct speech. 

I #The forrnal idealistic doctrine on which so-called gram- 
mar is built is absolutelv udit  for connection either with .- 
true living speech or wik its baq, production. ' And this 
is written in the journal The Russian Language In the So- 
viet School (1930, No. ' 4) 1 Or in the same place "*** Cre- 
ated by such an idealist, formaLscientific ideology, until 
recenfiy still triumphant, grambar loots like am%hgry she- 
wolf at the hundreds, thousands an& millions of violators - 
of its paper canons*~*. It is laughable even to speak of re- 
forming Russian writing or grammar***The matter at  issue 
is not spelling or grammatical reform, but a change in the 
rules of languagem (N. Ya. Marr, 'Selected Works,# Vol. 
TI. pp. 374-5. Emphasis mine-G. A. ). - - -  

As is well hown$ormative grommar,which pb course 
must be kept at  a level of scientific standards, can play the 
role of a fkdat ion for speech development just because it 
is stable over a definite (usually protracted) period of time. 
Otherwise it loses its meaning. A scientific grammar can 
be radically changed even with each- but the school 
[grammars], which are  practical (normative) and -, 
of course, can also be perfected, cannot afford this. 
Changes even in the terminology alone is pedagogically re- 
flected harmfully on the student's attitude toward grammar, ' 

making it lose its authority. 
&But Is grammar necessary altogether? * asks Academi- 

cian Marr (Ibid., p. 374). 
Here is the first difficulty of Soviet linguistic science: 

l w i n g  behind- great 1-stic scienck which was 
'amazinglym developed. Fiading itself way ahead of the 
#oldw classical linguistics in ideological methodology, our 
linguistics lags behind it in a technical-methodological 
respect due to Marr and particularly his followers; and 
his technical-methodological aspect bas enormous signi- 
ficance at  the present and the following stages in the devel- 
opment of our social life. If one should turn linguistics 
taward the present day (which must be considered a pri- 
mary task) this cannot be done without its being equipped 
teehnico-methodologically. And in this we are  lagging for 
the indicated reasons. 

The second difficulty is the difficulty of mastering all of 
the existinginguistic wealth in the treatment of which our 
linguists (both Soviet and pre-Soviet) occupy an honorable 
place. &To listen to N. Ya. Marr and particularly his 
'pupils' one might think that there was no linguistics before 
N. Ya. Marr, that linguistics began with the appearance of 
N. Ya. Marr's 'new teachings,' says J, V. W i n  in his ar- 
ticle, * 

The third difficulty consists in the atomization of linguis- 
tic cadres, which has lasted now for quite a long time. Ab- 
sence of unanimity in understanding the tasks canfronting 
linguists, the opposition of the new doctrine to the 'old; 
called forth by +rrss erroneous efforts to fence himself 
off from the 'old, " mutual misundkrstanding, lack of con- 
fidence and such created the condition for the atomization of 
our forces. 

The discussion opened on the pages of Pramla which has 
taken place, with few exceptions, at a high scientific level 
has already indicated that it will also eliminate our third 
difficulty. 
Concerning Genealogic Classification and Protolanguage. * 
languages n& known are-ancient and modern) one can 
also speak about &a protolanguage linguistic conditiona 
(Academician Meshchaninov) and even about pr o t o ~ s  

I * * V Stwn.  '@n I K ~ r x i i i i l a  Linguistics," Pravda, m e  20, 
U&. . 



in the broad meaning of this word, about which *Prof. 
Chikobava speak~3 bebeen the linesn (the words a re  Prof. 
Chemodanov's, in his discussion article). It should be 
perfectly clear that Prof. Chibbava would have been cor- 
rect even if he had had the courage to say =,not only be- 
tween the lines, but very loudly. (And this should be very 
well known to Prof. Chemodanov, a student of Germanics, 
which exists only in s o  far as it has been well worked out 
by the Indo-Europeanists.) 

For we have before us  the Romance languages (French, 
Italian, 8panish, Rumnnlan and others) and their protolan- 
guage which has been historically verified-vulgar Latin; 
all main steps in the development of Iranian languages a re  
also present. And if Prof. Chfkdbava did not utter the 
terrible word protolanguage, this is only because, a s  Prof. 
Chemodanov puts it, this word has become odious, and that 
quite unnecessarily. Prof. Chemodanov's correct indica- 
tion of the complexity of *the process of formation of tribes 
and peoplesm does not hinder the recognition that Romance 
languages a re  a development from Latin, that protolanguage 
of all related Romance languages, even If under very com- 
plex circumstances. Facts spa& for themselves, and the 
complexity of processes can demand only a complex ex- 
planation of complex facts, nothing more. And should sci- 
ence, and Soviet science a t  that, fear complexity of facts 
or complexity in their interpretation and try to avoid them? 

The term Indo-Europeanism, famil [ of 
lw!mwes1 become obnoxious o d e  
Japhetidologists who heard them pronounced by Marr in the 
heat of inspired, bitterly polemical battle with bourgeois lin- 
guists of doubtful honesty; and h h  listeners repeated them- 
true enough, also in bitter polemical battle-but very fre- 
quently in a baffle with obviously ,honest Soviet linguists. So- 
viet linguistq should not be afraid of terms, particularly 
those which excellently express their content. (One may, 
perhaps, have to replace them, but only because they are  of- 
fensive). But Prof. Chemodanov (and, I fear, also Prof. 
ChikoNva) forgets that we a re  not talking about whether 
stabil&ed languages differentiate or integrate themselves 
(both happen in these h p a g m  and nobody denies this) but 
about how a language or  systems, families of languages, 
and gprotolanguages" come into being. 

Consequently, we have in mind the ways in ~ h i c h  a lan- 
guage forms, which eventually could of course break up, dif - 
ferentiate and later reintegrate itself, depending on social 
and political circumstances. (According to Herodotus, there 
were about a hundred languages in Europe.) 
I In a linguistic sense, breakup is naturally preceded by 
uniformity. Such mity existed in Latin, Iranian, Common 
Slavic and other languages. Some of them broke up into 
several parts (for example, Latin, Iranian, Slavic); others 
did not (for example, Armenian, Albanian); some become 
more fragmented (Latin, Iranian, Germanic), others less 
(Greek, Baltic), and all this depenainp on historical circum* 
stances. Otherwise it would be impossible to exphi&' the nu- 
merous, clearly regular correspmdences between numerous 
Indo-European languages obviously scattered since prehis- 
toric times w e r  enormaus distances from each other, or to 
deny them any kind unity a t  any time (parallel to Hittite). 
Of course, th is  ldad of unity, also the notorious protolan- 
guage, is in no way krrifying, but is very complex in the 
paths of its further development. 

*It cannot be denied, however, that language kinship, for 
q r n p l e  of such nations a s  the Slavs, is beyond dispute, 
that the study of the linguistic kinship of these nations could 
be of great benefit to linguistics in studying the laws of the 
development of languagem-is taught us  by Comrade Stalin. * 
The kinship of languages, however, necessarily presupposes 
their genealogic classification. 

As for the glottogonic periods in the formation of speech, 
there of course can be no question of any protolanguage. And 

Academician Meshchaninov is undoubtedly right when he says 
that #thus, at  their source (of tribal languages-G. A. ) we 
find a multiplicity of languages and not one form of speech. 
One can speak of the protolanguage condition of any language, 
but not about protolanguage, one and the same for all lin- 
guistic multiplicity. '* 

On the contrary, if the only possibility we admit is of dif- 
ferentiation from the very beginning, which means that we do 
not deal with asources,m that is, genetic questions-we shall 
have to be responsible for recognizing [the reality of] eter- 
nally and naturally ready-made languages with the process- 
e s  of their fragmentation and unification. We cannot go so 
far, since it would mean denying the [historicaYJ beginning 
of languages. This would mean failure to understand the 
historical nature of linguistic laws. 

In examining the question of development by stag* Praf, 
Chikobava incorrectly comes to the conclusion that it b 
'***Academician N. Ya. Marr's classification by stage6 
which denies certain laraguages the capacity for development, 
that objectively helps racism.* There can be no talk of the 
natural superiority of one language over another among ling d~ 
guisb. 

Any language a t  any stage (or to use mare customary ter- 
minology, at  any level of its historical development) can 
achieve the greatest perfection-depending on circum- 
stances. It can achieve this, let us say, in slightly over a 
century, even under bourgeois conditions, and in a decade 
or two under socialism. Not a few such examples exist in 
present-day reality. Dozens of languages have developed 
in our country extremely rapidly which before Soviet power 
did not even have alphabets; a t  the present time the classical 
works of Marxism-Leninism, the writings of Rustaveli, 
Tolstoy and Shakespeare, a re  being translated into these 
languages, not to mention the emergence of superb works of 
Soviet writers to whom these languages a re  native. 

And all this was achieved not through a shift of stages 
in the given language, which can occur only over thousands 
of years. [It took place] even without changing its gram- 5.P 
matical structure, but through a conceptual and lexical en- 
richment of the language, which acquired greater syntactic 
flexibility. 

The development of language is not chained by stages, 
just a s  the succession of social formations is not chained 
once and for all by their fixed sequence. 

Thus, there is no superiority of Indo-European and Se- 
mitic languages. Let there be no denial of a language's 
developmental capacity ! 
Our Tasks. 

It has 'been said above that everything necessary exists 
for raising Soviet linguistics to the required heights. For ,, , 
us, a s  for all workers in any branch of science and prac- A 
tice,the most valuable, guiding and directing [ idea] is the 
path of society's development foreseen and traced by the 
genius of Lenin and Stalin, foreseen on the basis of the 
thorough analysis they made of the socio-economic factors 
which also condition language. The thematic material of Lenin- 
i&Stalinist science,which encompasses all areas of our econom- 
ic life* inexhaustible. The field for workers to operate in the 
cultural and particularly linguistic development in-a socialist 
state is enorrnougas is the role of Soviet linguists in this devel- 
opment. To carry out the tasks set by Comrade Stalln before 
Soviet linguistics will require the intense workof many genera- 
tions of scholars. I have in mind particularly Comrade Stalin 's 
directing and guiding remarks contained in his works on the na- 
t i d i t y  question, the excellent article in Pravda 'On Marxism 
in Linguisticsm and the teachings of Lenin and Stalin a s  a whole. 

Comrade Stalin's basic instructions are to serve present-day 
life, living actuality, to reveal its shortcomings ancYhelp cor- 
rect them, to eliminate the lag and move ahead. Oruy one formu- 
la- #the flourishing of cultures national in form and socialist in 

*L L M e s h c ~ o v ,  The New Science of L 
Contemporary Stage of ~evelopment, 1948, 
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canten' which includes all of the program guiding today our cul- 
tural development-gives linguistics the richest scientific arid 
practical topics in the study of all the various languages of the So- 
viet Union with all the methods available to Ilnguistics. and in 
improvement of these languages f o r  their utilhation 6 creative 
work in the native tongue. All  languages of tbb Soviet Union need 
this, even those boasting ancient written languages. 

The dictionary -writing, terminological and normative gram- 
matical work on all languages of the U.S.S.R., going onat the 
present t h e ,  and which is unmietakezrbly lagging behid in mme 
areas of given languagegas shown in the recent' all-.Union con- 
grem on these matters, demands gigantic efforts of Soviet Up- 

guistics. To participate in this work one must 8tudy the given , 
language and its dialects in all aspects. Only this way is it pos- 
sible to enrich the language, its vocabulary and syntax and to 
perfect it stylistically. 

Many languages of the peoples of the Soviet Union have a hi-- 
ical past, set down in ancient documents, Their study, as well 
a s  the study of the language used by the best contemporary mi- 
ters and those in the immediate past, is necessary also for the 
histmy of the given people, since language is the oldest w- 
of history. 

Moreover, in order to participate in, and particularly to dire& 
particular aspects of this workpne mtrPrt be on the level of the 
contemporary state of linguistic science, both in general re 
well a s  in the s p e c w e d  studies of payticular languages (mad- 
ern and ancient, living and dead). Without it one cannot solwe . 
the problem of the origin of speech, or what is inco8~pambly . 
more important, carry out the tasks posed by present day life 
and contained incomrade gtalin'sp~ogmm remarks. 

The field of activities for 80viet linguistics has been enlarged 
still f&,her axi its rersponeibility increased for fulfiUmw& of 
the plan of UnguhMc worhs in Ught of the foundation-IsyingwOIJI 
of Comrade Stalin,oThe National Problem and Leninism,* in 
which a new world of ideas was revealed by 'making the di-&hc- 
tion between a bourgeois nation and a socfalist one; an extremly 
broad subject was o p w d  far the scientific study of nations in 
such a &erentiatd contest, p r t iquh ly  where language was 
concerned; a new, inexhaudible scientific and practical set of 
topics, the lfLe of which was unheard of in history, was opened 
to Soviet linguistics, which is unavailable to bourgeois lirrgrtis- 
tics. 

To study languages with all their dialects under socialist con- 
ditions.while taking into account their past in the indicated di- 
mensions to r e v d  the new r ides in the develop-t of 
language ihich are u n d 0 6 6 ~  present now in the new 
circumstances and those still to appear in the hzrther devel- 
opment of our social Iife, to s e ~ %  the linguistic requise- 
ments of socialist actuality at each stage of its developme~t- 
these are the profoundly responsible tasks of Soviet lingtlire- 
tics. The periods of development of Socialist nations are 
carefully indicated in Comrade Stalin's work. 

In Comrade Stalin's article #On Marxism in Linguisticen 
Soviet linguists have received an extremely clear, purpose- 
ful program assignment-to overcome the erroneous theses 

of &lam's doctrine. 
qt is my belief that the sooner our linguistics frees itself 

crd N. Ya. Marr's errors, tb sooner it can emerge from the 
crieris in which it now fhb itself. 

#The liquidation of the Arakcheyev-like regime in linguis- 
tics, the rejection of N. Ya. Marr's errors, the penetration 
of Marxism .into lihguistics-this in my opinion is the path 
along which Soviet linguistics could recoverb (3. Stalin). 

To outline a concrete list of topics for Soviet linguistics 
is the most important work for linguists. Major problems 
which may consist of many hundreds and thou-& of topics 

each language can be presented schematically in the fol- , 
lowing way: 

-The regdartties in the development of the given lan- 
guage under socialist and former bourgeois conditions. 

-Conditions and forms for improving the national lan- 
guages (or a given language) under socialist conditions. 

-The fate of the dialects of a given language (their mu- 
b l  influence, the processes of their merging, a s  a proto- 
type of the merging of hqpges in the distant future, the 
decrease in their numbers, ete. ). 

-The comnaon language of the a t e  and national languages. 
under bourgeois and socialist conditions. 

--The tendency of a given hmgmge to develop from r pre- 
scum1 state to a ~onal one, etc . 

Or one could jot down problems, also subdivided into 
many hundreds of topics in the area of changing the psycho- 
logical make-up of the speakers mdep socialist conditions 
refleeted fa language, dialect, etc. , in the area of the re- 
lation d hqpage to thought-and t h u  endlessly and inex- 
haustibly in the study of the development of language under 
the m& dfverse conditions of the gradual transition to a 
communist society. 

TBtta do the problems of liaguistic development appear 
to a M e t  ling\tist, a s  they are pesented'to us by the great 
arcMtect af eommuniet society, Comrade Stalin. -. 

The bettbi p r t  d M e t  l ~ c s ,  including even some 
Jauhetfdolo#tW. are a&Uv at work on such erobllsms. 

ing mmm\mi9t society. All Soviet linguistics will  unite [to 
carry out] them respansible tasks. On the basis of the 
creative practice in the sCady of living and *deadw linguistic 
data, they will  solve the cardinal theoretical problems of 
general l ~ c s ,  including the Marrist ones, verifying 
them through rich research practice. 

Consolibation of Soviet linguists around these tasks is 
essential and possible. The difficulties will be overcome 
becaw  Stalinist science is all-pawerN. M e t  lingnis- 
tics will supercede bourgeois science also in respect to 
technical methodology and will raise the former fame of 
Russian linguistics in the guise of a rejuvenated Soviet com- 
parative-historical linguistics. 



On Several Problems of L i n g u i s t i c s *  

By J. STALIN 

Comrade Krasheninnikova 1 
Here is my reply to your questions. 
1. Question: It is convincingly shown in your article that 

language is neither a base nor a superstructure. Would it 
be legitimate to maintain that language is a phenomenon 
characteristic of both base and superstructure, or would it 
be correct to regard language a s  an intermediate phenome- 
non? 

Answer: Of course, that which is common, which is in- 
h e m  all social phenomena, base and superstructure 
among them, is characteristic of language a s  a social phe- 
nomenon, namely: it serves society just a s  all other so- 
cia1 phenomena serve it, base and superstructure included. 
But strictly speaking this exhausts what is common, what 
is inherent in all social phenomena. Further on, serious 
differences among social phenomena begin. 

The point is that social phenomena have, in addition to 
that which is common, their own specific characteristics, 
which are  distinct from each other and which are important, 
most of all, for science. The specific characteristics of 
the base consist in the fact that it [th<base] serves socie- 
ty economically. The specific characteristics of the super- 
structure consist in the fact that it serves society with ~ o l i -  
tical, juridical, esthetic and other ideas and creates for 
society the appropriate political, juridical and other insti- 
tutions. What a te  the specific characteristics of a ku'&uge 
which differentiate it from other social phenomena? They 
are that language serves society a s  a means of human com- 
munication, a s  a means for the exchange of thoughts in so- 
ciety, a s  a means of enabling people to understand each 
other and to set going joint work in all spheres of human en- 
deavor, in the field of production a s  well a s  in the field of 
economic relations, in the field of politics a s  in the field of 
culture, in social life a s  in everyday life. These character- 
istics are inherent only in language, and iSrecisely because 
they are characteristic of language alone, language is the 
subject of study of an independent science-linguistics. 
Without these characteristies of language, linguistics would 
1oSebits right to exist independently. 

Briefly: language must never be placed either in the cate- 
gory of bases or in the category of superstructures. 

Likewise, it must not be placed in the category of #inter- 
mediate* phenomena between base and superstructure, in- 
asmuch a s  there are  no such 'intermediatem phenomena. . 

But perhaps it would be possible to place language in the 
category of society's productive forces, in the category, 
let us say, of tools of production. A certain analogy really 
does exist between language and tools of production: tools 
of production, like language itself, manifest a kfnd of indif- 
ference to classes, and they can identically serve diverse 
classes of society, both old and new. Does this fact pro- 
vide grounds for placing language in the category of tools of 
production? No, it does not. 

At one time, N. Ya. Marr, seeing that his formula-'lan- 
guage is a superstructure over a base*-was being met 
with objections, decided to areorganize" and declared that 
'language is an instrument of production. * Was N. Ya. 
Marr correct in placing language in the category of instru- 
ments of production? No, he was absolutely not right. 

The point is that the similarity between language and in 
struments of production is exhausted by the analogy of which 
I have just spoken. On the other hand, however, a profound 
difference! exists between language and instruments of pro- 
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duction. This difference lies in the fact that tools of pro- 
duction produce material wealth, while language produces 
either nothing or Uproducesl* nothing more than words. To 
be more precise, people possessing instruments of pro- 
duction can produce material wealth, but these same 
people who possess a language but who do not possess in- 
struments of production cannot produce material wealth. It 
is not difficult to understand that if language could produce 
material wealth, chatterboxes would be the richest people 
in the world. 

2. Question: Marx and Engels define language a s  the Oim- 
mediate reality of thought" a s  'Practical, ***actual con- 
sciousness. * 'Ideas," says Marx, 'do not exist in isola- 
tion from language. * To what extent, in your opinion, must 
linguistics occupy itself with the sense side of language, 
semantics and historical semasiology and stylistics, or 
must the subject of linguistics be form alone? 

Answer: Semantics (semasiology) is one of the important 
p a i l i n g u i s t i c s .  The sense aspect of words and ex- 
pressions has serious significance in the matter of language 
study. Therefore, semantics (semasiology) must be PC- 
corded a place in linguistics suitable to it. 

However, in the elaboration of questions of semantics and 
in the employment of its data, its significance should by no 
means be overestimated, and, more important still, it 
must not be abused. I am thinking of several linguists who, 
excessively diverted by semantics, disdain language a s  the 
'immediate reality of thought,' indissolubly bound up with 
th-, and they isolate thinking from language and as- 
sert that language has outlived its usefulness, that language 
can be dispensed with. 

Note the following words of N. Ya. Marr: 
#Language exists only insofar a s  it is manifested in 

sounds; the act of thinking takes place without [this] mani- 
festation*** Language (sound) has now already begun to 
surrender its functions to the latest inventions, which have 
totally conquered space, and thinking is making progress 
by virtue of its unutilized accumulations in the past and 
[by virtue of] new achievements, and it will displace and 
fully replace language. The future language is thought, 
growing into a technique free of natural matter. No lan- 
guage, not even sound, though it be bound up with the norms 
of nature, can stand in its way * (See Selected Works, 
N. Ya. m r ) .  

If you translate this awork-magicn gobbledygook into 
simple human language, then you may conclude that: 

(a) N. Ya. Marr isolates thinking from language; 
(b) N. Ya. Marr maintains that human communication is 

possible without language, with the aid of thought itself, 
free from the "natural matterA of language, free from the 
%arms of nature;* 

(c) Isolating thought from language and &having freeds it 
from 'natural matter," N. Ya. Marr fails into the swamp 
of idealism. 

It is said that thoughts appear in the head of man before 
they are expressed in speech, that they emerge without 
language material, without being garbed in language, naked, 
a s  it were. But this is completely erroneous. No matter 
what thoughts arise in the head of man, they can arise and 
exist only on the basis of the material of language, on the 
basis of terms and phrases. Bare thoughts, free of lan- 
guage material, free of the Unatural matterm of language, 
do not exist. 'Language is the immediate reality of 
thought" (Marx). The reality of thought manifests itself 
in language. Only idealists can talk about thought not con- 
nected with the anatural matter* of language, aboutthought 



without language. 
Briefly: the overestimation of semantics and the abuse 

of the latter led N. Ya. Marr into idealism. 
Consequently, if you guard semantics (semasiology) from 

exaggerations and abuses, like those which N. Ya. Marr 
and several of his 'studentsa permitted, then it [semantcs] 
can be of great use to linguistics. 

3. Question: You quite rightly say that ideas, notiom, 
more-ical principles of the bourgeois are in direct 
opposition to those of the proletariat. The class character 
of these phenomena is undoubtedly reflected in the semantic 
side of language (and sometimes in its form-in vocabu- 
lary-as you correctly point out in your article). Is  it pos- 
sible by ahalyzing the concrete material of l a w e  and, 
first of all, the sense aspect of language, to speak of the 
class essence of ideas expressed by it, particularly in those 
cases when you are  speaking of the expression in language, 
not only of man's thought, but of his relationship to actual- 
ity, where his class affiliation is displayed with particular 
vividness? 

Answer: Briefly speaking, you want to know whether 
cl-a uence language, whether they introduce into lan- 
guage their specific words and expressions, whether them 
are instances where people attribute to one and the same 
words and expressions different sense signification, depend- 
ing on class affiliation. 

Yes, classes influence language, introduce into language 
their specific words and expressions and s o m e t h e  uuder- 
stand differently the very same words and expressions. 
There is no doubt a b u t  it. 

However, it does not follow from this that specific word8 
and expressions, a s  well a s  difference in semantics, can 
have serious sfgnificance for the de~elopment of a single 
language common to an eptire people, that they are capable 
of attenuating its significance or changing its character. 

In the first place, there are so .few such specific words 
and expressions in lan-page, a s  wemas cases of semantic 
differences, that they scarcely comprise one percent of 
the material of language. Consequently, all the remaining 
overwhelming mass of words and expressions, a s  well a16 
their semantics, are commcm for all classes of society, 

In the second place,-c words and expressions which 
have class overtones, are employed in speech,not according 
to the rules of some *classa grammar, which does notexist 
in nature, but according to grammatical rules of an exist- 
t.lg language common to an entire people.- 

Consequently, the presence of specific words and expres- 
sions and facts of difference in the semantics of language 
do not refute, but, on the contrary, support the presence 

and the necessity for a single language common to an entire 
people. 

4. Question: In your article, you quite correctly adjudge 
Marr-rizer of Marxism. Does this mean that lin- 
guists and we, the youth, among them, must discard &l 
the linguistic heritage of Marr, who nonetheless produced a 
number of valuable pieces of research (these were dis- 
cussed by Comrades Chikobava, 8amheyev and others in 
the discussion)? May we, taking a critical approach to 
Marr, nevertheless, take from him what is useful and valu- 
able? 
Answer: Of course, N. Ya. Marr's works do not consist 

of errors alone. N. Ya. Mars allowed flagrant mistakes 
when he introduced in linguistics elements of Marxism in a 
perverted form, when he tried to create an independent the- 
ory of lmpage. But N. Ya. agarr does have to his credit 
individual, good, Calented writings, where he, forgetting 
about his theoretical claims, conscientiously -it mu& be 
said, skillfully investigate# individual languages. In such 
works more than a little may be gleaned which is valuable 
and instructive. Of course, what is valuable and instruc- 
tive must be culled from N. Ya. Marr and utiliaed. 

5. Question: Many linguists consider that one of the fun- 
damental reasons f o r  stagnation in Soviet l ~ c s  is 
formalism. I would be most grateful for your opinion on 
what formalism in linguistics is and how it can be over- 
come? 

Answer: N. Ya. Marr and his 'studentsw accuse of for- 
ImJiklrn ail philogists who do not share the 'new teaching" 
of N. Ya. Marr. This, of course, is not seriaurs and is 
unintelligent. 
N. Ya. Mwr considered grammar an empty *formalitys 

and people who considered a grammatical system a8 the 
basis of language--formalists. This is altogether stupid. 

I feel that Yormalisms was fabricated by the authors of 
the 'new teachingv for facilitating the struggle with their 
opponents in linguistics. 

The reams for stagnation in Soviet linguistics is not the 
'formalism invented by N. Ya. Masr and his astudent8,n 
but the Arakcheyev-like regime and the theoretical gaps' 
in linguistics. N. Ya. Marr's *studentsa created the 
Arakcheyev-like regime. N. Ya. ndarr and his closest 
co~eagues introduced theoretical confusion into linguistics. 
To do away with stagnation, both [of the above] must be 
abolished. The liquidation of these ulcers will cure Saviet 
linguistics, will lead it onto a broad p t h  and will enable 
Soviet linguistics to occupy first place in world linguistics. 
(June 29, 1950) 



Clear Prospects * 
By N. SAURANBAYEV 

The u n s a ~ c t o r y  state of Mqpistics, its stagnation, par- 
ticularly the confusion d erroneausness d Academician 
Marr's theories, have had their effect on the development - 
of lfnsuistic thought in the national republics. In many cases 
linguistics is here a new, yaurg science. Specialists in par- 
ticular national languages, in investigating a given problem 
concerning a national language, always have recourse to the 
works of Academician Marr. 

But they did not find in them a definite scientific method 
to be used in research. As soon a s  one turns to Academi- 
cian Marr's works looking for a definite orientation on a 
question under invetdigation, one falls into an opaque fog 
and loses one's bearings: sometimes one stumbles into the 
field of archeology or ethnography, sometimes into philo- 
sophy, folklore, history and other disciplines, but there is 
little that is specifically on linguistics. All this has retarded 
the development of theoretical linguistics in the various lo- 
caiities. An utter separation has prevailed between Aca - 
demician Marr 's theory and practice. 

Comrade Stalin's article "On Marxism in Linguisticsw 
brought full clarity to the b s i c  problems of linguistic prin- 
ciples and indicated the path of further development. Cre- 
ative Marxism has always been and remains that majestic 
and life-givingforce which helps overcome any obstacles and 
illuminate the developmental path of progressive thought. In 
Comrade Stalin's work, Soviet linguists have received ex- 
haustive answers to many puzzling theoretical problems and 
a clear outline for their further work. 

It is very important for the students of such little known 
and, in the past, unwritten languages a s  are many of the 

Turkic ones, including Kazakh, to have a clear theoretical 
framework. Having read Comrade Stalin's article, I have 
become convinced of the extremely mistaken nature of Aca- 
demician Marr's theses about language a s  a superstructure, 
about the &class naturew of language, etc. 

Comrade Stalin has clearly and convincingly pointed out 
the radical difference between language and superstructure 
by defining the basic regularities in the origin, development 
and existence of a language common to a whole people. 

The theory of the adass naturew of language led to denial 
of the existence of a language common to a whole nation, to 
a whole people, while the theory of development by stages 
incorrectly dealt with the laws of the gradual transition of 
languages from one condition to another. 

It must be said that the *theorym of a break and a sudden 
transformation of language was frequently reflected unfa- 
vorably in the practice of language development. In Kazagh- 
stan, a s  in other republics whose languages have for the 
most part only recently been written, there were cases in 
which many root words were driven from the literature un- 
der the influence of the theory of the 'clads naturew of Ian- 
guage. In doing this, many linguists followed the premise 
that language is superstructure and thus, to correspond to 
the new socialist base, a new socialist language had to be 
created through an upheaval. 

J. V. Stalin's brilliant work *On Marxism in Linguistics8 
is a great new contribution to creative Marxism. It lays 
the groundwork for a new Soviet materialist linguistics; it 
marks a turning point in the history of linguistics. The 
great Stalin has opened before Soviet linguistics a bright 
path, clear prospects. 

A Program of Marxist Linguistics* 
By Academician V. VINOGRADOV 

J* V. Stalin's article 'On Marxism in Linguisticsw gives est gratitude .but also an ardent desire to make Soviet lin- 
clear, thorough and precise m e r s  to the most important guistics worthy of J. V. StalinJs confidence and concern, 
questions of the general Marxist theory of language. It indi- worthy of his direct leadership. 
cates the direct and true means of overcoming the standstill Before the publication of J. V. Stalin's article *On Marx- 
at which Soviet linguistics bas found itself until nuw. ism in Linguisticsw all Soviet linguists, regardless of their 

At the same time, J. V. $talinJs article places before $0- various leanings and points of view, shared in their work 
viet linguists a number of new problems which did not the premise that langcrage was aa social phenomenon of a 
emerge during the discussion and suggests their corr e c m  superstructural nature. The erroneous estimation of lan- 
Marxist solution (for example, the questidn of the relation- guage a s  a superstructure on a base was most clearly re- 
ship between the concepts of language and gtyle; an author's vealed in the errors of Academician N. Ya. MarP  (particu- 
style and its relation to the literary language; the nature larly in his doctrine of language development by stages and 
sad means of utilizing language to express the superstruc - description of the course of the so-called language-forming 
ture, that is, the political, juridical, religioe, artistic process). However, an approach to language a s  superstruc- 
and philosophical views of society at  different stages of its ture was reflected in greater or lesser measure in almost 
development, etc. ). all Soviet works related to the history of language. The 

J. V. Stalinss article sets up a aharp dividing line between stable and all-national in language did not attract attention. 
the past and present in Soviet linguistics, brilliantly illumi- Linguistic changes were placed in direct and parallel cor- 
nating the path and the tasks of its future development. respndence to changes in the base. The history of the com- 

Imparting nationwide significance to problems of Soviet mon literary language was organically interwoven with the 
linguistics, J. V. StalinJs article has made Soviet linguists history of creative writing and was classified along the 
more profoundly aware of their responsibility for their work same class divisions and stages of development a s  creative 
and has called forth among them not only a feeling of great- writing and journalism. The concepts of m e ,  dialect 

and artistic style were confused a s  systems of expressing 
*pmvda, J ~ Y  4 9  1950, PO 3. elass ideologies. 
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J. V. Stalin introduces full clarity into this group of cep- 
tral problems of linguistics and directs Soviet linguists on- 
to a truly Marxist path of linguistic research. The area of 
this research and its tasks are incomparably enlarged. Af- . 
ter all, the 'field of operations of the supexstrueture is 
narrow and limited. 

On the contrary, language is #directly linked to mn ' s  
productive activity and not only to his productive activity 
but to every other activity in all aspects of man's work, 
fromproductiontothebase, fromthe base tothe super- ' 

structure. #4 

According to J. V. W i n 9 s  definitiobthe field of opera- 
tions of language is avirtually unlimited. # 

The new Stalinist formulation of such problems a s  the na- 
tional language at various stages in its development, the 
relation between local dialects and 9 comma language of 
a tribe or people, between the common language of a people 
or nation and class dialects or jargons, the means which 
gfven social g~oups or classes have of utilieing the popdar 
l a q p g e  in their class interests, language and culture- 
all this breaks radically with the prevailing notions in &- 
viet linguistits concerning the historyxbf language and re- 
quires a full revision of all basic concepts in its hishrical 
investigation, 

The antihistorical principle of studying the 'cla~e xiatwe 
of languagem is replaced by the task of historical-meterial- 
ist investigatioa of #class charactern in the utilieatioa of 
language a s  well a s  the study of aclassm ramifications of 
the common, poplar, all-national l m g e  at various 
stages of the development of clasra society. 

In 3. V. Stain* article we have an orderly program, as- 
tonishing in its wealth of ideas, for a Marxist elaboration 
of the hi- of language. In this connection one would 
like to note J. V. Stalin's important statements on two more 
cardinal quesUons of .linguistics: (1) the laws of internal 
development of language aad (2) the nature of qualitative 
changes in language. 

Emphaskfsg that *language and the laws of its develop- 
ment can be comprehended only if they are studied in it8dte- 
soluble connection with the history of society and with tbo 
history of the people to which thre hm@age under study be- 
laags and which is the creator and the bearer of Wa ha- 
guage,# J. V. Stalin reco@%es that the main task d lingtab- 
tics is 'the study of the laws of internal development af Isrr- 
g u a g e o W  

The development of language takes place, accord- to 
J. V. Stalin, 'through the development and improvement of 
the main elements of the existing language. Marxism con- 
siders that the transition from one qualitative state of lan- 

*For this and all folluwing~mferences to Stalin on Unguis- 
tics, see J. V. Stalin, 'On Marxism in Linguistics,* Pravda, 
June 20, 1950. 

guage to another takes place 'through the gradual and pro- 
longed accumulation of elements of the new quality, of the 
new structure of the language, and through the gradual 
dying-off of the old quality's elements. " 

J, V. Stalin brings a new bright light to the understanding 
of language's structure. He indicates the truly Marxist 
paths and the tasks of studying-the grammatical structure 
of laaeuage %orked out in the course of ages and'having be- 
come the hnguage's flesh and blood.* The educational and 
philosophical significance of grammar is understood more 
profoundly in the light of the dialectical theory of cognition 
and dialectical logic. 'Oranpar is the result of the prolong- 
ed abstractive work of human thinldng and an idex of the 
tremend6as successes od thaughLS J, V. Stalin's article puts 
an end to all formalism in tbe field of grammatical investi- 
gations. 

Unusually valuable and fruitful is J. V. Stalinrs theory 
concerning the basic lexical fund and its relation to a &- 

gess total lexical reserve. fiis theory is a shining ex- 
z p l e  of the application of the method of materialist dia- 
lectics to the analysis of vocabulary, It is first of all in- 
dicated that the vocabulary of a language is the most sensi- 
tive to change a d  'is in almost constant change. #The 
vocabulary reflects the state of the languagem and its de- 
velopment. The basic lexical fund is the most important 
part of the vocabulary, the most Stable, living a very long 
time, for centuries. It gives the language a base for the 
formation of new words. It makes up the basis of a 
language's vocabulary. Although it changes slowly, being 
the product of the Mes, the h s i c  lpcical fund changesnever- 
theless. Thus, in J. V. Stalin's words, 'it is to be as- 
sumed that the elements of the contemporary language were 
formed far back in antiquity before the slave-owning period. 
Thb higuage was not complex; it bud a very sparse vocab- 
u w *  * 

J. V. Stalin's theory of the basic lexical fund and the vo- 
cabulary reserve of a language lays down the Marxist foun- 
dations of a historical lexicology and the history of word 
formation. The enormous importance of this theory for the 
theory and practice of dictionary composition (lexicography) 
is self-evident. It seems to me that on the basis of tbis the- 
ory such important problems in the history of literary Rus- 
sian a s  the Old Slavic element in Old Russian and the role of 
Old Slavic factors in the history of the formation and devel- 
opment of literary Russian must receive completely new 
solutions. 

J, V. Stalin's article #On Marxism in Linguisticsff gives 
Soviet linguists a key to a truly Marxist solution of the basic 
proklems of linguistics. The more one studies this pro- 
found, lucid and rigorous work, the more one draws from 
it, a s  from a magic treasure house of new directions, new 
ideas, new generalizations which brilliantly illuminate the 
wide horizons of Marxist lititguistics before the eyes of So- 
viet liqubts. 



An Example of Creative Marxism 

The importance of J. Y. StxllR's article 'On Marxism in 
Linguistics," a major c o n ~ t i o n  to the treasure hause of 
Madst-Leninist theory, goes far beyond the confines of 
Ilngufsties. This work is a magdkent  emmple af the crea- 
tiw development of Marxism-Le-m. ft reveals with 
Stalinist precision and thoroughness W e  shortcomings in 
the o r g i h a t i m  of scien- work which, unfortunately, are 

. characteristic, ab course in varying degrdw, not of Ilnguis- 
tics alone. Comrade Staljn's article places a number of new 
problems of cardinal imporfanee b e f m  our bhtorians, par- 
ticularly those who are  worldng an the Mficult and complex 
body of problems regarding the arm crf given peoples and 
graups, questions which are insepasable from the history of 
these peoples* and groups9 lwqpqpm. I, too, am one of these 
his to^. 

There is m point in hldhg 8fn-llhe mart of tls who are 
dealing with thaw questions, be they historians, arcqeol- 
ogists, ethnographers, or mtb~pelogi~ts, I was sympa- 
thetically inclined to Aeademi-n H. Ya. Marr $23 theory. 
Behind the noise and crasb of W r b t  propaganda, behind 
the formally sharp 'Ycrit i~bmb of.racism, which had un- 
doubtedly left a strong WSnt on f o r e m  linguistic work, 
behind the acriticismb of the "p robhguge  theory," which 
had long ago been vigarm&y coatradicted by objective his- 
torical-archeological and ettkonographic facts, we could not 
perceiv,e the pseud~-MarxW, vulgarizing essence ofMarr3s 
theory. 

The discussion opened by Poavda convincingly revealed 
that endless confusion which rsfgpaed in linguistics andwhich 
had been started by lUrrrr and #e adherents of the "new 
teaching on hagpage. ' But mly Comrade Stalin contributed 
to this discussion a $enme Marxiat-Leninist, Stalinist pre- 
cision and clarity, ggving a def- and incontrovertible di- 
agnosis of the serious Wss suffered by our linguisticsand 

indicating the path of linguistic recovery and ascent. * 

Noqe of the participants in the discussgm who preceded 
Comrade Stalin could see the basic weakness of Marr's the- 
ory. What is F e ,  Prof. A. ChiLobava, whose i n c e o -  
vertible merit it is to have stated with full haFsjmess the 
many utter failures of MarrPs theories. evaluated Marr's 
e r r k l l s  doctrine of language a s  a su~rs t ruc ture  on the 
base a s  Marr's'onlp positive contribution to Marxi~t-Lain- - 
ist linguistics. 

Actually, a s  Comrade Stalin emphashes, this thesis of 
Marr's is the main weakness of his Sheory. 

 hanks to Comrade StaWnas work it is now clear that 
Marr9s theory a s  a whole, based on this incorrect formu- 
la, is basically wrong and is not a Marxist but an over- 
simplified theory. It is clear now that our attempts to uti- 
l b e  the erroneous premises of Bdarr's theory in the solu- 
tion of problems in the or@s of peoples were a mistake, 
whose correction is the next task of Soviet higtorians of all 
specialties working in this area. 

It would, of course, be incorrect tb strike a t  because of 
this all our works devoted to p r o b ; l e m s ~ s s  origins. 
In our specifically historical work we started from histori- 
cal, archeological, ethnographic and anthropological facts, 
while using in their analysis the methodology of Marxism- 
Leninism, the Stalinist theory of the nation. But in utiliz- 

in linguistic matters the conclu8io11.s of Marrist the- 
ory, we did not strengthen but weaken the argumentation of 
our conclusions drawn from the examination of other ma- 
terials and on a number of questions reached even incor - 
rect conclusions. % 

All of ay are  now intensively studying Comrade Stalin's 
outstanding work. Like all,the works of the great leader of 
peoples, the great coryphaeus of Marxist-Leninist science, 
this work arms us to overcome the errors and inadequacies 
in our work, indicating the only correct path for the further 
development not only of linguistics but of the departments 
of historical science connected with it. 

For a Creative Path in Soviet Sciences* 
By Academician S. OBNORSKY 

J. V. Stalin's work 'On Marxism in Linguistics," as is al- 
ways characteristic of J. V. S b l h ,  slates with extreme sim- 
plicity asad clarity the basic lines of further activity for 
Soviet linguists. In J. V. Stalin's article nothing is left indef- 
inite; there is no 'perhaps," 'apparently, A '~eemingly.~ 
One reads here firmly of what is, one sees here a picture 
of what must be. 

'The pupilsn of N. Ya. Marr tried in every way to incul- 
cate the idea that one could approach Marxism-Leninism in 
linguistics only through N. Y. Marr. #N. Ya. Marr really 
did want to and tried to be a Marxist,but he did not succeed 
in becoming a Marxist. He was merely a simplifier and 
vulgarizer of Marxism, like the followers of the 'Prolet- 
kult* or %APP. 's 

One of the basic theses of the 'new science of languagen 
was the theory of hqpage a s  superstructure. J. V. Stalin 

has revealed the erroneousness of precisely this thesis 
first of all, thereby enriching not only our Soviet linguist- 
ics, but also the general theory of Marxism-Lenini~m. 

Another leading premise of N. Pa. Marr's theory whose 
complete erroneousness has also been demonstrated by 
J. V. Stalin was the thesis of the 'class natures of language, 
with which N. Ya. Marr 'confused himself and confused 
~ ~ s ~ ~ c s .  * 
In the light of the Marxist solution of these problems bas- 

ic to linguistics, one may a s  well forget about such un- 
proven and unfounded theses of N. Ya. Marr a s  the devel- 
opment of languages by stages and the theory of the single- 
ness of the glottogonic (huiguage-forming) process. 

The key to N. Ya. Marr's linguistic works is the so- 
called paleontologic analysis. It rests on the recognition 
that originally speech consisted only of four elements which 
in various combinations allegedly gave rise to all the world's 

*Pravd% July 4, 19b(J, Po 4. languages. These four elements-the keystone thesis of 
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N. Ya. h r  's 'new sciences-are searched for in differ- 
ent languages. The most diverse languages a re  brought in- 
to discussion, the history of languages is ignored, various 
sound metamorphoses a re  allowed arbitrarily, etc . 

Obviously such analysis can convince nobody. Those 
definite accomplishmente which we owe to the OM 
comparative-historical linguistics are nullified by N. Ya. 
Marr. J. V. Stalin indicates that the comparative-historical 
method 'is an impetus to work, to study languagess while 
N. Ya. Marrys analysis 'is an impetus to lying on top of the 

< oven and reading teacups about the notorious four elements. * 
Tn general, N. Ya. Marr always took up arms against the 
comparative-historical method. And yet this method cannot 
be rejected, a s  was indiaated by J. V. Stalin. It is just the 
comparative -historical method, regardless of its short - 
comings, that helped to establish the common historical ori- 
gin of the languages of the fraternal peoples-Russian, 
Ukrainian and Belorussian, a s  well a s  of all  Slavic languages. 
We mwt remember J. V. Stalinys indication that alanguage 
Idnship, for example, af such naiioxw as the Slavs is beyond 
dispute. 

In N. Ya. Marrys opinion the development of language took 
place only through hybridization. In his brilliant work J. V. 
Stalin has shown that in the process of hybridization of two 
languages, we do not get a new, third language, but that "in 
the process of hybridization, one of the languages usually 
emerges victorious. 

N. Ya. Marr and his pupils unjustly tried to strike out 
everything accomplished in linguistics before them; they were 
intolerant with the heterodox. But "no science can develop 
and flourish without a struggle of opinions, without free cri- 
ticisms (J. V. Stalin). 

After all,Ilussian linguists did contribute a great deal in 
the history of world science. How can one strike out the 
whole heritage of the past a s  the partisans of the "new sci- 
ence" in linguistics do? 

I think that the elimination of the Arakcheyev-like regime 
in linguidics, the decisive rejection of N. Ya. Marrys esci- 
ences and the inculcation of Marxism in linguistics, a s  
told us by J. V. Sbilin, will guarantee the flowering of Soviet 
linguistics. 

Let us Correct Mistakes in Our Work* 
By Professor N. YAKOVLEV 

The appearance in the pages of Pravda of J. V. Stalin's ar- 
ticle 'On Marxism in Linguisticss is a real triumph for Sov- 
iet science and a cause of celebration not only for us Soviet 
linguists but also for aur historians, ethnographers, and phi- 
losophers. For the first time in history a work is published 
which is wholly dedicated to Marxit@-Leninist teaching on 
language and illuminates the basic theomtical problems of 
linguistics. 

At the base of all true science, including linguistics, must 
stand a correct Marxist- Leninist methodology. Neverthe - 
less  many linguists have not devated enough attention to the 
mastery of this methodology. Therefore, despite the tre- 
mendous assistance which the development of science in the 
U. S. S. R. has been constantly given and is still given by the 
Party and the government, we Soviet linguists haye to this 
day not always been able to figure out the basic problem of 
our science, the problem of what language is. This was 
porrticularly true of the works of the author of this article. 

In revealing the radical difference between language and 
superstructure, J. V. Stalin discovered the basic defect in 
the work of many linguists who incorrectly considered lan- 
guage a s  an ideological superstructure on an economic base. 

J. V. Stalinys exhaustively complete, profound and clear 
solution of the basic problem of the radical difference be- 
tween language and superstructure has become the only 
methodological weapon with whose aid we can now confident- 
ly build a Marxist- Leninist linguistics. 

One can express confidence that, having mastered Marx- 
ism-Leninism, in a very short time Soviet linguists will 
overcome in their research work the inadequacies of the 
comparative-historical method and will be able to apply in 
their field the method of historical materialism. 

It was only in the course of the free discussion in thepages 
of Pravda that the errors  of N. Ya. Marr were revealed in 
all their nakedness and unsightliness. Comrade Stalin has 
shown that these errors  were not accidental but made up a 
whole system of erroneous, pseudoscientific theses: lan- 
guage a s  superstructure, the aclass naturem of language, the 
utterly idealist four-element analysis, the wholesale libel- 
ing of the comparative-historical method and of all attempts 
to study related groups (families) of languages and so on. 

N. Ya. Marr's grossest errors  madeupa whole system of 
incorrect views and fully justify the characterization of N. 
Ya. Marr drawn by Comrade Stalin: "Marr really did want 

and tried to be a Marxist, but he did not succeed in be- 
coming a Marxist. He was nierely a simplifier and vulgar- 
izer of Marxism, like the followers of the 6Proletkulty or 
'RAPP. '" 

As-a consequence of the #Arakcheyev-like regime,"which 
began in linguistics while N. Ya. Marr was still alive, many 
scholars (not only linguists, but ethnographers, archeol- 
ogists and historians a s  well) turned out to have lost their 
common sense and a correct criterion in evaluating N. Ya. 
Marr 's works. 

One must admit that the work written by me jointly with 
Prof. V. K. Nikolslcy, #The Basic Theses of N. Ya. Marr's 
Doctrine of Languages (Voprosy Filosofii, No. 1, 1949), 
contains in the opinion of both authors excessive praise of 
obviously erroneous theses of N. Ya. Marr. 

Equally erroneous is another one of my articles 'A4a.m a s  
Citizen and Scholar -on the Fifteenth Anniversary of his 
Deaths (aScholarly Notes of the Kabardin Scientific Insti- 
tute," Vol. V, 1950). In addition, in a number of my spe- 
specialized works-'Grammar of the Adighe Languagew 
(1941), UGrammar of the Kabardinlan-Cherkess Languagew 
(19491, and others-one can find occasional uncritical refer- 
ences to N. Ya. Marr's mistaken theses. All this places 
upon me the greatest responsibility, having perceived these 
erroneous parts, to correct them through an accurate meth- 
odology and a scientific criticism of Academician N. Ya. 
Marr's psuedoscientific theses in my future works. 

Comrade Stalin says: #Recognizing 'certain' errors  of 
N. Ya. Marr, the 'pupils' of N. Ya. Marr it appears, 
think that Soviet linguistics can be further developed only 
on the basis of the 'refinedy theory of N. Ya. Marr which 
they consider Marxist. * 

I think that all who, like us, erred terribly about Marrys 
might well remember the old Latin proverb: 

#All men can make mistakes but only fools persist in their 
errors. One learns from mistakes. I intend to correct 
my errors  honestly in future work. 

Armed with the Stalinist teaching on language, Soviet lin- 
guists are  now placed in the front ranks of fighters for pro- 
gressive materialist science. All who prize the success of 
Soviet linguistics will warmly greet Comrade Stalinys con- 
cluding words: 

"The liquidation of the Arakcheyev-like regime in linguis- 
tics, the repudiation of N. Ya. Marr 's mistakes and the in- 
culcation of Marxism in linguistics - such is, in my opinion, 
the way which would make it possible to instill new health 
.in Soviet linguistics. 
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Letter to the Editors of Pravda* 

Letter to the Editors* 

By Academician I. MESHCEANINOV 

By Professor N,: CFIEMOI?ANL)V 

In J. V. Stalin's remarkable work 'On Marxism in Linguis- 
ticsm we Soviet linguists have received for tbs f b s t  time an 
extremely lucid definition of the nature uf language and of 
the further patbs of development of the S a t  science of lan- 
gWP.  

The majority of us  Soviet linguists, and especially my- 
self, were so firmly convinced that hguage was a phenom- 
enon of a superstructural nature that we did not even make 
any effort to think over those definitions of superstructures 
and their relation to the base which are contained in the 
Marxist-Leninist classics. Hence the erroneousness of 
many of our other theoretical theses. 

Our recognition of the superstructural nabre of language 
inevitably led to the incorrect a m t i o n  of its class nature, 
of its development through Wpheads* and consequently of 
the incorrect evaluation of the role of language hybridization 
a s  the basis of language formation and development. Fol- 
lowing the same path, we were unable to understand truly 
the historical process of the formtion of peoples 4 the de- 
velopment of languages. The extremely exaggerated emlua- 
tion of Marr's role in the de~eiopmen0 sf hviet linguistics, 
his elevation to the position of being almost the only positive 
figure not only in this field but in a whole series of related 
disciplines, follows from the above. Hence, also, the con- 
tempbaaas attitude to the heitage of all Russian linguistics 
antecedent to Marr. 

These and many other errors of Marr himself and afr his 
pupils, particularly myself, actually led to stagnation in So- 
viet linguistics. We feared like the plague any application of 
the comparative-historical method, thinking mively that 
such attempts inevitably &&led troa return to the formalist- 
idealist ideas of the last @Eturpps science. We were unable 
to understand correctly the basis of language, its specific 

*Pravd% July 4, 1@10, P* 4. 

In the light of Comrade Stalin's work #On Marxism in Lin- 
guistics'" I must admit the utter erronemmess of my article 
'The Paths of Development of Soviet Linguisticss printed in 
Prawla of May 23,-4950, which reflected my mistakes in the 
basic problems of linguistics. 
My hmdamental error consists in my incorrect, un-Marx- 

ist view of language a s  a social superstructure on the base, 
in erroneously identifying language with social ideology and 
considering it to be a class phenomenon. Incorrectly, Icon- 
sidered N. Ya. Marr's theory on lainguage basically Marx- 
ist and held that, freed of certain errors, it represented 
the general line of development of linguistics. 

Now, after Comrade Stalin's article, it has become clear 
to me that this is not at all true. Comrade gtalin'sbrilliant 

essence. The attempts made to study the grammatical struc- 
ture of languages were indiscriminantly proclaimed formal- 
istic and met with direct opposition from the representa- 
tives of that linguistic regime which Comrade Stalin quite 
correctly labeled a s  brakcheyev-like. Insistently and, un- 
fortunately, not wWout some asuccessA the subject matter 
of Linguistics was artificially torn froin the urgent require- 
ments of linguistic development and directed into bygone 
ages. 

In his article Comrade Win laid a foundation for Soviet 
linguistics and opened a new era in its history; only after we 
had carefully thought through the nature of language as dis- 
closed in that article could we who had followed Marr tcio un- 
critically see the error of the theoretical path taken by our . 
investigations, a path along whtch we had led the young gen- 
eration. The positive aspects of our work directed toward a 
thorough study of the vocabularies and grammatical struc- 
tures of the languages of our multinational motherland were 
drowned in these vulgar errors. 

The invaluable aid of Comrade Stiplin calls forth deep and 
s h e r e  gratitude in the hearts of Soviet linguists. He has 
liberated Soviet linguistics from stagnation and led it onto 
the broad path of truly scientific creativity. 

We are confronted with a difficult but honorable and res- 
pqnsible task-to follow unswervingly Comrade Stalin's in- 
dications and to reorganize radically our investigative work 
on the foundation of a thorough mastep of the methodologica 
and theoretical principles of Marxism-Leninism. 

Let us remember firmly and follow unhesitatingly the wise 
words of our great leader and coryphaeus of science: 'The 
liquidation of the Arakcheyev-like regime in linguisfics, the 
repudiation of N. Ya, Marr's mistakes and the inculcation 
of Marxism in linguistics -- such is, in my opinion, the way 
that would make it possible to instill new health in Soviet lin- 
guistics." 

new work is a tremendous event, a turning point in the de- 
velopment of social sciences. Among Marxist-Leninist 
classics on linguistics it is the most outstanding, the fullest 

i and most systematic exposition of Marxism in this field of 
knowledge. 

Comrade Stalin's work has created a firm theoretical 
foundation for Soviet 'linguistics and has destroyed the con- 
fusion in points of view which ahas existed until now. Soviet 
lingufsts can only be grateful to Comrade Stalin for father- 
ly assistance. 

Now, after the publication of Comrade Stalin's work, the 
task is to realize the errors which were made [and then] 
to assume decisively and unconditionally the Marxist posi- 
tions formulated by Comrade Stalin and in our practical 
scientific and educational work to transform Comrade 
Stalin's indications into life. 



A New Stage* 
By Professor L, BULAKHOVSKY 

J. V. Stalinss article must be evaluated as a new, import- 
ant stage in the development of science. With extreme per- 
suasiveness J. V, Stalin has established theses of basic 
significance: that 'a Marxist cannot regard language a 
superstructure over a base," that 'to contuse language with 
superstructure is to commit a grave error," that 'the 
formula of the class nature ob languages .is an erroneous, 
un-Marxist formula." 

The significance of Comrade Stalin's article for us lin- 
guists is enormous both in a general theoretical way and so  
far a s  ways of further developing linguistics are concerned. 
A brilliant, foundation-laying chapter has been written into 
our science, [a chapter] which had long been lacking, which 
will be stirdied by many generations of linguists who, basing 
themselves on it, will shape their scientific world view. 

The precise distinction made in Comrade Stalinys state- 
ments between vocabulary and grammar, the first a s  able 
to reflect some of the transfordtions in social conscicms- 
ness, the second a s  conserving for a long time, for centu- 
ries, in its basic peculiarities the material envelope of hu- 
man thought, is of exceptional significance not only for the . 
clarification of the nature of national languages, but for the 
whole theory and practice of scientific linguistics. The 
comperrative-historical method is generally applicable to 

I .  

languages whose historical rarity rests primarily on the 
presence of close morphological (structural) similarities 
[ sic] . 

The characterization of the usual results of linguistic hy- 
bridization given by Comrade Stalin is profound and fully 
confirmed by the facts. [These results] consist not in the 
emergence of some new third language but in the preserva- 
tion of the grammatical structure and basic lexical fund of 
one language and its enrichment in greater or lesser meas- 
x e  with elements of the defeated language. 

J. V. Stalinys pointing to the internal laws of development 
of languages is of primary significance a s  a confirmation of 
the actual existence of laws which are almost the chief sub- 
ject in the work of a linguist. It is also a very important 
methodolojgical requirement whose fruitfulness will probably 
soon be revealed in full force in the practical work of lin- 
guists of the most diverse specialties. 

To exhaust the wealth of ideas in Comrade Stalinys arti- 
cle is impossible in a brief note. Of course, a s  a genuine 
work of scientific, creative Marxism, it sharpens the 
thought not only of linguists. 

Met with tremendous joy, a s  a triumph of truly progres- 
sive science in an area where, unfortunately, mystic fairy 
tales reigned too long disguised a s  alleged Marxist concep- 
tions, Comrade Stalin's article will undoubtedly inspire 
thousands of Soviet scholars to new, energetic work. 

For a Science Worthy of Our Epoch* 

Everybody to whom the interests of native litr(yisUcs a te  
dear and precious read with a feeling of deep satisfactton J. 
V. Stalin9s article #On Marxism in Linguistics. * A &rp 
dividing line has now been drawn in this science between 
qyesterdayb and *tomorrow,b and Marrism, to which our lin- 
guists were oriented in one way or another, is an obsolete 
stage 

It would be incorrect, of course, to bury all of Marr's her- 
itage. He did write a number of valuable worh  on specific - 
topics in linguistics. What he considered his disUirctive ac- 
complishment and his premises are just those errors from 
which Comrade Stsrlin asks our linguists promptly to free 
themselves so a s  to end the crisis. Our most urgent task 
is to do this. 

Comrade Sfdin's article has created great enthusiasm 
among all scientific workers (not only linguists). In an ex- 
tremely lucid and distinct form Comrade Stalin has illmi- 
nated a number of basic linguistic problems, showing that 
language is not a superstructure and that to talk of the *class 
natureb of language is a non-Marxist thesis. He submitted 
Bdarr "s theory of stages and hybridization to exhaustive cri- 
ticism. By recognieing the usefulness of the comparative- 
historical method, which was denied by Marr's followers, 

Comrade Stalin emphasized the importance of a historical 
study of languages, while Marr's paleontology accustomed 
people to neglect history and to elaborate theory irrespective 
of facts. This created a situation in our universities which 
can no longer be tolerated and has had the result that we 
have almost no books dealing with the history of languages 
and that studies in the history of language in connection with 
the hirstory of the people speaking it are weakly developed. 
Only history, however, can help us to reveal the internal 
laws OZ the development of languages,which is a basic task of 
linguistics. 

In his harsh evaluation of Marr's arrogant manner (Marr 
lightly dismissed all that went on before him) and in his con- 
demnation of the aArakcheyev-like regime,' unnatural in 
science but reigning in linguistics, Comrade Stalin empha- 
sized with particular force the importance of criticism and 
self-criticism in the development of science. *It is univer- 
sally recognized,' he reminds us, *that no science can de- 
velop and fl-h without a struggle of opinions, without 
fqe criticism. 

Only along this path indicated by Comrade Stalin can the 
errors of Marrys conceptions be definitely overcome and 
Soviet linguistics become a genuine materialist science of 
language. Linguists are  confronted with a glorious path of 
scientific development worthy of our great epoch. 



Onlv F o r w a r d *  

By Professor YE. GALKINA-FEDORUX 

Words cannot express our deep gratitude to our dear teach- 
er, the great and wise Stalin, for his work on questions of 
linguistics. 

A bright feeling of joy permeated everyone after the ap- 
pearance of J, V. Stalin9s classic article on Pravda9sdis- 
cussion page. Those who, while perhaps in error, never- 
theless honestly and without preconceptions were searching 
for a way. to solve the complicatM problems of linguistics, 
frequently suffering persecution from the aself-contained 
group of infallible leaders,' breathed easily. 

In his amaz*ly profound, simple- and clear new work on 
linguistics Comrade Stalin gave Iigpisits a correct orienta- 
tion and led our science from the impasse into which it had 
been driven by Marr's i r respoaale  *pupils,* to whom the 
interests Qf genuine science were men. J. V. Stalin has 
shown us how erroneous were the statements that Marr had 
already created a materialm the~llJr--~the new teaching on 
languageB-which alone, allegedly, could correctly solve 
all cardinal problems of linguistics: the origin of language, 
relations between l a w  and thought and language and 
society, the development of 4np@, etc. All that had been 
created before Marr was criticbed and banished, while the 
accomplishments of the best lia$l2h#s in our country (Bus- 
layev, Shakhmatov, Shc herba, B o g q r m  and Vhogradov) 
were characterized a s  a b o u r g ~ f ~  idealist trash. * 

Using his vulgar view of the clas~i nature of language N. 
Ya. Marr eliminated the Nstorical category of the common 
national language. But Comrade Stalin teaches us: "*** 
The national commwty is unthinkable without a common 
language*** ' Consequently, the division of people into 
classes does not disturb 'the common nature of language* 
or violate #the common -We of the nation. Thus Marr 's 
concept of the class nature of Laagtsrge is incorrect and con- 
tradicts Marxist-Leninbt theory on nations and classes. 

J. V. Salh has explained brilliantly, with incontroverti- 
ble persuasiveness, that #language, a s  a means of commu- 
nication among people in society, serves equally all classes 
in society and in this respect 4 i n  a manner of speaking,in- 

different to classes. * And Comrade Stalin categorically 
concludes this chapter with the statement: T h e  formula of 
the 'class &wes of language is an erroneous, un-Marxist 
formula. ' 

We Soviet linguists have dealt insufficiently with gram- 
matical questions. In his work Comrade Stalin indicates 
that 'grammar (morphology and syntax) is a collection of 
rules of word changes and word combinations in the sen- 
tence. Consequently it is precisely thanks to grammar that 
language has a chance to garb human thought in a material 
linguistic covering. This is exceptionally important for 
each of us. 

Scientific linguists had abandoned the needs of schools. 
The schools await new textbooks, new teaching aids. Even 
those on the college level have been unable to make up good 
textbooks in the last 30 years. Not only in the secondary 
schools but even in higher educational institutions we do 
not know how to reveal the expressive force of our language, 
its sonority, its peculiar melodic pattern, its rhythmic 

1 quality, the variety and richness of our intonation which 
' adds an enchanting musical quality and creates a general 

impression of beauty. We still do not reveal adequately the 
strength and greatness of the Russian language; we do not 
teach how to master it a s  a "weapon of struggle. ' We still 
do not know how to react to the deep-seated interest in the 
richness of Russian vocabulary; we do not really help the 
students to forge a style worthy of our epoch. There are 
those from whom we can learn. Pushkin, Turgenev, Gogol, 
Chekhov and Gorky have given examples of the profound 
and original beauty of the Russian language. V. I. Lenin 
and J, V. Stalin have given us wonderful examples of ef- 
fective, realistically laconic, simple, precise, clear and 
truthful Russian. 

In his work Comrade Stalin states and solves the vitally 
essential problems of the study of language a s  "a weapon of 
development and struggle. Not aeither forward or back- 
ward; a s  Prof. Sanzheyev wrote, but only forward, over - 
coming errors and difficulties by introducing Marxism into 
linguistics and utilizing all that Lenin and-@in have given 
us in their works and everything positive which has been 
created by the best scholars of our country. 

Path to P r o g r e s s *  

By Professor G. TSERETELI 

With the publication in the pages of Pravda of J. V. Stalin's 
artidle 'On Marxism in Linguisticswa new epoch began in 
the development of Soviet linguistics. Our -tics, which 
has rested over a period of years on the erroaeaus theses 
of Marr's so-called *new teaching on language," was in cri- 
sis. The great coryphaeus of science, Comrade S w ,  has 
now shown us the way leading to unlimited growth and the 
flowering of our science. 

Language is 'a means, a device, by which people commu- 
nicate with each other, exhange ideas, and achieve mutual 
understandingB (J. Stalin). It interests mankina from the 
very first steps in the development of its civilization. In 
the middle of the first millenium A. D. we already had var- 
ious systems of descriptive grammar of some ancient lan- 

guages. Linguistics, a s  an independent scientific discipline, 
is over a century old. Over this whole protracted period 
scholars and investigators, linguists and philosophers, 
have many times attempted to arrive at the essence of this 
most important phenomenon in human life. 

But only Stalin's genius was able to grasp the true essence 
of language with the extreme clarity, the exceptional pro- 
fundity of a great thinker. J. V. Stalin has established the 
characteristic features of language, its specificity, and has 
defined the significance of grammar a s  "the result of the 
prolonged abstractive work of human thinking. ' In deter- 
mining the relation of the basic lexical fund (the root words) 
to the vocabulary of the language and clarifying the role of 
grammatical structure in the development of language, Com- 
rade Stalin has for the first time in the historv of science 

*Pravda, July 4, Dw, p. 4. defined with exceptional precision the significance and the 
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paths of development of language a s  well as i t i t s  great stability 
aad its colossal resistance to coercive assimilations. 

Comrade Stalin has givea a profaund Marxist analysis of 
the superstructure on the economic structure of society (the 
base) and has shown that hguage  O i s  the product of a great 
numy epochs+ during which it assumes shape, grows rich 
apd develops, is pal,@ededw and cannot be a suprtxstructure 
ebce .it lives incompaiably longer than any base and any su- 
perstructure. * Comrade Stalin has established that Olan- 
gurrge a s  a means of communication has always been and re- 
mains me and the same for society a d  common to its mem- 
bers* and thus has never been, nar could it be of a "class 
nature. 

Comrade Stab 's  teaching about language, its character- 

istic features and the laws of &s develapment,is a bright ex- 
ample of the creative development of Marxist-Leninist sci- 
ence and will be inCludRd in the treasure house of Msrmsist- 
Leninist classics. It opens pro8pcts for the development 
of science, whether it he the ercienee of hguage or any oth- 
e r  branch of human knowledge. It is an inspiration: to cre- 
ative labor and a progsam of scientific research work for o 
number of generations. -It elicits a feeling of limitless joy 
and genuine gratitude to Comrade Stalin and obligates us, 
Soviet linguists, hawing fully assimilated the meaning of 
Stalin's wise indications, to place them at the foundatton of 
&ll our further W O P ~  in all branches of Scrviet linguistics, 
thereby guaranteeing it the brpadest flowering. 

An Inspiring Work* 
By Professor A. GARIBYAN 

Coxnrade StaIWs article in the discussion of linguistic 
problems opens a new epoch in our science. With brilliant 
clarity and precision Comrade Stalin has defened the path 
of development for Soviet linguistics. 

N. Ya. Marr 's profound errors, the mistakes of his Onew 
teaching on language, * have now been definitively exposed. 

Wanting to assume a Marxist position, N. Ya. Marr was 
unable to do so. He introduced into linguistics the false no- 
tions of the qluperstructural and class nature of language and 
thus confused himself and Soviet l iy i s t i cs .  N. Ya. Marr 
also viewed erroneously the history of the development and 
the paths of qualitative changes in language. N. Ya. Marr's 
own efforts and those of his followers to create something 
new, something distinct from bourgeois linguistics, have be- 
come fruitless. 

All this led to Soviet linguistics'not following the correct, 
Marxist-Leninist path and thus reaching an impasse. Cor- 
rection of the situation created was impeded by the actions, 
untypical uf Soviet science, of N. Ya. Marr's followers, 
which Comrade Stalin characterized a s  the "Arakcheyev- 
like regime in linguistics. " 

In Comrade StalinJs article the essknce of language is 
explained very clearly; with the aid of numerous profound- 
ly scientific facts it is shown that language is not a super- 
structure on the base, and the roots of the error made in 
this matter by N. Ya. Marr are definitively revealed. In 
exposing the errors of the formula of the aclass nature* of 
language Comrade Stalin has shown that "language a s  a 
means of communication has always been and remains one 
and the same for a society and common to its members. * 

Our leader and teacher has shown us  the general path of 
the historical development of language and the basic stages 

in its history in the same way a s  in another classical work 
(aThe National Problem and Leninism*) he had already 
traced with the greatest perspicacity the paths of further 
development of the national languages and the formation of 
a universal language. The profound Marxist-Leninist the- 
ses elaborated in Comrade Stalin's article #On Marxism in 
Linguistics* give solutions for many most important prob- 
lems of the other humanities. 

One need not doubt that a broad path has opened from this 
moment on for the vigorous growth of Soviet linguistics. 
Guided by the brilliant theses of the great classic of Marx- 
ism-Leninism, Comrade Stalin, Soviet linguistics will free 
itself of those errors which it has committeed under the in- 
fluence of N. Ya. Marr's mistakes. 

As a follower of Marr, I have now thoroughly taken cog- 
nizance of the erroneousness of his ways and have equally 
profoundly recognized the great significance of the new 
classic work of Comrade Stalin for each Soviet linguist, for 
the whole of our linguistics. I have begun to prepare a lin- 
guistic work in my-specialty following Comrade Stalinas 
brilliant theses. 

And there is one thing more I should like to say: 
Comrade Stalin's participation in the discussion has given 

linguists an opportunity to face fully his fatherly concern 
for our science, for helping it free itself from error and 
arrive at the correct path. In response to this concern So- 
viet linguists will exert all their strength and capabilities 
for the development of our linguistics on the firm founda- 
tion of Marxism-Leninism. We are fu l l  of gratitude to 
Comrade Stalin for coming to our assistance at a difficult 
moment of stagnation in our science. 

May he live and flourish for our joy for many long years, 
our father and teacher, the world's greatest torchbearer 
in science, Comrade Stalin! 

Editor's Notea* 
Today Pravda publishes articles which the editors have, 

received in connection with the discussion of problems $n 
Soviet linguistics. 

The discussion initiated in Pravda elicited a very lively 
response from the- .&viet scientific public. The editors re- 
ceived more than 200 articles from scholars, principally 
linguists working in research institutes and educational in- 
stitugons of Moscow, Leningrad, the b a i n e ,  Belorussia, 
Georgia, Kazakhstan, Armenia, Lithuania, Moldavia, Lat- 
via, Estonia and various cities, districts and provinces 
of the Soviet Union. The editors have also received a great 
many letters from Pravda readers testifying that the ques- 

tions raised in the discussion aroused great interest not on- 
ly among linguistic specialists but also in the broadest cir- 
cles of the Soviet intelligentsia. 

In the course of the free discussion, the basic problems in 
the development of Soviet linguistics underwent critical dis- 
cussion. Almost all the participants in the discussion con- 
cluded that our linguistics is in a state of stagnation and 
needs proper scientific direction. 

J. V. Staiin's articles 'On Marxism in ~ i q p i s t i c s , h h k h  
Pravda carried June 20, and "On Several Problems of Lin- 
guistics, * published today, are an outstandipg creative con- 
tribution to science and mark a new stage in the development 
of linguistics. At the same time, J. V. Stalin'sarticlesarm 
our historians, philosophers and economists with new theo- 
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retical theses which advance the science of Marxism-Lenin- 
ism. 

The great and vital principle of the development of all So- 
viet science is contained in J. V. Stalinps wcxds: #***no sci- 
ence can develop and flourish without a 8tmggle af opinions, 
without free criticism*** The liquidation of the Arakcheyev- 
like regime in linguistics, the repudfatiun of N. Ya. Marr's 
mistakes and imbuing linguistics with Mar~~n-bzuch, in 

my opinion, is the way to make it possible to instill new 
health in Soviet linguistics. 

The creative development of problems of Soviet linguistics 
on the basis of Marxist-Leninist teaching will lead linguis- 
tics #onto the broad highway and give Soviet linguistics a 
chance to occupy first place in world liaguistics" (J. W i n ) .  

With the publication of the articles in this issue the editors 
a r e  closing the discussian on problems of Soviet linguistics. 

Replies to Comrades* 

To Comrade Sanzheyev. -Esteemed Comrade Smzheyevl 
I am replying to Y W  letter VerJr be lamy,  since the offices 
of the Central Committee referred it to me only yesterday. 

You are  absolutely correct in your interpretation of my 
position in the question of dialects. 

"ClassA dialects, which would be more correctly called 
jargons, serve not the masses of the people but a narrow so- 
cial elite. In addition to whl,ch, they do not posses their own 
grammatical system and basic lexical fund. Because of this, 
they can in no way evolve ink, iadepedent languages. 

Local ("territorial") dialects, on the contrary, serve the 
masses of the people and posserss their own grammatical 
system and basic lexical fund. Because of this, s ~ v e r ~ - l o c a l  
dialects, in the process of the formation of nations, can lie 
at  the base of national la-es and evolve into independent 
national languages. This was the case, for example, with 
the Kursk-Ore1 dialect (~urak-@el aspeech") of the Russian 
language, which lay a t  the base ob the Russian national lan- 
guage. The must be said of the Poltava-Kiev dialect 
of the Ukrainian language, which b p a t  the base of the 
Ukrainian national lWBUVE@. A8 for the remaining dialects 
of such languages, tbep lo= their muinality, coalesce in- 
to these languages and disappear in them. 

There a re  also reverse processes where the single lan- 
guage of a people which k~ not Yet become a nation be~ause 
of the absence of the necessary economic conditons of devel- 
opment, fails ~ecause  the state o r ~ n b a t i o n ]  of this people 
disintegrates,and the local dialects,which have not yet had 
time to combine in a s w  language, come to life and give 
the impetus to the formation d separate, independent lan- 
guages. This may possibly be the case, for example, with 
the single Mongolian hguage. 
July 11, 1950. 

To Comrades D. Belkin and El. Furer. I have receivk 
your letters. 

Your mistake ltes in the fact that you have confused two 
different things and have substituted another subfect for the 
subject treated in my reply to Comrade Krasheninnikova. 

1. In this reply I criticize N- Yam mrr, who, sp~aking 
about language (sound) and *-, divorces language from 
thinking and thus falls into idealism. Comequenu~, my re- 
ply was concerned with normal people who possess a lan- 
Wage. I further maintain that thoughts can emerge in such 
people only on the basis of language material, that bare 
thou%ht, not connected with langmge material, does not exist 
in people who possess a language. 

Instead of accepting or refuting this thesis, you put for- 
ward abnormal, mute people, deaf and dumb, who have no 
language and whose thoughts, of course, cannot emerge on 
the basis of language material. As you see, this is an en- 
tirely different subject, which I did not and could not touch 
upon, since linguistics deals with normal peo~le  who pos- 
sess a language and not with abnormal deaf-mutes who do 
not. 

You replaced the subject under discussion with another 
subject which was not being discussed. 

2, 19W, p. 2. Reprinted from Bolshevik, 

2. It is apparent from Comrade Belkin3s letter that he 
does not differentiate between "the language of words" 
(sound language) and'gesture language* (according to N, Ya. 
Marr, 'handb language). He thinks, evidently, that ges- 
ture language and the language of words are  one and the 
same, that at  one time human society did not posseas a lan- 
guage of words, that %andb langdge then took the place of 
the language of wards which appeared afterwards. 

But if Comrade Belftin really thinks this, then he admits 
a serious error. Sound language or the language of words 
was always the sole language of human society able to serve 
a s  a genuine means of human communication. Histow knows 
of not m e  human society, even the most backward, which 
did not h v e  its own somd language. Ethnography knows not 
one &ckwiard tribe, a s  primitive or even more primitive 
than, let us say, the Australians or the inhabitants of Tierra 
del Fuego of the last century, which did not possess its own 
sound language. Sound language in the history of mankind 
is one of those forces which enabled people to be differen- 
tiated from the animal world, to join together in societiss, 
to develop their thinking,to organize social production, to 
wage a successful battle against the forces of nature, and 
to attain to that progress which we have at  the present time. 

In this respect the importance of so-called gesture lan- 
guage, in view of its extreme poverty and limitations, ia 
infinitesimal. This, strictly spe*, is not a language; 
it is not even a language substitute, able somehow or other 
to replace sound language, but an auxiliary expedient with 
extremely limited means, employed a t  times by a man for 
emphasizing one factor or another in his speech. Sign lan- 
guage cannot be equated with sound language, just a s  it is 
impossible to equate the primitive wooden plough with the 
modern caterpillar tractor with a five-frame plow and a. 
row tractor drill. 

3. It is apparent that you a re  primarily interested indeaf- 
mutes and only secondarily with the problems of linguis- 
tics, Obviously, it was precisely this circumstance which 
impelled you to address me with a number of questions. 
Well, ii you insist, I am not averse to satisfying your re- 
quest. What then is the situation with deaf-mutes? Do 
they think, do they have thoughts? Yes, they think and they 
have thoughts. It is clear that a s  soon a s  deaf-mutes are  
deprived of language, their thoughts cannot emerge on the 
basis of lingual material. Does this not mean that the 
thoughts of deaf-mutes are bare, not connected with "norms 
of natureb (N. Ya. Marr's expression)? No, it does not 
mean this. Thoughts of deaf mutes emerge and can exist 
only on the basis of those images, perceptions and ideas 
which are  formed in their everyday life about the objects of 
the external world and their interrelationships through the 
senses of sight, touch, taste and smell. Beyond these 
images, perceptions and ideas thought is empty, deprived 
of all content, i. e. it does not exist. 
July 22, 1950. 

To Comrade A. Kholopov. -1 have received your letter. 
My reply is a bit belated in view of my being overbur- 

dened with work. 
Your letter proceeds tacitly on two hypotheses: on the 

hypothesis that it is permissible to quote the works of this 
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which the quotation deals, and, in the second place, on the 
hypothesis that these or those conclusions and formulas of pJ urPrxism, derived a s  a result of studying one of the period. 
of historical development, a r e  correct for all  periods of 
development and therefore mast remarin immutable. 

I must say that both of these hypotheses a re  profoundly 
mistaken.. 

Several expmples. 
1. In the '40s of the last century, when monopoly ca@b&m 

did not yet exist, when capitalism was developing more or  
less  smoothly along an ascendant line, spreading to new ter- 
ritories not yet occupied by it, and the law of uneven devel- 

T opment could not yet operate in full force-Marx andEngels 
reached the conclusion that the socialist revolution could 
not be victorious in any one country, that it could be victo- 
rious only a s  a result of a general blow in all or  in the ma- 
jority of civilbed countries. This conclusion afterwards be- 
came the guiding principle for all Marxists. 

Hwever, a t  the beginning of the 20th century, especially 
in the period of the first world war, when it became evident 
to all that pre-monopoly capitalism had clearly grvrwn into 
monopoly capitalism, when ascendant capitalism wa8 trans- 
formed into dying capitalism, when war revealed the incur- 
able weaknesses of the world impe-t front, ~d the law 
of uneven: development predetermined that the proletarian 
revolution wauld ripen at different times in M e r e n t  cam- 
tries, Lenin, proceeding on Marxist theory, reached the eon- 
clusion that in the - cadi t iom of development the social- 
ist revolution might very well be fully victorious in one 
separate c-y, that the s i m u l ~ o u s  victory of the social- 
ist revolution in all countries o r  in the majority of civilized 
countries is inqmsible fn view of the uneven ripening of the 
revolution in these countries, that ths old formula of Marx 
and Engels no longer corresponds to the new historical 

A s  is obvious, we have here two different conclusions on 
the question of the victory of socialism which not only con- 
tradict but exclude each other. 

Some exegetes and Talmudists, who, w i e t  probing into 
the essence of the matter, quote formally, in isolation from 
historical conditions, may say that one of these ccurclusions, 
being absolutely incorrect, must be discarded, and the oth- 
er cgnclusion, being absolutely correct, must be extended 
to all periods of development. But Marxists must knowthat 
the exegetes d the Talmudists a re  mistaken; they must 
know that both of these conclusions a re  c o r r e c t n o t  cate- 
gorically so, but each in its time: the conclusion of Marx 
and Engels for the period of pre-monopoly capitalism and 
the conclusion of Lenin for the period of monopoly capital- 

2. In his aAnti-Dibring,A Engels said that after the vic- 
tory of the socialist r-evolution the state must wither away. 
On the basis of this, after the victory of the socialist revo- 
lution in our country, exegetes and Talmudists of our Party 
began to demand that the Party adopt measures [directed] 
toward the immediate withering away of o w  state, toward 
the dissolution of government agencies, toward the rejec- 
tion of a standing army. 

However, Soviet Marxists, on the basis of a study of the 
world situation in our time, reached the conclusion that in 
the face of capitalist encirclement, when the victory of the 
socialist revolution has taken place in one country alone 
while capitalism continues to dominate in all  other countries, 
the country where the revolution has triumphed must not 
weaken but must strengthen in every way its state, state or- 

ula envisaged the 

socialism tri- 

i 

As yuu see,we have here two mutually exclusive different 
formulas on the question of the destiny of a mcialist slate. 

The exegetes and Talmudists can say that this circum- 
stance creates an intolerable situation, that one of these 
formulas must be discarded a s  absolutely wrong while the 
other is absolutely right and must be extended to every per- 
iod of development of the socialist state. But Marxists 
must know that the exegetes and Talmudists a re  mistaken, 
for both of these formulas are  correct, but not categorical- 
ly, and each. in its own time: the formula of Soviet Marx- 
ists for the period of the victory of socialism in one or sev- 
eral countries, and the formula of Engels fur that period 
when the consecutive victory of socialism in separate ceunMes 
leads to the victory of socialism in the majority of countries 
and consequently when the necessary eondltions for the ap- 
plication of the Engels formula a re  created. 

The n q b e n  of such examples could be expanded. 
The same thing must be said about the two different form- 

ulas on the question of language, taken from various works 
of Stalin and adduced by Comrade Kholopov in his letter. 

Comrade gbolopov alludes to Stalin's work W n  Marxism 
in Linguistics, a in which the conclusion fs drawn that a s  
the result of the hybridization, let us say, of two languages, 

I one of the languages usually emerges triumphant and the 
other dies; that consequently hybridization does not produce 
any new, third language, but preserves one of these lan- 
guage:. Further he cites another conclusion, taken from 
Stalin s report at  the 16th Party Congress, where it issaid 
that in the period of the victory of eocialism on a worldwide 
scale, when socialism grows stronger and becomes a part 
of everyday life, national languages must inevitably coa- 
lesce into one general language which, of conrse, will be. 

' neither Great Russian, nor German, but something new. 
Comparing these two formulas and seeing that they not only 
do not coincide with each other but exclude each other, Com- 
rade ICholopov is driften to despair. 'From your article, he 
writes in his latter, #I understand that out of the hybridiza- 
tion of b g u q e s  a new language can never be formed, while 
before your article I was firmly c o n v w t h a t ,  according 
to yoar speech before the 16th Party Conference, under Com- 
munism languages fuse into one general [lamuage]. ' 

Obviously, Comrade Kholdpov, having discwered the con- 
tradiction between these two formulas and believing deeply 
that the contradiction must be e h h a t e d ,  cansmers it neces- 
sary to discard one of these formulas a s  erroneous and to 
catch hold of the other a s  correct for all times and coun- 
tries; but precisely what formula to catch hold of, he does 
not ]mow. The result is something akin to an impasse. 
Comrade Kholopov did not think of the fact that both formu- 
her can be correct, each for its own time. 

This is always the case with exegetes and Talmudists, who, 
probing into the essence of matter, quote formally, without 
relevance to those historical conditioxis with which the quo- 
tations deal, and inevitably fall into an intolerable position. 
But nevertheless, if you really get to the bottom of the 

matter, there is no need for such a position. The fact of 
the matter is that Stalin's pamphlet #On Marxism in Lin- 
guisticsA and Stalin's speech at  the 16th Party Congresshave 
in mind two entirely different epochs, and consequently the 
resultant formulas are  different. 

Stalin's formula in the part of his pamphlet relating to 
the hybr-tion of languages has in mind the epoch before 
the world-wide victory of socialism when the explotting 

I classes are  the domimint force in d e  world, when thenation- 
a1 and colonial yokes a re  still imposed, when national isola- 
tion and mutual distrust a re  reinforced by state differences, 
when there is not yet national equality, when the hybridiza- 
tion of languages takes place by way of a struggle for domi- 
nation by one of the languages, when there a re  not yet condi- 
tions for the peaceful and friendly cooperation of nations 
and languages, when the agenda is not cooperation and mu- 
tual enrichment of languages but the assimilation of some 
and the victory of other languages. Under these conditions 

7 



there can, understawfrrbly, be only victors and vanquished. 
It is precisely these conditions which the W i n  forllhula has 
in mina when it says that the hybridization, let us say, of 
tPrro hmgmges results not in the formation d a new language 
but in the trim@ of one of these languages and the defeat of 
the other. 

As for Stalin's other fermula, taken from the mechat the 
16th Party Congreras, particularly a s  it concerns the fusion 
of hguges into one general languge, here we hadanother 
epoch in mind, namely the epoch after the victory of socialism 
ona-wrld-wide scale, when w o r m  
exist, explobthg c w s e s  :will have been overthrown, the na- 
tional and colonW yoke will have been abolished, national 
isobtion anti! mutual distrust of nations will have been re- 
placed by mutual trust and the rappeQchement of nations, na- 
tional equality will be a reality, the plicy of suppression 
and assimilation of hgmges will  be liquidated, the cooper- 
ation of nations will be set going, an8 national languages will 

' 
have the opporbnity freely to enrich each other in an atmos- 
phere of cooperktion. Of C O U S : ~ ,  under &em conditions 
there can be no talk &f the ~ g i g g k a - ~  defeat af some 
tand the vic- of other languages. Hem we w 4  bave to 
deal not with two bquages, one d which. wil l  H e r  defeat 
while the other BPiU emerge victariow from the struggle, 
&at with hundreds of national languages mat af which, as the 
result of long economic, pdliaical aad culm cooperation 
between nations, will be at  the beginnimg, the richest, 
most unified zonal Imgqges, wMcb w,iU later coalesce into 
one general internatioaal language; this, of course, will be 
neither German, m z  Rusr[rirro, nor. &@is&, but a new lan- 
guage, which has Wibed tb best elements of the national 
and zonal languages. 

Consequently, the hm cWbrent formulas correspond to two 

different epochs of sociely's development, aqd, precisely 
because they correspond to them, both are correct, each for 
its own epoch. 

To require that these formulas not contradict and exclude 
eash other is a s  absurd a s  to require that the epolch in which 
capiklism holds sway &odd not be in contradiction with the 
epoch in which- socialism precbminntes, that socialism and 
capitalism should not exclude each other. 

The exegetes and Talmudists view Marxism and its Indf- 
vidual conclusions and formulas a s  a collection of dogmas 
which #nevern change, in spite of the changed conditions of 
society's development. They think that if they learn these 
c~nclolsions and formulas by heart and begin to quote them 
here and there, then they will be able to solve any questitms 
whatsoever, figuring that the memorized canclusions and 
formulas suit them for all times and ccmntries, for all of 
Me's contingemias. Rut Qaly those people can think this 
-9 who see the letter of Mandsm but not its essence, who 
bemorize, the texts of Marxist conclusions and formulasbut 
ck, not understand their 

Marxism is a science of the laws of the development of na- 
ture and society, a science of the revolution of the oppressed 
and exploited mwses, a science of tbe victory of socialism 
in all countries, a science of the buWbg of commun$st sp- 
chty Marxism, a s  a mi-e, e m a t  stand still; it devel- 
ops a d  perfects Itself. In the caulrm of its development 
M a W m  cannot help but be enriched by new experience, by 
new ItnawIedge; consequently, ib idhidual .bmuias and 
conclusions must change with the passing of time, must be 
replaced by n w  f o r m a s  and conclusions corresponding to 
new b-rical tasks. Marxism does not recognize imnru- - 
table conclusions and formulas obligatory for all epochsand 
periods. Marxism is the enemy of all kinds of dopatism. 
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